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Introduction

Recent studies of the Suez Crisis, and of Sir Anthony Eden’s role, have tried
to clarify his decision-making; however, none have traced this process,
breaking through the discontinuity that has been hidden by the historiography, and not least by Eden himself. By focusing on Eden’s personality
and influences, this study contextualises his conduct of foreign relations, as
distinct from a precise foreign policy, and reappraises his role in resolving
the crisis. Historians, from the first to write publicly about the crisis, Paul
Johnson and Hugh Thomas, to the more recent, Keith Kyle and W. Scott
Lucas, have argued that Eden decided to use force in late July and finally
saw the opportunity to act on that decision on 14 October 1956.1 Specifically,
Kyle and Lucas argue that Eden chose to use force in early July but then
briefly sought a peaceful solution through the UN in October, before
employing force on 14 October 1956. In their opinion, the decision to use
force had been made and the 14th was merely the date of implementation.
Thomas believed that the Prime Minister had been looking for a casus belli
to remove Nasser since the Egyptian leader’s apparent involvement in the
dismissal of Sir John Glubb as head of the Arab Legion, on 1 March 1956.2
These views fail to take account of the substantial evidence of confusion
during the period.3 The eventual use of force was not the fulfilment of a policy
initiated in July, despite the dual-track policy decision made by Cabinet on
27 July. Eden and the Government backed a negotiated settlement of the
crisis. However, if this failed, they believed that the use of force would be
justified because of the severe political and economic implications of the
nationalisation of the Canal Company for Western Europe and, specifically,
Britain. Therefore, military contingency plans would be made to protect
British interests, as Cabinet agreed on 27 July, in the ‘last resort’.4 Eden
believed throughout August, September and early October 1956 that
international pressure brought to bear upon Nasser would preclude the need
for more drastic action. Military plans would also increase this pressure and
force Nasser to relinquish control of the Canal. They were also a deterrent to
any further action. Despite the dual-track policy, negotiation from a position
1
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of strength dominated Eden’s search for a solution to the crisis to the extent
that there is little evidence to suggest that he wanted to use force before
October 1956. The decision to use the military was the eventual reaction to
a need to fill a vacuum at a time when Eden’s health had severely declined
and he judged that both his country’s interests and his own future were in
danger. The use of force did not fulfil the military preparations of the ‘dual
track’, but involved a hastily constructed plan in ‘collusion’ with the French
and the Israelis, again suggesting that it was not a decision made at the
beginning of the crisis but later, when Eden decided that the situation had
become intractable by diplomatic means. Pressure had mounted on the
Prime Minister to provide an active solution and diplomatic attempts to
resolve the crisis had failed. Historians have failed to trace, in the same
detail, the full extent of the pressures building upon Eden. David Dutton
has drawn a much clearer picture of the French attempts to embroil the British
in a war against Egypt, but convinced of Eden’s early decision to use force,
has placed little importance on the effect of these outside pressures on the
Prime Minister.5 Thus Dutton, as with the rest of the historiography, has
seen Britain and France as partners in a military venture.
The majority of the misunderstandings of Eden and his situation reflected
an overly critical historiography that misrepresented Eden’s political dealings
during the crisis. Many wrote defending themselves and were looking to lay
blame because Suez was a failure, publicly revealing Britain’s subjugation.
As Harold Wilson recalled, Eden became the ‘scapegoat’.6 Eden did not help
himself by the adamant defence of his action and the denial of any collusion.
Few people in government circles knew of the secret talks at Sèvres before
the end of 1956, while most people were unaware of the meetings before
1967. Even fewer knew of the tripartite agreement that settled the covert
joint invasion plans of the French, Israelis and British. Eden justified Britain’s
military intervention as an extension of his military precautions. Keen to
conceal the results of the meetings at Sèvres, and collusion, he explained
that the invasion fulfilled ‘the approved plan’, which had been ‘prepared by
the Anglo-French military staff that had been studying the problem since
the end of July’.7 While Eden argued that his objectives were different in
July and October, he tried to demonstrate that the plans were the same.8
Having told only half-truths to the full Cabinet and having lied to
the House of Commons, in October and November 1956 respectively, he
needed to justify his actions. Accusations of irresolution coupled with the
insecurity that his illness and prescribed medication exaggerated also gave
him the opportunity to answer his critics. Thus, the majority of the Civil
Service and Government did not have a full enough picture to judge Eden or
his actions accurately, and, significantly, their timing. The public, opposition
and world opinion were in an even weaker position, particularly as, while
Eden sought to deal with the crisis, some of those around him, notably
Harold Macmillan, had already set their own agenda and were working to
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their ends. Eden avoided any mention of collusion in his memoirs, which
has meant that the rest of the work has tended to be ignored as being
heavily biased or of dubious veracity. This ignores much useful, accurate
information in the memoirs that reflect much of the Prime Minister’s hopes
and attempts to secure a negotiated settlement. Eden wrote to Selwyn Lloyd
to help with the book, and Lloyd helped Eden to remember the facts.9
The memoirs prompted Erskine Childers to write in 1962 ‘how Eden
revealed far more of the truth than a surface reading of the Memoirs would
suggest’, but he was unable to get through to the real story of collusion.10
Childers had begun his research into Suez in a 1959 article in The Spectator,
which angered Eden. In a remark typical of Eden’s thoughtless outbursts,
he raged that, ‘[i]t seems to start on a false premise, that we did not want a
United Nations’ solution, ignores the consequences of the Soviet veto upon
the twenty-two power proposals and thinks that there was a conspiracy
because of the very appropriate observations you [Lloyd] and Pineau made
on that topic. After this it has a characteristically Irish rebel mentality.’11
He was annoyed that his attempt at redress to the UN had been belittled,
but more importantly, he had been accused of plotting in a conspiratorial
fashion. This moral slur offended Eden’s sensibilities more than any accusation
of warmongering, and hence he steadfastly avoided mentioning collusion.
He developed an elaborate web of deception centred on showing the events
of October 1956 as part of a continuous policy, adopted in late July 1956.
This was not the case but perpetuated the myth that had been promoted
by the misunderstanding of some of his colleagues and writers on the subject. Lucas’s interpretation of Eden’s explanation of Dulles’s intentions
remains a good example of how historians have refused to take the Prime
Minister’s memoirs at face value. Eden believed that Dulles’s announcement
that Nasser must be made to disgorge his control of the Canal signalled
American commitment to promoting a solution to the crisis. For Lucas, it
represented Eden’s belief in Dulles’s ultimate agreement to the use of
force.12 Further evidence, particularly personal meetings with his close friend
Iverach McDonald, substantiate Eden’s own version rather than that of the
historiography.13
Restricted to a very limited distribution within Government circles, the
first history of the Suez Crisis was written by Guy Millard, a private secretary
of Eden’s, after being suggested to Eden by Sir Norman Brook, the Cabinet
Secretary.14 The work, entitled ‘Memorandum on Relations Between the
United Kingdom, the United States and France in the Months Following
Egyptian Nationalisation of the Suez Canal Company in 1956’, was written
in August 1957 and printed on 21 October 1957. However, while Millard
reported the events, including collusion, the memorandum was altered in
a number of small ways, which affected its tone.15 Whether Eden knew of
these alterations is unclear, but Brook destroyed Suez records, under instruction
from Eden.16 After the fall of the Eden Government, Brook ordered ‘two
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middle-rank Foreign Office officials . . . to collect all sensitive files on Suez
and put them in a file marked “SUEZ”’. This file disappeared when Brook
left the Cabinet.17 Eden, himself, removed many of the Foreign Office
papers, particularly related to collusion.18 These actions increased suspicion
of Eden’s warmongering during the crisis, but in fact they merely reflected
his desire to hide the evidence of collusion rather than increased militarism.
The first published literature on Suez came in 1957, when Merry and
Serge Bromberger first revealed details concerning the collusion between
Britain, France and Israel, in The Secrets of Suez. This increased the criticism
of Eden and the misunderstanding of his handling of the crisis.19 However,
it would be another nine years before a participant would actually reveal the
co-operation between the three countries. In 1966, Moshe Dayan’s Diary of
the Sinai Campaign admitted to collusion. However, while an Israeli representative at the Sèvres meetings had written it, it did not directly refer to
Sèvres. The first to refer to the meetings of 22 and 24 October was Hugh
Thomas in his 1967 The Suez Affair. Thomas, the son-in-law of Gladwyn
Jebb, resigned from the Foreign Office in 1957, apparently because of ‘a general
distaste for official life’.20 He had written a novel, The World’s Game, in
1957, which depicted, in fiction, what he believed to be the deliberate bellicose
British involvement in the Suez Crisis. After Dayan’s disclosure, he wrote an
historical account which was serialised in The Sunday Times in 1966. Lloyd
made a major contribution to producing the work.21 However, he berated
Thomas over his treatment of Eden and his Suez policy. Initially, criticising
Thomas’s failure to represent the extent to which Eden consulted ‘his senior
colleagues’, he went on to say:
I don’t think that you bring out sufficiently clearly that our primary
objective throughout was a peaceful settlement . . . I get the impression
from your article that from the 26th of July we were all longing to have
a physical smack at Nasser. That really is not true. Eden, [Antony], Head
[Secretary of State for War and then Minister of Defence] and I had had
too much over the Suez base to want to go back to a physical presence in
Egypt other than that agreed under the 1954 agreement. This applied to
the August Conference, the acceptance of SCUA, and to the final reference
to the Security Council.22
Nonetheless, despite the remarks, the book remained the leading work on
Suez and was reprinted in 1987. It was not until the works of Lucas and Kyle
emerged in 1991 that The Suez Affair began to lose prominence.
In 1967, Anthony Nutting published No End of a Lesson. Both Eden and
Lloyd were unimpressed by Nutting’s account. Eden considered taking legal
action but Lloyd advised him to ignore it.23 This led the way for another
civil servant, Geoffrey McDermott, to write his account. In 1969, he produced
The Eden Legacy and the Decline of British Diplomacy. He did refer to Sèvres
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but his information was inaccurate which suggested that it was secondhand.24 McDermott had believed that he ‘was one of only three Foreign Office
officials who were in on the political and strategic planning of the Suez
campaign’.25 However, as he later wrote, he believed that Eden only confided
in one person, Lloyd, which compromised his own evidence.26 Here was
another official who assumed that Eden’s deception and collusion were
extensions of his military preparations. The two major studies by Kyle and
Lucas finally broke through the confusion of the crisis, revealing the intricacies of the collusion. However, in attempting to clarify the situation they
explained a series of events as a concerted policy by Eden, rather than the
confused reaction to events that actually took place. They believed that
Eden decided at the beginning of the crisis, in July, to use force. Therefore, any
of Eden’s subsequent actions were viewed as an attempt to achieve this goal
or hide his intentions from a divided country and reluctant world.
However, while Eden intended to maintain British interests, he knew
before the summer of 1956 that he could not act independently. In addition,
his moral and diplomatic beliefs drove him toward negotiation, even if this
might mean hard bargaining from behind the pressure of the US. The Prime
Minister had long fostered a belief in exerting power through the US. This
led to the following of an American line but the Americans vacillated under
the misinterpretation of Eden’s intentions. Thus, the character of the Prime
Minister’s process of making decisions was lost to certain contemporaries,
consequently confusing the historiography.27
Adopted in October, the decision to use force offered a high-risk solution
to an increasingly high-risk situation. In the two and a half months prior to
the decision, Eden, in line with his moral and political beliefs, as well as his
experience, attempted to bring the crisis to a peaceful conclusion within the
limited parameters that British ‘power’ offered. This remained consistent
with British conduct of foreign affairs. Britain had never been more than
a status quo power in the twentieth century. She reacted to events in the
hope of maintaining her world power status. However, even this power had
waned, particularly since the two world wars. In the post-1945 world,
Britain conducted foreign relations as opposed to foreign policy. The Second
World War resulted in her replacement by the United States as the world’s
leading power impeding any possible pretensions of weltpolitik or even
machtpolitik.28 The post-war British governments had to accustom themselves to the new parameters of their role. Foreign policy became relegated
to a day-by-day reaction to events rather than the fulfilment of measured
policies. Studies of government perpetuated the myth of the traditional
procedure of defining policies, as did the misunderstanding that while the
precise nature of the role might have changed, its broader definition had
not.29 The majority of the British public still believed that its country was
a leading world power with the ability to create her own policy and act
independently. The Suez Crisis changed this perspective. Britain still had
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a role to play in world affairs, but Eden recognised that this role depended
on the will of the US, despite historiographical criticism that his earlier
experience, particularly of the Dictators, had made him more determined to
exact a dynamic role for his country.30 On a more personal level, Eden had
spent his entire life under this modern reality. Born in 1897 he grew up in
the declining years of British imperialism, and entered politics in 1923, when
Britain’s role and method for conducting foreign affairs was changing.31 He
remained under no illusion as to Britain’s position with regard to foreign
relations, although he maintained her world profile through his mediation
and peaceful settlement of issues such as the Second World War, Civil War
in Greece (1944), the Trieste problem (1954), and the French in Indochina
(1954).32
Even in the Middle East, a traditional area of British power, he understood
his country’s limitations, believing that ‘[i]t is a case of new times, new
methods . . . What we are trying to do in Egypt is not to run away from a
regime which often says crude and hostile things, but rather to lay the foundations of security in the Middle East in the new and changed circumstances
that now prevail there. By this I mean of course not so much the new regime
in Egypt, as the changes in our position in the world.’33 He then reiterated and
emphasised this point: ‘In the second half of the twentieth century we cannot
hope to maintain our position in the Middle East by the methods of the last
century. However little we like it, we must face that fact . . . If we are to maintain our influence in this area, future policy must be designed to harness
these [nationalist] movements rather than struggle against them.’34 Maintaining influence meant protecting British assets, in particular oil, but Eden
understood the rising strength of nationalism within the Middle East.35 He
knew that if he wanted to maintain British ‘interests’ then he must do as little to antagonise the nationalist movements as possible. This meant that he
could not afford to develop a distinct policy other than to accept these
groups openly, maintaining passivity, and react to individual incidents if
and when they occurred, but only when they threatened British interests
directly.
The need for minimalist foreign relations was accentuated by the opinion
of a public that had elected the Conservatives, in 1955, under the banner of
‘Working for Peace’.36 In his correspondence with Eisenhower, Eden
stressed the need to ease world tension. However, this was not just a party
question but a reflection of the deep desire of the whole British people.37
Having led the ‘scuttle’ from the Canal base in 1954, Eden had shown his
intention to minimise Britain’s involvement in certain areas, principally
with a view to cutting costs.38 Shortly after the general election of 1955, he
demonstrated the need ‘to make economies in the defence programmes’.
After talks with Minister of Defence Selwyn Lloyd, he cut spending to
£1,535 million, despite calls for increased spending from the right-wing
Conservatives. The economy of the country was not capable of taking the
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strain of increased defence spending and the need for economies had
become engraved on Eden’s mind.39 On 28 September 1955, he had raised
the issue of Britain’s current disarmament programme with Macmillan. The
Prime Minister knew that defence cuts worried the Americans, because of
the obvious defensive/strategic implications, but believed that ‘we must
push on vigorously’.40 He assumed that the US would involve themselves in
Middle Eastern politics if it believed the area to be destabilised. Macmillan
was then sent to New York to head the UK delegation at a disarmament conference. Eden continued to favour withdrawal from Egypt and a limitation to
defence spending.
Criticism arose from the Suez Group, which consisted of a core of 28
right-wing, hardline imperialist MPs who had voted against the decision to
‘scuttle’.41 The group misunderstood Eden’s conduct of foreign affairs by
reaction to events, believing that ‘he mistook diplomacy for foreign policy’. 42
As Julian Amery, one of the group’s leading members, remembered, its size
‘waxed and waned’, but ‘[d]ouble that number were fairly regular attenders
of group meetings’.43 At this stage the group did little more than stoke up
trouble, particularly in the media, but their influence would increase when
Eden’s health and will deteriorated in October 1956, culminating in their
role at the Conservative Party conference at Llandudno. Churchill also
opposed the withdrawal. Again, this had no direct effect on affairs until
October 1956 when Eden began to rely more heavily on his advice and support. Despite his later use of the ‘scuttle’ to motivate Churchill to goad Eden
into using force, Macmillan recorded, in 1954, that the withdrawal was ‘the
great event of the week’ as ‘[t]here can be no doubt at all that we have acted
wisely’.44 In the early weeks of the crisis, both Churchill and Macmillan
remained silent or, at least, private critics of Eden’s actions. At this stage,
they did not influence the Prime Minister.
Reflecting the form of foreign relations that Eden employed, the Prime
Minister soon came under criticism. The majority of 1955 had seen little
direct political action on Middle Eastern issues, fuelling Tory discontent
and media anger. Despite his past association as an anti-appeaser, Eden was
now seen as an appeaser of both the Arabs and the Russians.45 Eden did not
envisage a direct threat from either at this point. The Soviet issue lay dormant,
and he still appeared optimistic of an Arab-Israeli peace that included
Nasser. However, the media developed a campaign against him, led by
Pamela Berry’s Daily Telegraph and immortalised in Donald Maclachlan’s
article of 3 January 1956.46 The ‘Eden Must Go’ campaign lasted for several
months and focused on the Prime Minister and Government’s indecisiveness,
delay and ‘confusing of policy decisions’.47 It also showed that Eden was
isolated at the time when he needed to convey his sentiments to politicians
and the public.48 At the point of extreme frustration and pressure in October
1956, this isolation from media assistance would have profound effects.
Tony Shaw also held this view, but saw the point of isolation as occurring
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much earlier, concurring with the established historiography that Eden had
decided in July to use force.49 Having narrowed down his lines of advice
Eden had already isolated himself from the public through the medium of
the press.
Despite the significant difference between Eden and Churchill over
imperialism, the country had long seen Eden as Churchill’s anointed successor
and his immediate succession after Churchill suggested continuity in thinking
between the two men. However, even Churchill, the leading imperialist,
had been forced to subjugate much of his pretensions because of the change
in Britain’s position.50 He agreed to Cabinet’s decision to begin the withdrawal
from the Canal Zone but he could never reconcile himself to this anti-imperial
sentiment, the frustration boiling over as he promoted a forceful solution to
the crisis. However, Churchill remained unique amongst post-war leaders as
the only one to defend the Empire openly. In 1952, he had referred to the
Egyptians, directly to Eden, as ‘lower than the most degraded savages now
known’ and had wished that he had ‘taught the pashas and the very small
class of educated Egyptians a lesson which they would not have forgotten
for a decade’.51 In 1953, Evelyn Shuckburgh, a private secretary of Eden’s,
had noted that Churchill ‘[a]lways . . . wanted a war with Egypt’.52 Attlee had
understood the need for change in the transitional period after the War.
Eden, of the old school and so long heir apparent to Churchill, was also presumed to be a defender of the Empire. However, to Eden, the importance of
control in Suez was not so much because of its effect on British imperial
control in the Middle East, as its potential for the specific strangling of her
oil supplies. Summarising his position to Cabinet, he referred to a ‘general
policy . . . founded on the need to protect our oil interests in Iraq and in the
Persian Gulf’.53 He knew that Britain was declining and had set out not to
rock the boat, hoping to gain support to promote a deterrent against the
compromising of the ‘oil interests’.54
Succeeding Churchill also had another clouding effect on the understanding
of Eden’s political aspirations, which paralleled the accusations of imperialism.
When he took over as Prime Minister, the Conservative Party still prided
itself on its ‘Bulldog reputation’. Some historians have used this to explain
his frustration, and therefore imply an alleged impetuosity during the Suez
Crisis.55 Even Macmillan had thought that ‘it must be difficult for Eden’,
waiting in the wings.56 Yet, despite waiting for Churchill to ‘move over’
Eden did not enter his new role with the naivety of a man merely intent on
leaving his mark, as his understanding of British foreign relations in the
Middle East showed.57 On taking over as Prime Minister, Eden deliberately
distanced himself from Churchill. He called a general election for May 1955,
just a month after assuming office, and chose not to ask Churchill to join
the campaign. While he had respected and revered his predecessor, he did
not always see eye to eye with him, especially over foreign issues and notably
Egypt.58 Eden had threatened to resign in 1953 because of disagreements
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over foreign affairs.59 It was not until late September, 1956, that increasingly
ill, he began to seek reassurance and often advice from Churchill, who
adamantly believed that Nasser must be removed by force, and endeavoured
to influence the Prime Minister. No historians have seen Churchill as such
a strong influence upon Eden. Thomas, Lucas and Kyle all believed that
Churchill favoured a forceful resolution of the crisis. Nevertheless, Lucas did
not refer to Churchill’s influence.60 Similarly, Thomas has written that
Churchill considered that this was a situation that could be met by force but
despite his disappointment at the lack of action did not directly influence
Eden.61 Kyle believed that Churchill’s support for force was in line with
Eden’s thinking. He has documented Churchill’s attempts to influence Eden
but believed that this was in order to change the military plan rather than
incite military action.62
One area in which Eden did agree with Churchill was on maintaining
Anglo-American relations to affect US assistance in areas where Britain
could not afford to maintain an effective deterrent. Eden believed in the
importance of Anglo-American co-operation: that had been the major reason
for his resignation in 1938. His disillusion with Neville Chamberlain’s
appeasement of the dictators and failure to speed rearmament as a deterrent
to the dictators turned to despair when Chamberlain rejected President
Roosevelt’s peace initiative of January 1938.63 Eden was ‘outraged and uneasy’
because he had been working on increasing Anglo-American co-operation
through discussion throughout 1937, and because of the abruptness with
which Chamberlain dismissed the offer, knowing that Eden, away in the
south of France, would be back in London in only twenty-four hours.64
Eden wanted a formal alliance between the USA, Great Britain and France
against the dictators.65 Fundamentally, as he hinted to the House of Commons:
I should not be frank with the House if I were to pretend that it is an isolated
issue between my Right Hon. friend the Prime Minister and myself. It is
not. Within the last few weeks upon one most important decision of
foreign policy which did not concern Italy at all, the difference was
fundamental.66
The failure to secure Anglo-American co-operation and not the appeasement
of Italy had forced his resignation. He believed in the importance of AngloAmerican relations but the decision also reflected the extent to which Eden
remained a gentleman, in the traditional sense, and true to his principles.
In 1955/56, now Prime Minister, Eden acted on his deep-seated belief
in developing an Anglo-American relationship. He was keen to maintain
British interests with the US, backed by Commonwealth support.67 Fearful
of Nasser’s brand of Pan-Arab nationalism, he hoped to gain US support to
deter any direct action in the Middle East that might affect British resources,
notably oil. Kyle and Lucas believed that Eden wanted US support for force.
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At this stage, the Cabinet did not share Eden’s views. However, Eden
believed that the Americans shared his distrust of Nasser. While he had been
Foreign Secretary, he and US Secretary of State John Foster Dulles had
started discussions on a possible settlement of the Arab-Israeli dispute which
would maintain the balance of power in the Middle East and prevent a
destabilisation of an area that might be seized upon by Nasser, another Arab
power or Israel. Talks proved especially difficult and long, but by June 1955
the details had been agreed, and even in the face of a poor balance of
payments, Cabinet approved ALPHA, the plan to give land to Egypt and
compensate Israel financially, ‘in principle’.68 In addition, Eden hoped the
Americans, with their greater interests in Saudi Arabia and consequent influence, might have curbed the Saudis, whose bribery and corruption had
started to create political problems within the Middle East and the Levant.69
Eden also tried to draw the US into the Baghdad Pact, which aimed at
mutual co-operation against militants of the left, and to maintain ‘friendly’
countries with arms.70 The only way of harnessing the growing nationalist
movements in the Middle East appeared to be by buying favour.71 By 26
September 1955, Shuckburgh saw the possibility when he set out the various
alternatives before the Government, concluding that it must try to frighten
Nasser and then ‘bribe’ him.72 Eden also saw the potential. However, Nasser
could not be frightened without US support, because it would also have
meant appearing to resort to old tactics, of ‘gunboat diplomacy’, which the
Americans would not have condoned because they smacked of colonialist
values. Eisenhower had remarked that ‘to Americans liberty was more precious
than good government’.73 Dulles had argued that ‘the West had to demonstrate
that “Colonialism” was a fake charge’.74 More significantly for Eden, he did
not have the money available to maintain a military deterrent in the Middle
East and hoped that the US would be able to provide, if not a direct military
deterrent, a more plausible indirect threat to Arab or Israeli moves. This
reflected Eden’s own belief in NATO and the principle of ‘peace through
strength’. The Prime Minister had always favoured the principle of collective
security. He had been a staunch advocate of the League of Nations while
serving as Parliamentary Private Secretary to Foreign Secretary Austen
Chamberlain and as Minister for League of Nations Affairs.75 In contrast, the
historiography has seen Eden’s past as a motive for an aggressive policy over
Suez.76
However, there was an immediate divergence of opinion between the British
and American leaders, based on President Eisenhower’s apparent inability to
distinguish between emerging Egyptian nationalism and Nasser’s PanArabism.77 Eisenhower understood the situation but had his hands tied by
a variety of bonds including public and Congressional opinion. This was
the reason behind the essentially passive American role in foreign affairs
and the subsequent crisis. In addition, there had been a number of problems
between the British and Americans over ALPHA, in particular between
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Dulles and Eden, which reflected the deliberate inaction of the Eisenhower
Administration. Ironically, while Britain hoped to limit her own involvement
in world affairs, whilst looking to the US to fill the vacuum, the Americans
tried to scale down their own open foreign commitments. Eden never fully
reconciled this apparent indifference, the cause of which he did not understand. Once again, this had little bearing on events until deep into the crisis
when the Prime Minister, ill, tired and frustrated, decided to use force to settle
the crisis regardless of US support.
The simplest way around this, for Eden, appeared to be enlisting American
financial support to counter ‘communist’ infiltration. The Arab-Israeli dispute
created instability within the Middle East and opened the area to Soviet
penetration. However, Eden saw that the Soviets were not the threat that
had been assumed by contemporaries at home and abroad. As early as 29
July 1955, he had suggested that ‘they [the Soviets] were looking out for
someone to hold their hands’ and if they required British support in Europe,
they would only endanger it by interfering in the old bastion and supposed
remnant of British power, the Middle East.78 Eden and Macmillan disagreed
on the nature of the Soviet threat to Britain but the Prime Minister watched
as his Foreign Secretary and Dulles inflamed each other’s fear of the Communist threat.79 By September 1955, Macmillan had developed a hatred of
Nasser that inflamed his anti-communist feelings as the Egyptian leader
received military aid from the Soviets through Czechoslovakia.80 Eisenhower
also saw Nasser’s actions as communist inspired. Here was a good opportunity
for Eden to influence American opinion. Historians have also seen Macmillan
as rabidly anti-communist but they have assumed, as with his conviction to
use force, that Eden had the same view.81 Both Kyle and Lucas suggest little
difference of opinion between Eden, Macmillan and Lloyd. Thomas
believed that Macmillan overpowered Eden, quickly bringing him into line
with his own designs for a solution.82
Despite the Prime Minister’s attempt to influence the US, the Americans
were not as anti-communist as the British assumed. At the time of the
Eisenhower Administration’s inauguration in 1953, the new president’s
advisers believed that the government had been ‘languishing in a state of
decay and disorder’ which had abetted ‘the world menace of communism’.
However, they reacted by suggesting ‘some show of resolution – spiced with
some specific, but not too costly, show of force’.83 The President was more
concerned about publicly reacting against possible Soviet expansion than
actually developing a specific global policy. On taking office, Eisenhower
had immediately directed his Secretary of State to conduct a purge and had
Dulles send a letter to 16,500 members of the State Department demanding
‘positive loyalty’ to the US Government.84 This action demonstrated
Dulles’s anti-communism to the British, despite that, in hindsight, it was
only a show of faith to the American people by a new President and his
Secretary of State.85 The British belief in the extent of Dulles’s fear of
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communism increased. Early in 1953, he had conducted a tour of the
Middle East that had led to an emphatic desire to strengthen the area
against Soviet aggression. On 26 February 1953, addressing the Philadelphia
Bulletin Forum, Dulles appraised Soviet policies. Despite acknowledging that
there was a change in leadership and ‘already a notable shift in Soviet
foreign policy’, he went on to warn that ‘[t]hroughout its 38 years of
existence . . . [w]henever the opportunity has arisen, the Soviet Union has
swallowed up its neighbors, or made satellites of them, or subordinated
them in other ways’.86 Dulles also supported the Baghdad Pact, praising the
‘“northern tier” concept’ which had, ‘without challenging the concept of
Arab unity . . . drawn together for collective defense’.87 In a meeting with
Macmillan and French Foreign Minister Antoine Pinay, he suggested ‘getting
tough around here’ if efforts to dissuade Nasser failed.88 With this sense of
strong anti-communism and the British believing that Dulles ran US foreign
relations, there appeared to be leverage to influence the Americans into
providing a deterrent in the Middle East. Dulles appeared to mistake the
nationalism within the Middle East for communist insurrection but the
British misunderstood and therefore exaggerated the extent of his anticommunism.89 Publicly Dulles’s fears were more strongly expressed because
of the need to placate the Republican right wing. In private, and more indicative of his true view, the Secretary of State was not nearly so anti-communist;
little more so than most of the Western post-war leaders. Hence, the British
misjudged their ability to influence both Dulles and the President.
Despite ALPHA’s failure, largely due to its withering on the vine as the
Americans refused to support it, Eden sought to strengthen his policy of
supporting friendly countries with arms or financial aid, a policy more
acceptable to the US’s ‘informal empire’ or ‘influence’. The US also managed
to threaten this scheme, reducing its agreed commitment of tanks to Iraq.90
In reaction, Eden wrote to Eisenhower, playing on the Communist threat
and pointing out that ‘there is no question of money in this but only of
security’.91 Yet, it was a question of money, which Britain did not have.
Throughout early 1956, Eden continued to suggest that the US join the
Baghdad Pact. He knew that this was a political impossibility but wanted to
benefit from the compromises that the US offered in lieu of membership.
Eden understood that he must subordinate his own policy and maintain
mediation if he wanted to obtain American assistance.92
Eden believed that Nasser feared Western power, whereas the Egyptian
leader had developed such a strong sense of hatred for Eden that any such
fear was only secondary to standing up to the British. Neither man understood the other’s perspective. Eden had met with Nasser only once, on
20 February 1955, en route to Bangkok, for the South East Asian Treaty
Organisation (SEATO) Conference. Anthony Nutting, Minister of State in
the Foreign Office during the Suez Crisis, remembered how he ‘greeted
the President with the utmost coldness’.93 The Prime Minister recorded little
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of the meeting in his memoirs, but was struck by the Egyptian leader’s
‘frustrated desire to lead the Arab world’.94 He then put a new light on
the famous photograph of the two men, taken before the meeting. Eden
recalled, ‘[a]s the flashlights went off, he seized my hand and held it’.95 This
symbolised, to Eden, Nasser’s desire to maintain Anglo-Egyptian relations
publicly despite disagreement, particularly over the Turco-Iraqi Pact. Yet,
while his Pan-Arabism was emerging, Eden remained calm. As Nutting
recalled, although the Prime Minister did not like Nasser personally, ‘he
regarded him as a great improvement on King Farouk’.96 However, the calm
belied his fears, as Eden, writing to Dulles, predicted ‘Nasser would
denounce [the Turco-Iraqi] treaty at time of signature and . . . there would
be Egyptian efforts in Iraq to bring about the downfall of Nuri [Sa’id].’97
Nasser believed that Eden had talked down to him, and that the meeting
had been conducted to deride the Egyptians. As one of the President’s
advisers remembered, Nasser became ‘obsessed with this theme’.98 A gulf of
misunderstanding soon opened between them, but Eden’s attitude
reflected that he could still do business with the Egyptians, particularly
if backed by American support. This was shown by his commitment to
ALPHA, and OMEGA, the Anglo-American plan to destabilise Nasser’s
regime by economic sanctions and covert activity.99 Again, it would only
be later that, concerted with other pressures, this frustration would lead
Eden to embark on a military solution in October 1956.
The role of MI6 has also clouded the interpretation of Eden’s intentions in
the Middle East. In particular, its aggressive stance, involving assassination
attempts on Nasser, has suggested that Eden was using them to derive
a forceful solution to his problems, particularly in Egypt. MI6 sought to
disinform the Prime Minister in the hope that he would support a policy
more in line with its role in the Cold War of protecting Britain and British
interests from Communist incursion. Several sources show that Eden was
receiving a stream of information from an agent within Nasser’s personal
entourage, which suggested that Nasser had tied himself extremely closely
to the Soviets, to a greater extent than anyone had realised.100 However,
Evelyn Shuckburgh was not convinced of Nasser’s subjugation, believing
that he was ‘playing East off against West to the last moment’.101 In fact,
information from ‘Lucky Break’, the codename of an informant within
Nasser’s Government, was presented to Eden as evidence of a move by
Nasser towards the communists.102 However MI6 was intent on influencing
Eden, although the Prime Minister remained unaware of its intentions. The
full extent of MI6/CIA subversion of policy remains unclear but their influence
and policy engendered a belief of the British Government’s bellicosity,
which has confused contemporaries and historians alike. Lucas and Kyle
have both seen the use or attempted use of MI6 to assassinate Nasser as
indicative of Eden’s warmongering and, by implication, his commitment to
a solution at any cost.103
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However, misunderstanding permeated the personalities and relationships
of the key Anglo-American diplomats. This made it much more difficult to
promote consensus and trust when the crisis developed. President Eisenhower
had stolen Eden’s thunder at the Geneva Conference, revealing the reality
of both the post-1945 world order and the subordination of Eden as the
world’s leading diplomat. However, the situation was clouded by the inability
of much of the Cabinet to take the President seriously.104 Churchill
exclaimed ‘I am bewildered. It seems that everything is left to Dulles . . .
This fellow preaches like a Methodist Minister, and his bloody text is always
the same.’ He believed ‘that the President is no more than a ventriloquist’s
doll’.105 Eden inherited and developed much of this misunderstanding,
which increased during his dealings with the Americans both as Foreign
Secretary and later as Prime Minister. Sir Philip de Zulueta, his private
secretary, believed that his ‘master’ could ‘never quite come to terms with
Eisenhower’s elevation from army officer to head of state’. Here Churchill
too had thought of ‘Ike’ as a ‘brigadier’.106 Frederick Bishop, one of Eden’s
private secretaries, did not think that Eden’s regard for the President was by
‘any means wholehearted’. He believed that as the crisis developed, so
Eden’s regard for Eisenhower diminished. Eden did not think that the
American was a ‘particularly wise man’, but possibly ‘stupid’ and, regarding
international affairs, ‘inept’. In short, he underrated the President.107 The
continuation of American passivity, inflamed by this disregard for Eisenhower’s
ability, would eventually infuriate Eden. However, until October, he continued
to follow the American lead, particularly after the genesis of Dulles’s idea for
returning the Canal to international control, which mirrored Eden’s own
solution for the crisis.
While the British underestimated the Americans and Eden in particular
disliked working with Dulles, the Americans did not enjoy a comfortable
relationship with the British. They did not trust the word of Eden or Selwyn
Lloyd.108 Shuckburgh recalled that Dean Acheson, then US Secretary of
State, said to Eden, after Lloyd had been negotiating over Korea in the UN,
‘Don’t bring a crooked Welsh lawyer with you next time.’109 The Dulles/
Eden relationship proved to contain even more misunderstanding and misjudgement. Shuckburgh recalled that ‘Dulles didn’t trust Eden’ and the pair
‘simply couldn’t “gel”’. Even the different pace at which each man spoke
elicited annoyance and mistrust from the other. This became such a problem
that along with his American colleagues, Shuckburgh found himself in the
position of trying to prevent ‘misunderstandings . . . arising partly from that
incompatibility of tempo in their speech’.110 While ‘Dulles mistrusted Eden’,
the Secretary of State’s private secretaries disliked the Prime Minister.
Shuckburgh remembered that many of them thought that the Prime
Minister was homosexual because he called them ‘dear’.111 Chester Cooper,
the CIA representative in London, also believed that Eden’s manner and
demeanour affected his relationship with the Americans, describing him as
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an ‘essence of a British Prime Minister’, ‘almost Gilbert and Sullivan’.112
These cultural differences made direct communication and trust very
difficult.
While the Americans misunderstood the Prime Minister, so too did contemporaries and, consequently, historians. For example, Eden has often
been seen as possessing an impulsive nature and there is little doubt that he
was motivated by a great deal of pride in his achievements, in the position
he attained and in Britain’s prestige. This has been voiced by Kyle, Lucas
and Thomas who have also considered him extremely vain, leading to a
misinterpretation of aspects of Eden’s character and exaggerations of its
worst excesses, notably, in their opinion, the decision to use force.113 Eden’s
pride manifested itself in his immediate reaction to events, which could
result in aggressive outbursts that did not reflect his opinion, more his frustration as he laboured to protect British interests without a foreign policy.
After a short period of contemplation he retracted his remarks and
employed a more moderate and considered reaction. This was representative
of his reaction to the dismissal of Sir John Glubb from the leadership of the
Arab Legion on 1 March 1956, by King Hussein of Jordan.114 The telegrams
that Eden sent in response to the Glubb incident conveyed a different tone
and intent from the historiographical accusations of his anger and threats
against Nasser. This was despite the fact that he immediately assumed
Nasser had influenced Hussein and the potentially misleading Bellicose115
and the scaremongering tone emanating from the British Embassy in Amman.
King Hussein had been uncommunicative with the Ambassador and so Sir
Alexander Kirkbride, former Ambassador to Jordan, was told by Eden to
continue on his prospective trip to Jordan to draw out the King. Kirkbride
reported his conversations such that the Prime Minister ‘now realised that
Hussein had acted on his own initiative’.116 Eden had also met with Glubb
at Chequers. The Prime Minister continued to employ his own passive crisis
management. Publicly, and in his dealings with other governments/countries,
Eden’s reactions had been exemplary, in terms of both emotion and policy.
Privately, again, he had let his temper get the better of him but his subsequent
directives did not reflect this. Nevertheless, many contemporaries remained
misinformed.
Yet, with Eden it was not just pride. He possessed a violent temper, inherited
from his father, which, while under control for the majority of the time,
came out when he was overtired.117 This has become an additional reason
why historians have assumed that Eden reacted aggressively against Nasser’s
nationalisation of the Canal.118 Shuckburgh recorded that one of the biggest
effects of Eden’s medical complaint was sleep deprivation and a good
night’s sleep would be as little as five uninterrupted hours.119 However,
Shuckburgh knew these outbursts lacked importance. After one outburst he
remarked, ‘I am beginning to learn how to be a lightning conductor on
these occasions, to innocent bystanders from scenes which appear far more
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serious to them than I know them to be’.120 Sir William Hayter, British
Ambassador in Moscow, recalled how Eden’s anger should not be misinterpreted and demonstrated what it was that Eden actually wanted. During the
visit of Khrushchev and Bulganin to Britain in April 1956, the Prime Minister
would ring up Hayter, practically every morning. This was usually to complain
about the press coverage and, as on one occasion, could be as trivial as
bemoaning the larger number of column inches devoted to Bulganin than
to himself. However, as Hayter concluded: ‘He didn’t want anything done.
He just wanted to sound off about it.’ Such was the ambassador’s concern
that his reply was ‘Oh dear, how dreadful.’121 When asked how he dealt with
Eden’s temper, Shuckburgh remembered: ‘It wasn’t too difficult because
Anthony never kept up his anger. He would apologise afterwards. I don’t
think anybody ever regarded his tantrums as particularly wounding or
dreadful.’122 Those working closest with him continued to hold him in the
highest regard in spite of his temper. They could see that it did not really
represent his true character or feelings. Bishop explained: ‘One thought of
him very much as someone who was an arduous but agreeable taskmaster.
His demands were considerable and indeed one could see at times his temper
was not as equable as at other times, but on the whole the general atmosphere
was very good.’123 ‘Under pressure [Eden] tended to get very nervy’,
undoubtedly increasing the frequency and volume of these outbursts.124
This was represented during the growth of Nasser’s nationalism, with its
threat to Britain and, in particular, to Eden. However, as Millard concluded,
‘to say [Eden] was not in command of himself is an exaggeration’.125 In private,
he vented his immediate dissatisfaction before he considered and enacted
his decision. This showed the difficulty in understanding his private and
public faces, both for contemporaries and for historians, who have ignored
these differences. Those closest to him, such as Bishop, Millard, Iverach
McDonald, Foreign Editor of The Times, and Shuckburgh, as well as those
who had known him for some time, such as Hayter, recognised this distinction.
Others, outside of this ‘inner circle’, took these outbursts to be more serious
than they were, which compounded the problem of misunderstanding the
Prime Minister.
He had very few close friends who understood him. Eden did not prove
particularly easy to know or understand. He did not share Macmillan’s ease
of social mingling. Whereas the Chancellor would always retire to the Commons smoking-room or equivalent, Eden remained much more aloof. He
preferred the company of a few close friends. Iain Macleod, the Minister of
Labour and National Service, commented facetiously, although only with
mild exaggeration, that the Prime Minister had ‘absolutely no friends’.126
This isolation deepened with his marriage to Clarissa Churchill, in 1952,
who, as a most loyal wife, tried to protect him from criticism and provided a
country retreat in Wiltshire where he tried to escape the rigours of government
and, to a lesser extent, the scrutiny of the media. This trend increased with
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the development of the crisis, as attacks on Eden grew and as his medical
condition worsened. So, normally aloof, by the critical period of the crisis in
October, he had very few friends or advisers. McDonald, a friend for over
twenty years, held a privileged position in maintaining Eden’s confidence.
Those outside of the small group of friends and closest colleagues, as with
his contemporaries in government, found it much more difficult to know
the full picture.
One area of Eden’s life that has been the subject of much speculation but
little understood was his illness. Historians have recognised that Eden was
ill and that his health deteriorated after taking office in 1955. However,
because of their own belief that he had already decided to use force in July,
they see no relationship between the significant worsening of the Prime
Minister’s health in October and his subsequent use of force. In addition,
they do not recognise the seriousness of Eden’s decline, which left him
requiring surgery on 6 October. However, a correlation exists between the
deterioration of the Prime Minister’s health in October 1956 and the consequent decision to use force to settle the crisis. Eden was ill by the time
Nasser expropriated the Suez Canal. Even before he took on the premiership,
he had been in poor health. He had suffered from suspected jaundice and a
duodenal ulcer prior to taking over from Churchill, but his brief tenure as
Prime Minister coincided with a worsening of his health, troubled as he was
by gallstones, diverticulitis, and ultimately cholangitis. After a failed bile
duct operation in April 1953 and two further failed attempts at corrective
surgery, Eden’s symptoms worsened. Because of the attentions of his doctors,
in particular Sir Horace Evans, and the use of a variety of drugs, he managed
to continue in senior ministerial office. However, by November 1956, Evans
told R. A. Butler, by then Lord Privy Seal, that ‘Anthony could not live on
stimulants any more.’127 Under increasing pressure, he was unable to steal
more than a day or two away from London at his home in Wiltshire during
the period 1953–7. Even here, accompanied by at least one private secretary,
he would keep in touch with affairs by telephone.128 As the crisis developed,
so the strains of its management hastened the deterioration of Eden’s
health, a situation made worse by the time differences between London,
New York, Washington and Cairo:129 the Prime Minister, already an arduous
worker, made himself available at all times of the day or night so that he
could react to any changes in the situation. By October, this led to Eden’s
hospitalisation for corrective surgery.
The majority of the pressures that would finally push Eden to the use of
force were already in place, as were the reasons for history’s misunderstanding
of his intentions. The Prime Minister remained flexible; he had always
favoured the peaceful resolution of disputes and this was of even more
importance at a time when Britain’s power and, more importantly, the
world perception of that power, was in decline and her financial equilibrium
threatened. Nasser became, for Eden, the embodiment of all the threats to
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British power, and so the Prime Minister steadily developed a personal
hatred that often expressed itself in occasional fits of rage. Not only was
Nasser threatening the balance of power in the Middle East, but he threatened
Britain’s oil supplies, her export trade and thus her livelihood, a situation of
which Eisenhower was fully aware.130
Eisenhower, reflecting on the Arab-Israeli conflict, wrote: ‘we must be
friends with both contestants in that region in order that we can bring them
closer together. To take sides could do nothing but to destroy our influence
in leading toward a peaceful settlement of one of the most explosive situations
in the world today.’131 Given the notorious powder-keg relations of Middle
Eastern politics, this quote summarised the viewpoint that quickly became
lost in the British analyses of the crisis. It also underscored what was essentially,
for the Americans, a passive role. Nevertheless, it reflected the belief that the
US had in this policy as the best way to achieve what was always Washington
and London’s principal goal, maintaining free-flowing oil supplies. This was
another source of misunderstanding between London and Washington. The
British Government lost sight of the American view that the world situation
dictated that diplomacy was the only route to achieving this goal. The British
mistook American ‘passivity’ for indifference. Therefore, Eden tried to benefit
from the compromises that the US offered in lieu of membership. It was in
this way that the Prime Minister conducted his foreign relations in the
period 1955–6. As Shuckburgh recalled, ‘[Eden] did believe that we had
responsibilities, experiences and qualities of thought of a worldwide nature
which we ought not to jeopardise’, but he also understood that he must
subordinate his country’s pretensions. For his part, Eisenhower countered
that ‘under normal circumstances we were quite content for the experienced
British to take the . . . initiative . . . in the Middle East, but when the Soviet
Union threatened to become actively involved, the United States could no
longer remain a silent partner’.132 This bode well for the British who were
keen to limit their involvement in world affairs and had been upset at the
US for trying to do the same. However, while Eden’s correspondence contributed to this stirring, the Americans remained silent. Therefore, the Prime
Minister had to negotiate with Nasser under the auspices of the US if he
wanted to derive a peaceful solution to the crisis.133 He did not know that
Dulles, being protective, believed that closer Anglo-American relations
would ‘throw an intolerable burden upon the President’.134 The Americans
continued to believe that Britain expected closer relations, which would
involve US material, moral and physical assistance. However, Eden was not
searching for such a relationship, just a US commitment to offering a deterrent in the Middle East. After Dean Acheson’s denial of the Anglo-American
special relationship in 1949, Eden had become aware of the US’s reluctance
to be openly involved in any such implication. That he was forced into trying
to lure the US into offering help to fight the Soviet threat also indicated
that he did not believe a ‘special relationship’, in this way, was likely.
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Fundamentally, he tried to deceive the Americans to ensure their help.
However, US postwar attitudes would not even stretch that far, enhanced
by the post-nationalisation misunderstanding that Eden had immediately
decided to settle the crisis by force. By July 1956, the misunderstandings
between the US and Britain were in place, along with the seed-bed of pressures
set to influence the Prime Minister. The events of the summer and autumn
did not appear suddenly, like a rainstorm on a fine day, but rather they
evolved from the misconceptions discussed in this introduction and with
them the misunderstanding of Eden and his conduct of the Suez Crisis.

1
Nationalisation of the Canal:
26 July–3 August

Expropriation of the Canal, the First Ministerial Meetings and
the Search for a Solution
The period from 26 July to 3 August 1956 comprised the initial stage of the
Suez Crisis. Started by Nasser’s nationalisation of the Suez Canal Company,
during these eight days there was a flurry of diplomatic activity, particularly
in Britain. Abhorring war and politically astute, Eden sought a peaceful
solution, although he was unsure exactly how this could be achieved.
Fearing the results of an escalation of tension, the Prime Minister attempted
to win international support for condemnation of Nasser and his actions.
Extensive support did not arrive instantaneously, and, in particular, US
support was uncertain and slow. However, Eden continued to explore all
possible solutions, exploiting political and economic sanctions backed from
a position of strength with the possibility of military involvement in the
background. He endorsed the NATO principle of ‘peace through strength’,
hoping to employ a threat to Egypt alongside mediation with Nasser through
the UN Security Council. However, misunderstandings of intention
developed between the British and the Americans. This has clouded events
both then and now. Confusion was increased by Cabinet’s eventual decision
to employ a dual-track policy, whereby a peaceful solution of the crisis
would be sought, although, in the last resort, if this failed then force
might have to be employed.1
Nasser’s nationalisation of the Suez Canal on 26 July 1956 shocked Eden
and the world. Less than two months before, on 10 June, the Egyptian
Government had recognised the continuing validity of the concession made
by the Khedive, which was to expire in 1968.2 However, the Prime Minister
remained calm despite the culmination of all his fears. He heard of the
Egyptian action during dinner at Downing Street, in honour of King Feisal
of Iraq, on the evening of the 26th. The Iraqis, as Selwyn Lloyd recalled,
held similar fears of Nasser to those of Eden and himself, but Nuri-es-Said,
the Iraqi Prime Minister, advised the British to ‘hit Nasser hard and quickly’.3
20
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This pressure from the Iraqis increased as the crisis deepened, channelled
through the bellicose British Ambassador in Baghdad, Sir Michael Wright.
However, despite Eden’s surprise and the immediate aggressive advice, the
Prime Minister remained calm, immediately convening an impromptu
ministerial meeting to discuss his options. He suggested taking the issue
to the Security Council, where world condemnation of Nasser’s actions could
pressure the Egyptians to reinternationalise the Canal. This sentiment of
negotiation was far removed from the alleged bellicosity, although the
suggestion was eventually rejected because of the threat of the Soviet veto.4
The Prime Minister realised that the Soviets would veto any attempt to
bring the UN into the dispute, and thus it was a pointless exercise at a time
when a quick resolution was of an essence to appease both British public
opinion and world confidence.5 After the rejection of his own idea, Eden was
keen to find a solution to the crisis. He wished to hear the opinions of his
senior ministers along with those of the Leader of the Opposition, French
Ambassador and the American Chargé d’Affaires. He wanted a united bloc
against Nasser, both at home and abroad, to pressure the Egyptians into
relinquishing their sole control of the Canal. Consequently, he summoned an
eclectic group, which would provide a variety of ideas for a possible solution
and also elucidate the opinions of the key countries in the dispute, notably
Britain and France, whose interests were most grossly effected, and the US
who acted as the world’s unofficial ‘executive power’. The meeting, which
followed the dinner for the Iraqis, included the Lord President, Lord Salisbury,
the Lord Chancellor, Viscount Kilmuir, the Secretary of State for Common
wealth Relations, Lord Home, the Foreign Secretary, Selwyn Lloyd, Deputy
Under-Secretary of State at the Foreign Office, Harold Caccia, Leader of the
Opposition Labour Party, Hugh Gaitskell, one of the Chiefs of Staff, Lord
Mountbatten, the French Ambassador to Britain, Jean Chauvel, and American
Chargé d’Affaires, Andrew Foster.6 Judging by the number and diversity of
people invited, Eden had not decided on any controversial secret decisions,
such as the decision to use force, that could be compromised by their
foreknowledge. This was underlined by his lack of trust in people’s discretion,
particularly that of French officials. In addition, if he had wanted to railroad
an aggressive solution past his senior advisers, it would have been more
likely to succeed if he had kept the meeting as small as possible.
He sought to concert opinion and, although shocked by Nasser’s actions
and their possible ramifications, continued to search for a policy, as the
variety of discussion at the meeting of the 26th revealed. However, as Guy
Millard one of Eden’s private secretaries recorded, the meeting was ‘badly
organised’ and included discussion of possible economic and military
retaliation, but nothing could be concluded.7 Winthrop Aldrich, American
Ambassador to Britain, believed that it ‘reached no conclusions . . . other
than that there must be immediate consultation with the United States at a
high level’.8 Frederick Bishop, another of Eden’s private secretaries, remembered
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that the nationalisation ‘represented an acute acceleration of a developing
crisis [but] I don’t think it immediately meant that some sort of armed conflict was inevitable’.9 By the meeting’s impromptu nature, and under such
dramatic circumstances, it proved disorganised but gave the Prime Minister
the chance to listen to a cross-section of reaction and test opinion before
more detailed discussion could continue with Cabinet and the governments
of France and the US.10
Historians have claimed that it was at this meeting that Eden decided
upon the immediate use of force to settle the crisis.11 Others have suggested
that the decision was reached soon afterwards.12 William Clark, Eden’s Press
Secretary, is frequently cited as in support of the Prime Minister’s determination to use force.13 However, Clark’s original diary entry for 26 July was
exaggerated when reproduced in his memoirs and contradicted its original
conclusion. The sentence, ‘[t]his was the meeting at which Eden made it
absolutely clear that military action would have to be taken’, was added
several years after the event and does not appear in the original diary entry
which actually concluded that ‘[all] that emerged [from the meeting] was
a dullish statement for use in the House’.14 Clark, as he recorded in his
memoirs, became very ‘disillusioned by – and even let down by – a prime
minister I had previously admired’, eventually resigning over collusion.15
This tainted Clark’s record of events, particularly his memoirs, which he
used to exaggerate Eden’s bellicosity. In addition, Clark admitted, in later
years, that his own source of information was not always reliable: ‘What
Ministers say in a temper or casually to me as a non-Government member,
just an official, was very often very revealing of their personality, but not
terribly revealing of what Government policy was going to be and that
includes the Prime Minister’s remarks.’16 Despite these reservations, voiced
in 1979, he contradicted his original diary entries, telling the interviewer
that Eden ‘made it absolutely clear that military action would have to be
taken, Nasser would have to go’.17 His contemporary diary entry showed
that the meeting had concluded very little, and had not produced a commitment to force. The Press Secretary was not a member of the meeting of
the 26th.18 When pushed as to what Eden actually said at the ad hoc meeting, he replied: ‘[T]he question that Eden put perfectly clearly was when
can we take military action to topple Nasser, free the Canal? Those were
not, I think, his words. He was a diplomat by training. But the answers that
he got were addressed to that question.’19 Clark was unable to judge the situation correctly because, missing the majority of the meeting, he assumed
that Eden had already chosen to use force, whereas the Prime Minister’s
enquiries were an attempt to clarify the situation and keep all ‘policy’ options
open. Clark’s own confusion and frustration were increased by the inability
of the Chiefs of Staff to suggest any ways in which Britain might respond
immediately.20 Despite these contradictions historians have continued to
rely on his evidence.21
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Further speculation as to Eden and the Government’s immediate decision
to use force was aroused by Lloyd’s comments to Andrew Foster at the meeting. This represented an opportunity for the British to use Foster to test the
water with the American administration, to see what action they could suggest or support. Taking Foster to one side he told him that the only solution
was for a Western consortium to take over the Canal, by force, should that
prove necessary. Nevertheless, the content of Foster’s telegram to Eisenhower
suggested that the meeting had done little more than focus on all the possible solutions. He wrote that the British had agreed that the Western Governments must consider ways of keeping the Canal open, through economic,
political or military action and regardless of any legal implications. He also
reported that the Chiefs of Staff had been ordered to prepare a logistical
study for a possible military operation to seize the Canal. Eden did not want
Nasser ‘to get away with it’, but there was no suggestion that a decision to
employ force had been made.22 Eden had shown his intention to talk to the
Americans in the hope that they might help provide a solution to the crisis.
However, Eisenhower, with Dulles abroad, received advice from Herbert
Hoover Jr., the US Under-Secretary of State, who warned that the ‘British
might feel compelled to move drastically’ and suggested extreme caution in
dealings with the United Kingdom.23 Hoover, a consistent anglophobe,
continued to portray the British attitude in the worst light.24 The first
mistake had been made and a misunderstanding developed as to British
intentions, despite Eden’s assurances to the President.25 The American
reaction has reinforced historians’ belief that Eden had already decided to
use force. However, the Prime Minister had only outlined his and the
Cabinet’s conclusions that a peaceful settlement would be sought, backed
by the threat of force which could be employed if all other solutions failed.
He continued to search for a policy to resolve the crisis, unaware of American
suspicions of British belligerency, and hopeful of US assistance.
An immediate military solution was also not a practical option. Sir Frank
Cooper, the Head of the Air Staff Secretariat and a member of the Egypt
Committee from mid-September, recalled that the Chiefs of Staff ‘made it
crystal-clear that they were not going to run a quick operation’.26 However,
Earl Mountbatten of Burma, First Sea Lord, later alleged that he had offered
the Prime Minister the proposal of an immediate Royal Marine Commando
assault.27 In spite of this, Mountbatten contradicted his own version of events
in an account dictated a month later.28 The minutes of the first meeting of
the Chiefs of Staff after the nationalisation of the Canal revealed that despite
Mountbatten’s misrepresentation, the political directive was clear and pacifist. He told the other Chiefs ‘that Ministers had already given consideration
to the attitude the United Kingdom should adopt in the situation and had
decided that until the views of other interested powers had been obtained
no action should be taken which could be construed as threatening Egypt’.29
Eden had not decided to use the military to devise an immediate forceful
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reaction but had only to wait to co-ordinate his efforts with the other countries most affected, to settle the crisis. At this early stage, he had not even
agreed to threaten Egypt with military moves to bluff Nasser into relinquishing sole control of the Canal.
However, this scenario with Mountbatten illustrated another of the problems that Eden encountered and another area of pressure exerted upon his
policy-making. Mountbatten had suggested an immediate deployment of
force, which Eden had rejected, but went on to criticise the eventual launching of the military initiative in October. In November 1956 he outlined his
role in a letter to Lord Hailsham: ‘I had done everything in my power to
carry out his orders, as in duty bound, loyally and to the full in making all
the necessary naval preparations for building up a position in which we
could have negotiated from strength.’30 He believed Eden to be employing
a peaceful, diplomatic solution. Despite having promoted a forceful solution,
in view of the failure of force, Mountbatten pragmatically supported Eden’s
policy of negotiation from a position of strength. Cooper suggested that the
problem with Mountbatten was that he was always ‘on the make . . . always
out for [himself]’. Reviewing the First Sea Lord’s ‘performance in Suez’, he
explained: ‘he rode very successfully all the hurdles, weaving left and right
and down the middle . . . but from the time he became First Sea Lord,
nobody trusted him’.31 Mountbatten’s apparent volte-face also reflected the
disillusion that many contemporaries had with collusion despite their initial
backing of a forceful riposte. The Chiefs of Staff vacillated and remained
divided on their choice of action. The problem did not rest solely with
Mountbatten. The Chairman of the Chiefs of Staff, Sir William Dickson,
spent much of the crisis away on sick leave. Of the remaining Chiefs, Templer
called for ‘resolute action’, while Air Chief Marshal Sir Dermot Boyle, Chief
of the Air Staff, was undecided.32 At one point, Templer accused Boyle of
being ‘yellow’.33 However, at this early stage in the crisis, Templer did not
influence Eden, and as Richard Powell, the Permanent Secretary at the
Ministry of Defence, reflected, the pressure for a military operation only
‘built up after time’. As he continued, ‘I would guess that Eden had it in
mind that we might have to resort to force quite early on, and the Chiefs of
Staff were asked to produce a plan for a military operation’.34 Yet despite the
conjecture, logistically, a forceful riposte was impossible at such short notice
and the Egyptians had a number of tanks and armour deployed, capable of
repelling an operation mounted with paratroopers.35 In addition, Cabinet,
whose principal members had witnessed or been central participants in the
Atlantic alliance of the war years, put great faith in Anglo-American and
Commonwealth co-operation. Eden, in his own words, had been ‘tempered’
by his wartime experiences, but emerged ‘illusions intact, neither shattered
nor cynical, to face a changed world’.36 He had lost two brothers and a son
during the two world wars, and another brother had been interned in a prisoner-of-war camp. Although having fought gallantly in the First World War,
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he held none of Churchill’s imperial warrior pretensions and believed in the
need for continued peace just twelve years after the Second World War.37
Eden set about defining a policy to reinternationalise the Canal but
included seeking support at home and abroad to pressure Nasser. On the
following day, 27 July, the Prime Minister met with Alan Lennox-Boyd, the
Colonial Secretary, to unite colonial opinion.38 Then, after a statement to
the House of Commons, he firmly set out his line of thinking to the Cabinet,
before opening the floor to discussion. He stressed the importance of the
Middle East, and in particular the Suez Canal, not merely to Britain but ‘the
economic life of the Western Powers’. Of the seventy million tons of oil
passing through the Canal, sixty million tons went to Western Europe, twothirds of the Western European oil supply. Once again, in determining the
courses of action open to the Government, the Prime Minister began by
stressing the need to ‘reach a common understanding . . . with the French, as
partners in the Canal enterprise, and with the United States Government’.
The French Foreign Minister, Christian Pineau, was due to arrive in London
on the 29 July and Eden proposed sending ‘an urgent message to the
President of the United States inviting him to send a representative to take
part in the discussions early in the following week’. The Cabinet agreed that
every effort must be made to restore effective international control over the
Canal. The Egyptians would not yield to economic pressures alone and had
to be subjected to the maximum political pressure which could be applied
by the maritime and trading nations whose interests were affected directly.
In the last resort, this political pressure had to be backed by the threat and
ultimately, if necessary, the use of force. The Chiefs of Staff were then
officially instructed by Cabinet to prepare a contingency plan and timetable
for military operations against Egypt that would only be employed should
they prove unavoidable. This was a normal reaction and reflected the
traditional principles that militaries followed and continue to follow, to
safeguard all eventualities. In conclusion, Eden declared:
It must now be our aim to place the Suez Canal under the control of the
Powers interested in international shipping and trade by means of a new
international Commission on which Egypt would be given suitable representation. Colonel Nasser’s action had presented us with an opportunity
to find a lasting settlement of this problem, and we should not hesitate
to take advantage of it.
This reference to a ‘lasting settlement’ was particularly significant. Military
intervention could not provide such a long-term solution because it would
alienate Middle Eastern countries. In addition, it was unlikely that a ‘lasting
settlement’ could be maintained without a military presence in the Canal Zone
if the short-term settlement had been achieved by force. Eden knew that
a military solution would require a large financial commitment which Britain
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could not afford. This had been the reason for the withdrawal from the Suez
base. In searching for a long-term solution, Eden had to find something more
diplomatic and less provocative to the Arab world than the use of force.
However, while all the effort was to be centred on the diplomatic reinternationalisation of the Canal, a dual-track policy had begun.39 If all political,
economic and military pressures failed to press Nasser into relinquishing sole
control of the Canal, then, as a last resort, because of the importance of the
free flow of oil supplies to Western Europe, the Government believed that
the use of force was justified.
In addition, Eden had broadly set out his vision for reinternationalising
the Canal. In the short term he wanted to develop solidarity among the
principal Canal users and use them to originate a solution to the crisis.
At the same time the Americans saw the need to develop a similar line,
as Eisenhower wrote to Eden on the 28th: ‘We are of the earnest opinion
that the minimum number of maritime nations affected by the Nasser
action should be quickly consulted in the hope of obtaining an agreed basis of
understanding.’40 Both countries had simultaneously derived similar solutions
to the crisis. However, the Americans were keen to use any device to, as they
saw it, hold the British back from using force. Therefore, in reality, the
similarities of intent were not as clear-cut and led to misunderstandings over
the forthcoming Canal Users’ Association. Although announced in public
first by the Americans, it appeared to the British to mirror Eden’s own move
toward producing a solution to the crisis. Nevertheless, at this stage both
countries considered ways of mobilising the political and diplomatic weight
of the maritime countries in opposition to the Egyptian action.
In the interim, Cabinet decided to send a note of protest against Nasser’s
actions to the Egyptian Government, before more considered representations
concerted with the Americans and the French could be made, as soon as
possible.41 Cabinet agreed
that our essential interests in the area must, if necessary, be safeguarded
by military action and that necessary preparations to this end must be
made. Failure to hold the Suez Canal would lead inevitably to the loss
one by one of all our interests and assets in the Middle East and, even if
we had to act alone, we could not stop short of using force to protect our
position if all other means of protecting it proved unavailing.42
Cabinet believed that the seriousness of the situation might require the use
of force. It had condoned the planning of the contingency measures but this
was a long political and moral step from starting war. In an attempt to unite
British and American opinion and protect both countries’ influence in the
Middle East, Eden then telegraphed Eisenhower. He reiterated the earlier
Cabinet conclusions, pushing for American help in the ensuing negotiations
by proposing the idea of an immediate tripartite meeting.43
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Even in private, Eden remained non-committal towards the use of force.
On the 27th, he met with Iverach McDonald, Foreign Editor of The Times.44
McDonald, unable to support a forceful resolution, only lost faith with Eden
after 14 October, when the Prime Minister finally decided force was required.45
This suggests that Eden, whilst agreeing with Cabinet that force might have
to be used, showed no signs of resorting to such lengths at this point. In line
with the dual-track policy agreed on 27 July, the crisis would be resolved
peacefully unless this proved impossible. All efforts would focus on deriving
a negotiated settlement. The possibility of force remained only as a final,
and naturally undesirable, option. If Eden had been prepared to tell McDonald
and not the Egypt Committee of his decision to use force in October, then
he would also have told him of any earlier decision if he had decided earlier
to invoke a military solution. He could have used The Times to keep public
opinion polarised in favour of force until it could be deployed, as he would
later expect, in October. However, he made no reference to force at the
meeting with McDonald apart from the need to maintain a threat to Nasser
and to protect against any further aggressive Egyptian action. The Prime
Minister gave exclusive interviews with McDonald and on 27th repeated the
information of Cabinet discussions, the telegram to Eisenhower, and his
own thinking on the subject. ‘More than once he said that if we showed
weakness in the face of Nasser then all our position in the Middle East
would crumble’, but he countered this, believing that because the Canal
Company was archaic there was potential for Nasser accepting a revised
agreement for the running of the Canal.46 Eden hoped that the international control of the Canal could be modernised and would not reflect the
imperial control of the Suez Canal Company which had been established in
1856: ‘ There was a real chance, if Nasser would take it, of getting an up-todate agreement.’47 From McDonald’s recollections, Eden was extremely candid with him, using him as a confidant and sounding board. Talks with
McDonald and his editor, William Hayley, continued throughout the crisis,
to the point that they ‘were given so much secret information that they
found it difficult to have the usual roundtable easy talks with [their] leader
writers as a group’.48 McDonald believed that historians misjudged Eden
and that the Prime Minister’s ‘hopes of a wider international agreement’
became stronger.49 Eden’s commitment to the first part of the dual-track
policy originated in Cabinet discussion: the reinternationalisation of the Canal
by broad economic, political and international pressure on Nasser. It also
confirmed his desire to unite the ‘maritime Powers’ who used the Canal,
against Egypt.50
On the evening of the 27th, the Egypt Committee was formed ‘to keep in
touch, on the Cabinet’s behalf, with the situation arising from the recent
action of the Egyptian Government in respect of the Suez Canal, and to
formulate plans for meeting that situation’.51 Cabinet, rather than solely
Eden, had been responsible for instigating the group but it had been the
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Prime Minister’s advice to form a sub-committee, in exactly the same
fashion as Churchill had done concerning Egypt. The committee was dominated
by the hawkish Macmillan but also consisted of less impulsive members –
Butler, now the Lord Privy Seal, and Walter Monckton, the Minister of
Defence.52 The group also included Eden, Lloyd, Lord Home and Lord
Salisbury but varied in size and membership.53 The committee became
increasingly involved in the sensitive issues surrounding the military contingency plans but Eden never let the military timetable dominate diplomatic machinations. At this early stage both he and the committee were as
concerned with implementing pressure upon Egypt and not using force.
Consequently the Prime Minister ordered the freezing of Egypt’s assets on
the 28th, while on 30 July, he ordered a ban on the export of all further war
material to Egypt.54
The Prime Minister also attempted to unite Commonwealth opinion, as he
had discussed both with Cabinet and McDonald. On the 27 July, Eden had
instructed Lord Home to talk with the Commonwealth High Commissioners.
His telegram to the New Zealand Prime Minister, Sidney Holland, showed
his intentions: ‘If we do not [stand firm], the oil supplies of the free world
will be at his [Nasser’s] mercy and Commonwealth communications and trade
will be gravely jeopardised . . . We believe that we should seize this opportunity of putting the Canal under proper international control as a permanent
arrangement.’55 However, while the New Zealanders ‘assured’ full support
‘to ensure that vital British rights [were] fully protected’, and Robert Menzies,
the Australian Prime Minister, appeared supportive, the Canadian reaction
suggested problems for the future.56 Prime Minister Louis St Laurent
responded: ‘I fully share your great concern . . . while the matter is not of the
same direct importance to Canada.’57 This reaction suggested that the focus of
the crisis was oil supply rather than communist insurgence. Eden had
hoped to gain support by demonstrating a Soviet threat in the Middle East,
but this letter showed the difficulty in trying to rally countries who did not
have the same oil interests in this part of the world and consequently were
not prepared to offer assistance in pressing Egypt. Nevertheless, the Prime
Minister continued to derive support, hoping that economic and political
pressure would bring Nasser to the negotiating table or create the instability
that would unseat the Egyptian leader, and bring the crisis to an end.
Press reaction cemented the Government’s decisions, with its condemnation
of Nasser’s actions. Yet, because the newspapers promoted a strong reaction
to Nasser, supporting the immediate use of force, they appeared to support
Eden and the Government’s line. Again, this has added to the confusion
concerning the Prime Minister’s intentions. While Eden had not determined
on a military solution, his vanity welcomed the support of the press. He
read the newspapers closely every day, believing they gave important insight
into public opinion.58 In particular, he believed that The Daily Telegraph
reflected Conservative Party opinion.59 As Eden’s Private Secretary, Bishop
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recalled, directly referring to press criticism, Eden ‘always paid great attention
to it. Almost everyone who knew him would probably say that he paid far
too much attention to it.’60 Having experienced a turbulent time with the
newspapers, particularly The Daily Telegraph, in the early days of his government, he now welcomed their support, while, pragmatically, the publicity
increased the pressure on Nasser with the threat of aggression. On 28 July,
The Times reported: ‘The seizure is an act of international brigandage’, while
the Populist-Conservative Daily Mail declared: ‘The time for appeasement is
over. We must cry “Halt!” to Nasser as we should have cried “Halt!” to
Hitler. Before he sets the Middle East aflame, as Hitler did Europe.’61 Even
before Eden had publicly drawn any similarities between Nasser and the
dictators of the Second World War, the Socialist Daily Herald called for
‘No more Hitlers’.62
It was not just the press who reacted vehemently against Nasser’s actions.
The French Prime Minister Guy Mollet publicly charged Nasser with being
a ‘would-be Hitler’ and Pineau had written to Eisenhower drawing parallels
between Nasser and Hitler.63 On 2 August, Gaitskell spoke to the House of
Commons using similar language: ‘It is all very familiar. It is exactly the
same as we encountered from Mussolini and Hitler.’64 Herbert Morrison, the
former Labour Foreign Secretary, went as far as to say that, ‘if the United
States will not stand with us, then we may have to stand without them’.65
Harold Macmillan believed that Nasser was an ‘Asiatic Mussolini’.66 A body
of opinion, outside of Eden’s control, was now favouring strong action, at
least in the short term, and importantly Macmillan’s own view of Nasser was
cast. From this date, in his diaries, Macmillan adopted a much more belligerent attitude toward resolving the crisis. Eden remained uncommitted to
a forceful solution, confident in his own leadership. Members of the Private
Office noted that, even despite the hectic pace of those days, the Prime
Minister ‘has clearly risen to the occasion with exhilaration. He is the only
member of the Cabinet who has held a position of comparable responsibility at a comparable period of crisis, and it makes him feel his superiority.’67
At this stage Eden was not being influenced by the more bellicose, including
Macmillan. However, the split of opinion was not immediately apparent
because, as press polarisation suggested, the Prime Minister needed to promote
a strong front against Nasser to maintain the reality of any threat. In
addition, because of the importance of the Canal he had not ruled out the
ultimate use of force if all other solutions failed. This apparently united
front also helped to fill the policy vacuum. Economic and political pressure
had been applied on Egypt and Eden hoped to define a more precise solution.
Eden had only just begun his search for a policy. He had to wait for the
tripartite meetings to begin, so that a policy with international support could
be divined. As a precursor to these discussions, once again, he tested the
ground with the Americans, this time focusing on less aggressive support.
His immediate thought was to bring about a peaceful resolution to the
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crisis. On 28 July, the British Ambassador to the US Roger Makins and Lord
Harcourt, the Economic Minister at the British Embassy in Washington,
went to see Hoover, ‘to discuss possible action to protect the Suez Canal
Company’s assets and to block the Egyptian balances in the United States;
payment of Canal dues and plans to meet possible closure of the Canal
(including rationing and alternative oil supplies)’. Immediately, however,
the apparent difference in attitudes of the Americans and the British toward
Nasser’s conduct was revealed. Hoover and his advisers raised sufficient
objections to impress on Makins that they ‘were weak and irresolute in the
face of this crisis, and are tepid about taking any vigorous action . . . The
State Department do not feel themselves directly involved as principals in
the dispute with Egypt and are acutely aware of the domestic repercussions
which strong action (e.g. involving the prospect of rationing of oil) might
have.’68 President Eisenhower then sent Robert Murphy, the Deputy UnderSecretary of State, to London as his representative. He did not recall Secretary
of State Dulles from Peru, where he was attending the inauguration of the
new President. The Middle East was of minor importance and ‘American
investments in the Canal Company were negligible.’ Murphy would go to
London ‘to see what it’s all about’, carrying no other instructions than to
‘hold the fort’.69 Such orders suggested that Eisenhower, while fearful of
Hoover’s warnings, remained only mildly suspicious of British bellicosity.
The President was unconvinced, as of 28 July, that Eden had decided upon
any method to settle the crisis. The apparently benign attitude left Makins
suggesting the need to frighten the Americans into providing any form of
assistance.70
However, neither Eden nor his delegates at the meeting resorted to frightening the Americans. The Prime Minister did not have a set agenda and waited
to see what suggestions or assistance the US might offer. Murphy arrived in
London on Sunday, 29 July.71 The first of the proposed tripartite meetings
took place that evening, attended by Murphy, Lloyd and Pineau. Throughout the day, Eden maintained his reins on the situation, keeping in frequent
touch with Foreign Secretary Lloyd from his country home.72 Immediately
Murphy was told that ‘political and economic pressure was unlikely to have
any effect on Nasser unless he knew that there were military sanctions in
the background. It was therefore necessary to proceed with military preparations as far as possible, in case it was necessary to take military action.’73
Immediately the British outlined their prospective policy to the Americans
in the hope that they might receive support. There was no suggestion that
war had been decided upon, but rather a military threat had been shown to
Egypt to strengthen any negotiation with Nasser. Murphy remained unconcerned and did not believe that this reflected any British desire to start
a war. He remembered that ‘[t]he conversation was rather restrained and
I did not learn anything very specific’.74 After the first tripartite meeting
with Lloyd, there was still no suggestion that the decision had been made
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to invoke a forceful solution to the crisis. The Prime Minister continued to
hope, as he had shown at the meeting of the 26th, that through enough
discussion of opinion and options, a diplomatic answer would be found.
Macmillan then began to employ his own agenda, further confusing the
American perception of Eden’s intentions. After hearing Lloyd’s account of
the talks, the Chancellor recorded that ‘[i]t is clear that the Americans are
going to “restrain” us all they can’.75 Macmillan’s fears were heightened by
a report of a conversation between Dulles and Makins. Makins recorded
that, despite Dulles’s agreement that the attitude of Britain and the US
should be firm, Nasser had chosen the perfect moment to nationalise the
Canal. Even if the US had been disposed to ‘take strong action’, which at
that moment it was not, they would be tied by Congressional inaction and
‘probable recalcitrance during an election campaign’.76 Dulles continued to
observe that the President had no authority from Congress to use force but,
despite this reticence, he reiterated that if the Egyptians refused to ‘consider
reasonable proposals for the international supervision of the canal and
the provision of the Suez Canal Convention then the situation would
be created which might call for a different approach’.77 Nevertheless,
Macmillan believed that he had the advantage over Dulles and that he
understood the Americans.78 Eden thought that Macmillan actually ‘follows
Dulles around like an admiring poodle and that is bad for Foster and worse
for British interests in [the] Middle East’.79 The Chancellor’s appraisal proved
optimistic. Reinforced by Makins, who ‘impressed the need . . . to make
a strong impression on Murphy’, he overestimated his ability to affect
American opinion.80 Macmillan took his own initiative, as he lunched with
Murphy and Pineau, along with Lloyd, Foster and Caccia. While the meeting showed that the ‘French are absolutely solid with us’, Macmillan and
Pineau took the opportunity to ‘frighten Murphy all we could’.81 The Chancellor had begun to take Makins’s advice. This deceived the Americans as to
British intentions, and clouded historians’ judgement. Macmillan was taken
all the more seriously by the Americans because of his close links with
them during the Second World War and because he had recently developed
a rapport with the US whilst serving as Foreign Secretary.82 The success of
the British bluff gave the US the sense that Eden had already decided on
war, corroborating the fear that Hoover had expressed to Eisenhower on the
27th. However, if the Prime Minister had been ready to use force it would
have been counterproductive to create a crisis atmosphere by admitting his
intentions. This would have made it much more difficult to employ force
because of the development of passive consensus, making time for the
Egyptians to build up further Soviet assistance. As the Government was
in no position to fulfil such a decision this would only have led to the
Egyptians gaining more time to improve their defences and arming their
forces. With the consequent delay, from the decision to the possible implementation of force, it made no sense for Eden to show his hand, unless he
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was interested in bluffing the Egyptians to strengthen his own bargaining
position and inducing the Americans into supplying diplomatic assistance to
prevent war.
During the evening of the 30th, Macmillan continued in his quest to
influence the Americans, furthering the confusion. He invited Murphy, an old
wartime friend, to an informal dinner at Number 11. Also present were the
American Chargé d’Affaires Foster, the Deputy under Secretary of State at
the Foreign Office Caccia and Field Marshal Sir Harold Alexander. The discussion was calculated to remind Murphy of the wartime Anglo-American
amity, and that in Greece in 1944 Macmillan and Alexander had been right
to overrule the Americans and take prompt action.83 Murphy had already
developed a ‘great admiration’ for the two men but recalled that the conversation was ‘not reminiscent of past associations’. Such was the nature of the
informal discussion that Murphy, in contrast to the tripartite meeting,
which Macmillan had not attended, ‘was left in no doubt that the British
Government believed that Suez was a test which could be met only by the use
of force’. Furthermore, he was informed that the French ‘saw eye to eye with
the British’ and would therefore be likely to be involved in the ‘military
moves’ that, it was intimated, ‘might start in August’ and ‘would not take
much’ to ensure that ‘Nasser [was] chased out of Egypt’.84 Macmillan
reflected on the meeting: ‘We went on with the good work – did our best to
frighten Murphy out of his life. We gave him the impression that our military expedition to Egypt was about to set sail. (It will take at least 6 weeks to
prepare it, in fact)’.85 Murphy and the Americans were now under the
illusion that not only had the decision to use force been made but that it
would be implemented immediately. Shocked by these events, Selwyn Lloyd,
who had been negotiating on Eden’s behalf, concluded that it was this dinner party which led ‘to a misunderstanding of our position, particularly by
Eisenhower’ as ‘the Cabinet had not decided to use force without delay, as
Eisenhower thought’.86 Lloyd’s reaction implied that Macmillan had taken
his own initiative without involving Eden and there is no suggestion that
Eden had authorised or even knew of Macmillan’s meetings. Murphy’s wartime links with Eisenhower and the fact that he was an ‘old friend’ of the
President meant that his reports of British intentions were taken seriously.87
Thoroughly alarmed, Eisenhower, urged by Hoover, ordered Dulles to travel
to London, convinced that the British were ready to start a war. Macmillan’s
action had worked so well that Eden had no ability to influence the Americans
into providing support of any variety. American fears as to British commitment to the use of force to settle the crisis were now confirmed. The US
could not support the British intention to use the military threat to substantiate a diplomatic solution because it was believed that force had been
chosen. Any future American involvement or assistance during the crisis
would be compromised by the need to prevent war. Again, this could only
undermine Eden’s desire of negotiating from a position of strength, by
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failing to appear aggressive to Nasser and hence failing to bolster the British
bluff in her dealings with Egypt. Without Eden’s knowledge, his hopes for
a peaceful solution to the crisis had been undercut.
Again, the actions of third parties confused understanding of Eden’s intentions, for contemporaries and historians. Once more, Macmillan had acted
independently, but this time the ramifications were much greater. It was
assumed that Eden had sanctioned Macmillan’s action. However, the Prime
Minister had been consistently incensed by Macmillan’s exceeding of his
ministerial role and Macmillan resented the constant Prime Ministerial intrusions. Therefore, Macmillan was not asked to the ad hoc and hastily gathered
meeting on the evening of 26 July. Later informed by Sir Norman Brook, the
Cabinet Secretary, of some of the Chancellor’s proposals, Eden minuted,
‘Not his business anyway!’88 Some historians have been kind enough to call
Macmillan’s action ‘inventive independence’, others have not been so sympathetic.89 Bishop described the Eden/Macmillan relationship as ‘competitive’,
while Millard believed the Chancellor to be ‘a devious man’. Eden ‘regarded
Macmillan as an intriguer and somebody who was after his job’, which, as
his secretary remembered, ‘he probably was’.90 Eden maintained his resolve
for a diplomatic solution to the crisis. At this stage Macmillan had little
influence on the Prime Minister and had not convinced him to employ
force. However, the rivalry between the two would have important implications when, physically and mentally weakened in October, Eden became
reliant on his advice and that of other ‘hawks’.
Eden limited the majority of his correspondence with Macmillan to purely
economic matters. Yet this could have caused its own problems. Bishop had
been recruited into the Private Office to deal with ‘economic affairs’; however, as he had revealed at the interview for the position, ‘I knew nothing
about economics and wasn’t an economist.’ While Eden seldom sought
advice on foreign affairs, ‘he did expect to be told one’s thoughts’ on ‘economic
and domestic matters . . . [H]e acknowledged that he was not a great expert
on economic matters, and he observed that it was on this side of things
that I was supposed to deal with . . . ignorant though I was of economics as
a technical subject.’ In addition, ‘He really expected his ministerial colleagues to guide him in matters of their own department, particularly
Mr. Macmillan.’91 Only time would demonstrate the problems of this deficiency and reliance. It also illustrated that Eden was a traditionalist who
believed in government through collective responsibility. He could not make
decisions ex parte, unlike Macmillan.
The Prime Minister had shown his readiness to influence the US and bring
the greater American power to bear. Eden condoned Macmillan’s overzealous
attitude which reaped short-term benefits for the British.92 The Chancellor’s
‘frightening’ of Murphy, secured Foster Dulles’s involvement in negotiations which appeared to signal a diplomatic victory for the British, particularly as they believed that Dulles, rather than Eisenhower, created American
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foreign policy. As Makins reported, ‘Dulles’s departure for London . . . was
clearly decided upon at extremely short notice. I was informed only after
[he] had left.’ The Americans had altered their plans at the last minute as
a result of Macmillan’s recent actions. They now believed the situation
needed greater attention, which promised the British American assistance
in resolving the crisis. Makins continued: ‘Hoover told my New Zealand
colleague . . . that Mr. Dulles’s visit had been undertaken on account of the
anxiety of the United States Government about the danger of trying to force
Nasser to rescind his action. They felt that it was important to give the most
carefully considered guidance to public opinion on this issue and to avoid
any precipitate action.’ After the results of his previous meeting with the
Americans, Makins was extremely surprised by the extent of the US action
in placing under licence the Suez Canal Company’s assets and Egyptian
Government balances in the US, including the balances of the National
Bank of Egypt.93 Macmillan, having engineered the American higher
involvement, reflected: ‘It seems to me we have succeeded in thoroughly
alarming Murphy. He must have reported in the sense which we worked
[for], and Foster Dulles is now coming over post haste. This is a very good
development.’ However, the Prime Minister’s acceptance of Macmillan’s
action misleadingly suggested an agreement between Eden and Macmillan
on objectives and methods of achieving them. Force had become a probability for the Chancellor, while it still remained a last resort for the Prime Minister.
Macmillan hoped to encourage American backing of force, while Eden
hoped that American threats would be enough to destabilise Nasser’s position. The Prime Minister took on Macmillan’s initiative, because of its success, and both Eden and Lloyd continued to threaten the Americans in their
meetings, although not with the same zeal as the Chancellor.
Eden continued trying to keep Nasser guessing, leaving the Egyptian
leader unsure as to whether he would be attacked. Again, he hoped that this
pressure might loosen Nasser’s hold on the Canal. Even though it was not to
be used, the Prime Minister convened a committee at the outset of the crisis,
made up of former Special Operations Executive (SOE) members, to suggest
to Nasser ‘that some form of clandestine action was being considered’.94 In
addition, he tried to maintain a deterrent which he hoped would prevent
further actions by the Egyptians. This was also in line with his and NATO’s
principles of ‘sword and shield’; shielding British interests from aggressive
action and deterring against any such action by publicising the ‘sword’ of
heavy potential military retaliation.95 Referring specifically to two frigates,
but reflecting this ‘policy’, he remarked that, ‘I think it important that they
should be available now, and seen to be so.’96 He believed that Nasser would
expect some form of retaliation, and not at least to threaten the Egyptians
would show weakness and irresolution, not simply to Nasser but also the
colonies. In addition, it was impossible to gauge the extent or the consequences of the insurgent nationalism, or for the Foreign Office legal advisers
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to give a definitive assessment of the issues, so as Eden remarked, ‘we should
be strong enough to meet any calls’.97 Eden’s position was just as he had discussed with Cabinet, Eisenhower and McDonald. Millard, Eden’s Private
Secretary summarised: ‘The Cabinet took the decision at the very
beginning . . . [I]t was decided that, in default of other solutions, eventually
there would have to be a military solution to reverse what had happened.
Other solutions would be explored first, but from day one they were committed to a military solution if all else failed’, a dual-track policy.98 This
remained consistent with the line he and Cabinet had agreed on 27 July.99
At this stage, economic and psychological pressures would be used, in conjunction with the threat of force, to reverse Nasser’s nationalisation of the
Suez Canal. However, if the Egyptian leader continued to prove recalcitrant,
then Eden and the Cabinet were prepared for a military operation. It was
not inevitable that Nasser would ‘hold out’, or that the Government would
resort to force, or that Eden would remain consistent in his attempts to procure a diplomatic settlement. The Prime Minister had begun a programme
of bluffing Nasser whilst building on the bluff of the Americans. This would
have disastrous effects on the crisis and its historiography. The Americans
no longer believed that the British were intent on bluffing the Egyptians
and as such would not support any British policy with any vigour. This suggested to historians that Eden had decided to use force. In hindsight, the
knowledge that the Prime Minister eventually made the decision to use
force made the earlier policy of bluff appear a charade, despite his commitment to it. However, Eden continued to build up a military threat to bolster
his position of strength in the ensuing negotiations. He had already placed
economic and political sanctions on Egypt and now waited in the hope that
the tripartite discussions might provide a more immediate solution to the
crisis.
Outwardly to Nasser, tripartite negotiations of a particularly high level
were being conducted, leaving him guessing as to any resolution. Eden, not
as concerned as his letters to Eisenhower suggested, continued to try and
project a strong and united bloc against Egypt. Needing American diplomatic assistance, he tried to demonstrate a threat to US interests in an area
that the President considered of minor importance.100 Eden believed he
could continue to maintain military support against Nasser, as he had done
during 1955, but direct American diplomatic action would substantially
increase the pressure on Egypt, particularly when backed by such a large
military threat. This showed how Eden, while endorsing the continuation of
a policy that had been at the forefront of recent British dealings in the Middle
East, had the flexibility to adjust to the more serious development of
Nasser’s potential Pan-Arabism whilst maintaining a peaceful approach.
Deference to an American lead could also show the way for other countries
to condemn Nasser’s actions openly, because of their recognised position as
the world’s leading power and moral policeman. Recognising the importance
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to the Americans of distinguishing the dispute from any that might arise
over the Panama Canal, Eden ‘found it encouraging’ when Eisenhower had
appeared to support his firm line in his letter of 31 July.101 The President
remained fearful of Eden’s ‘decision to employ force without delay or
attempting any intermediate and less drastic steps’. However, despite this
misunderstanding, he recognised the ‘transcendent worth of the Canal’,
and conceded that force might have to be used as a last resort but only after
‘every peaceful means of protecting the rights and the livelihood of great
proportions of the world had been thoroughly explored and exhausted’.102
Eden also believed in a peaceful solution and the power of deterrent and
threat of military retaliation to reverse crises by peaceful means rather than
by open declaration of war.103
On the following day, Dulles declared at a tripartite meeting that they
would use ‘force if necessary’.104 After Eisenhower’s telegram, this suggested
that the Americans would support a strong line which would leave Nasser’s
position untenable, in much the same way as OMEGA had been intended.
OMEGA had always promised, if not delivered, to go further than just economic sanctions.105 While it had never promised military action against
Egypt it threatened to destabilise the countries in the Middle East who supported Egypt, such as Syria, as well as Egypt’s own economy.106 The weakening of any international support for Egypt and the political ramifications of
weakening its economy might provide enough pressure to force the relinquishing of the Canal or the creation of sufficient instability to promote
Nasser’s internal removal with a regime that would return the Canal to
international control. The British Government’s belief in OMEGA continued into October, also reflecting the potential that they saw in it.107 The
Prime Minister was unaware of the extent to which the Americans feared
British bellicosity. Much of Eisenhower’s and Dulles’s reaction suggested
that they were not concerned by potential British action. The Americans
supported a peaceful solution and the British hoped that Nasser could be
removed by means derived from the threat of force. Should this fail then
more stringent measures would be adopted. This suggested an AngloAmerican unity of opinion; as Cabinet had agreed, the use of force was only
a possibility if all other solutions failed. Eden, surprised at Dulles’s position,
told McDonald that ‘Dulles freely committed himself to the stand that the
Canal should not be left in the sole control of Egypt and should be brought
under an international authority.’108 Reinternationalisation of the Suez
Canal remained Eden’s central tenet. The Prime Minister’s policy remained
consistent but he now believed that the US should not be antagonised
unduly, otherwise the chance of any form of support against Nasser might
be lost. This led to the taking of a much more conciliatory line. Eisenhower
thought that Murphy’s intervention had actually relegated ‘the immediate
use of force to the background’, perpetuating the American misunderstanding of the British position.109
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The Prime Minister believed that the US had made important undertakings, as he minuted on the Cabinet conclusions of 1 August.110 Macmillan
agreed, believing that ‘[t]he Americans have certainly moved a long way’.111
The Foreign Secretary reported American support believing them ‘anxious to
help . . . at this juncture’ and that Dulles ‘had said that Egypt must be made
to “disgorge” the Suez Canal’. The word ‘disgorge’ became central to Eden’s
belief that Dulles was as serious as the Prime Minister in his attempts to
resolve the crisis.112 Dulles had also ‘made it clear that the United States
would strongly deprecate any premature use of force to secure these
objectives’ and Cabinet learnt of the American desire for a conference of
Canal users. Washington had seized on Eden’s commitment to the uniting
of the ‘maritime Powers’ who used the Canal to suggest the convening of a
conference involving them.113 Macmillan’s diary confirmed that this
sentiment was congruent with current British thinking.114 However, the
precise form that the conference would take remained in doubt.
The US wanted a conference that should be related to the Constantinople
Convention of 1888. Eden agreed, having stressed the importance of the
1888 Convention to Cabinet on the 27th because of the Convention’s
recognition of the Canal’s ‘importance as an international waterway
[which] . . . had increased with the development of the oil industry and the
dependence of the world on oil supplies’.115 However, the Americans also
wanted the conference to include the Soviets because it was their intention to
distinguish the Suez Canal from the Panama Canal. This move involved a
risk of Russian manoeuvres on behalf of Egypt and would be repugnant to
political opinion in Britain.116 On 28 July, the Egypt Committee had feared
that a conference would prove impotent without the threat of possible military action.117 Over the next two days the Committee were won over to the
idea, because ‘[i]t had become clear that both the Americans and the French
were anxious that there should be a conference’.118 By 31 July, such was its
commitment to the idea that its members believed it necessary to sponsor
the conference with the French, even if the US ‘were unable to indicate their
readiness’ to do the same: they ‘would have to summon it [the conference]
and trust that the United States might later see their way to associate themselves with the conclusions of the conference’.119 It had also become apparent how important the conference would be in uniting other countries in
opposition to Nasser’s act of nationalising the Canal. By bringing together
the most prominent countries who used the Canal, the conference could be
used to consolidate strong opinion against Nasser from the people whose trade
and navigation potentially stood to suffer. Eventually, on 1 August, Cabinet
agreed to the establishment of the conference.120 However, at this stage,
conference details, including a location and date, had not been agreed upon.
Believing in the NATO principle of peace through strength, Eden hoped
to frighten Nasser into submission, or at least to undermine his position by
confronting Egypt with a potentially aggressive bloc. ‘Talking tough’ might
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weaken Nasser’s personal control and avoid more overt confrontation.
Deference to Dulles’s demands, over Soviet inclusion at the conference,
required US agreement to a tough communiqué to be issued at the end of
the tripartite talks condemning Nasser’s actions, as ‘the [Egypt] Committee
thought it essential that the present tripartite talks should be seen to end in
some tangible result . . . [and that] such a statement alone would not meet
the needs of the present situation’.121 This would keep a focus on the crisis,
maintaining international pressure on Nasser and appeasing public demands
for a solution. The Committee’s ‘ultimate purpose was to place the Canal
under international control’, but her ‘immediate objective was to bring
about the downfall of the present Egyptian Government’. The two were
believed to be synonymous, although as the Chiefs of Staff reflected, the
latter might be achieved ‘by less elaborate operations than those required
to secure physical possession of the Canal itself’.122 British and French
economic, political and military threats could undermine Nasser’s internal
position, particularly if backed by the US and world opinion. In addition,
the decision to use force had not been made because a variety of possible
plans were being considered by the Chiefs rather than simply defining the
military solution. Eden could see the merits of holding a conference of
maritime powers and supported Cabinet’s opinion that steps should be taken
‘to ensure that American co-operation, if it were obtained at this price, would
be fully maintained and that there would be no departure from the understandings reached’. It was preferred that these ‘understandings’ should take
the form of a written minute of agreement and Cabinet would continue ‘to
press our views on the time and the place of the conference’.123 However,
while backing the conference, the Prime Minister needed to demonstrate to
Nasser, the British public and the Conservative Party that he held control
over the crisis. This would allay fears at home and strengthen the potential of
any military threat made against Egypt.
At the tripartite meeting of 2 August, Eden had Lloyd convince Dulles to
hold the conference earlier rather than at the end of the month. It was convened for 16 August in London.124 Not only was this a sign to Eden of Britain’s
importance, in that she could sway the Americans, but it reflected that the
Prime Minister was not intent on the use of force. Initially, it had been
discussed by the Egypt Committee that force might be invoked directly after
the conference if Nasser refused to comply.125 This would have given the
British time to prepare for any possible aggressive action. By moving the
conference date forward, Eden left time for discussion, reducing the need for
any use of force. Any resolutions emerging from the conference could be
backed by the threat of force, with absolutely no chance of actually using it,
as it had not been, nor could be, prepared. The American insistence that
the Soviets should also be allowed to attend the conference immediately
weakened its resolution, because they were prepared to support the Egyptian
position. However, as McDonald remembered, ‘For some weeks Eden
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remained hopeful of diplomatic help and moral support from Dulles.’126
Soviet attendance was a price worth paying to try to convene wider support
against Nasser in the form of the conference of canal users.
American acceptance that a statement should be made setting up the
conference, proved to be a short-term diplomatic victory for Eden and the
British. It showed that despite the failure to develop a co-ordinated longterm policy, Eden had begun to work with the Americans and the French
to resolve the crisis. The US produced a draft statement which was more
than satisfactory to the British and French, but it proved impossible to
reach an agreement on the terms of the statement setting out the intentions of the governments in subscribing to the tripartite policy presented
in the communiqué, particularly the maintenance of their liberty of action
if the policy failed. Difficulty arose in expressing this in terms acceptable to
the Americans. There was not enough time to debate this question at length
because Nasser’s position, if left unchallenged, would strengthen with each
day, while press and public would become more aggrieved at the apparent
stalemate. The Prime Minister also felt the pressure, from the right-wing
Conservatives and the public, not to appear inactive.127 Lloyd suggested
the solution, calling for the US to amend its draft and issue it as the US
Government statement, to which the British and French Governments would
make short statements expressing general agreement.128 Using this as a sign
of Anglo-American solidarity, Eden sent a telegram to the Commonwealth
Prime Ministers, setting out his primary intention and attempting to gain
support for this principle and for the conference: ‘The communiqué reflects
the decided view of all of us that in future the Canal must be put under an
international authority.’129 The US was more likely to encourage support
against Nasser than Britain who appeared biased by her imperial pretensions, despite wanting to return control of the Canal to an international
authority. It remained a British hope that other countries would follow the
American lead and condemn Nasser’s actions. Eden was still unaware of the
US fear of British intentions and the subsequent limitation of the help that
they were prepared to give. Eden’s continued belief in the ability of world
condemnation of Nasser’s actions confirmed his commitment to resolving
the crisis by peaceful methods. He had made no attempt to derive support
for the use of force.
By 3 August, Eden had become even more committed to seeking a peaceful solution, buoyed by American, French and certain Commonwealth
support.130 As McDonald noted in a confidential memorandum, Eden
was satisfied with the results of the Three-Power talks. At first the
Americans had been slow in coming along . . . He had frankly expected
Dulles to be rather negative, but Dulles began and continued very well.
The talks became better after he arrived. Undoubtedly the Americans fear
that we and the French might fly off the handle straightaway helped to
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bring Dulles nearer and faster to our point of view. At any rate,
Dulles freely committed himself to the stand that the Canal should not
be left in the sole control of Egypt and should be brought under an
international authority.131
In his private talk with McDonald the Prime Minister had shown the intention of his bluff to bring the Americans to support the reinternationalisation
of the Canal. He demonstrated that he had not made the decision to use
force, as the French and the British ‘might fly off the handle’, but that at
this stage their intentions lay as opposed to a military solution as Dulles’s
position. Eden emphasised that it was the bluff of force that had brought
the Americans ‘nearer and faster to our point of view’.132 That Eden
already knew of the American ‘veto’ of the use of force reaffirmed that the
three countries were virtually aligned in the desire to reach a diplomatic
solution. It remained for the details to be agreed.
The period 26 July to 3 August had been one of confusion for Eden and
the Government as they reacted to the nationalisation of the Suez Canal.
The large number of meetings, particularly those of the Egypt Committee,
reflected the difficulties in the defining and the planning of a policy. During
the nine days, the Cabinet met three times, the Egypt Committee ten times
and there were another twenty meetings involving senior ministers either as
a group or tête-à-tête. Under normal circumstances Cabinet would have met
once or possibly twice and there might have been as many as three other
senior ministerial meetings. These problems were accentuated by the realisation of Britain’s own weaknesses and, in particular, her diminished role as
a world power, but more particularly by Eden’s characteristic vacillation.
Eden set out to induce the downfall of President Nasser because of the threat
of his personal brand of Pan-Arabic nationalism to Britain and Western
Europe.133 He hoped to achieve this in conjunction with his broader aim of
returning the running of the Suez Canal to an international authority, again
with a view to protecting British and European interests. He attempted to
continue to derive a ‘policy’ from maintaining close links with the US
and the Commonwealth. Because of French involvement with the Canal
Company and their immediate support he was also keen to maintain a
united front against further action by Nasser and in turn to threaten Nasser
into submission, much as he had foreseen for the Baghdad Pact and
the Soviets.134 By 3 August, the initial furore had died down. The Egypt
Committee would not meet again until 7 August, and the Cabinet, 14 August.
As McDonald noted, Eden was now pleased with the situation. Public opinion
supported the government line and Dulles appeared to have made a gesture
in coming forward. Eden was unaware of the extent of the American fears of
British bellicosity. Now the Prime Minister had to wait to see if the conference
of maritime powers could re-establish international control of the Canal,
either directly or by uniting world opinion against Nasser and forcing him
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to relinquish his control. A policy remained uncertain but the Americans
appeared to be keener to find a solution to the crisis. Despite the aggressive
stand of the Labour Party, the British press and Mollet, the large section of
public support for the use of force and Dulles’s statement calling for Nasser
to ‘disgorge’ the Canal, Eden remained in favour of a peaceful settlement.
If there was ever a time when force was acceptable to enough opinion to
justify its implementation then it was in July/August, 1956. However,
because of his moral objection to a military option, the Prime Minister did
not yet resort to force as he still saw potential for a diplomatic solution by
generating international support against Nasser.

2
Negotiation: 4 August–9 September

Tripartite Talks, the First London Conference and
the Menzies Mission
Increasingly, Eden became concerned that his military preparations would
be misinterpreted and prejudice his own freedom of action. Fearful ‘that the
bellicose Press would be too bellicose’, on 31 July, he had asked his press secretary to arrange for a meeting with editors of the Daily Express, Daily Mail
and News Chronicle.1 Concerned that too much information regarding military
preparations had been released, the Prime Minister then sent a memorandum
to the First Lord of the Admiralty, Lord Cilcennin, and Mountbatten. In particular, there had been a disclosure concerning tank landing craft. Venting
his exasperation, Eden wrote: ‘Now the tank landing craft are on the news,
on the authority of the Admiralty spokesman. Surely he can say “No
Comment” and stick to it, unless specifically authorised to speak.’2 These
were precautionary measures in the nature of passive crisis management, as
Eden consistently believed, and as he wrote to New Zealand Prime Minister
Holland, outlining the dual-track policy: ‘[W]e have of course no intention
of using force unless all fails.’3 He still believed, as he had at the time of his
February 1955 meeting with Nasser, that the Egyptians feared the potential
of Western power.4 Therefore, a threat posed by American, British, French
and Commonwealth forces would be taken seriously by the Egyptian leader
and the larger the threat, the more likely Nasser would be to comply with
reinternationalisation of the Canal.
However, the Prime Minister remained worried that the American Government and, to a much lesser extent, both political and public doubters at
home, might misunderstand his strategy. In addition, continued publicity
of the precautionary measures might lead to Egyptian complaints to the
Security Council that such actions were a threat to peace and, as Eden told
the Egypt Committee, continued press speculation could easily ‘prejudice
the forthcoming international conference, since some countries might be
led to believe that the conference was merely a façade to cover military
42
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operations which had already been planned’.5 Consequently, in his meeting
with the editors of the major newspapers on 3 August, he had asked ‘for
discretion in reporting and commenting on British and French troop and
ship movements’.6 McDonald noted that ‘Eden seemed especially worried
about well-directed speculation about the likely objectives of troops and
ships.’7 However, neither he nor Walter Monckton ‘were thinking of direct
censorship’, eventually deciding on ‘[v]oluntary restraint’.8 The Prime Minister
had never been keen on any direct forms of censorship which he would
have required if he had needed to hide a policy which included a military
invasion of Egypt.9
It had been suggested that Eden deliberately invited such a large number
of the press to the Downing Street meeting of 3 August to create an
atmosphere of crisis to enable him to polarise press opinion in support of
a forceful solution and, in the short term, to provide an acceptance of a
limited form of censorship through D-notices.10 For reasons of keeping all
options open in national security, Eden would not explain the real position.
He had already come under extensive press criticism for vacillating in the
face of Arab nationalism and Soviet communism.11 The Prime Minister
could not appear weak to Nasser, whom he hoped he could threaten with
bluff, or the British public, who were divided over what action they thought
the Government should take. The press were beginning to oppose any
planned military operation against Egypt.12 Attempting to create an agitated
and aggressive atmosphere would have alienated this broad section of opinion.
In addition, if he had wanted to use force he would have only limited his
support by increasing the sense of crisis. The situation had become extremely
delicate for the Prime Minister. He had to appear strong in the face of the
expropriation of the Canal but could not afford to lose the support of sections
of the press or public either through apparent vacillation or excessive belligerency. He also had to apply as much pressure on Nasser as possible without alarming the UN Security Council or the pacifist element of the British
public and international opinion who were beginning to air their opinions
more vociferously.
He had quickly decided that public and press support were strong
enough to justify revealing such information; indeed ‘such preliminary
steps . . .would help avert . . . the criticism that the Government were
inactive’, and there could be no consideration of a surprise invasion with
a task force having to sail from so far away.13 However, in the event of an
invasion, the force would have had to operate from Tobruk, which would
have required calling up as many as 2,000 specialist reservists which ‘could
not be done without proclaiming a state of emergency’.14 These soldiers
had not been requisitioned; Eden had not decided to mount a military
operation against Egypt. This assertive posture would act as a direct threat
to Nasser and, importantly, maintain public support at home. At this stage
a high percentage of the public supported his maintaining the threat,
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reversing the nationalisation of the Canal and replacing it under international control. 15
However, time was running out for preventing Nasser from consolidating
his position and remaining unchallenged in the eyes of the Arab world.
Eden used the period before the Conference to great effect, attempting to
unite the ‘maritime powers’ against Egypt. The Prime Minister’s telegram to
Eisenhower of 5 August reflected his concern, typifying his extra efforts
to bring the Americans on side and secure a quick and peaceful resolution
to the dispute. He opened by saying that ‘I do not think that we disagree
about our primary objective’, suggesting a common aim and continuing to
show support for the ensuing conference. He hoped that the conference
would ‘bring such pressures upon Nasser that the efficient operation of the
Canal [could] be assured for the future’. In addition, as he continued,
‘if Nasser is compelled to disgorge his spoils, it is improbable that he will be
able to maintain his internal position. We should thus have achieved our
secondary objective.’16 Despite the Prime Minister’s hatred of the Egyptian
leader, he subordinated this emotion behind the practical need to reinternationalise the Canal. Again, this showed that his reactions to events were
measured by his understanding of world politics. However, for propagandistic purposes, he also evoked memories of the 1930s and 1940s, likening
Nasser to Mussolini. Whereas previous imagery, largely communist, had
been directed at the administration as a whole and more pointedly at
Dulles, this was a direct appeal to the President, the former Supreme Allied
Commander, and a number of his colleagues who had served during the
Second World War. Eden remained keen to maintain what he had seen as
US support. Particularly important in the letter had been the use of the
word ‘disgorge’, which Dulles had originally used himself. On 9 August,
Sir William Hayley, the Editor of The Times, recorded that, ‘Eden placed a
great deal of reliance on the word “disgorge”. Dulles stuck to this. Eden was
sure that this was still America’s policy’17 – a policy, as his letter to Eisenhower showed, that would be promoted through the conference. Dulles’s
use of the word ‘disgorge’ underpinned all of Eden’s interpretations of US
signals which meant that he believed in the American attempts to derive a settlement to the crisis. 18
Nevertheless, while the Prime Minister believed the Americans to be in
accord, the French began to create more problems for Eden. Although
immediately siding with the French to promote solidarity in the face of
Nasser’s actions, he came under increasing pressure from them to start military proceedings. In a memorandum to Eden, on 8 August, Lloyd reported a
visit he had received from the French Ambassador in an attempt to quicken
British military preparations. The Ambassador had heard from Admiral
Henry Michel Nomy, the French Chief of Naval Staff, and Vice-Admiral Pierre
Barjot, the Deputy Allied Commander-in Chief, ‘that British planning was
a fortnight behind the French’. Continuing, ‘he said that he was doing
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everything possible to prevent the idea being disseminated in France that
the United Kingdom were [sic] dragging their feet.’ With Britain uninterested in a military operation, Lloyd abstained from comment. However, the
seeds of doubt had been sown in the minds of the French as to Eden’s commitment to a forceful riposte.19 The bluff that Eden attempted to use to
reverse the nationalisation of the Canal began to create it own problems
with the ‘friendly powers’. As backbench MP and Suez Group member,
Julian Amery, remembered: ‘They [Egyptians] had no confidence in
Anthony either and nor had the French or the Israelis or indeed Nuri. All
the time they were wondering if he meant business.’20 Neither Eden nor
Lloyd were prepared to commit themselves at this point. In his report to
Eden, Lloyd added that ‘[s]ince dictating this I . . . am proposing to see
Chauvel again to discourage ostentatious moves or meetings’.21 Britain’s
reluctance to keep up with French planning reflected her primary desire to
achieve a peaceful solution. However, there remained a need to present as
large an opposition as possible against Nasser to pressure him into relinquishing his control of the Canal. So Britain supported the French despite
their bellicosity. It was also more agreeable to enlist the assistance of the
countries most affected by the nationalisation of the Canal. As a major
shareholder, and with the Suez Canal Company (Compagnie Universelle
du Canal Maritime de Suez) being French, France had a strong cause for
complaint which, along with Britain’s, would have a more dynamic effect
in uniting world opinion against Egypt, particularly in the UN Security
Council.
However, French support had its price. Even at this early stage, the threat
of Israeli military involvement in the area had become another worry for
Eden, reflecting French enthusiasm for a military solution. The French
wanted to involve the Israelis in any planning, and according to one source,
Eden had already been approached by Premier Mollet on 27 July to collaborate
with France and Israel against Egypt.22 The Prime Minister had vehemently
turned down the proposition and consequently, in his conversations with
Chauvel, Lloyd had to impress ‘the importance of keeping the Israelis out of
this’.23 In addition, Eden knew the volatile nature of the situation and
feared lest Israel take advantage of the ‘developments in the situation to
move her military forces against Egypt’, the consequences of which, in a
Pan-Arabic context, were clear: ‘[W]hile working . . . through diplomatic processes to bring pressure to bear on Nasser, Her Majesty’s Government were
using the same channels to try to keep the Israeli problem separate from the
Canal problem.’24 However, Macmillan was attempting to change the minds
of the Prime Minister and Cabinet, expressing his concern about aspects of
the military plan and suggesting that the Government should ‘make use of
the immense threat to Egypt that resulted from the position of Israel on her
flank. The Israelis would almost certainly take advantage of any military
operations in that area and it would be desirable to ensure that their actions
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should be directed against Egypt rather than against Jordan.’25 Privately,
Macmillan believed that
we must make use of Israel against Egypt, if the military operation is
actually undertaken. The C.I.G.S. feels the same and was very grateful
[for broaching the subject to Egypt Committee]. Of course, there is great
danger in this. But if we make no contact with Israel and have no understanding with them, they will probably attack Jordan – which really will
be embarrassing. Nuri Pasha could not stand to it; but I don’t believe he
would feel the same about an Israel attack on Egypt.26
Eden was ‘very shocked’ at Macmillan’s suggestion and at a meeting held at
11 Downing Street on 3 August, it was decided, despite Macmillan’s arguments,
that Israeli assistance should, unless it was unavoidable, stop short of active
intervention.27
Eden had not committed himself to a military solution, much less one
that involved the Israelis. Nevertheless, Macmillan continued to believe it
‘wiser to undertake an operation directly’ related to overthrowing Nasser’s
Government:
what worries me the most is that I feel that the directive on which the
Chiefs of Staff have framed the plan is perhaps the wrong one. It is to
occupy the Canal. The object of the exercise, if we have to embark upon
it, is surely to bring about the fall of Nasser and create a government in
Egypt which will work satisfactorily with ourselves and the other powers.28
Macmillan’s use of ‘if’ in his diary entry illustrated that a military operation
had not become policy.29 He had no reason to lie or shade the truth. Any
apparent weaknesses in the Government’s contingency plans reflected that
they had not been thoroughly considered because they were not policy.
Evelyn Shuckburgh concluded, ‘Eden’s objective was to establish some form
of international regime for the canal which would prevent canal traffic from
falling under exclusive Egyptian control’, not to invoke force without
delay.30 Macmillan prepared a paper concerning the military plan for the
Egypt Committee meeting of 7 August, again trying to manipulate the
Prime Minister.31 Eden did want to remove Nasser, but he hoped that this
could be achieved by more peaceful means in conjunction with the reinternationalisation of the Canal. The Prime Minister reacted angrily, incensed
by Macmillan’s interference but more importantly because Macmillan had
urged Churchill to influence Eden concerning the plan: Macmillan noted in
his diary that, ‘Eden had no doubt thought that I was conspiring with C.
against him.’32 Warily, the Prime Minister had told Hayley that ‘Churchill is
convinced that the only way to settle the whole thing is to be prepared to go
straight to Cairo’, which ‘Eden [was] not in favour of’.33 The Prime Minister
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was so annoyed that he refused to allow Macmillan’s paper to be circulated
to the committee, or to the Chiefs of Staff.34
Acceptance of Macmillan’s Israeli initiative would have appeased the
French, who had been supplying arms to Israel despite British and American
objections.35 However, Eden remained unconvinced of the need to implicate
the Israelis, or to placate the warmongering French. Evelyn Shuckburgh
remembered how Churchill would often ‘come out’ with some reference to
working militarily with Israel, but by contrast, ‘this was entirely contrary to
everything I had ever been brought to believe was Anthony Eden’s policy’.36
As the military preparations were contingency measures there was no need
to consider Israeli involvement which could potentially ignite their hostile
relationship with the Arabs. In addition, as the British Ambassador in Paris,
Sir Gladwyn Jebb argued, ‘Anglo-French action in the Canal Zone will probably
be misrepresented, to our damage in the Arab world, as part of an imperialist
plot hatched with Israel’. The ambassador strongly advised that Britain,
France and the US used their influence ‘to keep Israel right out of the dispute’.
With the senior French commander arriving on Sunday, 5 August and the
planners expected to arrive on the following Monday, the Foreign Secretary
had suggested his own ‘personal intervention’ to prevent matters getting
out of hand.37
The prospect of Anglo-French co-operation excited the French who began
pushing the British even harder to invoke a military solution.38 Chauvel
announced that he wanted certain French troops to be moved to Malta and
French and British planners to meet in Paris with ‘stimulated publicity’.
British fears were expressed in a telegram to Jebb, signed on behalf of the
Foreign Secretary: They did not want to jeopardise the Canal conference,
despite the need to make ‘certain preliminary military measures’.39 These
reflected Eden’s own concerns, which he had voiced to Hayley on 9 August.
Talking ‘freely and with no sign of tension’, he described the French as
‘being both good and silly . . . [b]ut now there was a danger of France getting
a little out of hand’. He revealed that the French had privately told the British
Government that they wanted to take some action for ‘political reasons’,
including the sending of parachutists to Malta, but Eden had turned these
ideas down.40 The Prime Minister remained pacific; he had not decided on
the use of force and therefore did not want to have troops in advanced positions that, while threatening Nasser, would bring open condemnation and
pressure from the UN, weakening any potential negotiating position.
Eden and Lloyd tried to give the forthcoming London Conference of
Canal users a chance to succeed and provide the pressure on Nasser to
induce a peaceful settlement.41 This was summarised by the Foreign Secretary’s arguments, in his messages to the foreign ministers of the countries
invited to the conference. The object of the conference ‘was to make the
Egyptian Government give way by an expression of international opinion
in favour of an international system to operate the Suez Canal and that it
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was a genuine attempt to reach a peaceful solution’.42 On 12 August, Eden
backed his own vision for international control of the Canal and for getting
the most out of the conference. In a memorandum to the Lord President
and Foreign Secretary he positively assumed that the result of the Conference
would be ‘agreement by a large majority that some form of international
control over the Canal [was] necessary’. He determined, as he had on
1 August in the Egypt Committee meeting, that the Conference should
endorse a declaration ‘to impose this solution’, but now he specified what
should be done if Egypt refused reinternationalisation: he foresaw that ‘all
the Powers using the Canal [would] refuse to pay dues to Nasser’s company’.43
This form of reinternationalisation by pressuring Nasser remained central to
Eden’s hopes for settling the crisis. However, he now conceived how this
pressure could be most effectively used against Egypt. He saw the potential
to invoke a heavy economic sanction against the Egyptians in the form of
users of the canal withholding their transit dues. Nasser had argued that he
had nationalised the Canal to help raise revenue for development within
Egypt and primarily to help pay for the Aswan High Dam project, for which
the Americans and British had withdrawn support in July 1956. By preventing this money from reaching Egypt, the British hoped that failure to fulfil
his promises to his nation would destabilise his position within Egypt and
force him either to return the Canal to international control or prompt
a coup, which would replace him with a leader who would be prepared
to reinternationalise the Canal. 44 In the Egypt Committee meeting of
14 August, the Prime Minister re-expressed these hopes that the US and the
other maritime powers would agree to refuse to pay any transit dues to the
Egyptian Government and instructed the Foreign Secretary to consult with
Foster Dulles concerning the possible co-operation in ‘strong economic
measures to ensure the proposals agreed by the [London] conference’.45 The
Prime Minister feared that because of the ‘uncertainty about Eisenhower’s
health’ and the American ‘overriding pre-occupation . . . with the elections’
Washington’s eye might not be ‘on the ball’. Nevertheless, he was still sure
that the US remained intent on reinternationalising the Canal, ‘the mainpoint [of their policy] being that they were sure this could be done by way
of an international conference’, and he had been pleasantly surprised at the
positive ‘response to the invitations for the Conference’.46 If the conference
failed, then Eden believed that the precautionary measures ‘should have to
go a step further . . . [but] he didn’t think the country would remain hostile
which was the dependent on which the use of military action hung’. He had
always been ready to maintain flexible military preparations ‘to enable
forceful action (should this be necessary) to follow hard upon the presentation to the Egyptian Government of any plan approved by maritime countries’.47 However, as of 9 August, ‘he was rather frightened by . . . [the
public’s] present enthusiasm for him’ and, because of his apparently firm
resolution, their support for the use of force.48 If Eden had already decided
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to invoke a military solution he had enough support within the country,
despite the shift in opinion, so that there was no reason why he should stay
his hand. However, keen to derive a peaceful solution, he refused to bend to
public pressure, alarmed by the bellicosity of the British people. Unlike
Lloyd George in 1914, and more like Asquith, Eden did not understand the
proportion of the public who favoured war. After the national experience of
the two world wars, he could not reconcile their attitude. Having fought
and suffered the emotional and psychological scars, in spite of victory, Eden
believed that his personal experience was similar to that of the majority of
the country. On a pragmatic and personal level he abhorred war, remaining
confused by the extent that the public were prepared to defend British interests.
At this point the Americans appeared supportive of a resolution that
could remove Nasser. To Eden there was no change or retreat from the US
goal of Nasser’s being made to ‘disgorge’ the Canal. The conference proposal
had begun to look as if it would bear fruit, with regard to the number of
countries attending and hence the extent of potential world pressure upon
Nasser. The public and the press appeared to support the Government’s line.
The precautionary measures were beginning to have an effect, despite the
leakage to the press ‘of the postponement of certain troop movements consequent on the decision to defer the dispatch of reinforcements to Libya’,
which, in itself, indicated the Government’s reticence to march into a war
and their belief in diplomacy.49 Nuri-es-Said, Prime Minister of Iraq reported
that the ‘Egyptians seemed very nervous’ and that he had already had two
indirect approaches for Iraq to offer to mediate, one of which was from the
Chancellor of the Egyptian Embassy in London.50 This reinforced Eden’s
belief in Egypt’s fear of Western power and his ability to bluff them with
force to ensure reinternationalisation of the Canal. The Prime Minister also
remained confident that the Arab world would not hold together over the
crisis and ‘emphatic’ that Britain was better off without the Canal Base.51 He
could now afford to wait for the results of the conference more confident
than at any point to date in the crisis that he held a strong position to
achieve a peaceful resolution of the dispute.
However, Eden refused to wait. He continued supplying friendly countries
with arms, particularly the supply of tanks to Iraq, to maintain a united bloc
against Nasser’s potential Pan-Arabism. By 15 August his efforts were once
again beginning to bear fruit, as the US began to fulfil their agreed commitment
of offshore equipment.52 The Prime Minister, whilst being concerned with
the possibility of trouble in the Persian Gulf, was hopeful that providing
a show of force would ‘prevent any serious trouble and [that] there [would
therefore] be no need to evacuate the British population’ in the Gulf, which
would have had to precede military action. As, on 8 August, the Foreign
Secretary had emphasised to the Italian Ambassador, ‘we did not wish to
resort to force: our military moves were entirely precautionary and, indeed,
essential in view of the British lives and interests at risk in Egypt’.53 For this
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purpose the Prime Minister had been in contact with the First Sea Lord to
make a third frigate available and to discuss further reinforcing of the area.54
There followed a series of exchanges between Eden and the Prime Minister
of New Zealand in an attempt to obtain the services of the frigate, HMS Royalist. This underscored the decision not to use force, as Eden sought to
strengthen the visible threat to Egypt, while also maintaining a deterrent
against any further Egyptian action which threatened British resources. The
Egypt Committee meeting of 9 August revealed the attempt to adopt a
deterrent capability: ‘The Prime Minister said that he was concerned about the
possibility of trouble in the Persian Gulf. However, if we could make a show
of force we should be able to prevent any serious trouble.’55 This emphasised
Eden’s commitment and hope that he could forestall any further additions
to the crisis in the Middle East by posting a deterrent in the form of military
planning, and more specifically in terms of the strategic deployment of military power, such as the Royalist. He had to negotiate from a position of
strength. Negotiation would have a much better chance of success if Eden
could back it with a serious threat.
Despite remaining in ‘a “flap” about the press’, and from time to time
ascending to a ‘highly emotional state . . . making life very difficult all
around him’, Eden did not reconvene the Egypt Committee between 10 and
14 August.56 Despite his apparent concern and irritation over the continuation of the crisis, the Prime Minister did not see the need to summon the committee which had been created ‘to formulate plans for meeting’ ‘the situation
arising from the recent action of the Egyptian Government in respect of the
Suez Canal’.57 This reflected the superficiality of his ‘flap’, his tendency to
overreact to events in private, particularly press criticism, and his ability to
conduct foreign affairs much more pragmatically and rationally. This only
increased the majority of his contemporaries’ misunderstanding of his
intentions, consequently clouding the historical perception of him. On the
14th, the Prime Minister demonstrated his intent, believing that ‘it would be
preferable to delay the final decision to launch any military operation until it
was certain that such action was required’.58 He believed in the possibility of
a peaceful solution which stood before any decision to employ force. Consequently, while his address to the Egypt Committee included the suggestion
that a casus belli might be sought, he placed the most emphasis on the possibility of further negotiation, concluding: ‘[t]he programme of military preparations should continue as planned, on the understanding that nothing
would be done which would prejudice a decision to defer the actual date for
any military operation’.59 Eden’s ultimate scenario of having to use force was
thus placed in its true perspective, where it had always been, as a last resort,
as he had outlined with Cabinet backing on 27 July.60
The Prime Minister’s decision not to employ force immediately was
endorsed on 15 August, when the Suez Canal Sub-Committee of the Official
Middle East Committee considered the implications of military action and
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rejected the option. They considered that such action would lead to the closure of the Canal. Eden and Cabinet’s concerns over the nationalisation had
centred on the possibility that traffic through the Canal would be inhibited
and this reaction would induce the very situation that they had hoped to
prevent. In addition, when the Canal reopened after military action, the
maritime powers would have to ‘discriminate between potential users’,
which would violate the 1888 Convention; the overarching principle
behind negotiation and the Conference of Canal users.61 The Committee’s
opinion strengthened Eden’s belief in the search for a peaceful settlement.
Meeting with Foster Dulles on the same day, he was buoyed by the apparent
American optimism. As the Prime Minister put it, ‘[Dulles] seemed not
to exclude the possibility of [the] joint use of force.’62 After Eisenhower’s
communications, it was clear that the US was not prepared to use force
unless it was the last resort, if at all. While the President wrote ‘last resort’,
commitment to peace in the post-war world, the pacifist attitude of the
majority of the American public and a weakening political position meant
that ‘last resort’ should have been interpreted as ‘not at all’. However, Dulles
appeared to Eden and the Cabinet to be agreeing with their position set out
on 27 July. This suggested that the US were viewing the crisis with a similar
sense of importance and were therefore likely to try and help resolve the
issue as quickly as possible, forcing Nasser to ‘disgorge’ the Canal. The Prime
Minister had been pleased to hear that Dulles ‘seemed to like’ the idea of
paying the transit dues ‘elsewhere’, other than to Egypt. Confident of American
support, Eden had passed on ‘certain details of our plans, in part in order to
show him where we stand’ and hence identify a unity of purpose. Dulles
appeared, to Eden, to be ‘ready to talk joint resolution’.63 In a conversation
with Lloyd on the 15th, Dulles expressed his concerns over reports ‘that
there was a difference between the United Kingdom and United States
position’. He had tried to correct these inaccuracies, demonstrating AngloAmerican solidarity, in a broadcast and a public statement.64 This offered
more hope to Eden, reinforcing the American enthusiasm from his own
meeting with Dulles. Not only were the Americans offering their support
and backing to the international conference, giving it a credibility in world
eyes, but they might issue a joint public statement condemning Nasser’s
actions, demonstrating American anger at the nationalisation of the Canal
to Egypt and building international opinion in opposition to Nasser. A peaceful
settlement, invoked by this pressure, continued to appear, to Eden, to be
very much alive.
On the morning of 16 August, the London Conference opened at Lancaster
House. Eden welcomed the delegates before Lloyd was elected as chairman.65
The Conference itself was a very grand affair, attended by delegates from
twenty-two countries. Dulles reported to Eisenhower that the atmosphere
was ‘on the whole . . . much more composed than two weeks ago’.66
The Times was surprised by the ‘swift start’, with procedural questions
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‘covered at only one short session in the morning’. Dmitri Shepilov, the Soviet
Foreign Minister, and Dulles made opening speeches. While Shepilov made a
‘pro-Egyptian’ statement, Dulles continued to give the British hope that the
Americans were backing any attempt to gain a peaceful solution to the
crisis.67 Speaking to the delegates, he challenged the Egyptian action of
nationalising the Canal. He questioned the move’s legality, suggesting that
it breached the 1888 Constantinople Convention, which had established
the rights of the Canal Company until 1968 and had protected international operating rights.68 He then went on to outline a ‘four-point plan’:
(1) The operation of the canal should be the responsibility of an international board established by treaty and associated with the United
Nations. Egypt should be represented, but no one Power or group of Powers
should be in a position of dominance.
(2) Egypt’s right to an equitable return should be recognized.
(3) Fair compensation should be paid to the [Canal] company.
(4) Any differences over compensation or the return payable to Egypt
should be settled by an abitral commission.69
The American attitude gave every reason to believe that they would endeavour
to reverse the nationalisation of the Canal, particularly since the proposals
‘conformed in effect to the earlier tripartite proposals’.70 After this formal
and ‘expeditious start’, the conference broke down into private meetings
between small groups of the twenty-two delegations, where the ‘real work’
would take place.71
The Egypt Committee members, also meeting on the 16th, confirmed
their thoughts of the previous meeting that the timetable of the contingency
plans was in advance of the diplomatic moves, believing that Nasser was
now unlikely to provoke an early incident. The deterrent appeared to have
prevented any further aggression. As a safety measure the question of
whether military operations should be launched might be reviewed in
eleven days’ time, on the 27th. Nevertheless, the Chancellor was keen to
speed the pace of the preparations and thus appeared the more committed
to the use of force.72 However, even he believed that the diplomatic moves
were ‘going well’.73 This belief, by the most ardent supporter for a forceful
solution within the Government, testified to the primacy of gaining a
peaceful settlement and the early optimism from the conference. However,
this meant passively following the American line and continuing to react to
events rather than outline a policy.
On 16 August, the Chancellor had presented a lengthy memorandum,
providing an in-depth study by the official working party on measures of
economic pressure on Egypt. However, he noted by way of preface: ‘I do not
think that action is required on any of its recommendations at present.’74
The report had concluded that any further sanctions against Egypt would have
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little effect without parallel efforts by at least the US and the Commonwealth.
Action taken to date, principally the ‘embargo on the shipment of war
material’ to Egypt and the blocking of Egyptian sterling assets, had begun to
take effect. It had been estimated that the latter had prevented ‘Egypt from
using some 60 per cent of her total currency and gold reserves, and in particular
has made it impossible for her to pay sterling area exporters for her purchases
from them.’ These measures, in combination with similar action by the
French and the Americans, had left ‘the Egyptian authorities . . . in some
difficulty over the financing of a large area of their current trade’. It had
been estimated that about 40 per cent of Egypt’s external trade was normally
financed in sterling. Now the Egyptian authorities were faced with the problem
of finding suppliers who did not require payment in sterling or francs. Even
if such suppliers were found, Egypt would have a problem in paying them,
because it was estimated that her ‘free gold, foreign currency and credit
reserves [were] not likely to be sufficient by themselves to finance imports,
even on a reduced scale, for more than a year at the outside assuming that
Egypt were prepared to exhaust entirely her free reserves’.75 While Soviet aid
to Egypt would weaken the pressure of sanctions, and the attempts to unite
wider European economic action against Egypt had drawn little support, the
conference could enable the development of a more concerted effort to
destabilise the Egyptian economy. This would force Nasser to reinternationalise
the Canal in exchange for the lifting of the sanctions. The report concluded
that wider international sanctions were needed, which would ‘increasingly
be felt within a matter of months’.76 This confirmed the sense of Eden’s own
designs for a solution and backed his attempts to gain broader support,
particularly from the US, to press Nasser to ‘disgorge’ the Canal. The report
also supported Macmillan’s belief in the potential of the present action for
achieving a peaceful solution and the Government’s decision to wait for the
conference to unite opposition against Nasser. Even after the first day, there
had been immediate support for Dulles’s proposal that the Canal should
be reinternationalised.77 Macmillan feared that further economic pressure
might lead Egypt to close the Canal, ‘which would pose in an acute form
the question of the necessity for direct military action’.78 The Government
did not develop extra economic sanctions against the Egyptians; they were
not intent on a war and wanted to pursue a peaceful resolution of the crisis.
A blockade of the Canal would prevent the free flow of European oil supplies, a scenario, Cabinet had concluded on 27 July, that would require
a military reaction. This would have been the obvious excuse for a Prime
Minister who had decided upon war to initiate a military operation.
However, Eden continued to place his hope for a peaceful resolution in the
pressure of the present economic sanctions and the solidarity of the user
countries.
However, only some in Whitehall were prepared to sit and wait. Sir
Ivone Kirkpatrick, Permanent Secretary at the Foreign Office, challenged by
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the Assistant Under-Secretary Harold Beeley as to the grave consequences
of the use of force, replied that ‘[i]t seems to me easy to enunciate these
views – which are sound and, I think, generally accepted here, but it is
more difficult to draw up a programme which will achieve the end . . .
I shall be grateful for ideas.’79 Cabinet did not want to use force and were
willing to cling to straws in defence of a firm but universally acceptable
policy. On the 18th, the Egypt Committee invited Selwyn Lloyd to arrange
for a study to be made of possible actions by the Egyptian Government
which might justify forcible retaliation.80 Here, again, Eden and the Cabinet
were considering every option and negating any accusation of appeasing
the Egyptians.
Macmillan continued to try to influence the Americans. By the 20 August,
Eden and the Cabinet were aware that, while Dulles had recognised the
value of the military preparations in evincing Britain’s determination to
achieve a satisfactory solution, the ‘United States Government could not
justify going to war over oil in the Middle East, in view of the surplus of oil
supplies available in the United States’. However, Dulles had warned the
Soviets that the US ‘would not stand by’ if Britain and France were involved
in a war.81 After his talk with the Secretary of State on 15 August, the Prime
Minister surmised that this meant that in the event of hostilities the US
‘would at least provide material help’.82 While Eden did not exaggerate what
the American reaction might be, Dulles’s vague phraseology reflected the
vagueness of much of the Anglo-American communication during the crisis
and underlined the misunderstandings between the countries. Dulles’s
statement reinforced the extent to which Eden believed that the Americans
were susceptible to manipulation by using the communist threat. Potentially, the Prime Minister could reinvoke this threat to influence the US into
supplying some form of help if their assistance was unforthcoming.
However, Macmillan believed that Dulles ‘didn’t think the Russians would
press things to extremes’.83 Earlier in the month, Eden had also concluded
that ‘Russia was not being too bad’.84 Bereft of this line of argument,
Macmillan’s anxiety increased and he began to pressure Dulles more
directly, fearing that
‘if Nasser gets away with it’, we are done for. The whole Arab world will
despise us. Nuri and our friends will fall. It may well bring the end of British
influence and strength for ever. So, in the last resort, we must use force
and defy opinion, here and overseas.
I made this quite clear to Foster who really agreed with our position.
But he hopes (and may be right) that Nasser will have to yield – in the
course. This again brings up the frightful problem of how to keep a military expedition, [?] together at huge cost, ‘all dressed up and nowhere
to go’ . . . Mr. Governor tells me that we shall have a very big pressure on
sterling, but he believes that we can hold out.85
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Eden had not invited Macmillan to talk with Dulles. Rather, the Chancellor,
fearful as his diary revealed, once more tried to quicken the pace of discussions
with the Americans. This time he hoped for at least acquiescence but, preferably, support for a military solution. His line frightened Dulles, weakening
the chance of American support for a diplomatic solution because of their
fears of being embroiled in a war. By the next day, after a long talk with
Lord Salisbury, the Chancellor of the Exchequer believed that ‘Foster was
getting rather “sticky”. He won’t help us any more with economic sanctions
etc. I cannot help feeling that he really wants us to “go it alone” and has
been trying to help us by creating the right atmosphere.’86 Macmillan’s fears
continued to affect his judgement, particularly of Dulles, but at this stage
did not confuse Eden.
Unable to reach a conclusion ‘on the general situation’ during the Egypt
Committee meeting, Macmillan suggested that ‘a few of us should meet later’
because ‘[w]e shall very soon have to make definite and tremendous decisions’.87 Both Eden and Macmillan could see the seriousness of the situation,
along with all the interested parties. Jebb confirmed that the ‘French were
being very tough, because they realised how much was at stake’, while ‘[t]he
British people were unconscious of all the implications of a diplomatic
defeat’. Macmillan wrote, on 20 August, that Dulles ‘will be firm’.88 However,
he continued to fluctuate in his doubts over Dulles’s commitment. Eden, on
the other hand, believed that Dulles was aligning himself with the British.
Events suggested the possibility of a settlement and even the bellicose
Chancellor had recognised that ‘[t]here are a number of ways in which we
could bring pressure on Nasser – short of force. These must be studied.’89
Economic and political pressures continued.90
In the Egypt Committee meeting, Eden began to place more emphasis on
the need to negotiate, delaying the necessary photographic reconnaissance
of the Canal Zone in case it jeopardised the present conference. ‘He recognised
that this would mean a corresponding alteration in the earliest date by
which an operation against Egypt could be opened’ and he agreed with the
balance of opinion which was in favour of putting the planning date for the
earliest ‘D-Day’ (date of the possible implementation of a military plan)
back to 19 September.91 Even Clark, who had thought that Eden had
decided to use force, now began to doubt the Prime Minister’s bellicosity
and believed that the military plans were contingency measures and
unlikely to be invoked.92 Likewise McDonald, even after conversations with
Admiral Sir William Davis, the Vice-Chief of the British Naval Staff, and
hearing that ‘there was no doubt that he [Eden] was determined to fight, if
necessary’, remained convinced until the surfacing of the plans for collusion,
that Eden would try to secure a peaceful solution.93
The French continued to accelerate the pace of military preparation,
exasperating the Prime Minister. On 23 August, he became very concerned
when he discovered that three French ships with approximately 600 troops
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and equipment were due to leave Marseilles on the 24 August, arriving in
Cyprus on the 29th. He believed that these moves would be prejudicial on
the subsequent diplomatic agenda, ‘particularly if it were decided to bring
the . . . situation before the Security Council’. Despite believing that the
United Nations did not have the machinery ‘for any means of redress for
the threat which the recent Egyptian action constituted to the vital interests
of the United Kingdom’, he believed it the best option to take the issue to
the UN ‘as a means of presenting . . . the case before world opinion’ as long
as Britain’s full liberty of action was preserved.94 Impressed by the need for
haste, the Prime Minister, Salisbury, Butler and Macmillan met at 3 p.m. to
discuss the imminent problems, notably the UN and the recall of Parliament.95 They met again at 4 p.m. without Eden, and Macmillan believed
‘I think we may have got the germ of a plan to help us right with U.N.’96
Sir Leslie Rowan and Sir Denis Ricketts, senior Treasury officials, then
arrived to talk ‘on possible new economic sanctions against Egypt, in which
US and the other signatories of the Declaration might join if Nasser refuses
[to comply with the resolution of the London Conference]’.97 On the
following day, 24 August, there was a meeting of officials of Britain, the US
and France to discuss this aspect of continuing pressure upon Egypt.
Eden pressed on for a solution and suggested ‘raising the matter . . . in
N.A.T.O., warning them beforehand of our intention’. As he reflected, ‘[w]e
have after all been urged many times to take Cyprus to N.A.T.O. Why not
Suez, which may be geographically more distant but is even more important
to the survival of the majority of its members?’ Failing this, there was always
the Western European Union.98 The Foreign Secretary had received a letter
from the Belgian Minister of Foreign Affairs, Paul-Henri Spaak, which had
called for a ‘policy of absolute firmness’ and drew parallels with the 1930s.
Spaak was annoyed that the issue had not been taken to the NATO Council
because this would have provided the unity of the Western Alliance
but, nonetheless, his letter demonstrated the support of another European
country.99 The Dutch premier had also sent a letter of support. Nevertheless,
essentially for his projected policy of increasing pressure on Nasser, Eden
wanted to keep the Americans on side but any support was valuable in
influencing Egypt.100
Earlier in the month the Prime Minister had noted the Soviet acceptance
of the importance of the Canal and the question of oil to Britain and it soon
became clear that he was contemplating reintroducing the Communist
threat into the equation to try and influence the US.101 There was a risk that
Anglo-Soviet relations could be severely affected if the Russians discovered
that Eden was employing the ‘Communist bogey’. However, this was a risk
worth taking and reflected the seriousness of the crisis to Eden, in particular
the threat to Western European oil supplies. Throughout the summer, the
British Ambassador in Moscow, Sir William Hayter, had kept the Prime Minister
informed of the Soviet position over Suez. Eden’s lack of concern over the
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Soviets was illustrated by his lunch meeting with Hayter during the autumn.
Also at the dinner was Lady Hayter, who recalled the Prime Minister’s lack
of interest in her husband’s report on the Soviets, constantly referring to
Nasser and likening him to Hitler.102 These were Eden’s true fears but the
comparison of Nasser to Hitler also showed how he exaggerated events to
convey their importance. After his experiences as Foreign Secretary he had
a very clear idea of what Hitler and Mussolini were like. He made regular
reference to Nasser as a Mussolini, as had other members of the Government. This understanding reinforced the sense that any comparison
between Nasser and Hitler was done for effect and to try to influence
support against the Egyptian leader.
Hayter’s earlier reports had already convinced the Prime Minister of
Soviet docility. This gave him the chance to try to use the Communist
threat to influence support, particularly from the Americans. The Prime
Minister continued to hope for increased US support against Nasser, particularly after Dulles’s apparent commitment to making Nasser ‘disgorge’.
Reacting to Khrushchev’s strongly pro-Egyptian speech of 1 August, Hayter
had concluded that it appeared ‘like a serious attempt to take the heat out of
the situation’. In fact, the ambassador suggested that the Soviet Government might be worried by ‘the explosive potentialities’ of Nasser’s action,
and in emphasising the Soviet interest in maintaining freedom of navigation in the Canal ‘may have wished to convey a hint to the Egyptians that
an unreasonable attitude on this point would not have Soviet support’.103
Hayter also reported a conversation between the French Ambassador, the US
Ambassador, Bulganin and Shepilov. Bulganin had asked the US Ambassador, Charles E. Bohlen, for his reaction to Khrushchev’s speech, to which
he replied that ‘it seemed designed to calm the affair down’. Bulganin had
confirmed that that had been the intention.104 Hayter remained convinced
that the Soviets were not prepared to do more than exchange words over
the Middle East and, in particular, the Suez Crisis. In consultation, the French
Ambassador to Moscow was in agreement.105 Thus, the potential to influence the US had arisen again. When it became clear that taking matters to
the Security Council would antagonise the Americans, instead of looking
toward Europe Eden began trying to manipulate the US. This need was
increased, because even after the halt of US aid to Egypt, there was still a
reported $35,800,000 worth of foreign aid supplies in the pipeline, and
despite foreign aid officials referring to this as ‘“only a trickle” of small
items’, it amounted to a breach of the tripartite commitment and weakened
the potential that any sanctions on Egypt had of undermining Nasser’s
position.106
On 24 August the London Conference closed. It marked an important and
substantial attempt, particularly by the British, to obtain support for a solution
to the crisis. Between 15 and 24 August, outside of the conference itself
Lloyd held 29 meetings and 12 informal discussions with delegates.107 The
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results surprised Eden and were listed in the form of the Eighteen Nation
Proposals. He was immediately attracted by the common Anglo-American
aim of protecting the rights of the Canal users under the Treaty of 1888 and
believed there existed the potential to reinternationalise the Canal. However,
as the proposals revealed, there existed very little specific substance. The user
countries, in particular the US, UK and France, would have to discuss and
agree on the precise details with Egypt.108 The US, as the driving force behind
the proposals, supported the resolution of the conference on 23 August.
The Prime Minister believed ‘much more had been achieved in mobilising
international opinion than could have been expected’.109 Eighteen nations,
of the twenty-two who attended, had supported the principle of international operation of the Canal, vindicating Eden’s belief that an American
lead would induce other countries to come out in protest at Nasser’s
actions.110 However, the Prime Minister, and the British delegates to the
Conference, had missed the fundamental difference between the US and
UK’s intentions. The British saw the need to reinternationalise the Canal,
while Dulles and the Americans believed they had to restrain the UK and
France from war. Nevertheless, unaware of his misunderstanding, Eden
pushed on for a peaceful settlement based on solidarity with the Americans
and the other user countries. In a meeting held at Number 10 Downing
Street, on the same day, Eden placed the issue of taking the matter before
the UN as top priority and immediately wanted to talk to Dulles and the
French. The Prime Minister saw the UN as another way of providing a
peaceful solution to the crisis. Either it would press Nasser directly or, more
realistically, it would provide a forum from which to present the case
against Egypt and unite support for reinternationalising the Canal. The
possibility of provoking an incident with Egypt was considered, as a last
resort, and it was agreed to recall Parliament for the 3 September to calm the
‘talk of war’.111 To discuss war at a time when the public was becoming
increasingly divided could only have been counterproductive if the Prime
Minister had decided to use a military solution. However, Eden was keen to
dampen the existing support for war because he had not decided to use the
military to resolve the crisis. The threat of war with Egypt was essential in
maintaining the policy of negotiation from a position of strength, but too
much ‘war fever’ would only prejudice wider international support and thus
weaken the ensuing mediation.
Misunderstanding Foster Dulles’s real concerns about Communist insurgence, and therefore overemphasising what he thought to be the concerns
of the US administration, Eden wrote to Eisenhower, on the 27 August:
‘I have no doubt that the Bear is using Nasser, with or without his knowledge, to further his immediate aims. These are, I think, first to dislodge the
West from the Middle East, and second to get a foothold in Africa so as to
dominate that continent in turn.’ He continued to underscore the communist threat, not only to the British but also to US interests, notably, Wheelus
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Field, a US air base in Libya. Importantly, however, he made the point that
‘the firmer the front we show together, the greater the chance that Nasser
will give way without the need for any resort to force’. Eden continued to
seek a non-violent solution, attempting to manipulate the Americans into
supporting economic and political pressure against Nasser. He could not
afford to support this idea publicly because, again, it would weaken his
attempted solution of the situation by showing Nasser that despite the bluster the threat of force was merely bluff, which it was. Eden then reaffirmed
his thanks for Dulles’s help at the conference and emphasised that the
country’s continued military preparations were intended to show a firm
front, unified with France, and therefore act as a deterrent to any further
aggression.112
The resolution of the London Conference had also led to the formation of
a committee. The Menzies Mission, intended to meet with President Nasser
to explain to him the proposals of the eighteen nations, would bargain with
him for the return of control of the Canal, as laid down by the 1888
Convention.113 The delegation, headed by Robert Menzies, Australian Prime
Minister, was made up of Loy Henderson, a senior Middle East expert in the
American State Department, Dr Ali Qoli Ardalan, the Iranian Foreign Minister,
Ato Aklilou Hapte-wold, the Foreign Minister of Ethiopia and Osten Unden,
the Swedish Foreign Minister. On the 24 August, Menzies had been granted
an audience with Nasser, not in Geneva as arranged, but in Cairo on the
3 September. Menzies was sceptical of the possibility of success of the
mission. He told the Lord Chancellor, ‘The chances of failure are 99 to 1 but
these are the chances worth taking.’114 Eden was also sceptical, additionally
so because he thought that Menzies would give too much ground to Nasser
in the negotiations.115 This was a misjudgement, as Menzies proved excessively inflexible in the subsequent discussions in Cairo, earning the nickname
of ‘the Australian mule’ from the Egyptians.116 However, from 9 August, Eden
had believed that Menzies’ involvement ‘would be a rod for [his] own back
but he felt it was the best thing to do’.117 By 29 August, he had become
‘rather worried over Menzies’, seeing him as too soft.118 However, his
involvement provided the possibility of enlisting Commonwealth support
by the inclusion of the Australian Prime Minister. On 28 August, in the first
Egypt Committee meeting since the passing of the resolution by the London
Conference, the Prime Minister informed members of the details and
suggested the need to reconsider the timing of ‘D-Day’. ‘D-Day’ represented
the theoretical implementation of force. However, the flexibility of the
plan, represented by the proposed changing of the ‘D-Day’, demonstrated
that the decision to use force had not been made. That decision would only
be made, as Cabinet had agreed, as a last resort, if all other peaceful attempts
at resolving the crisis failed. This flexibility was also demonstrated by the
fact that an ‘H-hour’ had not been discussed.119 The committee decision to
continue the search for a peaceful solution was reinforced by the promising
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news that Dulles was likely to agree with taking discussion of the crisis into
a NATO meeting.120 It was then concluded that the further postponement
should be explained to the French and would mean that the Committee
would not meet for another week.121
However, while this was a move forward, Eden, keen for negotiation from
a position of strength, was becoming indignant at the American attitude on
taking the issue to the UN, exaggerated by Dulles’s procrastination. The
Prime Minister’s initial reaction was that they should ‘mind [their] own
business’ but this reflected his irritation at Dulles’s technical problems with
his intentions. These sounded pettier than they actually were, inciting Eden
further, as controversy arose over whether the crisis should be considered
a ‘dispute’ or a ‘situation’.122 Dulles was concerned that recourse to the UN
Security Council might not result in condemning Egypt, particularly as the
Soviet Union and Yugoslavia were certain to vote against, and Peru, China
and, possibly, Panama were not certain supporters. Makins also reported
that ‘Mr. Dulles was in a rather legalistic mood, and was completely noncommittal.’123 Eden remained unable to compromise on his ultimate goal of
international control for the Canal. When Moore Crosthwaite, British Deputy
Representative to the UN, suggested creating ‘something more general’
rather than a plan based on the Eighteen Power Resolution, Eden minuted,
‘No – The man misses the whole point.’124 The Egypt Committee had determined on 28 July that any solution should be derived from resolution of
the Eighteen Power Conference.125 This had been upheld by the London
Conference and formed the resolution of the Canal users in their representation to Nasser. To water down that principle would make the conference
pointless and show a weakening of resolve to Nasser. This was at a time
when the Egyptians had begun to doubt the potency of the British policy of
bargaining from a position of strength.
On 2 September, Egyptian newspapers reported that Nasser had assured
his military leaders that the Franco-British mobilisation moves were all
bluff.126 However, as Sir Humphrey Trevelyan, British Ambassador to Egypt had
informed the Foreign Office, there was ‘little doubt that Nasser seriously
underestimated the strength of Western reaction and is concerned about
Western military preparations and his own future, though he is reported
to have estimated the chances of invasion at 10–1 against.’127 This began to
challenge the confidence that Eden held in the ability of Western power to
frighten Nasser. Trevelyan had served as the head of the Embassy in Cairo
only since 1955 but his experience of the Middle East made him a reliable
source of opinion.128
On 3 September, the American reply reached Eden. In his communiqué,
the President was in full accord with the Prime Minister concerning the
Soviet threat and was, himself, placing a great emphasis on the success of
the Menzies Mission. In addition, he shared Eden’s view that it was important
‘that Nasser be under no misapprehension as to the firm interest of the
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nations primarily concerned with the Canal in safeguarding their rights in
that waterway’. This sentiment reiterated that of Dulles at the opening of
the Conference. The President continued: ‘If the diplomatic front we
present is united and is backed by the overwhelming sentiment of our several
peoples, the chances should be greater that Nasser will give way without the
need for any resort to force.’ However, from this point on the letter adopted
a harsher and more direct tone:
As to the use of force or the threat of force at this juncture, I continue to
feel as I expressed myself in the letter Foster carried to you some weeks
ago. Even now military preparations and civilian evacuation exposed to
public view seem to be solidifying support for Nasser which has been
shaky in many important quarters. I regard it as indispensable that if we
are to proceed solidly together to the solution of this problem, public
opinion in our several countries must be overwhelmingly in its support.
I must tell you frankly that American public opinion flatly rejects the
thought of using force, particularly when it does not seem that every possible peaceful means of protecting our vital interests has been exhausted
without result.
In the President’s opinion, there were two problems. The first was the ‘assurance of permanent and efficient operation of the Suez Canal with justice to
all concerned’, while ‘the second [was] to see that Nasser [should] not grow
as a menace to the peace and vital interests of the West’. These two issues
were distinct and, it was said, must be resolved simultaneously. But despite
the apparent severity of the communication, Eisenhower was still as ready
as Eden to put his faith in a ‘solution along the lines of the 18-nation proposals’.129 The Prime Minister still believed in settling the crisis peacefully
but he had hoped that military preparations, backed by US support, could,
by themselves, destabilise Nasser’s position. With the American rejection of
any such concerted position the potential threat had been removed, weakening
all of the Prime Minister’s moves to date.
The letter leaked to the press in Britain and its central tenet was
announced by Eisenhower at a press conference.130 That press conference, in
Washington, while a chance for the Americans to publicly maintain their
passivity, had not been designed to divulge the contents of the letter. However,
when specifically questioned about the use of force, the President unequivocally rejected the possibility of its implementation. This undermined the
majority of the work done so far, and in particular weakened the effect of
the precautionary measures, realising Nasser’s charge of bluff.131 The President’s letter contradicted the Prime Minister’s and Lloyd’s understanding of
Dulles’s position, and therefore the American position, on 15 August.132
It also appeared to Eden, to undercut his own hopes of negotiating from
a position of strength. More specifically it undercut any possible success of
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the Menzies Mission. As Menzies put it in a message to Canberra, ‘it is all
very well for people to denounce the use of force, but in a negotiation of
this kind, it is good sense to keep the other man guessing’.133 Had Nasser
believed that a military invasion, condoned by and possibly including the
Americans, could be launched against him, there existed more chance that
he might back down, agreeing to the reinternationalisation of the Canal.
However, the Egyptian leader was now aware of the differences in commitment
between the British and the Americans, and could guess at the potential
limitations imposed on any hypothetical British action. Despite this setback, Eden’s confidence in his own policy was bolstered by the hardline
Kirkpatrick who was sure that ‘we might [still] bulldoze [the Americans] into
suitable economic and psychological measures simply by threatening that,
if they did not agree, we shall have no alternative but to have recourse to
force’.134 This line had been behind all of Eden’s communications to the
President, many of which Kirkpatrick had drafted, and demonstrated the
Prime Minister’s continuity in dealing with the crisis, despite the need to
react rather than follow a defined policy.
There was also hope for Eden, despite his annoyance at the special help
that Nasser was receiving from the Indians, because as Trevelyan reported:
‘He [Nasser] takes great risks, but he has been known to retreat, (e.g. over the
Sudan), and might be prepared to do so again at the last moment or even to
resign to a colleague in order to save the revolution.’135 In the Egypt Committee
meeting of 4 September, the Prime Minister suggested that Parliament be
recalled ‘to secure the . . . endorsement of a policy which had involved the
taking of certain precautionary steps and would entail further measures of
the same nature’. He wanted to continue with the dual-track policy initiated
in July which relied on the threat of force through the ‘precautionary steps’
or the initiation of force in the last resort. He hoped that this would calm
the ‘talk of war’, as he had suggested on 23 August, through the disclosure
of his plans to effect a solution.136 Parliament was therefore recalled for
11 September. In addition, the Prime Minister believed that the public
should be ‘fully informed of the strength of our legal case’, particularly considering the possible repercussions of Eisenhower’s outburst on public opinion.
The Committee also considered a further postponement of ‘D-Day’.137
Trevelyan was concerned that the 3 September letter had made the US look
weaker than either France or the UK and he hoped that Loy Henderson, the
principal American representative in the Menzies Mission, would dispel
the myth.138 While Eden remained concerned, it was not merely the Prime
Minister who had become worried by the American undermining of the
potential negotiation from a position of strength. This suggested that the
situation had deteriorated further and the possible solution to the crisis had
received another setback.
However, these events did not represent a turning point in the way Britain
dealt with the US or Egypt. This was represented in the letter from Eden to
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Eisenhower of 6 September, originally drafted by Kirkpatrick but sent with
Eden’s amendments.139 Despite Britain no longer being able to maintain her
deterrent to Nasser, and as it appeared that the Menzies Mission would end
in failure, the letter opened with conciliatory lines, suggesting a unity of
purpose, and tried to eradicate the myth that they might suddenly resort
to arms, without further provocation, especially while there was a joint
initiative in operation. It continued:
If the Committee and subsequent negotiations succeed in getting
Nasser’s agreement to the London proposals of the eighteen powers,
there will be no cause for force. But if the Committee fails, we must have
some immediate alternative which will show that Nasser is not going to
get his way. In this connection we are attracted by Foster’s suggestion
. . . for the running of the canal by the users in virtue of their rights
under the 1888 Convention.
Eden saw the possibility of solving the crisis through the user’s club to
reinternationalise the Canal by pressing Nasser. He had considered a similar
idea as early as 12 August but was in no position to implement policy and
needed to follow an American lead. Dramatic parallels were drawn between
Nasser and Hitler, and the Soviet threat was evoked, the telegram ending
with Kirkpatrick’s romantic but scaremongering lines: ‘it seems to us that
our duty is plain. We have many times led Europe in the fight for freedom.
It would be an ignoble end to our long history if we tamely accepted to perish
by degrees.’140 Finishing with these lines underscored the attempt to pressure
the Americans into action by moral and physical threats. Due to the nature
of this letter and the specific ordering of objectives, Eden was subordinating
the use of force merely to bluff backing a negotiated settlement, or ultimately
as he had always seen it, as a last resort.
By 6 September, Eden realised that a new stage of the crisis had been
reached. A telegram from Menzies confirmed his suspicion that the mission
had failed.141 Without the threat of force in the background, it appeared to
Menzies that Nasser would not accept the proposals for reorganising the
control of the Canal. On the same day, the Foreign Office passed on information to Dulles that ‘the probability is that by the week-end Menzies will
have to announce that his Mission is a failure’.142 They continued to suggest
the need to go to the Security Council, following Eden’s wishes and ‘genuinely
directed towards a peaceful settlement’.143 On 9 September, Nasser officially
replied to the Menzies Committee’s letter of 7 September rejecting the offer
of the Menzies Mission.144 It was thus only left for Menzies to journey to
London to report his failure. Then, returning to Australia via Washington,
he met President Eisenhower. Showing his disappointment with the President,
for making the 3 September letter public, he waited for an explanation:
‘When a press conference is held, the democratic process requires that
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questions should be answered’, he was told.145 Diplomatic channels had
not been exhausted but Eden’s use of bluff could no longer dominate his
attempts to secure a solution to the crisis without a potentially more real
threat and/or much wider international condemnation of Nasser’s actions.
The Prime Minister had hoped to achieve success but had not believed
that he should compromise over such an important set of issues, particularly
as the potential for forcing Nasser to accept a ‘negotiated’ settlement
appeared to him a real possibility. This was reflected in Menzies’ telegram to
Eden of 6 September. Menzies shared Eden’s unrealistically high hopes and
many of his fears of Nasser’s intentions.146 Despite Eisenhower’s letters of 6
and 8 September, the President reflected: ‘I do not differ from you in your
estimate of [Nasser’s] intentions and purposes.’147 All the time there was
hope for Eden that the US might be able to coax a solution out of the
embroiled mess of the crisis.
However, Dulles was not moving quickly toward producing a solution.
The French were still endeavouring to ‘inject a note of urgency’. Dulles had
not yet reached a conclusion as to the timing or formulation of the draft
resolution to be presented to the Security Council. In particular, he feared
that what was being proposed ‘was in effect to enlist Security Council
support to force upon Egypt the conclusion of a treaty bestowing new rights
on the users of the Canal. This was to say the least of it, a very novel use of
the Council.’ Dulles wondered whether Britain and France should not agree
what legal rights the 1888 Treaty had vested in them. ‘If Egypt then resisted
(which he felt sure she would) we should have a clear case to take to the
Council.’ He was non-committal on these rights but his attitude appeared
positive. However, Dulles was unlikely to be able to ‘go along with the operation in its present form’ without ‘considerable modification’. Makins
reported the Secretary of State’s attitude and emphasised that the US could
not be counted upon to support an appeal to the Security Council. In fact,
as Makins continued, such a move, without full discussion with the US
Government ‘would have a most unfortunate effect’.148 Eden did not believe
that he could take the issue to the UN without American support because
this would undercut the whole point of going to try to unite world opinion
against Nasser. However, he had seen the possibility of a solution in line
with the Americans and one which he himself favoured.
Before the failure of the Menzies Mission, Lloyd had dined with Allen
Dulles, Director of the CIA, and Patrick Reilly, then Minister in Paris and
temporarily Deputy Under-Secretary at the Foreign Office.149 During the
conversations Lloyd informed Dulles that if Nasser rejected the 18-power
proposals then military intervention would be a ‘very serious possibility’.
Allen Dulles later failed to acknowledge that this had ever been discussed
but his brother produced his plan for a ‘Users’ Association’ (originally
named CASU or Co-operative Association of Suez Canal Users and later
renamed SCUA or Suez Canal Users Association) shortly afterwards.150 Once
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again the British had used the threat of force to incite the Americans into
action, but this time Foster Dulles had produced a plan in line with Eden’s
thinking. Despite the letters of 6 and 8 September which gave the Prime
Minister only limited American backing for his own concept of a users’
association, Eden still thought that he held enough US support to derive a
peaceful solution. The Anglo-American misunderstanding deepened. Dulles
still believed that Britain remained set on starting a war. The US Deputy
Under Secretary of State, Robert Murphy concluded that SCUA had only
been designed to pull the British and French back from the brink of military
action.151 However, Eden saw a chance for a peaceful settlement to the crisis,
which, critically, appeared to have American support. The Prime Minister,
adamant in his belief of maintaining US opinion, entered a new phase of
the crisis ready to inaugurate SCUA and press Nasser into reinternationalising the Canal.
However, the two countries’ perceptions of a users’ association were fundamentally different in structure, as well as intent; a point missed by Eden
and the British Government, after Eisenhower’s telegram of 28 July, the
American support for the resolution of the First London Conference and
now at SCUA’s conception.152 The British were impressed by the apparent
similarities between the two visions for a peaceful solution to the crisis. The
Prime Minister saw it as a permanent organisation established to reinternationalise the Canal either directly or by pressing Nasser into relinquishing
his control by the use of economic sanctions in the form of withholding
transit dues. For the Americans, SCUA was primarily a device to occupy the
British and French, holding them back from war. In contrast to the British
proposal they suggested ‘a semi-permanent organisation of the user governments to take over the greatest practical amount of the technical problems
of the Canal, such as pilotage, the organisation of the traffic patterns, and
the collection of dues to cover actual expenses’. The US wanted to arrange
‘coexistence’ with Egypt.153 This would protect the new-found Egyptian
control and made no attempt to reinternationalise the Canal which was
central to Eden’s aims for resolving the crisis. There would be no pressure of
withholding dues, and bearing in mind that the Canal users were experiencing
virtually no ‘technical problems’ during transit, the American proposal
would be as hands-off as possible. Dulles’s apparent flexibility on the issue
and his apparent willingness to talk about the details of the plan increased
the British belief that they were talking virtually identical plans with minor
differences over detail. They completely missed the fundamental differences
of structure and intent.
During 3 August to 9 September, pressures increased on Eden. The French
accelerated their attempt to goad Britain into accepting a military solution.
Indirectly, Israel was also becoming involved in the wranglings of the crisis
and led Macmillan to try to exert more of an influence on both government
policy and American acceptance of the use of force. At the beginning of the
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period, there appeared to Eden to be similarities in Anglo-American outlook,
specifically the dual-track policy. Both countries supported force but only as
a last resort. However, this rhetoric disguised broad differences in meaning.
While the US wrote to Eden discussing force as a last resort, it was effectively
saying no to any military solution, a subtext the harried Prime Minister
missed. This misunderstanding increased American scepticism over British
intentions, limiting the extent to which the US was prepared to develop
serious solutions to the crisis. This meant that Dulles had offered the
American SCUA proposal, in his opinion, to bring the British and the
French back from the brink of war. However, Eden continued to reject
the idea of a military solution, except as a last resort, openly denigrating
Israeli involvement and ignoring French desires. In an attempt to promote
a diplomatic solution, he ordered Treasury officials to develop further
economic sanctions against Egypt and backed the Menzies Mission. While
economic sanctions had brought little reward, and the Menzies Mission
promised even less, the Prime Minister could afford to chance their success
because, after the London Conference, he had begun to acquire widespread
support which he believed could weaken Nasser’s position. He needed to
maintain as much pressure as possible on the Egyptians. Increasingly, with
the Americans dragging their heels (in reality their assistance had been
thwarted by distrust and Macmillan’s interference), Eden began to think more
seriously about taking the issue to the UN to supplement the burgeoning
international condemnation of Egyptian actions. This did not represent
a turning from his belief in Anglo-American co-operation but reflected that
the crisis had reached a new stage that required the exploration and development of other peaceful solutions.
This analysis diverges from the existing historiography in that Eden put
a great faith in the London Conference to develop a solidarity amongst the
Martime Powers which could be used to press Nasser into relinquishing his
control of the Canal. Nor has the historiography focused on Eden’s commitment to his own vision for SCUA, as this chapter has identified. In addition,
therefore, there has been a failure to recognise the full British and American
misunderstandings of what SCUA should be. This has led to an underestimation of Eden’s commitment to the tripartite talks, the London Conference
and the Menzies Mission. In reality, the Prime Minister hoped to secure an
agreement for a users’ association through the aforementioned meetings.
Because of the misunderstandings of the various interpretations of SCUA,
little headway could be made throughout this period, 3 August to 9 September.
However, Eden had committed himself to developing and eventually defining
the users’ club. This would form the focus of all of his attempts to resolve
the crisis, as his continued commitment to the idea in the face of Dulles’s
prevarication revealed.

3
SCUA: 10 September–21 September

Suez Canal Users Association and the Second London
Conference
With the failure of the Menzies Mission and after Macmillan’s initial interference in August, Dulles believed in the need to develop a new solution
with which to hold Britain back from the brink of war.1 In addition, he did
not want the British to appeal to the UN. He had originated the idea of
a users’ club, such that users of the Canal would band together to ‘hire the
pilots, manage the technical features of the Canal, organise the pattern of
navigation, and collect the dues from the ships of member countries’.2
While Dulles did not foresee real potential in this, for Eden it represented
the embodiment of his idea for reinternationalising the Canal and using economic sanctions, in this case the dues from the Canal users, to destabilise
Nasser’s political position. His commitment to it represented the clearest
indication that he had not decided to use force, and that he continued to
want to resolve the crisis peacefully. Despite the poor relationship between
the Prime Minister and Secretary of State, both saw this as an opportunity to
achieve their ends and so both tried, by their own definitions, to work together.
The crisis thus moved into a much more deliberative period as both men
and their administrations attempted to define a peaceful solution from
a detailed and specific agreement over establishing a canal users’ association
(SCUA). At this stage Eden did not understand Dulles’s motives, or, therefore, the reasons for the extended discussions and problems that arose out
of the development of SCUA. As Murphy concluded, Dulles did not have any
real intention to make SCUA work.3 With these talks being held in private,
the Prime Minister’s own motives came under increased scrutiny as he
appeared indifferent to a peaceful solution, while continuing his military
preparations. However, he continued to search for a diplomatic settlement
to the crisis, either through SCUA or the UN.
In early September, Eden began to express reservations about the military
plan, ‘Musketeer Revise’, consistent with his distaste of war. As the name
67
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suggested, the plan had already been changed once. Neither the plan nor
its aims had been fully determined and therefore, quid pro quo, the use of
force had not yet been decided. In the Egypt Committee meeting of
7 September, the Prime Minister raised concerns over the ‘extensive devastation and loss of life that would be inevitable’.4 Eden also worried about
the lack of flexibility of the plan. He believed that this ‘was perhaps even
more serious’, because
[i]f D-day was not to be postponed it meant that certain actions such as
the sailing of the store ships and the requisitioning of passenger liners
would have to be put in train during the next two days. Once these and
subsequent decisions had been taken the margin for manoeuvre was
very limited. Furthermore, these decisions would have to be made before
the recall of Parliament and the preparations would inevitably be an
embarrassment when we referred the dispute to the Security Council.5
The Prime Minister, although keen to leave the door open for negotiation or
a retreat by Nasser, feared that any attempt to take the issue to the Security
Council would be impaired by overt preparations. Additionally, he was sceptical of using force, particularly in view of the movement in public opinion
and the Labour leadership’s opinion. The support for war had waned in the
eyes of the public.6 By 11 September, a News Chronicle/Gallup poll found
that 81 per cent of those interviewed were in favour of taking the issue to
the UN, while 34 per cent favoured using a military ultimatum if the move
to the UN failed, with 49 per cent opposed. In the conservative Daily Express
poll, 49 per cent of people were satisfied with the Prime Minister’s handling
of the ‘Suez Situation’, compared with 58 per cent a month previously.7 The
Labour Party had reacted strongly against Nasser’s actions and opposed his
brand of ‘nationalisation’ which it saw as different from Labour’s post-war
reconstruction led by the Attlee government. However, Nasser’s domestic
policies appeared to reflect Labour ideals to the British electorate, increasing
the numbers of people who supported the Egyptian action of nationalising
the Canal company.
Eden confirmed his trepidation over the new plan and his concerns to his
diary:
saw Chiefs of Staff and [General] Keightley [Allied Commander-in Chief]
and Walter [Monckton] for two hours on a paper of theirs . . . This included
a new method for ‘Musketeer’. I was not at first enamoured of it, but in
discussion and as Chiefs of Staff amplified it, became more reconciled.
Its advantages are obvious, but in these things one has to be . . . against
being unduly enticed by them, especially when the advantages are
largely political.
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The political benefits of the new plan meant increased flexibility such that
any contingency timetable could be set in motion at the latest possible date.
This was in line with Eden’s reactive conduct of foreign affairs and meant
that a decision to use force had not been made, nor would it have to be
until, as he concluded on 27 July, the last possible moment when no other
option remained. After the Committee meeting, he was still doubtful about
the military plan. ‘Finally another long talk with Keightley this time alone.
It was clear that he much preferred the second plan. I am still not . . .
convinced.’8 Eden could see the short-term benefits of the plan as the
Cabinet minutes for 11 September illustrated, but he was also aware that
a short-term reaction would not necessarily solve the crisis. He had thought
that the military men wanted to see him alone because they were tentative
about the plan but they were intent on manipulating the Prime Minister’s
decision.9 While the Chiefs of Staff were divided as to their course of action,
they were dominated by the resolute Templer, Chief of the Imperial General
Staff, who took an aggressive stance reminiscent of the previous century.10
In an attempt to keep all his diplomatic options open and as a reflection
of the public mood, Eden tried to develop French support for a possible
move to the UN.11 This did not mean that he had given up on SCUA. The
Prime Minister and the Egypt Committee therefore invited Mollet and Pineau
to London. The French had been opposed to going to the Security Council
because in France this would be regarded ‘as an alibi for failure’.12 Eden
knew of the importance to the French of being certain ‘before launching the
Security Council operation’.13 However, he did not want to create the wrong
impression to the Security Council or the public and suggested that their
visit ‘could ostensibly be on the pretext of hearing Mr. Menzies’ report on
the Cairo mission’.14 Eden also wanted to tell Mollet and Pineau, who had
been ‘unwilling to come’, ‘that there was little chance of our setting out on
operation Musketeer’.15 He was also concerned with the French attitude
towards the Users’ Club because he believed it could be made to work. As
Jebb reported on 8 September, the French were in agreement that ‘not only
was Mr. Dulles putting us in an incredibly exposed position, but he seemed
to have no concrete proposals of his own’.16 While Eden thought that SCUA
could offer a peaceful solution to the crisis, the French did not believe that
the Americans were prepared to back the British concept of a users’ club. In
addition, they believed that if the matter went to the UN, Nasser could
ignore the US proposals and make his case to the Security Council.17 Pineau
had ‘expressed the view that we are really wasting our time talking to the
Americans. As he [Pineau] sees it, they will never authorize any action likely
to provoke the fall of Nasser, at any rate until after the elections, which
could mean that we should never be able to take any such action at all. In
his view, it is essential that, in spite of all obstructions, our two countries
should now go firmly ahead on our chosen path [move to the UN].’ Pineau
was also suspicious lest Dulles design a new move to prevent the departure
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of the Canal pilots. If this happened then he believed that Britain and
France should ‘dig our toes in and say firmly “no”. Apart from anything else
it would be a complete humiliation for us to have to beg the pilots to stay in
present conditions.’18 Pineau’s attitude reflected his and the French Government’s desire to resolve the crisis forcefully but at this stage Eden did not
share the scepticism over American intentions for any proposed solutions and
continued to believe that they could solve the crisis peacefully.
The Prime Minister also faced objection to a move to the UN from Dulles,
whose opinion was regularly being sent to London by Makins. In particular,
he raised issue with the text of the proposed letter of introduction to the
President of the Council. The Foreign Secretary conveyed the Government’s
reaction to the Ambassador in Washington in what would become the first
of a number of occasions when the Government expressed private disappointment that the US had appeared to retreat from support for the British
position. Lloyd ended the communication by trying to influence the Ambassador ‘to impress upon Mr. Dulles the urgency and gravity of the present
situation and the grave dangers if we do not continue to act resolutely
together’. However, the real problem was brought out in the last line: ‘I feel
at the moment that I do not know where the United States Government
stands on any of these matters.’19 As this line demonstrated, the British did
not know what the Americans were prepared to do and so the Prime Minister
vacillated, influenced by the importance of maintaining what he mistakenly
believed to be American support. This was reinforced by Eden’s consideration
of confining himself to a simple letter which did not propose immediate UN
action and therefore did not upset the US. This was in line with advice from
Makins, who believed that ‘to divide ourselves from the Americans in this
way on this matter at this point is not only unnecessary but would have the
most unfortunate consequences’. Dulles ‘had never seen the President more
deeply worried about anything’. ‘Of course’, as he continued:
Nasser could not be allowed to win in this contest. He must be cut down,
but the President did not think that either the threat of or an attempt
at military action would work. Long range methods would be more
effective.
Economic pressures on Egypt could be maintained. The jealousies
between the Arab states could be fomented. The Administration felt it
was a handicap to be operating on the tight time schedule which had
hitherto been imposed. It excluded what, in the United States view, were
the most dependable possibilities of action. The President did not
exclude the use of force in the last resort. Between us we could get Nasser
down, and the United States Administration were quite determined that
this should happen. If Nasser obstructed the canal and used force, they
would use it too. But they did not believe that the methods and the
tempo which we were advocating were the right ones.
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This telegram appeared supportive, despite undercutting Eden’s bluffing of
the Egyptians, but matters were complicated by Dulles’s attitude toward the
French: ‘[H]e realised our [Britain’s] need to collaborate closely with the
French. Nevertheless this was a complication for the administration. It was
much easier for them [the Americans] to work these problems out with us.
They distrusted French security in general, not only from the technical
standpoint.’20 It was also clear, as Makins revealed, that Dulles had been
working on his idea for an American SCUA proposal, which while still
undergoing full conceptualisation, presented the only progressive option.21
Eden later recounted that ‘the whole purpose of the Users’ Club had been,
by a display of unity with the United States, to avoid having to recourse to
force.’22 This proved to be his primary objective at the time, as endorsed by
among others Gwilym Lloyd George, the Home Secretary, who knew of
Eden’s doubts over the scheme.23 However, this undercut the similarity it
held with the Prime Minister’s own vision of 12 August, for peacefully
resolving the crisis. Ironically, SCUA divided London and Washington, as
they saw it serving different functions: Britain saw it as a way of reinternationalising the Canal, while the Americans saw it as a way of distracting the
UK and France from war. The Egypt Committee was becoming less convinced
over Dulles’s intentions for SCUA but agreed with the need to side with the
Americans while still reserving judgement: ‘[I]t must be first established
whether the United States Government intended to pursue them with a serious determination and to attempt to enforce such a plan on the Egyptian
Government, or whether the proposals were more in the nature of delaying
tactics to provide time for further reflection and negotiation in an election
year.’24 This did not mean that the Egypt Committee was against negotiation, as long as the specifics of that negotiation represented an attempt to
achieve a settlement rather than a device to allow the Americans politically
to tread water. The greatest fear was that Dulles’s proposals would mean
that in the event of any blockade or disruption to traffic through the Canal,
American vessels would be forced to re-route around the Cape of Good
Hope.25 In addition, Dulles had only seen the proposals as temporary, to last
for, perhaps, one year.26 If SCUA represented such a defensive measure then
it could not bring any pressure to bear upon the Egyptians.
The need for US support increased the scepticism over taking the issue to
the Security Council but as the Egypt Committee discussed, ‘there was some
risk that the United States, having advised against referring the dispute to
the United Nations at this stage, would feel themselves free to support
amendments of a kind which might seriously hamper our subsequent freedom of action, to the resolution which we ourselves would table if we were
to decide independently to place the matter before the Security Council’.27
Eden believed that he had to support the US resolution, particularly as
‘Mr. Dulles had implied that the support of the US would be forthcoming
if the matter had to be referred to the Security Council at a later stage, after
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an attempt had been made to seek a solution on the basis of his proposals
for a ‘Users’ Club and had proved unsuccessful’. As the Committee concluded, ‘[i]n any event, the United States could scarcely withhold their
support in such circumstances’.28 The Egypt Committee believed it was in
a strong position. In line with the Prime Minister and Cabinet’s decision of
27 July, it pursued a peaceful solution to the crisis, now through the use of
the British SCUA proposal to pressure Nasser into reinternationalising the
Canal. If this failed, they would take the issue to the Security Council,
believing that the US would be obliged to back such a representation. The
myth that the Americans were actively trying to solve the crisis persisted in
the minds of the British Government, except that of Macmillan who continued to believe that Britain’s best interests would be served by employing
force without delay.29 However, Eden remained consistent in his belief in
the potential of a users’ club. Despite Nasser’s unequivocal rejection of
international control in his reply to the Menzies Mission, there was still
hope for a settlement, as he believed ‘that the real insulation of the Canal
from politics would best be guaranteed or a renewal of the 1888 Convention. Either as we have already declared, is acceptable to us [Britain]’.30
Eden, seeking to keep in tune with US policy and personally sceptical
about the rigidity of the contingency plan, decided to seek the Egypt Committee’s approval for adjustments to ‘Musketeer’. The Committee accepted
the change of the military plan, which, Eden made it clear, would mean
that the ‘actual date for D-day must be dependent on the American “Users’ ”
plan and, possibly, reference to the Security Council’. The ‘Users plan’
pertained to the as yet unpublished proposals offered by Foster Dulles ‘for
an association of user countries to operate the Suez Canal themselves’, and
‘organise as among themselves for the most effective possible enjoyment of
the rights of passage given by the 1888 Convention’.31 Military preparations
were further downgraded and again placed as secondary to the pursuit of
a peaceful settlement, particularly since the bluff to invade the Canal Zone
had lost credibility. The lack of importance of the use of force was also
revealed by the failure of the British to consult the French over the change
to the plan.32 The need to increase the flexibility of the contingency
measures outweighed the need to create a more definitive military operation
and there was no reason to antagonise France, where both the left- and
right-wing supported an immediate aggressive solution. In redefining the
plan without French interference, the British did not have to commit themselves to the use of force through a more specific plan with precise aims and
timetabling. The French had begun to doubt that Britain would ever decide
to use force and were concerned by the lack of commitment such an imprecise
plan demonstrated.33
However, conflicting opinions began to blur Eden’s understanding of the
situation. Menzies’ letter to Eden apologising for his failure began by suggesting that ‘[y]ou have about as difficult a task over Suez as mortal man
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ever had’. He continued to appraise the situation in Egypt and Nasser’s personality, fuelling any distrust that Eden had already developed: ‘Egypt is not
only a dictatorship but it has all the earmarks of a Police State. The tapping
of telephone lines, the installation of microphones, the creation of a vast
body of security police – all these things are accepted as commonplace.’
Of Nasser, he had at first thought him to be ‘quite a likeable [sic] fellow’ but
after spending some time with him, considered him ‘rather gauche’, with
‘considerable but immature intelligence’.34 It was this latter point which was
of the gravest concern to Eden and his administration, because of Nasser’s
unpredictability.
By the Cabinet meeting of 11 September Selwyn Lloyd informed his
colleagues that the ‘Egyptian Government had flatly rejected the proposals
for international control of the Suez Canal’. He and the Prime Minister had
been in close touch with the French and American Governments and were
considering three courses of action: (a) to proceed at once with military
action; (b) to offer a resolution in the Security Council supporting the
conclusions of the London Conference and thus calling on Egypt to restore
the rights of the maritime countries under the 1888 Convention; and
(c) adoption of the US plan for an organisation to ‘enable the principal users
of the Canal to exercise their rights under the 1888 Convention’. In discussion, Cabinet believed that there were difficulties associated with the third
option but they ‘were outweighed by the great advantage that the US would
be publicly involved in a plan of positive action’ and ‘[i]f the plan succeeded,
Colonel Nasser’s original action would be largely frustrated: if it failed, by
reason of Egyptian obstruction, the maritime Powers would have stronger
grounds either for an appeal to the Security Council or for recourse to more
forcible measures’. Cabinet then ratified the Users’ proposal. Eden had convinced his colleagues of his own belief in this line, consistently hopeful of
pressing Nasser into relinquishing his hold on the Canal.
Macmillan did not believe that SCUA could be made to work for a peaceful settlement. He re-exerted pressure on his colleagues in support of a forceful settlement of the crisis: ‘[I]t was unlikely that effective international
control over the Canal could be secured without the use of force.’ The
Chancellor believed that the move to effectuate the Users’ Club was ‘a step
towards the ultimate use of force. It would not in itself provide a solution.’
He doubted that the concept could work or that, more importantly, the
Egyptians could accept it. In reality the Egyptians would not accept the
scheme but Macmillan’s scepticism was not founded on this principle.
He was merely keen, as he concluded, ‘to bring the issue to a head’.35
Macmillan’s fears had been growing with regard to the mounting threat to
the British economy.36 He attempted to press the Cabinet by indicating the
importance of a quick settlement of the crisis to the national economy, with
particular reference to restoring confidence in sterling; a threat that he failed
to reassert in November when, the decision to use force having been made,
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sterling came under increasing international and, particularly, American
pressure, in an attempt to scare Britain out of her occupation of the
Canal Zone.37 Summing up Cabinet discussion, the Chancellor hoped ‘that
Parliament could be persuaded to give the Government a mandate to take
all the necessary steps, including the use of force, to secure a satisfactory
settlement of this problem’. In his diary he went further: ‘The more we can
persuade them [Americans] of our determination to risk everything in order
to beat Nasser, the more help we shall get from them. We shall be ruined
either way; but we shall be more inevitably and finally ruined if we are
humiliated.’38 This concerned Walter Monckton, the most consistent opponent to the use of force. He feared that SCUA would be regarded as a move
toward the use of force, although even he ‘did not exclude the possibility
that, if the Canal could be brought under effective international control, the
present regime in Egypt might be overthrown by means of a short war’.39 He
believed in the importance of having the US on side and of maintaining the
support of public opinion at home and abroad. Monckton and Macmillan
met frequently and privately throughout the crisis and the Chancellor’s
bellicosity distorted the Defence Minister’s understanding of Government intentions, further confusing history’s judgement of Eden.40
Eden summarised Cabinet’s opinion, which remained consistent with
their immediate reaction of 27 July. It was ‘agreed that Egypt’s disregard of
her international obligations could not be tolerated and that effective international control over the Suez Canal must be re-established’. Every ‘reasonable’ effort should be made to achieve this peacefully but ‘we should be
justified in the last resort in using force to restore the situation’. Reflecting
the more controversial aspect of Cabinet conclusions, he then raised
questions on the possibility of military operations. He considered that it
would be difficult to decide exactly when the recourse to force had
become unavoidable and suggested that it would be affected by the state of
public opinion in the US and the views of the French, who he said ‘were
increasingly impatient of delay’.41
The Prime Minister had not decided to use force. Consistent with his conduct of foreign affairs, he reacted to events, thus waiting until the very last
moment before making any decisions, especially something as politically
sensitive as the use of force. Conservative Party member, Nigel Nicolson,
continued to believe that the Prime Minister intended to bluff the Egyptians,
with force, into relinquishing their control of the Canal.42 Eden’s remarks
reflected the line Frederick Bishop had suggested to the Prime Minister for
Cabinet. Bishop’s memorandum on the issue advised ‘binding all your colleagues into our present policy’, particularly ‘the issue of using force if diplomatic methods fail to get us a satisfactory solution’. Bishop believed that
this was ‘of course a hypothetical question; but the question is bound to
remain hypothetical for some little time’. However, Eden’s passivity and
belief in SCUA meant that he did not pursue Bishop’s line with the same
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vehemence as his private secretary had suggested to him. In particular, he
did not use the pressure of letting Nasser ‘get away with this’ to attempt to
unite his colleagues in support of the use of force because, as he already
implied during Cabinet, the decision to use it had not been made.43
Eden still placed great importance on having the Americans on side but
he did not see a divergence in thinking between the two countries on the
resolution of the crisis.44 He and Macmillan appeared to share the same
views about the importance of US support. Eden saw the need for American
assistance in terms of using their power to directly influence and increase
international pressure on Nasser to relinquish his control of the Canal.45
The Chancellor of the Exchequer, in contrast, supported Dulles’s proposals
in order to gain financial backing for an increased military build-up and
potential hostilities.46 He revealed this preoccupation in his memoirs, recalling that as he was so fully employed with the financial problems of the
period he could only have ‘a general knowledge of the intricate but, alas,
ineffective attempts to reach a peaceful solution in accordance with the
claims of justice and equity’.47 Macmillan consistently favoured force.
However, Eden still maintained the reins of power.
Cabinet agreed to support the Users’ Club, once again siding with a peaceful solution. Even Clark, who had concluded he was incorrect on 26 July to
assume that the military option had been adopted, now doubted whether
Cabinet had made any conclusions on force.48 Eden had always favoured
international solidarity as a means of increasing the pressure upon the
Egyptians. He was keen to maintain allegiance with both the US and French
but recognised that the French were extremely impatient. Complicating the
situation was that Douglas Dillon, the US Ambassador in Paris, had on
several occasions and without Eden’s knowledge, repeated conversations
with Pineau to Washington, which ‘made it absolutely clear that the French
were determined upon the use of force if reasonable terms were not arrived
at about the Canal’.49 If the Americans had had any doubts over AngloFrench intentions to use force, they were now firmly convinced of the
French, and by association, British bellicosity. This weakened the possibility
for the US to threaten Egypt so as to define a solution. The Americans were
now even more inclined to develop skeleton solutions, which had no
chance of success, but would keep the British and French from war. The
chance of this manipulation appearing to work was enhanced by the fact
that Eden continued to pursue a peaceful solution tied to an American lead
and the fact that he did not know that any US-inspired solution had not
been designed to succeed.
Britain could not act alone and would need the support of the French
Government but, at the same time, Eden had been consistently fearful that
France might commence hostilities to reduce domestic political pressure.
He also believed that the French and particularly Pineau were warmongering
and untrustworthy. Recent relations between them had prevented the
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creation of a stable environment for building trust.50 In September, Eden
found himself in the same position as the summer of 1956, not wishing to
alienate the French despite the reservations he held over their intended
policy and its timing. After the meeting it appeared that the French were in
agreement over the current policy, as the Foreign Secretary informed Roger
Makins. In addition, both parties believed ‘that the United States . . .
genuinely intend to do their utmost to bring the CASU [SCUA] into being,
and to make it work’:
We agreed in principle to the Users’ Club on the basis of United States
participation and payment of dues including United States ones to the
new organization forthwith. It is also our understanding that the United
States Government genuinely intend to do their utmost to bring the CASU
into being, and to make it work. In these circumstances we and the
French would be prepared not to go to the . . . Security Council at the
moment and would confine ourselves to a letter to the President of
the Security Council . . . If Mr. Dulles does not agree about the Users Club
we shall be obliged to bring the matter before the Security Council
straight away.51
The British sought to evaluate the viability of SCUA whilst trying to maintain enough support to promote a peaceful solution, either through the Users’
Club or the Security Council.
Lloyd had told Dulles, prior to Nasser’s meeting with the Menzies Mission,
‘that if Nasser rejected our proposals we ought to go to the Security Council
straight away’.52 There was a danger that the Soviets or the Yugoslavs might
raise objection to the British concentration of forces as a threat to peace
which would undermine all of Eden’s objectives. Dulles also argued that if
Nasser rejected the Users’ Club, then ‘we should be in a much stronger
position when we went to the Security Council’. Eden had then persuaded
a reluctant Cabinet to accept the British proposal for SCUA and it hoped
‘the United States would be publicly involved in a plan of positive action to
enforce the users’ rights under the Convention’.53 He attempted to
strengthen the Anglo-American front but by 10 September it was unclear
what the policy would be.54 Even by the next day the Private Office ‘still do
not know what the Americans will reply about the users’ club, nor therefore
what tomorrow’s speech will say!’ Such was the importance of Anglo-American
solidarity to Eden that until the last minute the content of the speech was
still undecided in deference to any possible US lead. As late as 11:30 p.m.,
the night before, the ‘office was still vague’.55 The Government waited as
long as possible to enable the aligning of the two countries in the statement
of the following day.
Matters were, again, complicated by Dulles. He informed Makins, the British
Ambassador in Washington, that he was concerned that SCUA was a wholly
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Western organisation and ended with the assertion that his draft proposal
for the Users’ Club had ‘inevitably been compiled in great haste, and that it
must not be taken as representing the United States government position in
every detail’.56 While Eden had backed his own proposal for SCUA because
of his belief in its potential for reinternationalising the Canal, he had also
expressed his support because of its American origin. This underlined the
fundamental misunderstanding that the Prime Minister held of the differing
intentions that the UK and the US had for the Users’ Association.57 As a US
proposal it carried more weight and had greater potential for wider international acceptance. In turn, this would increase the pressure on Nasser, furthering the chance of placing the Canal under international control. Now
Dulles was withholding American support from the Association proposal
until more details had been worked out. This implied the need for more
Anglo-American discussions to agree on the precise details of SCUA, which
would extend the crisis and the duration of Nasser’s hold on the Canal, at
a time when Eden was coming under renewed pressure to be seen actively
to be resolving the dispute. While this also suggested an understanding of
the differences between the British and American proposals, it also suggests
they could be compromised; a view which fails to see that they were fundamentally different in intent and structure. The Prime Minister did not have
any concrete proposals to show the public, his party or Nasser. Then, adding
insult to injury, it was only when Dulles had learnt that the British and
French were no longer going immediately to the Security Council that he
‘stressed the point that he had not opposed recourse by us [British] to the
Security Council but had merely felt obliged to point out as a friendly critic
what he considered to be weaknesses in our case and to make it clear that
if others sought an injunction against the use of force the United States
representative could not be committed to opposing it’.58 On the same day,
Dulles continued to imply support for Eden, referring to the possibility of
the US joining the UK and France in sending the proposed letter to the
President of the Security Council. He then supported Eden’s ultimate action
of using force as a last resort. The Secretary of State suggested that ‘it would
be preferable for the United States not in this way and at this time to create
an identity of interest which might prove a somewhat embarrassing limitation on the United Kingdom and France in the future’. By way of clarification, William Rountree, the Assistant Secretary of State and through whom
the message had been passed, added ‘that what Mr. Dulles had in mind was
of course the same point which he had been obliged to raise in relation to the
proposed recourse to . . . the Security Council, i.e. a possible decision to use
force in the future’.59 Even the President’s press conference of 11 September
left room for speculation. While disassociating the US from any form of
military action he declared that ‘[i]f, after all peaceful means are exhausted,
there is some kind of aggression on the part of Egypt against a peaceful use
of the Canal, you might say that we would recognize that Britain and France
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had no other recourse than to continue to use it even if they had to be more
forceful than merely sailing through it’.60 Rather than exciting the British,
who, had they decided to use force, would have been delighted by this
sentiment, concern arose that the Americans no longer believed in the Users’
Association as the British had defined it.
Lloyd telephoned Makins with his doubts concerning American participation in this sort of SCUA.61 Makins believed it necessary to write back to the
Foreign Secretary with some ‘afterthoughts’, because, fearing he had misheard him, he did not follow Lloyd’s arguments. He reviewed US actions:
They have all worked like Trojans against time and with great energy on
the political and economic aspects of their proposals. But of course much
still depends on our skill in leading them along.
. . . Here, it is vitally important that the Prime Minister’s statement in
the House tomorrow in sense and substance, should not materially
depart from the statement of the United States position, for this was
approved by the President and will be the basis for Dulles’s statement on
Thursday. Any substantial discrepancy will of course be seized upon.
I hope there is no risk of this, for in my opinion and that of my French
colleague the statement gives our two Governments all that we could
hope for at this stage.62
Thus, until the last moment, when the speech to Parliament had to be made,
Eden could not be completely assured of US backing or aware of the line it
was going to take. Unable to do anything without US consent, he waited for
the American lead. Later he revealed that ‘the words I used about SCUA [in
the House of Commons] had been agreed between the three governments,
ourselves, the French and the United States. Moreover, so far from being
jubilant, I had had the gravest doubts as to whether we could endorse SCUA.
Many, perhaps a majority of my colleagues including the Foreign Secretary,
were against doing so.’63 The Prime Minister was becoming sceptical about
Dulles’s intentions for the British idea for SCUA because he appeared to be
emasculating it, suggesting that the withholding of dues to Egypt by the
Canal users should be voluntary.64 Dulles had set out his original plan for
SCUA in a letter signed by Eisenhower and sent to Eden on 8 September.
This involved promoting ‘a semi-permanent organisation of the user
governments’ to run the Canal, organising pilotage, traffic patterns, and the
collection of dues to cover actual expenses. In addition, there were
‘economic pressures which, if continued, [would] cause distress in Egypt’.65
To remove the ‘collection of dues’ and not replace them with the ‘economic
pressures’ undercut the potential sanctions that Eden hoped to impose on
Nasser. The sanctions were central to strengthening the users’ bargaining
position in any negotiation with Egypt. Not only might they induce Nasser
to relinquish his control of the Canal but they might destabilise Egypt,
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generating the conditions for a coup which might replace Nasser with
a leader more likely to reinternationalise the Canal. The fundamental differences in the UK and US proposals were finally appearing for all to see.
Eden reacted to this apparent weakening of Dulles’s resolve over SCUA by
taking what he believed was the American line and adopting the suggestion
of strengthening the bargaining position. The Middle East Official Committee
approved a Foreign Office draft for inclusion in the Prime Minister’s Parliamentary statement the day before and this was ratified by the Egypt
Committee.66 In it Eden referred to ‘the possibility of recourse to direct
action against Egypt, should it prove impossible to reach a peaceful solution’.
In his diary Eden commented: ‘I was careful by agreement to make . . . [the]
. . . statement on [the] ‘Users Club’ in exactly the terms agreed with Foster’s.
We are not enamoured of the scheme but it has the great advantage of being
American.’67 While Eden had started to lose faith in Dulles’s commitment to
the British idea for SCUA and had taken the opportunity to maintain the
pressure on Nasser by publicly strengthening his resolve to settle the crisis
by force, as a last resort, he consistently aligned himself with the US.
Outwardly, this increased the potential threat against Egypt because the
statement appeared congruent with US policy. However, it showed Eden’s
continued resolve for a peaceful solution, as he followed the American lead
which had offered to reinternationalise the Canal in the same way as he had
envisaged in August.
The Prime Minister, remained precariously balanced, still keen on a peaceful solution, but needing to maintain a serious threat to Nasser, and prevent
any criticism of his apparent lack of policy. Eden and the Egypt Committee
still saw the need to work with the American proposals and the Foreign
Secretary was asked to ‘make the arrangements . . . for further international
consultation on the proposed association of user countries’.68 The Prime
Minister continued to try to develop support for his SCUA proposal and
build international pressure against Nasser through the Users’ Club.
But the Foreign Secretary, voicing Eden’s concerns, was still disturbed by
the slow speed at which events surrounding the conception and implementation of either SCUA proposal were moving. As he wrote to the Ambassador
in Washington: ‘we cannot rest on a mere announcement of an intention’.69
Britain needed something concrete to show Nasser, and to a lesser extent
the British public, that they were working towards a solution. In addition,
Lloyd was concerned that because of the talk in the Commons’ lobbies of
SCUA being a Dulles plan he might ‘think that we are deliberately trying to
saddle him with responsibility for it’. Lloyd’s remark reflected that although
Dulles had proposed a users’ association, it was important to Dulles that he
should not have to carry sole responsibility for it. This was because the
Americans had not designed their SCUA proposal as a solution to the crisis
but rather as a way of keeping the British and French from war.70 The British
continued to believe that the US and UK proposals for SCUA were virtually the
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same, bar some specific details. Lloyd thought that leaving the Americans
to promote the Association would anger Dulles who had just disassociated American agreement ‘on every detail’ of the Users’ Club. However, the
British misunderstanding continued as they believed that Dulles would still
promote a solution to the crisis through a users’ club. In addition, they
needed American support for this idea which had origins on both sides of
the Atlantic and represented Eden’s preferred method of resolving the situation. The Foreign Secretary was adamant when he finished with ‘I do not
want him [Dulles] to have any sense of grievance.’71 The British were concerned about the time it had taken to reach this point in their deliberations
with Dulles and the Americans, adding to their worries about how slowly
the decision-making processes were moving. This concern and that of
Eden’s, increased with the news from Egypt, on 12 September, that Trevelyan,
the British Ambassador in Cairo believed that Nasser’s ‘purpose is presumably still to drag out the negotiations while consolidating his hold on the
Canal, in the hope that time is on his side and that chances of the use of
military force are diminishing’. He believed that Nasser
has probably been encouraged by President Eisenhower’s statement and
recent reports from Washington suggesting that there is something of
a split between the Americans and our view, and he perhaps calculates,
on the basis of these reports and of reports of political differences in the
United Kingdom, that it will be increasingly difficult for us and the
French to wage war on him. Like other dictators he listens to advice from
very few, but has plenty of people round him who will tell him that he is
securing a succession of diplomatic successes.
However, there was hope:
One influence tending against compromise is if, as is likely, he believes
that we and the French mean to have him out anyway, and that a deal
on the Canal issue will only diminish his prestige and security in the
Arab world and Egypt, without at the same time diminishing British and
French hostility. But a last minute compromise is not absolutely excluded,
if an obviously solid front is erected against him.72
Makins reported that Hoover, who had been prepared to represent the US
at the forthcoming conference, had entered hospital, so Dulles did not
believe he could send anyone to Europe before Monday, 17 September.
This added to the problems and pressure on Eden. It was essential to maintain solidarity against Nasser and continue to divine a solution. Any apparent vacillation would strengthen the Egyptian resolve and perpetuate her
sole control of the Canal. Dulles hoped he could fill the breach, although
he did not specify with whom, and Makins suggested that Lloyd or the
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Prime Minister should send a letter encouraging his attendance.73 This was
done and, in the end, an almost satisfactory situation was reached. Eden
believed that he had shown the Americans that he was reasonable ‘while
retaining essential power and not disturbing our allies . . . U.S. is committed
and Foster comes on Tuesday, but position is still much involved’.74 Continuing to exert ‘power’, and hence a possible solution to the crisis,
through the Americans, the Prime Minister now had agreement for Dulles’s
attendance at the new conference. This promised to bind world opinion
together against Nasser. However, once again the Anglo-American misunderstanding lurked behind the appearance of success. Eden believed that
Dulles’s attendance marked an important political victory, demonstrating
the American resolve to develop a solution to the crisis. But, once again,
Dulles intended to draw out negotiations in an attempt to neutralise any
possible aggressive action.
By the 13 September, Eden found himself under intense pressure both
from the opposition and from a split in his own party.75 The Commons
debate took on a new dimension with the opposition calling for a referral to
the UN. Eden had considered making the move to the UN for the previous
six weeks but he vacillated because of his fears of the Soviet veto, American
opposition to taking the issue to the Security Council, and American insistence that another solution could be found. He favoured the use of SCUA to
procure a solution above all other options. However, now cornered by
American intransigence and opposition fervour, the Prime Minister was
forced to tell the House, after much avoidance of the issue, that if the
Egyptian Government defaulted under the 1888 Convention ‘we should
take them to the Security Council’.76 Having not made any public references
to taking the issue to the UN, Eden’s apparent intransigence, followed by
this affirmation, emphasised the suspicion of his warmongering to contemporaries and historians. He had appeared to remain politically inactive
whilst developing contingency plans for a possible invasion of the Canal
Zone. Previously, this reaction had been acceptable to public and opposition, but it now carried with it the fear of war. As Laurence Cadbury, the
Chairman of the News Chronicle, explained to the Daily Mirror: The Labour
Party ‘feel that the Government is playing a dangerous game – even if it is
largely bluff – by allowing the impression to grow that it “means business”.’77 More direct criticism continued from the Manchester Guardian and
Daily Worker.78 These newspapers presumed that Eden wanted to take the
issue to the UN, where he would try to justify his case, having exhausted all
peaceful options for a solution, and then employ force.79 Gaitskell, whose
pressure had largely induced Eden’s ‘public’ commitment to the UN, ‘wrote
a letter to The Times claiming that the Government’s position on the use of
force was contrary and obscure’.80 The Prime Minister, immediately believing that this had undermined his position, took solace in Macmillan’s
advice: ‘Was it necessary to tell Nasser beforehand how every card in the
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pack was to be played?’81 Eden’s method of maintaining limited freedom of
action as well as thought, had played a prominent role in his previous
attempts to deter Nasser. As Macmillan recalled, ‘If P.M. were to “climb
down” under Socialist pressure, it would be fatal to his reputation and position. As we are going to Security Council – as soon as we can rely on U.S.
support there – events, not words, will justify us.’82 Eden had shown a weakening of his resolve and had looked to the Chancellor for support. While
this was only a temporary move, it showed that under pressure he would
turn to Macmillan. In the depths of the crisis, in October, when the pressure
on the Prime Minister had increased substantially, this would prove decisive
in inducing the declaration to use force.
In a press conference, also on 13 September, Dulles, having made the
agreed statement, then destroyed the last vestiges of a military threat
against Nasser, by further weakening the potential of the British vision for
SCUA, substantially reducing what Eden had envisaged. He had not
intended to undercut the British position but simply outlined what had
always been the US position with regard to the Users’ Association:
[I]f we can not work out at the working level a program for getting ships
through the Canal on acceptable terms, and if physical force should be
used to prevent passage, then obviously as far as the United States is concerned the alternative for us at least would be to send our vessels around
the Cape [of Good Hope]. Now, of course, that would involve inconvenience, cost, delays. But we have given a very careful study to that whole
problem, and we believe that it is solvable.
After a subsequent question, he went on to reiterate and reaffirm the
American position:
If force is interposed by Egypt . . . [w]e do not intend to shoot our way
through. It may be we have the right to do it but we don’t intend to do it
as far as the United States is concerned . . . If we are met by force which we
can only overcome by a shooting we don’t intend to go into that shooting.
Then we intend to send our boats around the Cape.
Having weakened the possibility of Nasser accepting SCUA by removing the
‘position of strength’, he then further denigrated SCUA: ‘I am afraid that the
Users’ Association is not going to be in a position to quote guarantee unquote
anything to anybody; we can’t even guarantee anything to our own ships.’83
This immediately realised the fears of the Egypt Committee expressed at the
meeting of 10 September.84 In addition, when asked whether this represented a divergence in American and British thinking, Dulles replied: ‘I do
not recall, but perhaps you do recall accurately just exactly what Sir
Anthony Eden said on this point. I did not get the impression that there was
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any undertaking or pledge given by him to shoot their way through the
canal.’85 While Dulles was technically correct, he immediately undermined
any remaining British deterrent. A good proportion of the press conference
weakened or reflected the weak Anglo-French position because of complete
American detachment from the issue and Dulles’s removal of the threat of
force.86 Eden had consistently hoped that he could maintain a strong threat
against Nasser to back any negotiation. He could achieve this more successfully if the US, with its greater superpower status, substantiated the AngloFrench threat as seriously as he had thought.87 In combination, these factors
seriously weakened the Prime Minister’s position. Nevertheless, he believed
he needed to align Britain with the US in the hope that the potential of the
Users’ Club could be fulfilled.
To maintain Anglo-American links and so possibly develop SCUA, the
Prime Minister suggested making a public statement, that ‘as a result of
planning in recent weeks with our American friends . . . we were in a position, should Nasser take reckless or violent action to obstruct navigation,
that the means existed to maintain the economic life of Europe’.88 Dulles
then confirmed his attendance at the Second London Conference.89 With
the Secretary of State’s involvement it was believed that there would be
more chance of uniting countries in favour of a powerful SCUA. Then, with
a view to the forthcoming discussions and indicative of the importance
Eden and the Government placed on the Users’ Club, the Middle East Official Committee drew up the ‘U.K. Proposals for an Association of Suez
Canal Users’.90 The Prime Minister now believed that his vision for achieving a peaceful solution had begun to take shape, despite Dulles’s remarks at
the press conference of the 13th that had infuriated him. Eden hoped that
SCUA would reinternationalise control of the Canal, securing the free passage of ships but more specifically the transit of oil to Western Europe.
By uniting the users of the Canal into an association he believed that more
pressure could be exerted on Nasser at least to share control of the waterway. If the Egyptian leader remained intransigent, Eden believed that
the Association could deprive him of transit dues by refusing to pay the
Egyptian authority for the use of the Canal. Egypt needed the revenue from
the Canal to survive, and Nasser had promised his people that the nationalisation of the Canal and the consequent money collected would pay for the
Aswan Dam. Egypt was already facing financial difficulties before the
expropriation of the Canal, meaning that further reduction of revenue
would be felt much harder. Macmillan estimated that Egypt ‘was probably
in external deficit to the tune of £4m. a month just before the incident,
and it was not likely that as much as one-third of this was covered by Iron
Curtain arms credits, &c.’91 Eden and the Government hoped that Egypt,
financially crippled and politically weakened, would turn on its leader.
This was more likely because the country had already shown itself to be
unstable after the coup of 1952 and then Nasser’s own removal of General
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Mohammed Neguib in 1954.92 MI6 ‘had good information that there were
elements in Cairo ready to rise against Nasser’, which suggested that if the
political equilibrium could be unsettled by internal economic pressures,
which were the results of empty promises, conditions might stimulate
another coup.93 The British had developed a working draft for the design of
SCUA and so Eden believed that he had a chance of reinternationalising
the Canal if he could gain acceptance of this idea by the Canal users
themselves.
Eden knew Britain needed American support, despite Dulles’s apparent
duplicity, but his view had been severely tested. The Prime Minister’s distress was then compounded by Nasser’s speech of 15 September. The Egyptian
leader had described SCUA as ‘an association for waging war’, whilst also
condemning the British and French by suggesting that Egypt was defending
herself against ‘international thuggery and imperialism’. Such was the Prime
Minister’s anger at the speech that he ordered the document to be circulated
for the next Egypt Committee meeting.94 The next day, frustrated, he asked
Lord Reading if it would be possible to ‘mobilise Jewish opinion to help us
take a firm line’.95 However, this attempt to exert pressure on the US Government through the Jewish lobby did not represent an attempt to develop
a separate policy and was not tried again.
There remained the possibility, as Dixon suggested, that the British could
‘well complain to the Security Council on the basis that Egypt was in default
under the 1888 Convention and was denying right of free passage’.96 Eden
was again interested in this proposal, and in the Egypt Committee meeting
of 17 September, after discussion with the Foreign Secretary, and keen to
maintain as much of an upper hand as possible, he suggested taking the
initiative and referring the issue to the Security Council. Although he
held hopes for a powerful SCUA, he now turned to any forum that offered
the possibility of reinternationalisation without force. He hoped that
‘this action would avoid giving the impression that the issue had only
been referred to the United Nations as a result of outside pressure’, and
thus strengthen the position that the Opposition had challenged in the
previous Commons debate.
Yet, once again, Eden still had to present a united front with the Americans
as well as other maritime states. As Lloyd reported:
It would be desirable . . . first, to reach agreement with the United States
Secretary of State about the setting up of the proposed co-operative association of Suez Canal users, so that the transit dues which were at present
being paid by American shipping companies in Egypt, were denied to the
Egyptian authorities. Secondly, the timing of such a reference would
need to take account of the risk that the Scandinavian countries might
withhold support for the proposed co-operative association, pending the
outcome of any reference to the Security Council.97
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Eden feared that he did not know how SCUA would fare because ‘many of
the countries have got cold feet’. He believed his attempts to develop SCUA
were beginning to have a destabilising effect in Egypt. Nasser had openly
condemned the association. Perturbed by the apparent solidarity of the
Western powers and the possibility of the issue going to the Security Council,
the Egyptians sent a letter of remonstration to the President of the Security
Council.98
Continued reports came in from Makins that Dulles’s attitude had not
changed and that his principal aim still remained ‘to secure the maximum
possible support for the Users’ Association, with particular reference to Eastern
countries’. Makins was concerned that Eden might be put off by the
increased press speculation in the US, concerning Dulles’s intentions.
He remarked: ‘The press here continues to be very sloppy, and the State
Department have not been very successful in guiding it. I hope you are not
paying too much attention to it.’99 Makins then sent a statement from Dulles,
concerning US aims in the Suez dispute, to the Foreign Office, outlining
both his and Eisenhower’s position with regard to SCUA. The tone was set
by the initial statement that ‘The United States is dedicated to seeking by
peaceful means assurance that the Suez Canal will carry out the international purpose to which it is dedicated by the convention of 1888.’ He
listed three main points, beginning: ‘Let me make certain things quite clear.’
However, the overall tone reflected a resolution towards taking a firmer line:
1. The United States is dedicated to seeking by peaceful means assurance
that the Suez Canal will carry out the international purpose to which it is
dedicated by the convention of 1888.
2. We are not, however, willing to accept for ourselves nor do we seek
from other nations acceptance of an operating regime for the Canal
which falls short of recognizing the rights granted to Canal users by the
1888 convention.
3. We are not trying to organize any boycott of the Canal but we cannot
be blind to the fact that conditions might become such that transit
through the Canal is impractical or greatly diminished. There must
always be ways to assure the movement of vital supplies particularly oil,
to Western Europe.
Accordingly we are carrying out planning as a prudent precaution but
our hope remains that satisfactory operating arrangements can be
worked out with Egypt.
At London we will consider developments since the conference on the
Suez adjourned August 23 and I hope, find a common approach to
the future.100
Once again, Anglo-American goals appeared united and Eden could realistically hope that US pressure would yield the results he wanted without force.
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The US had given a sharp directive, apparently giving ‘teeth’ to SCUA by
promoting the defence of the Canal users’ rights under the original treaty of
passage. The Prime Minister could take heart from this support and the
potential of the forthcoming Second London Conference to mobilise similar
support, and hence pressure on Nasser.
On 18 September, Dulles flew to London for the conference. That night
Macmillan dined with him at the American Embassy, and again showed his
resilience and intention. Dulles’s attitude towards the conference had showed
hope for the Government who were now thinking in similar terms. This was
an opportunity to unite Anglo-American aims:
Foster Dulles, Lord Salisbury, the Ambassador and I had a long talk after
dinner. We did our best to convince Dulles of the need to take a very firm
line. But I purposely did not divert his attention from the great political
issues by introducing the question of American money support, either by
loan or aid. For to do so assumes that we have given up the idea of using
the Canal (either by force or negotiation) and accepting the need to go
round the Cape. It is vital that the Americans should not think that we
are weakening, in spite of the Socialist Opposition and the other defeatist
elements here.101
Despite appearing in tune with the Americans, the Government was keen
not to appear, to its international audience, too inflexible. It was not apparent, to those outside of the decision-makers, that Eden had been pushing so
hard to find a peaceful solution to the crisis, while maintaining British
dignity and interests. His attempts to present a strong threat to Egypt had
convinced many that he had already decided to use force. It was therefore
important that he kept the British Ambassador in Cairo informed so that he
could accurately help in any discussions or as an adviser to future negotiation. However, it was also important that not too much information was
imparted and that Nasser did not understand the reality of the Anglo-French
bluff.102
The French also saw the conference as ‘immensely important’. But in reality, Pineau argued that ‘either we got countries representing eighty per cent
of the traffic going through the Canal to enter CASU (or if not to enter
CASU at any rate to refuse paying dues to Nasser) or we did not’. If this was
achieved then ‘it was just possible that Nasser would lose enough face for us
to get rid of him so to speak peacefully’. However, if this was not achieved,
then, the French Foreign Minister continued,
a very grave situation would arise. Recourse to the Security Council
would (in his opinion) then be largely immaterial, except for window
dressing purposes. What was material was that Nasser would clearly in
the circumstances be thought to have got away with his seizure. We should
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thus be left with the distressing alternative of using force or facing the fact
that our two countries were ‘completely finished’.103
This provided further pressure for the Government but Eden was pleased
that HMS Royalist had sailed out to the Middle East, and he had ‘no doubt
that her presence has a strong political and stabilising effect’.104 This was
consistent with the attempt to increase the pressure on Nasser and the
deterrent to any other action within the Middle East which might adversely
affect British interests. In particular, he had set out the use of the Royalist for
such a purpose as early as 4 August.105 It also showed that the Prime Minister
of New Zealand believed that Eden only had peaceful intentions for the ship
because when war did eventually break out it was specifically requested by
Holland that the Royalist should not be involved.
On 19 September the second international conference opened in London,
a further attempt to unite the maritime powers against Nasser by adopting
some sort of a SCUA or developing other means of peacefully reinternationalising the Canal. The eighteen nations that had endorsed the proposals of
the First London Conference, and convened the Menzies Mission, met at
Lancaster House. Thirteen of the countries sent their Foreign Ministers, which
Lloyd, who had been elected chairman, believed meant that ‘[o]ur friends
were taking the SCUA proposals seriously’.106
Dulles made a very firm speech, outlining his proposal for a users’ club:
We all want a world in which force is not used. True, but that is only one
side of the coin. If you have a world in which force is not used, you have
also got to have a world in which a just solution of problems of this sort
can be achieved. I do not care how many words are written into the
Charter of the United Nations about not using force; if in fact there is not
a substitute for force, and some of these problems, inevitably the world
will fall back again into anarchy and into chaos.107
In his statement at the First Plenary Session of the Conference he continued:
The operation of the Suez Canal is a highly complicated, intricate affair.
It offers infinite possibilities of covert violation and the practice, in
obscurity, of preferences and discriminations. Lack of efficiency can be
a grave hazard. It is against risks of this kind that the users can and
I believe should, protect themselves in the exercise of their rights under
the 1888 Treaty. The economic wellbeing of many nations and peoples is
at stake, and there are no adequate sanctions against the dangers
I describe.108
Lloyd believed, quite reasonably, ‘that we were at one again’.109 On the
same day Trevelyan sent an appraisal of Nasser’s position to London.
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He began positively: ‘The internal situation remains quiet. There is no evidence
of unrest or of any excitement or anti-foreign feeling on the part of the general population. Nor, on the other hand, are there any signs of new enthusiasm for Nasser and his policies. The Press is as regimented as ever.’ However,
while there was a shortage of ‘imported foodstuffs and other imported
consumer goods’ there was ‘no apparent shortage of essential foodstuffs’.
Small traders were suffering from an increased number of bankruptcies, and
note circulation had risen, ‘presumably a symptom of slight inflationary
pressure’. In summary, ‘though many traders are suffering, the financial
restrictions have apparently not yet made any significant impact on the
country’s economy’. Looking politically, ‘Nasser was obdurate and
defiant . . . and has shown no signs of being willing to compromise’. However, there were ‘indications that he [Nasser] is disturbed’ by the initiative to
form SCUA and
has been trying to dissuade the Pakistanis from joining it . . . Nasser’s line
is still to offer negotiation without commitment while avoiding any incident which might be treated as provocation by the Western Powers . . .
Meanwhile, propaganda against the Western Powers and C.A.S.U. continues and much is made of the alleged success of the Canal Authority in
keeping the convoys going after the disappearance of the foreign pilots.
This is hailed as a defeat of an attempt by the French and ourselves to
sabotage the Canal.110
Nasser’s fears supported Eden’s belief in SCUA as a tool for bringing about
a peaceful solution to the crisis. However, economic sanctions had not had
the desired effect, to date, and needed to be increased to induce a settlement
along the line that the Prime Minister consistently envisaged.
By 20 September, the pressure from the press was beginning to take its toll
on the Prime Minister, but The Times and Iverach McDonald, although
depressed by SCUA’s apparent weakening, were buoyed by Eden’s faith in
the Users’ Association and continued to back the Prime Minister’s attempt
to win a peaceful settlement. Eden remained hopeful. Talking alone with
Macmillan, after a meeting on defence expenditure, he was unsure how it
would go but ‘it seems that Foster Dulles is doing his best to get it [SCUA]
started’.111 But he agreed with Clark that he should continue to rally support
for the Users’ Association, and he went on to say, that ‘if we can make the
clause on payment dues effective . . . it will be just worth while’.112 This was
just one of the sticking points between the British and American Governments over the working of SCUA. Eden hoped, as he believed Dulles had
maintained at SCUA’s conception on 7 September, that the dues from the
Canal would be paid into a separate Users’ Association bank account, rather
than directly to the Egyptian Government. Withholding this money from
Nasser would exert pressure on the Egyptians and therefore Eden could put
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more faith in the potential of SCUA to force the reinternationalisation of
the Canal.113
On the same day, the Second London Conference drew to a conclusion.
It resulted in the representatives of the eighteen governments believing that
the proposals that had originated from the First London Conference and
had been presented to Nasser by the Menzies Mission, ‘still offer a fair basis
for a peaceful solution of the Suez Canal problem, taking into account the
interests of the user nations as well as those of Egypt’.114 They were adamant
that they would ‘continue their efforts to obtain such a settlement’. The
Conference delegates then approved the founding of a Suez Canal Users
Association, which they saw as ‘designed to facilitate any steps which might
lead to a final or provisional solution of the Suez Canal problem’.115 However, the users’ proposal proved a more emasculated version than Eden
favoured. In short, the Conference adopted the American vision of a users’
association. Of particular concern was the fact that users of the Canal were
not compelled to pay their dues to SCUA. In addition, Eden’s frustration
increased because the Association would only be established ‘after the Delegates to this Conference have had an opportunity to consult . . . with their
respective Governments’.116 Clark, who along with Eden had been excited
by the possibility of a peaceful solution, concluded, it had been a ‘ghastly
day with all the worst expectations turning up. Dulles pulled rug after rug
from under us, and watered down the Canal Users’ Association . . . till it was
meaningless. Tony Moore (of the Foreign Office) came in halfway through
the afternoon almost in tears about the whole thing – how could we prevent
it all seeming a total disaster.’117 It was Dulles’s deliberately slow pace which
‘pulled the rug’ from under the British efforts to induce a solution along the
lines they envisioned. The longer that he delayed any action the more likely
Nasser’s control of the Canal would become accepted by international opinion but still continue to threaten the free passage of ships, particularly the
carriage of oil, to Western Europe. In addition, the Conference had devised
a users’ association which did not press members to pay transit dues to an
account outside of Egypt. This emasculated the British vision for SCUA but
confirmed the US view. British reaction was evidence of how little the British
understood the US vision. They had hoped that the withdrawal of the
payment of dues would have been a strong economic sanction against
Egypt which could have forced the reinternationalisation of the Canal.
In a letter to Lloyd, Dulles confirmed the slow speed at which proceedings
were moving, describing ‘the steps that will be taken with our Treasury officials and with the representatives of owners of American flag vessels . . . with
a view to perfecting this cooperation in terms of actual operating practices’.118 Dulles believed that ten days should be allowed for the eighteen
countries to join SCUA before a move to the Security Council.119 Eden, still
a firm believer in the broader potential of the Users’ Club, needed a quicker
move to demonstrate to Nasser, his own party and the British public that he
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was not vacillating but continuing to develop a solution to the crisis. The
Prime Minister and Dulles had discussed ‘setting up a very secret working
party . . . in London to consider continued economic and political means of
weakening and lessening the prestige of the regime of Colonel Nasser’.120
On the 21st, Dulles and Lloyd decided to ‘take the matter up immediately’.121 However, the purpose of such a group was unclear. The Conference
had concluded that ‘recourse should be had to the United Nations [Security
Council] whenever it seems that this would facilitate a settlement’.122 Eden
had put off any representation to the UN, but now, as his possibilities
decreased, he had 18-Power backing of a move to take the issue to the Security Council. However, such a decision was not easy to make because of the
implications, most notably the possible Soviet veto and American resistance.123 Nevertheless, the option had been given serious credence and
support by the very authority that Eden had believed would derive a peaceful
solution to the crisis.
During the period from 10 to 21 September the US and Britain tried unsuccessfully to find common grounds from which to settle the crisis. Despite
Cabinet scepticism, Eden believed in the potential of a powerful duescollecting SCUA to reinternationalise the Canal and exert enough economic
pressure on Egypt to destabilise the country and bring about Nasser’s downfall. However, Dulles, still convinced of Britain’s warlike intentions, offered
his Users’ Club as a way of distracting Eden’s Government from what he
believed to be their true intent: war with Egypt. In reality, as the US Deputy
Under Secretary of State, Murphy revealed, ‘If John Foster Dulles ever was
actually convinced of the possibility of organizing a Canal Users Association
to operate the Suez Canal, I was not aware of it.’124 Murphy was clearly talking about a British SCUA. Yet Eden remained unaware of Dulles’s true motivation and continued to back the Users’ Association. The Secretary of State’s
extending of discussions over SCUA infuriated Eden, but was not enough to
dissuade the Prime Minister from his belief in the Association’s potential for
reinternationalising the Canal. Anglo-French relations had become increasingly tense because the French were impatient for Britain to join them in
a war against Nasser. Nevertheless, Eden did not yet commit himself to
a military solution, particularly since the suggestion of a powerful SCUA
had begun to stimulate Nasser’s fears. The Prime Minister had also tried to
evaluate the chances of a solution by other methods. In particular, he had
begun to show an interest in his own immediate reaction on 26 July, which
he had quickly shelved, of taking the issue to the UN. This idea had been
given further credence by recent public pressure and the conclusions of the
Second London Conference. He had almost conceded to taking this line
because of the opposition calls to formally deny charges of warmongering.
He had played down the importance of the military preparations, delaying
the possibility of the implementation of any action. However, the time
Dulles had spent deliberating over the specifics of SCUA had led to public
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charges of vacillation. Yet the Secretary of State had represented the
Americans at the Second London Conference, ensuring the creation of
SCUA, which could lead to a solution of the crisis. Seeds of doubt had been
sown in the Prime Minister’s mind over Dulles’s intentions and Eden had
been disappointed by the structure of the Users’ Association. Nevertheless,
he continued to follow the American lead in a venture which appeared,
but only appeared, to mirror his own proposed peaceful solution to the crisis.

4
Mounting Pressure: 22 September–
3 October

SCUA, American Indifference and the Decision to go to the UN
During the period from 22 September to 3 October Eden continued to search
for a peaceful solution to the crisis. The pressures of the crisis accentuated
his vacillation. He became increasingly reliant on advice, mentally weakened
by the effects of nine weeks of crisis management. Any attempts at negotiation
from a position of strength were worthless in the long term, without much
clearer international condemnation of Nasser’s actions. Trapped, particularly
by a benign and intransigent American approach, Eden had struggled to
follow the US lead in divining a solution to the crisis.1 Wary of appearing
indifferent and inactive he searched for an answer, still maintaining belief
in SCUA’s potential, but needing a more immediate initiative to show his
strength in the process of resolving the crisis. A move to the UN Security
Council could peacefully reverse the nationalisation of the Canal by uniting
broader international pressure against Nasser. It would also be a popular
move in Britain, where it received 81 per cent support in a popular opinion
poll.2 In the face of mounting pressure from the public and Opposition, the
Prime Minister, fearful of the reaction to the apparent vacillation and
demise of the British vision of SCUA, and the failure of the Menzies Mission,
had to decide whether he was prepared to take the issue to the Security
Council or whether he could still coax a solution out of American assistance.
In a letter to Churchill, the Prime Minister reluctantly admitted that his
strategy might have to change, diverging from the American line because of
frustration with their impotence: ‘firm is even more important than united.
Foster assures me that U.S. is as determined to deal with Nasser as we are – but
I fear that he has a mental caveat about November 6th. We cannot accept
that.’3 November 6th was the day of the American presidential elections and
Eden believed that their delay was indicative of their lack of belief in SCUA.
This was reinforced by Iverach McDonald’s information that, ‘Norman
Robertson, the Canadian High Commissioner, had confided . . . that Dulles
had only produced the users’ plan because’ he believed that Britain and France
92
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would invade Egypt if Nasser rejected the proposals presented by the Menzies
Mission.4 It also reflected Eden’s lack of faith in Dulles’s offer of reimplementing OMEGA’s covert political and economic destabilisation of Nasser’s
regime. Macmillan’s frightening of Dulles into thinking that the invasion
force was about to set sail, had led the Secretary of State to offer the American
proposal for the Users’ Association as a solution but determined that it
would be an empty promise with which he could keep the British in line
until after Eisenhower’s re-election. Nevertheless, Eden still believed the
Users’ Association lay at the centre of any solution of the crisis. Consequently,
he might have to abandon following the American lead, although only in
the short term by going to the UN to gain wider support for SCUA which
had been American in origin.
While Dulles had surprised Eden with his initial suggestion of SCUA, a false
mirror of the Prime Minister’s vision for a solution, Eden now realised that
he would have to make SCUA work on his own.5 Thus, despite US reservations,
Eden saw the need to go to the UN to gain international support and validity
for SCUA, whilst also exerting international pressure on Nasser.6 Even
without full American support, the Prime Minister still had international
backing for reinternationalising the Canal. The London Conference had
backed an initiative to the UN, ‘whenever it seems that this would facilitate
a settlement’.7 Increasingly concerned by his own intransigence and its
public perception, the Prime Minister wrote to Lloyd, expressing the need to
take the issue to the UN: ‘I agree strongly with you that it must be called
together early next week, even if only for a preliminary meeting. Otherwise
we shall appear to drift – and in fact be drifting.’8 Eden added the last
sentence by hand, stressing his personal concerns beyond the private
secretary’s draft.
The move to the UN had been gestating in Eden’s mind since 26 July, but
he was reluctant to play this card.9 He remained adamant that a solution to
the crisis should be sought within the parameters of the 1888 Convention,
and placed some hope in the Conference’s conclusion that the proposals of
the First London Conference offered the basis for a resolution of the crisis.10
In addition, pressure increased from the French. Pineau, in London for the
Conference, ‘seemed almost on the edge of dissolving the alliance’.11 Eden
told him, on his visit to Number 10, of the decision to go to the UN, well
aware of France’s objections to the move.12 To keep Pineau ‘sweeter’ Eden
agreed to visit Paris for talks on 26 September and made the UN demarche
public.13 However, this represented very little in terms of a commitment to
the French policy which hoped to use force, because as Sir Patrick Reilly, the
number two in the British Embassy in Paris, recalled, the meeting had
been ‘arranged before Nasser nationalised the Canal’.14 Moshe Dayan, the Israeli
Chief of Staff, believed that Pineau had told Eden that France might act
alone, invading Egypt, and might even be aided by Israel. Eden replied that
he was not opposed to this plan as long as Israel did not attack Jordan.15 Yet
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Eden was unaware of the extent of the planning and links developing
between the French and the Israelis. Such was his stance over the crisis, that
Dayan thought the attitude of Britain gave Israel cause for concern should
she be involved in a military operation with the French. The Israeli Prime
Minister, David Ben-Gurion was suspicious of Britain for the same reasons.16
The French Military had been consistently suspicious that Britain was
uncommitted to deciding upon the use of force.17 There was no real sense of
what Britain would do, so Pineau hoped to twist Eden’s arm on the 26th in
favour of force. A move to the UN would avoid war and Eden began to see
the potential to use it to secure support for SCUA which, despite the US having
refused to give SCUA the power Eden thought necessary, still offered the
clearest possibility of pressuring Nasser into relinquishing control of the
Canal.
Such were the pressures on Eden, particularly from American intransigence and the French, that he had written to Churchill on 21 September.
The Prime Minister constantly needed private and selected soundingboards, as both Hayter and Powell recalled.18 The latter two were chosen to
be talked to rather than to gain advice. With Churchill it was potentially
different because Eden had always revered the former Prime Minister.
Churchill had always acted as a sounding-board for Eden but there had only
been limited contact between the two in mid- to late 1956, and his letters to
the ‘Old Man’ had conveyed information, rather than personal sentiment.
Eden had been keen to show his independence from Churchill by refusing
to employ him in the election campaign of 1955.19 He had tried to limit their
meetings, although he had always admired Churchill’s political awareness.
Churchill’s bodyguard, Edmund Murray, recalled that:
Prior to his taking over the reins of power, Sir Anthony had been a most
frequent visitor to wherever Sir Winston was staying. As Foreign Secretary,
Sir Anthony always seemed to be hanging on to every word Sir Winston
uttered . . . At parties and similar gatherings he would invariably leave
whoever he was talking to and make straight for Sir Winston when the
latter appeared on the scene. When he became Prime Minister . . . the
visits seemed to stop abruptly.20
Public meetings between the two were deliberately limited. However, after
the nationalisation of the Canal, he had ‘much to tell’ Churchill.21 A link
had been reopened that Eden would gradually tap more and more as the
crisis mounted. In the end, this proved a dangerous move because Churchill
began to back an aggressive line, consistent with his hardline imperial
beliefs, and Eden believed that Churchill still held sway with the public.22
The former Prime Minister’s own reaction to Nasser’s actions was to stand
firm and potentially aggressive: ‘Personally, I think that France and England
ought to act together with vigour, and if necessary with arms, while America
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watches Russia vigilantly. I do not think that the Russians have any
intention of being involved in a major war. We could secure our rights in
the Arab world, and France has every reason to resent Nasser’s attitude and
action in Algeria.’23 This appeared in line with Eden’s own reaction. However,
Churchill’s doctor, Lord Moran, recorded in his diary how Churchill was so
angered by Nasser’s actions that he was prepared to sacrifice Anglo-American
co-operation, and potentially relations, forcefully to remove the Egyptian
leader:
Winston is very angry about Nasser’s seizure of the Suez Canal.
Moran:

‘Nasser is not the kind of man to keep his job for
long?’
Winston:
‘Whoever he is he’s finished after this. We can’t have
that malicious swine sitting across our communications.’ (He said this with something of his old vehemence.) ‘I saw Anthony on Monday. I know what
they are going to say. Anthony asked me to treat it as
a matter of confidence.’
Moran:
‘What will the Americans do?’
Winston snapped: ‘We don’t need the Americans for this.’
Moran:
‘Will you speak in the House?’
Winston:
‘I might. I shall dictate something and see how it
goes.’24
However, after the debate in the House, in which he did not speak,
Churchill was satisfied with the Government’s line: ‘The French are very
sporting and it is nice to feel they are working with us, and that we and the
Americans are both agreed. We have taken a line which will put the Canal
effectively on its international basis, and will also make it secure until long
after 1968.’25 That his summary reported apparent Anglo-American solidarity
reaffirmed that Eden had not decided to use force, because it was a reaction
that the US could not and did not condone.
Eden had convened a committee to deal with the situation in Egypt, just
as Churchill had in 1953. He had sided with the French and brought the
Americans in, as the latter had suggested in a letter to his wife of 30 July.26
In fact, Eden’s letter to Eisenhower of the following day appeared to mirror
Churchill’s sentiment. This has confused the understanding of Eden’s intentions during the crisis, suggesting a continuity and similarity of purpose to
Churchill’s aggressive imperialism.27 However, the divergence in the opinion
of the two men, as to the ultimate use of force, was reflected in Lady
Churchill’s reply of 1 August to her husband. There was a fear from the more
aggressively minded that ‘A.E. will wait for America who for the third time
will arrive on the scene very late.’ She went on to implore Winston: ‘I hope
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you may be able to influence him.’28 Yet, for all his dislike of Nasser, Eden
waited, hoping that the Egyptian leader would be brought down from
within. Churchill was ready, and had always been ready, to send troops into
Egypt, as Shuckburgh had noted in his diary in 1953.29 As Prime Minister he
had hoped to bring American troops into Egypt, but now out of power and
lost in ‘reminiscences’ of imperial control he advocated ignoring the US and
sending an invasion force to capture the Canal.30
Macmillan seized on this as another opportunity to try and pressure Eden
into using force. As Foreign Secretary, Macmillan had endorsed the practice
of sending Foreign Office telegrams to Churchill. Sir Anthony MontagueBrowne, Churchill’s private secretary during his premiership, had returned
to the Foreign Office after Churchill’s resignation but went to see him ‘two
or three days a week’, helping ‘him with his immense correspondence’ and
bringing him ‘a selection of Foreign telegrams’. These were part of the ‘small
attentions’ that Macmillan was able to pay Churchill, for which ‘[h]e was
very grateful’.31 The practice continued throughout the crisis, with the number of telegrams increasing. Churchill’s bodyguard confirmed that
‘[a]lthough, by then, he had been retired for well over a year, he was still
closely in touch with things, and Foreign Office dispatches were still being
delivered to him in ever-increasing numbers as the crisis deepened’.32 Maintaining his favour, Macmillan urged him to influence Eden. On 5 August,
Macmillan dined with Churchill at Chartwell. Talking with both his host
and Christopher Soames, Churchill’s son-in-law and Under-Secretary at the
Air Ministry, about the contingency plan, Macmillan said that ‘unless we
brought in Israel, I don’t think it could be done’.33 Churchill agreed ‘with all
this’ and decided to go to Chequers on the 6th to ‘put all the results of our
talk and his own thoughts before Eden’. Macmillan, realising the importance
of Churchill to Eden but also of Eden’s own pride, recorded, ‘[n]ow the fat
will be in the fire’.34 Murray recalled that Churchill was
[s]o perturbed . . . by the course that events were taking that he made a special, secret trip to Chequers to talk things over with the Prime Minister . . .
All the way there from Chartwell, a secretary sat beside him in the back
of the car with a typewriter on her knees, making last minute notes. This
was a procedure only followed in the most important circumstances.35
The need for Macmillan to use Churchill and Churchill’s own concerns
suggested that Eden had shown no definite commitment to the use of force
to settle the crisis.
Such was Churchill’s desire to convey his attitude to the Prime Minister
that he set off on the next day, 6 August, from his home at Chartwell to
Chequers. His haste meant that he had to take his secretary with him to
transcribe his thoughts and the car had to pull in to a lay-by so that she
could type out a finished copy for Eden. ‘Awfully pleased’ with his ‘little note’,
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Churchill presented it to the Prime Minister.36 It pressed Eden, threatening
him with the possibility of further Soviet incursions into Egypt.37 He also
posed the ‘Israeli question’: ‘On the other side a volte face should certainly free
our hands about Israel. We should want them to menace and hold the
Egyptians and not be drawn off against Jordan.’38 Shuckburgh remembered
that this was not a new idea for Churchill who had often advocated some
type of co-operation with Israel.39 In 1953, Churchill had ‘growl[ed]’ at
Eden: ‘Tell them [the Egyptians] that if we have any more of their cheek we
will set the Jews on them and drive them into the gutter, from which they
should never have emerged.’40 Eden was particularly angered by Churchill’s
interference, although Macmillan believed that Eden was beginning to agree
with Macmillan’s, and therefore Churchill’s, views.41 However, this reflected
the Prime Minister’s acceptance of the new, more flexible, military plan, not
the favouring of siding with the Israelis. Shuckburgh believed that co-operation
with Israel ‘was entirely contrary to everything I had ever been brought to
believe was Anthony Eden’s policy’.42 Macmillan continued to meet with
Churchill.43 However, their relationship remained ‘quite different’ from that
of Eden and Churchill and threatened to continue pressuring Eden toward
the use of force.
Churchill had never been an advocate of the complete withdrawal from
the Canal Base in 1954.44 Macmillan, while he had approved of this move,
was now inciting Churchill to influence Eden by playing on Britain’s weakness
derived from her withdrawal of troops from Egypt.45 Churchill believed that
Eden had brought the problem on himself, having organised the ‘scuttle’,
and had no problem in telling him so.46 He also enjoyed the semi-official
nature of his task, having never been able to fully reconcile himself with his
resignation in 1955. By 16 September, Churchill was much depressed by the
situation: ‘I don’t like the way things are going . . . I want our people to take
up a strong point on the Canal with a few troops and to say to Nasser:
“We’ll get out when you are sensible about the Canal” . . . I am afraid we are
going downhill.’47 Thus, by the time that Eden voiced his concerns to
Churchill, the latter was frustrated and favoured a military solution, backed
by Israel. It was only after the failure of the military operation that he
declared, ‘I would never have dared to do it without squaring the Americans.’48
This mix of emotion and the fact that Churchill no longer held any direct
power made him a destabilising influence on an already tired and potentially
ill Eden. In spite of Churchill’s aggressive attitude, the Prime Minister had
not decided to use force.
By Saturday, 22 September, Clark reported that Eden was getting very
‘tetchy indeed’. He had gone to Chequers for a working week-end, increasingly
worried by press criticism, ringing Clark ‘in a great state about something in
the press (I forget what)’.49 Pressure was mounting, not least from The Daily
Telegraph which Eden continued to see as indicative of Conservative Party
opinion.50 To make matters worse, McDonald had made some criticism of
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Eden’s policy to Clark who had passed the concern on to the Prime Minister.51
‘Challenged’ by his confidant, it was a real blow for Eden, at a time when
his vanity was under threat from all quarters. McDonald described him as
seeming ‘very tired and piano’.52 Signs of the Prime Minister’s mental and
physical weakening were beginning to show.
Eden had rung Lloyd that morning to ‘put to him his view that the Suez
Canal dispute should be referred to the Security Council’.53 The timing of
such a move was not an easy decision for Eden. He now firmly believed,
after consultation with representatives of a number of different countries,
that the ability to maximise the membership of SCUA would be enhanced if
Britain immediately and publicly announced her intention to go to the UN.
He considered that the London Conference had been indefinite on this
point, ‘no doubt in deference to the United States’. A telegram to Macmillan
reflected the doubts and fears surfacing in Eden’s mind. As the Chancellor
was in the US, and therefore in a position to make a more direct and
personal appeal to US Government officials, the telegram was also a direct
attempt to secure American support for wider payment of Canal dues
away from Nasser, increasing SCUA’s potential to bring about a peaceful
solution:
SCUA is widely held here to be more feeble in its plan for execution than
was expected. This includes the subject of dues, where the United States
has supported us as to their own payments. It would be good if they
could follow this up with Panama and Liberia, who pay more. The truth
is SCUA has been much watered down from its original conception. 54
Eventually, according to Nutting, Eden ‘was persuaded by Lloyd’s arguments’
to take the issue to the Security Council.55 Eden told McDonald that ‘[w]hat
finally decided the Government was their realization that the Users’ Club
was not going to have its first meeting until October 1 and would take some
time to establish itself. [He] realized that public opinion was drifting badly
and there was a need to pull it together.’56 This assessment was supported by
Eden’s earlier fears over public opinion and the public popularity of taking
the issue to the UN.57 The decision was made and a telegram sent to the
Americans and French outlining the initiative and reflecting Eden’s and the
Government’s fears. There was a need to explain to Dulles why the British
were going to the Security Council because of his reticence to back the
move. Britain had to placate him, maintaining the possibility of any form of
American support. It was suggested that the Soviets were also thinking of
going to the UN and thus there was need to get in first. It was also thought
that the British indecisiveness on the issue of whether to go to the UN,
which had recently been fuelled by Dulles’s disapproval, should be conveyed
to Washington, along with notification that the President of the Security
Council had been asked to convene a meeting for the next Wednesday,
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26 September.58 Again, this demonstrated the need for Britain to align
herself with the US and keep that government informed.
However, Makins reported that Dulles had not had time to consider
the move. The State Department asked the British Government to postpone
her action until Dulles had ‘had an opportunity to consider the question
properly’: ‘[W]e have been conducting the whole operation in common,
and [Dulles] simply would not understand being faced with this at such
short notice.’ Makins was in complete agreement with the State Department’s sentiments.59 Dulles himself ‘feared immediate recourse to the Council
would make some of the 18 (notably Iran, Pakistan and Ethiopia and perhaps
also Sweden and Denmark) hesitate to join S.C.U.A. until they saw how
things go in the United Nations’.60 Further pressure to halt the move came
from Henry Cabot Lodge, the US Permanent Representative to the UN.
In talks with the British representative, Sir Pierson Dixon, Lodge considered
that there was no sense in the US that the Soviets were about to take the
issue to the UN and he believed that Britain ought to ‘figure our way through’
before starting a Security Council operation.61 After consultation, the Prime
Minister and Foreign Secretary decided to postpone any decision until
3 p.m. the next day, to give Dulles a ‘reasonable opportunity to comment on
our proposed action’.62 At 2:30 p.m. on the 23rd Lloyd decided to extend
the postponement until 5 p.m., to ‘enable certain posts abroad to be
informed of the plans before the public announcement’, and it was hoped
that the Security Council would be called together for 3 October.63
Many observers have seen the move to the UN as an empty gesture.64
Eden saw the UN as a much needed opportunity to unite public opinion, as
well as world political condemnation and support against Nasser.65 The
decision not to rely on the newly created SCUA reflected Eden’s diminished
hopes for the Users’ Association as formulated under American terms, but
he still expected US support in the UN. Dulles had warned, through Makins,
that he could not be a co-sponsor of the move to the UN because ‘we might
later find them [the US] applying the brakes in a way which would embarrass you and M. Pineau’.66 While this contradicted Dulles’s own earlier
remarks, Eden believed that US support in the UN would preclude any need
to resort to force, consistent with his belief that Dulles’s ultimate goal was to
make Nasser ‘disgorge’ control of the Canal.67 The Prime Minister had still
not decided to use force to end the crisis.
The Prime Minister wanted a firm and speedy resolution to the crisis but
had vacillated since 26 July because he did not want to invoke a military
solution. He knew that he could not induce wider support for SCUA, and
hence a peaceful solution, without going to the UN. His advisers warned of
the risks involved in such action. The Americans continued to appear to the
British, sceptical of this move. Herman Phleger, the State Department’s
Chief legal adviser, warned ‘that the Security Council is like a quick-sand;
once one gets into it one can never be sure how deep it is or whether one
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will get out’. Eden had doubts about the Security Council’s ability to
deal with the situation but had now decided to refer the issue to the UN.
Selwyn Lloyd summarised the meeting:
M. Pineau and I should represent France and the United Kingdom and we
should try to get M. Spaak whose views are particularly robust, to represent
Belgium.
We should endeavour to infuse into the debate the atmosphere of crisis.
In other words that we want an expression of opinion from the Security
Council within a week. It is not a question of lengthy procedural discussion.
We should take the initiative in tabling a resolution emphasizing the
seriousness of the situation and recommending the 18-Power solution.
If our proceedings become bogged down in procedural wrangles and
innumerable amendments, the Foreign Ministers should withdraw saying
that the proceedings were futile and that the United Nations had shown
itself incapable of dealing with the matter.
American support should be sought for these tactics at the highest
level, it being pointed out that the object of the exercise is to put us in
the best possible posture internationally over the action which we propose
to take, and that that is an objective which, in view of the great issues at
stake, is very nearly as much to their interests as to ours.68
This memorandum showed the key element in Eden’s attempts to induce
US support. Britain was again trying to create an atmosphere of crisis and
bluster, consciously developing a stance of strength, from which to negotiate,
so that she could avoid the use of force. Eden maintained an unfailing
resolve to seek a solution based on the 1888 Treaty of Constantinople and
the 18-Power Proposals resulting from the London Conferences. Confirming
this to McDonald, he believed that the move to the UN ‘would open
another door to the possibility of negotiation’. As McDonald remembered,
Eden ‘had, right from the beginning, said that he would pursue negotiation,
if at all possible’.69 It also revealed his belief in Anglo-American solidarity
and demonstrated the Prime Minister’s consistency, in terms of both his
conduct of foreign relations and his attempts to achieve a peaceful solution
to the crisis.
Pressure to maintain independence of action was beginning to mount
from all sides. Sir Michael Wright, who had increasingly supported a forceful
resolution, expressed the fears of Nuri-es-Said, who Eden respected and
relied upon for support in the Middle East. Wright wrote to the Prime Minister
on the 23 September, the telegram arriving on the 24th. Immediately the
letter increased Eden’s fears, attempting to entice him into action: ‘Nasser
has not yet been obliged to give way on anything and that unless and until
he finds himself compelled to do so time is definitely on his side.’ Wright
continued to dampen Eden’s hopes for SCUA, revealing that not only was it
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barely understood in Iraq, but that it was seen as standing ‘for something
less than the original agreement of the 18 Powers on the need for a form of
international control’. The Second London Conference was perceived in
Iraq ‘to have shown less unanimity and less firmness than the first’, and
that as time goes by it would be more unlikely ‘that pressure on Nasser can
effectively be brought to bear’. Wright continued to encourage Eden to act
aggressively and quickly, voicing his concerns that the ‘Arab Powers’ held
‘misgivings’ about Nasser. Nasser had taken his initial action over the Canal
and then rejected the Menzies Mission without consultation with the other
Arab states. This had put them in a difficult position with regard to the West
because they might have to support him in a conflict or at the very least ‘cut
off the oil supplies on which their economies (but not Egypt’s) depend’.
This was a grave threat to the Prime Minister whose concerns over the crisis
were founded on the need to maintain the free transit of oil supplies. It was
also believed that Nasser’s actions might expose the other Arab States ‘to
extreme peril from Israel’, and, combined with his co-operation with the
communists, was alienating Nasser from those Arab States, particularly the
influential King Saud. Wright emphasised the need to move quickly because
‘these misgivings rest on the assumption that the West is not prepared to let
Nasser get away with it and may even use force against him. If at any point
it becomes clear that their assumption is definitely false their misgivings
will vanish, Nasser will have a clear field and support for him will increase.’
He reported that the King of Iraq had said to him recently that ‘the vital
question was whether Nasser could be brought down within a short time.
If not he would do irreparable harm to the Middle East.’ The Crown Prince,
he reiterated, considered ‘that a weak compromise over Suez would prove
no remedy to the situation’. Nuri also ‘thought that time was working in
favour of Nasser’. Wright concluded, by offering an estimate of the effects if
Nasser ‘won the game’.70 Of particular concern to Eden, and sidelined by
him, was the re-emphasised possibility that the Egyptian leader would deny
Middle Eastern oil to the West. This was consistent with his fears prevalent
in all his dealings with the Middle East and voiced to Cabinet on 27 July.71
Trevelyan’s telegram of 24 September reinforced Sir Michael Wright’s
assessment that Nasser was not losing ground internally.72 Because of its late
arrival at the Foreign Office, 10:37 p.m., Eden did not see it until the 25th
but marked it as ‘urgent’ for the Cabinet Meeting of the 26th. Trevelyan
went further than Wright in his assessment but was much calmer with his
suggested action. His latest information showed that, since the Second London
Conference, ‘Nasser has gained ground especially among the young’. They
were, he continued, ‘impressed by the new boast in the official Press that
Nasser has wiped the eye of the “Imperialists”’. Eden was particularly
concerned by Trevelyan’s opinion that ‘[f]ew seem to realise that Nasser is
getting less than half the dues’. The Prime Minister was concerned by the
Egyptians’ perceptions of SCUA which exacerbated his own fears:
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SCUA is regarded as having lost its teeth at birth and as being virtually only
a body to negotiate with Nasser. Time is not on our side if the situation is
stabilised in its present condition, but the balance may well shift with
any clear sign that Nasser has not won the game, such as if the mass of
the population really begin to suffer at home or if defections from support
of Egypt develop in the Arab world.73
Trevelyan’s view attempted to counter the aggressive sentiment espoused by
Sir Michael Wright.74 However, inadvertently, Trevelyan increased the pressure
on Eden. Having suggested that the Egyptian leader’s popularity and standing
had increased, he did not provide a solution. Wright had argued that the
best way of maintaining or possibly increasing Arab disillusion with Nasser
was to act ruthlessly and immediately against Egypt. The Prime Minister
had spent the previous eight weeks avoiding this solution but he believed
that his options were narrowing if he was to achieve a solution in accordance
with the 1888 Treaty and the resolution of the First London Conference.
There was, however, no suggestion that he had decided to use force.
On 24 September, such was the Prime Minister’s apparent frustration and
Macmillan’s scaremongering, that the Minister of Defence, Walter Monckton,
the most vocal opponent of force, tendered his resignation.75 He alleged
that this was because of the increasing likelihood of Britain allying herself
with the French and the Israelis against Egypt.76 This prophetic statement,
however, is unsubstantiated.77 Eden had been strongly opposed to any links
with the Israelis, fearing they would invade Jordan, who was protected
under treaty by Britain. As Millard, Eden’s Private Secretary, remembered:
Throughout September and October, there was a fear that the Israelis
might attack Jordan because of these border incidents. Then we would be
obliged under our Treaty with Jordan to go to their aid and that would
have been extremely inconvenient to say the least because it would have
taken the pressure from the Canal issue. We could even have found
ourselves on the same side as the Egyptians fighting the Israelis.78
Powell also recalled that this fear went further than the Private Office:
‘Within the Ministry of Defence there was a fear that we might have to go to
war against Israel.’79 The Prime Minister’s frustration frightened Monckton,
who believed that Eden’s mood, backed by the effect of Macmillan’s fears,
might lead to a forceful resolution of the crisis before all peaceful attempts
had been tried.
Nasser now appeared, to both Eden and the Egypt Committee, unlikely to
endanger his own position by acting foolishly. Warned by Sir Michael
Wright that time was on Nasser’s side, the Prime Minister believed that
there were few choices left. Writing to Eden on 1 October, Monckton
delayed any decision to resign until after the move to the UN had been
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made. Monckton explained, ‘as long as we do everything we can to get a satisfactory settlement by other means first, I have never excluded the use of
force in the last resort’.80 His support for the Government’s policy arose
from the belief that recourse to the UN was a serious diplomatic intention.
In addition, Monckton had not been forced to resign.81 He continued to sit
on the Egypt Committee and in Cabinet Meetings, even after being moved
to the position of Paymaster-General on 18 October, when Eden had finally
decided that force would be employed and Monckton decided to resign as
Minister of Defence. Yet, as Powell believed, ‘[i]t was his initiative I’m sure.
He certainly was not moved because he was thought to be the wrong man
for the job [of Minister of Defence].’82 Even from this position, as Eden
wrote to his close friend Lewis Douglas, a former US Ambassador to Britain,
Monckton continued his ‘daily job of co-ordinating our publicity in the
present crisis’.83 If Monckton had been so openly against Government policy,
it made no sense for him to be employed in the role of maximising the public
understanding of that policy. Eden was unaware of Monckton’s depth of
belief.
Even a hawk like Macmillan recognised that a peaceful solution was still
the policy, as he confided to his diary. He believed that ‘[j]udging from the
telegrams and the newspapers, the situation on Suez is calming down a bit,
& the general opinion growing that we have chosen the right moment to
appeal to the UN. But there is still a great uncertainty as to what is to come
next. Can we overcome Nasser by argument & negotiation, or shall we be
driven to force?’ Despite his fears, Macmillan evidenced the continued
attempt by Eden to achieve a peaceful settlement of the crisis through
‘argument & negotiation’. He was worried by the state of the reserves and
the pressure on sterling, fearful that if the situation was not resolved
quickly, the country would be ‘driven to devaluation or bankruptcy’.84
However, there is no evidence to suggest that he conveyed these financial
worries to Eden. At the same time, the newspapers were publicly revealing
an Anglo-American split over the decision to go to the UN. The Daily Express
led with ‘Where Does Dulles Stand?’, in which it reported that Dulles had
not been informed of the Anglo-French decision to go to the UN on Friday 21
September (as the Government had declared) but on Saturday 22nd, and
that Dulles did not ‘think it would be wise to bring it up for substantive
action until the Users’ Association [was] formed’.85 The Daily Telegraph managed to remain positive, showing Dulles’s eventual support of the move to
the UN and quoting him as saying that with regard to war, ‘[m]aybe it will
have to come to that’.86 The press, as a whole, then offered some respite for
Eden, turning its attention to the defection of a Soviet ballerina.
On 25 September, the Egypt Committee met and the order of business
suggested the continued priorities. SCUA was first on the agenda and during
discussion Lloyd confirmed Eden’s suspicions that ‘the United Kingdom
would have to take the main responsibility for setting up the Association’.87
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The Committee then turned its attention to the ‘possible courses of action
during the debate in the Security Council’. They wanted to take a firm line,
supported by the Daily Telegraph, whose editorial staff believed that the
proposals of the Second London Conference had provided ‘A Fair Basis for
Peaceful Solution’.88 However, they realised that this would lead to an
immediate veto by the Soviets. In addition, as Nasser had already rejected
the 18-Power Declaration, some countries would believe that ‘greater freedom
of manoeuvre should be allowed’. Proposals centred around the concept of
the Users’ Association and the arbitrary settlement of compensation, transit
dues and amounts allocated for development. Egypt would be responsible
for the management of the Canal but the UN would appoint ‘international
supervisors’ for each department of the Canal’s administration. A court was
also suggested, ‘analogous to that in existence for the Panama Canal’, to settle
any disputes, and finally regular meetings were suggested for a representative body of the Canal users and the Egyptian management. The Committee
members considered that the new measures
satisfied many of the minimum requirements laid down by the Western
Powers. Recognition of the Canal Users’ Association by Egypt would be
a valuable step forward. The proposed system for controlling the transit
dues would not leave this question to the sole discretion of the Egyptian
Government: it would in fact provide for tighter control than was provided
for under the existing Convention. Further, Egypt would be prevented
from diverting revenues received from use of the Canal for other purposes.
The United Nations advisers would guarantee against discrimination and
interference by the Egyptian management with the ships of particular
countries. Such a scheme would, however, need some effective sanctions.
Thus, it would be valuable if provision could be made that, in the event
of a failure by Egypt to implement a decision by the proposed independent
Court transit dues would be paid to independent trustees. Provision
might also be made for the agreement to be registered with the United
Nations in such a way that any continuing infringement by Egypt would
constitute an act justifying the use of force under Article 51 of the United
Nations Charter.89
While this was less potent than the Government had hoped, they believed
that a settlement could be achieved but not unless some sort of qualifying
threat was issued with the proposals. Again, this was consistent with the
attempt to negotiate from a position of strength created by bluffing
the Egyptians. At the same time the Committee members were aware of the
need to keep options open. Nasser had already appeared to renege on one
attempt at settlement. It was also recognised that there was a need to placate
the French, particularly since their internal politics were so unstable.90
The Daily Telegraph had reported that Pineau was facing trouble from within
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his own Cabinet.91 More important, however, was the need to show AngloFrench unity, ‘since any disagreement between France and the United
Kingdom about the adoption of such a plan would certainly be represented
as a victory for Colonel Nasser’.92 To show any sign of weakness to the French
at this stage could have undermined all of Eden’s work. Despite the implications of siding with the French, and the consequent allegations of warmongering, solidarity against the Egyptian action remained key to the Prime
Minister’s attempts to resolve the crisis. He continued to promote wider
international support against Nasser but it was important that Britain and
France, the two countries most affected by the expropriation of the Canal,
maintained their grievance.93 If they were to appear divided in their reaction
to the ‘take-over’, then the base from which to build wider condemnation of
Egypt would be weakened. Therefore, placating and allying with the French
was essential so that Eden could generate support for any specific attempt to
resolve the crisis, such as SCUA, or to unify pressure on Nasser through support
of the resolutions of the London conferences.
Finally the Committee turned to the contingency plan. Once decided
upon, operations could now be postponed for three weeks from as late as D − 4
(four days before the date of invasion) because of the new plan, ‘Musketeer
Revise’, and the Prime Minister was keen to avoid ‘taking any action before
that date which could be construed as giving a definite indication of our
intention to take military action’.94 This, again, demonstrated the need to
deter Nasser through the threat of force, whilst recognising the need not to
disrupt any negotiation passing through the Security Council. It also represented the need to keep operations secret so that in the event of a decision
to use the military, the element of surprise was maintained. Butler, Lord
Privy Seal, noted on his copy of these arrangements, ‘V[ery] secret seems
v[ery] good’.95 As a strong if silent dove, his agreement with these arrangements
suggested that they were nothing more than contingency measures. In spite
of his disillusion and earlier scepticism over British intentions, Clark
conceded that
there was . . . military security, that was primarily it. It was also important
not to let it leak out because of a feeling that it would probably be
stopped in the United Nations by the US or what have you. But there was
also secrecy of a different kind. We wanted to keep Nasser guessing and it
was certainly the hope, right up to the end I think, that we would not
actually have to draw our sword from its sheath in order to overthrow
Nasser, that if we could only seem to be threatening him, seem to be
rather ominously growling round the outside of his camp, he might be
overthrown by his people.96
It was not an attempt to conceal an increase of military activity from the
Americans. US officials were informed of the contingency measures until
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the blackout of information which followed the decision to use force. Even
after the blackout, Anglo-American military channels, particularly those of
the navies, were kept open.97 Chairman of the Joint Intelligence Committee
(JIC), Patrick Dean, recalled that there was an American observer who sat on
weekly JIC meetings and ‘had a good deal of contact with the JIC staff in the
Ministry of Defence’.98 In addition, what would actually constitute the final
plans was still in doubt with the politicians, as well as the military.99 This
was a further suggestion that a plan to use force had not been decided upon,
paralleled with the increase in diplomatic efforts to determine a peaceful
solution. On 10 September, it had been agreed to change the terms of reference
of the Egypt (Official) Committee, making it the official counterpart of the
Egypt Committee, to co-ordinate policy over the crisis. Thus, despite the
apparent complexity of issues and obvious timetabling pressure, the role of
the Egypt Committee was reduced and it did not meet again until 1 October.
It had been intended to meet on Friday, 28 September but the Prime Minister,
increasingly tired, took Butler’s advice and retreated to his home in Wiltshire
for a long weekend.100
However, by the end of September Eden’s diplomatic moves were reaching
a stalemate.101 Lord Home believed that ‘[t]he only thing that might have
been done, and I think ought to have been done, would have been if Sir
Anthony . . . had gone to see the President’.102 Eden never wanted or tried to
arrange a personal meeting with Eisenhower throughout the whole of the
crisis.103 The Government believed that Dulles directed foreign affairs and as
he spent much of August and September in Britain meeting with Eden and
other Government officials, they had no need to talk directly to the President.
Macmillan, however, did see the President. On 20 September, the Chancellor
had left for the US to attend a meeting of the International Monetary Fund
(IMF). Even on the flight he said enough to suggest to David Pitblado,
a former private secretary to Churchill and Eden, that ‘we would have to
deal with Nasser’, confirming that ‘he, as everybody said, was a hawk’.104
Nevertheless, Macmillan had been sent to rally support for a united front
and economic sanctions, against Nasser, from the other Commonwealth
Ministers and from a short tour of the US. This remained consistent with
Eden’s attempts to resolve the crisis peacefully. The Prime Minister had tried
to unite support against Nasser to pressure the Egyptian leader into reinternationalising the Canal. From the outset of the crisis he had attempted to
induce Commonwealth opposition to Egypt, along with that from France
and the US. He had then used the First London Conference to broaden this
opposition, before finally deciding to make the move to the UN to develop
as much support against Nasser as possible. Macmillan’s mission lay within
this remit reflecting a continuity in Eden’s actions during the crisis, to
produce a peaceful settlement.
On 25 September Macmillan was invited for a secret meeting with the
President. Reminiscent of the atmosphere of his meeting with Murphy in
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July he recalled that ‘It was just like talking to him [Eisenhower] in the old
days at the St. George Hotel in Algiers, at Allied Force [Headquarters].’ However,
having talked about Churchill, conversation turned to Suez: ‘[Eisenhower]
was sure that we must get Nasser down. The only thing was, how to do it.
I made it quite clear that we could not play it long, without aid on a very
large scale – that is, if playing it long involved buying Dollar oil.’ In reference
to the UN, Eisenhower said that
[w]e had created something wh[ich] was all very well as long as we could
control it. But soon we might not be able to do so, even when we acted
together . . . He was ‘mad’ with some of his critics. They always said what
had been done wrong in the past, or made wonderful promises for the
future. But they never said what ought to be done now. (That’s why they
were not making Suez a campaign point. Democrats had nothing to
suggest.)105
Macmillan reported this ‘half hour chat’ to Eden but there were a number of
conflicting reports. In his first communication he said that ‘[a]lthough
nothing very specific emerged, I formed certain impressions, about which
I will write to you. I feel sure the President understands our problems about
Nasser, but he is of course in the same position as we were in May 1955.’106
He went on to say that ‘[a]s usual with Ike, it was rather rambling and nothing
very definite. Nevertheless, I formed certain very clear impressions.’ The
President was getting anxious about the election campaign. However,
Macmillan believed that the most important point Eisenhower made was
‘that the United Nations had destroyed the power of leadership of the great
Powers, that under the cover of all these international agreements for peace,
small nations like Egypt could do the most outrageous things, and that he
felt that the great Powers – U.S., U.K., France and Germany – should get
together to maintain order, peace and justice, as well as mere absence of
armed conflict’.107 Macmillan believed that Eisenhower understood the
difficulties in ‘playing it long’ and ‘accepted that by one means or another
we much achieve a clear victory’.108 However, Makins, who had sat through
the entire conversation, was ‘astounded’ by its omissions: ‘I was expecting
Harold to make a statement, say something important on Suez – but in fact
he said nothing . . . Nor did Ike say anything. I was amazed.’109 Macmillan
strengthened the tone of his diary in his reports to Eden, declaring that the
‘next feeling I had was that Ike is really determined, somehow or other, to
bring Nasser down . . . I explained to him our economic difficulties in playing the hand long, and he seemed to understand. I also made it clear that
we must win, or the whole structure of our economy would collapse. He
accepted this.’110 Makins described these events as a ‘failure in communication’
but he already knew that the US neither could nor would consider moral or
material support, much less military intervention, especially prior to the
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elections.111 He had warned of this regularly and all the key British personnel, notably Eden, Macmillan and Lloyd, were aware of and had made several references to the importance of the American elections with regard to
their ability to conduct policy. The British Government believed that
Makins was too close to the Americans.112 Vitally, Macmillan chastised himself for not making more of the importance of the elections to Eden, and
Eden took Macmillan’s reports seriously. The Prime Minister had steadily
confided in ‘the strong man of the Cabinet’ more and more, trusting Macmillan’s understanding of and liaison with the Americans, particularly as his
own relationship with Dulles was so strained.113 Macmillan was adamant that
he understood the President fully, because Eisenhower ‘had retained
(or perhaps, regained) all his old simplicity’.114 Eden believed Macmillan’s
evaluation of the US attitude, which appeared to support any method of
undermining Nasser’s position. Again, this was consistent with his belief in
Dulles’s commitment to make Nasser ‘disgorge’.115
This was reiterated after the Chancellor met with the Secretary of State.
On the same day, at 3:30 p.m., Macmillan conversed with Dulles. He was
not surprised to learn of the Secretary of State’s anger at the Anglo-French
decision to take the issue to the Security Council but was taken aback by the
intensity of Dulles’s reaction: ‘He really had been hurt by this action.’116
Makins described it as ‘a tense meeting . . . where Dulles vented his
spleen’.117 As Macmillan recalled: ‘From the way Dulles spoke you would
have thought he was warning us against entering a bawdy-house’, but
despite this reaction he later believed that he should have put more weight
on Dulles’s words and, in particular, the date of the presidential elections, in
his advice to Eden.118 In his telegram to the Prime Minister, Macmillan
sounded particularly optimistic of US indifference, if not support: ‘Some of
the things he [Dulles] said were very helpful but might be dangerous to him
if they got out in the electioneering atmosphere.’119 After the general conversation, Dulles took Macmillan into his private room, kept for ‘special
interviews’.120 In a note to Eden, Macmillan recorded how Dulles had gone
‘on to talk about different methods of getting rid of Nasser. He thought that
these new plans might prove successful.’121 After consultation with the
Chancellor, Makins remembered that these plans had been voiced at the
earlier meeting and were ‘in effect . . . a return to the OMEGA plan’, whereby
Nasser would be removed by the implementation of covert economic measures, or if these failed, more direct means. Dulles ‘expanded further on this’
in the private meeting with Macmillan ‘when he indicated that the U.S.
government would proceed with OMEGA after 6 November’. Yet the precise
nature of the assistance that the Americans were prepared to give remained
vague. Dulles continued to be deliberately evasive, as he had throughout
the crisis, particularly over SCUA. He also ‘warned’ Macmillan that the
Americans would not condone a showdown with Nasser before then [6 November]’.122 However, Macmillan, having been told that this course would
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take six months, told Dulles that ‘I did not think we could stand for six
months, unless, of course, Nasser was losing face all the time’.123 The British
were aware, from diplomatic reports of the previous two days from Iraq and
Egypt, that Nasser was not losing face but, if anything, gaining in popularity.124 Dulles finished the private talks by hoping that peace could be preserved ‘at least until Nov. 6th! But he had been careful in his broadcast to
defend the vigour of Britain and France to use force, if they could not get
their rights in any other way.’ Then turning to Britain’s economic position,
he thought that, after the election, ‘we should raise the question of our loan
payments’.125 At the end of the Second London Conference, on 21 September, Dulles appeared to support this policy. He had made it clear that ‘it was
imperative that Nasser should lose as a result of Suez’. ‘War’, he continued,
‘would make Nasser a hero. It was better for him to “wither away”.’ Again,
this supported his claim that OMEGA would be redeployed after the elections, and by implication Nasser would be removed, possibly by covert
methods, presumably such as had been used to overthrow Mohammed
Mossadegh in Iran. Thus, Macmillan’s talks with Dulles reinforced the belief
that ultimately the Americans wanted Nasser removed by any means.
On 26 September, the Security Council set 5 October for the British appeal
and the Foreign Secretary informed the Cabinet of the results of the Second
London Conference.126 Eden and Lloyd then flew to Paris for talks. Sir Gladwyn
Jebb, the British Ambassador in Paris was excluded from these private discussions, which were not attended by advisers or interpreters.127 This promoted his suspicion and resentment of the Government’s intentions. Yet, as
Clark revealed in his diary, again contradicting his own earlier view of
Eden’s belligerence, formulated on 26 July: ‘I gather since that at the meeting in Paris the French were very anxious to use force at once and the P.M.
had a difficult task in persuading them to hold their hand. As a makeweight
the Queen was persuaded to make a Royal visit.’128 Lloyd recalled that
[i]t was not an easy meeting, After a long argument we agreed that our
line should be that we were prepared to listen to any proposals put forward.
If Egypt still rejected the eighteen-power proposals put forward by Menzies,
she should be asked to come forward with counter-proposals, but Pineau
was insistent that we should not accept anything less satisfactory than
the eighteen-power proposals. We discussed SCUA, its membership,
organisation, headquarters and how the dues should be paid. There was
then an easier discussion about European co-operation and the cleaning
up of minor areas of friction between French and British policies in various
parts of the world.129
This was substantiated by the telegram Eden sent to Butler detailing the
meeting and outlining how the French were pushing hard. The level of disagreement between Britain and France, particularly over the use of force,
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remained high. Discussions had to continue on the following day. The
French, who had been ‘very disturbed at the result of the Conference’, were
unimpressed by the formula worked out in Cabinet and were prepared to
stand by the 18-Power proposals without ‘any modification of them’.130
When they were told that there had to be some negotiations at the UN,
‘[t]his was received with concern’. Eventually it was agreed to work out the
following four stages on the next day:
(a) the definition of a common attitude in the United Nations.
(b) willingness to act in common in certain circumstances.
(c) an effort to liquidate Franco-British difficulties.
(d) a common approach to European problems.131
Eden and Lloyd had already spent an hour ‘in persuading the French to
abandon their idea of voting against the inscription of the Egyptian item on
the Security Council agenda’. Despite Mollet’s own opinion that this was
a folly, the French Cabinet had earlier decided on this course of action.
Eventually they deferred to the British. However, as a whole they remained
‘completely unimpressed as to the alleged effect of American action on
Egypt’ and believed ‘that Dulles was now proposing . . . much less than he
had offered in London’. Increasingly dissatisfied with the most recent London
Conference, they maintained that the ‘Italians were now paying all their
dues to Egypt whereas previously they had paid only part of them’. The situation was deteriorating. Eden had no information to that effect. Finally, the
French were adamant that the Russians were supplying reinforcements of
tanks and aircraft to Egypt. Therefore, they asserted, ‘[e]very week that
action was delayed made the military situation more dangerous for both of
us’. Eden ended the telegram with a black summary of the French position
and the pressure they were therefore exerting on the British:
My own feeling is that the French, particularly M. Pineau, are in the
mood to blame everyone including us if military action is not taken before
the end of October. They alleged that the weather could preclude it later.
I contested this. M. Mollet, as I believe, would like to get a settlement on
reasonable terms if he could. I doubt whether M. Pineau wants a settlement
at all.132
Much of the Prime Minister’s line paralleled a long minute that Bishop had
sent him in Paris. Bishop suggested that ‘I think the main line to keep our
eyes on is still the payment of dues.’ He then went on to explain how, ‘[i]f,
because he [Nasser] is not getting dues, he tries to stop shipping, that still
seems to me the best way to the point at which the use of force could best
be justified to the country’.133 Even now force was not yet adopted as policy,
rather Eden looked at the legality with regard to the crisis; if Nasser blocked
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passage through the Canal, then action under Article 51 of the UN Charter
would be justified.134 Macmillan had seen SCUA as a direct means of
enabling a forceful riposte, whereas Eden had seen it as a means of reintroducing international control of the Canal, which would have destabilised
Nasser’s position.135 At last Eden’s plan had become coherent and clear,
with the ability to fulfil all of his prerequisites: reinternationalise the Canal
through negotiating from a position of strength and exerting economic
pressure on Egypt, whilst maintaining American, Conservative Party and
British public support, all without the need for force.
On his return from Paris, Eden was greeted by a letter from Butler: ‘Welcome
home, you must have had a difficult time.’ The French reaction had been
expected but he believed that ‘[y]our colleagues will have confidence in
your handling of the French’. Having suggested the need for further talks
about the meeting in Paris, he then suggested a ‘short break’; ‘We shall all be
available for an Egypt C[ommit]tee whenever you get back.’136 The strain
was beginning to show on Eden. From at least 21 August he had been trying
to find the time to take a holiday. Under orders from his doctors that he
should try ‘a slightly different regime’, he wanted to put off any decision
until he had recuperated on holiday and could make the decision ‘in good
health’.137 Ever since his failed gall-bladder operation in 1953, Eden had
suffered from recurrent high fevers, resulting from his cholangitis.138 These
fevers increased in occurrence during 1956, and their debilitating effects of
weakness and lassitude were attested by Eden himself.139 Clark believed that
Eden had been ‘prescribed amphetamines’ by his doctors and Chester Cooper,
the CIA Station Chief in London, remarked that ‘as a consequence [of the
illness] Eden was taking some sort of drug that apparently effected his nervous
system’.140 Eden was a severely weakened man. His wife remarked:
‘Although he’s much tougher than he looks his doctors had told me, even
before Suez, that he wouldn’t be able to go on.’141 Thus, despite the proposed
Egypt Committee meeting of 28 September, Eden rested in Wiltshire.142
Before he left for the country, Eden spent the morning of the 28th catching
up on the voluminous boxes of telegrams. He was particularly interested in
the message from Sir Edwin Chapman Andrews in Khartoum, minuted it for
Egypt Committee attention and had it repeated to Paris. Eden was taken by
Chapman Andrews’s news that ‘Nasser’s position in his own country and in
the Middle East generally has deteriorated.’ The Sudanese considered that
Nasser had only himself to blame for ‘acting “like a mad horse”’ and that
the recent Arab League meeting had helped to bring ‘him to his senses’.
Again, of particular concern to Eden and noted by him was the report of
Sudanese Ministers returning from Cairo, ‘that although Nasser may be able
to rely on the Army, having purged it, he is now unpopular with the people
who do not want war, and have lost confidence in his leadership’. Andrews
considered, therefore, that time was on Britain’s side but that they should
‘accept no compromise on the principle of international control’. This
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appealed to Eden. Andrews continued that Britain should also ‘maintain our
forces at the ready with discreet, but not aggressive, publicity’ and ‘covertly
undermine Nasser’s personal position by all means in our power’.143 The
interest in this telegram emphasised his agreement with Andrews that the
crisis required a peaceful solution. There was, therefore, now a need to calm
press propaganda, which it had been hoped would help to ‘threaten’ Nasser,
if the UN could be made to work:144
On the 28th, Eden received a threat from Soviet Prime Minister, Nikolai
Bulganin:
To try to materialise these or those plans by way of the use of force
against Egypt is to put oneself in opposition to the majority of countries
including those States whose interests of security are directly affected by
the developments in this region and who cannot remain indifferent
when a breach of peace and an aggression are in question.145
Eden saw this as the Soviet Government fishing ‘in troubled waters’, rather
than an honest concern.146 He considered writing immediately to the US
President, but the telegram was not sent until his return from Wiltshire on
Monday, 1 October.147 The telegram read:
You can be sure that we are fully alive to the wider dangers of the Middle
East situation. They can be summed up in one word – Russia . . . There is
no doubt in our minds that Nasser, whether he likes it or not, is now
effectively in Russian hands, just as Mussolini was in Hitler’s. It would be as
ineffective to show weakness to Nasser in order to placate him as it was to
show weakness to Mussolini. The only result was and would be to bring
the two together . . . That is why we are doing everything we can to make
the Users’ Club an effective instrument . . . I feel sure that anything which
you can say or do to show firmness to Nasser at this time will help the
peace by giving the Russians pause.148
The Prime Minister tried using the ‘Soviet’ and ‘Dictator’ threats to influence
the President. Anthony Nutting, Minister of State at the Foreign Office
called it the ‘Communist bogy’, although as he justified to Iverach
McDonald, in private talks, and later to the Cabinet, the Soviet threat had
increased within his own concerns.149
Once again, Eden believed he could influence the Americans by using the
communist threat. Macmillan’s earlier reports, reinforced by further meetings
over the weekend, had shown the possibility of using this element to
encourage American moral support against Nasser. On the evening of the
29 September, Macmillan called on Robert Murphy. The Chancellor thought
Murphy, the US Deputy Under Secretary of State ‘very sympathetic with our
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difficulties in Suez’. Once again the importance of waiting until after the
elections before the US could give any form of assistance was made clear but
there appeared to be grounds for appeal to US sensibilities.150 On the following
day, Macmillan also visited the British permanent representative at the UN,
Sir Pierson Dixon. Dixon ‘was very anxious that we should really make our
case in a convincing and comprehensive way . . . We had been very patient
and we ought to gain the moral advantage of our patience.’ This meant not
making any other additional resolution which would impede the British
freedom of action.151
On 1 October, the Egypt Committee discussed the possible courses of
action ‘in light of the recent talks . . . with French Ministers in Paris’. Eden,
aware of the French attitude and their bellicosity, reiterated his telegram of
26 September: The French ‘were convinced that, if he [Nasser] were allowed
to get away with his seizure of the Suez Canal, the influence of the Western
powers in the Middle East and Africa would inevitably be lost to Russia’. He
also saw the possibility of tripartite agreement over the future courses of
action, continuing that ‘this aspect of the matter should be impressed on
the United States Government’, which he had tried to do in the telegram.152
The French continued to attempt to embroil Eden in an aggressive solution.
They were concerned about the timing of the possible military operations
‘since the French forces could not be kept at their present state of readiness
for any protracted period’.153 However, again, while this represented a build-up
of pressure on Eden it did not immediately induce a favouring of the use of
force.
The French had been planning with the Israelis for a ‘coordinated
action . . . against Egypt’ since the beginning of the month and pressure was
brewing in ‘an eve-of-war atmosphere’.154 On 30 September, at a meeting
between the French and the Israelis, Pineau said that he ‘would try to convince
the British that Anglo-French military measures were the only course, but
he was doubtful that he would succeed’.155 This showed the reluctance of
the British to involve themselves in such a military operation and also
reflected their attitude in the recent talks with the French. Such was the
French suspicion of Britain’s commitment to a forceful resolution that they
requested that they and the Israelis ‘explore possibilities of joint action’.156
However, the problem for the French, as Moshe Dayan, Israeli Chief of Staff,
realised, was that, without Britain, the Israelis would be reluctant to join the
French in a military operation.157 Likewise, the French were reluctant to
enter into an operation with the Israelis without the British. This led to the
French trying to ‘reassure’ the Israelis as to Britain’s commitment and hence
confusing opinion of, in particular, Eden’s attitude.158 Yet, believing that
they could and had to influence Eden, they exerted greater pressure on the
Prime Minister.
However, Eden believed that ‘[i]f Anglo-French solidarity were to be
maintained during the forthcoming debates in the Security Council, we must
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stand firmly by the principles endorsed by the 18 Powers at the London
Conference’. Again, this presented Eden’s commitment to a peaceful solution
consistent with his belief in keeping the bellicose French on side. The Foreign
Secretary supported Eden’s move reiterating the possibilities of a solution
through negotiation similar to that proposed by Krishna Menon, Indian
Minister without Portfolio and considered during the last meeting of 25 September. Consistent with Eden’s beliefs, the Committee ‘agreed that any
settlement must provide for effective international control of the Suez
Canal’. It was also suggested, ‘as a possible solution’, that to protect against
the possibility of Egypt infringing upon the rights of the ‘users’, a new tripartite
declaration should be made, reserving the right to take any steps that the
three countries believed were necessary ‘either within or without the United
Nations’.159 Eden and the Egypt Committee continued to seek a way of
bringing world pressure to bear on Nasser to ensure the reinternationalisation
of the Canal, with increasing desperation.
Within the Government the ‘hawks’ began to exert more pressure, despite
limited resistance from the legal advisers. The legal question was particularly
confused. The Egypt Committee now understood that under Article 51 of
the United Nations Charter, the breach of a treaty obligation could not be
seen as an ‘armed attack justifying the use of force in self defence’, despite
the influence of Lord Kilmuir.160 However, the Committee also believed that
‘one of the purposes of the United Nations Charter was to uphold the rule
of law and, in the last resort, the use of force for this purpose could be justified’.161 This latter attitude began to dominate the thinking of committee
members despite being inconsistent with advice coming from the Foreign
Office Legal Advisers, who themselves were becoming more and more agitated
by the Lord Chancellor’s advice. Sir Gerald Fitzmaurice had written to Sir
George Coldstream, the Lord Chancellor’s Private Secretary, expressing his
concern over the ‘situation that seems to be developing’ and in particular
the effect of ‘gun-boat diplomacy’ on a world whose climate of opinion had
changed so dramatically.162 Making little headway, he then attempted to
influence Sir Ivone Kirkpatrick, the Permanent Under-Secretary at the Foreign
Office, grieving, ‘what worries me, inter alia, is the apparent complete lack
of concern amongst Ministers – and elsewhere – as to what the [situation]
looks like. Yet I believe H.M.G. will care very much, eventually.’163 However,
Kirkpatrick, who had been pushing very hard for a legal justification to oust
Nasser, showed his true colours, minuting: ‘The problem remains. Should
we resolve to perish gracefully because opinion thinks that this is what we
should do?’164 There is no suggestion that the consistent fears of the Foreign
Office Legal Advisers actually reached Eden. Sir Frank Cooper believed that
Selwyn Lloyd must be given much of the responsibility for this, because as
head of the Foreign Office he had a duty to report Foreign Office opinion.165
However, even after the decision to use force had been made, Fitzmaurice
continued to blame Kilmuir for Eden’s ill-founded belief in the legality of
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the use of a military solution: ‘Throughout the Suez Crisis, the task of the
legal advisers here has been rendered almost impossibly difficult due to the
fact that the Cabinet and the Prime Minister were proceeding independently
on the basis of private advice tendered by the Lord Chancellor.’166 Thus, the
Prime Minister’s information with regard to a legal justification remained
imparted by a narrow, belligerent group.
In addition, Eden was now accepting advice from Kirkpatrick and Cabinet
Secretary Brook, both of whom were supporting the use of force.167 Geoffrey
McDermott, a member of the Foreign Office who had been involved in the
planning of ‘Musketeer’, recalled that Kirkpatrick had ‘appeared to participate
in the enterprise with zest’.168 Lord Sherfield remarked that Kirkpatrick,
‘[s]carred by his Munich experience . . . continued to be a strong advocate of
the use of force against Nasser, whom he saw as another dictator who
should not be appeased. He did not at any time advocate caution and, never
having served in the United States, did not understand the American psyche
and set-up and the deep-seated opposition to the use of force. This was
a contributory factor, albeit a relatively minor one, to the subsequent debacle
over Suez.’169 Kirkpatrick’s and Brook’s advice compounded the pressure
from elements of the Conservative Party, British public, media and the
French to employ an immediate solution to the crisis.
On 2 October, Dulles destroyed Eden’s latest hopes of a peaceful settlement.
The Secretary of State made another extremely damaging statement at
a Washington press conference, which, as Eden reflected, ‘was likely to
make Nasser believe that if he held fast, the United States would fall apart from
France and Britain over the seizure of the canal’. Dulles told the world that
The United States cannot be expected to identify itself 100 per cent.
either with the colonial powers or the powers uniquely concerned with
the problem of getting independence as rapidly and as fully as possible.
There were, I admit, differences of approach by the three nations to the
Suez dispute, which perhaps arise from fundamental concepts. For while
we stand together, and I hope we shall always stand together in treaty
relations covering the North Atlantic, any areas encroaching in some
form or manner on the problem of so-called colonialism, find the United
States playing a somewhat independent role. The shift from colonialism
to independence will be going on for another fifty years, and I believe
that the task of the United Nations is to try to see that this process moves
forward in a constructive, evolutionary way, and does not come to a halt
or go forward through violent, revolutionary processes which would be
destructive of much good.
Then turning to SCUA, he said: ‘There is talk about the “teeth” being pulled
out of it [SCUA] but there were never “teeth” in it.’170 This was a staggering
blow to Eden who had put all his hopes into SCUA and the possibility of
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international control of the Canal. Once again, this reaction demonstrated
the complete British misunderstanding of what the Americans had said all
along. Nutting believed that this was ‘for Eden the final let-down’.171 Meeting
with the Prime Minister on the following morning, Iverach McDonald
found him still ‘immeasurably angry and shocked’. Eden could not understand how Dulles could ‘so completely misunderstand his determination to
have the canal internationally controlled as to think that he was reverting
to colonialism . . . “It was I who ended the ‘so-called colonialism’ in Egypt.
And look at what Britain has done all over the world in giving the colonies
independence”.’ The timing of Dulles’s public declaration also angered him,
‘at such a critical time’: ‘We have leaned over backwards to go along with
him. And now look. How on earth can you work with people like that?
It leaves us in a quite impossible position. We can’t go on like this.’172
McDonald summarised the importance he saw in these events:
In the light of later events it is more than probable that it was Dulles’s
words on October 2, coming after all his other moves backwards and
sideways, which convinced Eden into thinking that Britain and France
must do as seemed best to themselves . . . What was clear at the time was
the element of tragedy. Dulles had exploded his mine under Eden’s feet
just when discussions – unpromising but not entirely hopeless – were at
long last about to begin.173
This was an important turning point for Eden during his handling of the Suez
Crisis. He no longer believed that he required American support to acquire
a peaceful solution, although their assistance would always be preferred.
Despite Dulles’s remarks, Eden and the Government agreed not to say
anything publicly, but Clark contacted The Times, ‘which wrote a sharp
leader’. The Prime Minister decided to add a piece into a forthcoming
speech.174 At 5 p.m. senior ministers met at No. 10. In a meeting with
Makins, Dulles called the press conference ‘a really bad blunder’. He apologised that he had been drawn into an ‘undesirable line of discussion’ and
that ‘his remarks had been given a connexion which he did not intend,
between the colonial question and the Suez Affair’.175 Despite the apology,
the damage had been done. British hopes for SCUA had been emasculated
by the full public withdrawal of American belief and support in its potential
as a solution to the crisis beyond the weakened US version which the Second
London Conference had produced. Increasingly disturbing for the British
was that Dulles had not apologised because he had made a mistake in what
he said but because he had said it publicly.
On the next day, Suez was only second on the agenda but there appeared
to be a new and potentially aggressive atmosphere. Eden informed the Cabinet
of the results of the conversations with the French of the 26 and 27 September.
He appeared much more officious and terse, dominating the issue:
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he was impressed by the vigour of M. Mollet’s Government and their
uncompromising attitude towards the Suez situation . . . There was indeed
a risk that the Soviet Union might conclude a pact of mutual assistance
with Egypt . . . If they [Egypt] continued to be obdurate, world opinion
might be readier to support a recourse to forceful measures. If they
offered to negotiate, the task of achieving a satisfactory settlement would
be more difficult and more protracted.176
It marked a strengthening of Eden’s resolve but still it did not reflect a final
decision to remove Nasser by force. As Eden continued, ‘[i]n either event the
weeks ahead would be critical’.177 On 2 October, Eden had held a confidential
meeting with McDonald where he had referred to the same issues as those
of the Cabinet meeting of 3 October. He had said that ‘[t]he French . . . were
clearer than he himself had been about the Russian part in the Egyptian
crisis’.178 The fear of the potential of Soviet backing for the Egyptians was
beginning to play on his mind, particularly at a time when American assistance, of any variety, was looking less likely. Earlier that morning, in a meeting
with Macmillan, Eden showed his fear of ‘the dangers of another Nasser
coup, and the possibility of a Russian intervention’.179 Under these pressures,
he reacted with a fit of pique to McDonald’s assertion that ‘Nasser would be
quite capable of letting American ships through but stopping ours, and
America would not back us’. The Prime Minister retorted that ‘we should go
straight in’. In later conversation he qualified and dismissed this ‘by saying
that he did not think that Nasser would stop any ships’.180 Significantly, and
consistent with the Prime Minister’s attempts to achieve a peaceful solution,
he ‘hoped to get a blessing from the Security Council on the 18-Power plan
as a basis for negotiation. That would allow us to talk direct to Egypt.’
McDonald recorded that ‘Eden indicated that he might move a little further
and faster [than the French on the negotiations]. He said that he had said
repeatedly that we could not leave the Canal “in the unfettered control of
one man or one Government” – leaving the actual form of control rather
more open.’181 This was the opinion of one of the few people that had
known and worked with Eden for the past twenty years. He still believed
that Eden was keen to settle the dispute peacefully, if at all possible. It was
not until later, when McDonald became aware of the plans that formed the
basis of the ‘collusion’ with France and Israel, that he lost faith with the
Prime Minister’s attempts to resolve the crisis peacefully.182
From 20 September to 3 October, Eden continued to see SCUA as the best
method of reinternationalising the Canal by economically pressuring
Nasser. It was hoped that the withholding of money, vital to promised
development within Egypt, would destabilise Nasser’s position. Either it
would force him to accept international control of the Canal in exchange
for revenue from transit dues, or possibly, as MI6 had suggested, provide the
spark for a coup which would replace Nasser with a leader more likely to
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return control of the Canal to an international body. The Prime Minister
began to show signs of frustration with Dulles’s denigration of British plans
for SCUA and saw the need to take the issue to the UN Security Council
where he believed he could develop wider international support for the
Users’ Association. He began to communicate more with Churchill, who
strongly favoured a military invasion to recapture the Canal. There is no
evidence to suggest that Churchill influenced Eden; however, a channel of
advice had been opened that, in association with other pressures, would
have an important and bellicose effect on Eden’s decision-making in October.
At this stage, the Prime Minister decided to take the matter to the UN,
a decision consistent with his belief in the value of an organisation for dealing
with international crises. This was a development of his belief in, and training
at, the League of Nations.183 It was not as large a break from Anglo-American
solidarity as has been assumed. Eden’s motives for the appeal, to gain wider
support for the Association, showed that in the long term he was actually
promoting Dulles’s line. However, Eden finally saw that Dulles was not
prepared to make SCUA work as Britain wanted it to work. At the same time,
Macmillan, who was in the US to gain support against Nasser’s actions and
to attend the IMF meeting, now reported that both Dulles and Eisenhower
favoured Nasser’s removal by any means. Nevertheless, the Prime Minister
continued not to show any signs of moving from his belief in a peaceful
settlement of the crisis, potentially still through SCUA. Pressure for a forceful
solution continued to mount from elements of the press, notably The Daily
Telegraph, but also and especially from the French caught in a ‘catch 22’
situation with the Israelis. The French Government and military wanted to
use force to settle the crisis. They needed the Israelis for this and, if possible,
the British. The Israelis were not prepared to embark on a military operation
without the British, whose involvement had been promised by the French
as a lure to the Israelis. However, the British remained undetermined to
decide on force. Consequently, Israel pressed France to bring Britain into
the fold, which increased an already strong commitment, on behalf of the
French, to press Eden. The Prime Minister continued to receive bellicose
advice and pressure from Macmillan, while Kirkpatrick and Brook also
backed the strong line justified by the Lord Chancellor. Sir Michael Wright,
in Baghdad, also continued to push for an aggressive solution to the crisis.
Still Eden put his faith in the User’s Club until Dulles’s comment to the
press.
Dulles’s public statement, undercutting an active, powerful SCUA, and
Eden’s consequent reaction to American attitudes marked a watershed in
the Suez Crisis. The Prime Minister continued to pursue a resolution
through the UN but he no longer believed in the need for American assistance
in reaching any solution. A new stage of the crisis had been reached. In
addition, on 3 October, Eden informed Cabinet that ‘[t]he Jews have come
up with an offer’, although this was not recorded in the minutes.184 While
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Eden did not show any signs of accepting a military solution at this stage,
he did not react as angrily to the suggestion of Israeli involvement as he had
done in July and August. Pineau allegedly broached the matter of what Eden
would do if Israel attacked Egypt, to which the Prime Minister made ‘some
inconclusive remark’, before relaying the information to ministers.185 All
the influences and pressures strengthened his resolve. The Prime Minister
believed that his options had narrowed, based on his maxim that a negotiated
settlement had to be agreed that upheld the provisions of the 1888 Convention. Eden showed increasing signs of physical and mental deterioration.
However, he continued to conduct his foreign affairs by reacting to events.
The UN still provided hope for an acceptable settlement despite the mounting
pressure for the use of force.

5
Transition to Force:
4 October–14 October

The Security Council, the Promise of a Settlement and the
Decision to Use Force
After Dulles’s press conference of 3 October, the Suez Crisis entered another
phase. During this period Eden continued to seek a peaceful solution. He still
hoped for US assistance and French support to end the crisis as negotiation
entered the United Nations Security Council. However, the Americans were
keen to maintain political distance from the British because they believed
them ready to use force. Yet it was the French, who did not believe that the
Security Council could offer a solution, who remained ‘the driving force
behind [a] policy of action’.1 Eden was caught between the two camps, trying
to arouse support for a negotiated settlement, although ready, in the last
resort, to use force.2 This period would prove critical because of the increasing
pressure upon the Prime Minister, notably from the French and the rightwing Conservatives within Britain, and more importantly, the timing of this
pressure. Increasingly ill, tired and frustrated, on 14 October, the French
proposed that he collude with them and the Israelis in a military operation
to recapture the Canal. Eden accepted this initiative.
On 4 October, Eden wrote to Makins, keen to maintain peace. He
expressed his fears of the consequences of Dulles’s press conference, and
tried to influence the Americans through the Ambassador: ‘Mr. Dulles
knows that not one of us would ever want to make difficulties over AngloAmerican relations. It would, however, be dishonest to pretend that the
Press Conference did not give a severe shock to public opinion here.’ Eden’s
fear intensified after confirmation from American Ambassador Aldrich. The
Prime Minister continued to express his concern in the telegram to Makins:
‘My anxiety is for the encouragement which this Press Conference will have
given to Nasser and still more important to the Russians.’ However, despite
his concerns, Eden was still keen to maintain peace, stressing that
‘[a]nything which could be said by Mr. Dulles to redress that balance would
buttress peace. Make any use of this that you think fit in talk with Mr. Dulles.’3
120
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Eden’s pacifism showed that Ben-Gurion was right not to ‘count on British
participation’ in any military operation against Egypt, and supported the
Israeli belief, on 4 October, that an ‘operation would not take place’. In fact,
by 4 October, Ben-Gurion had agreed that any ‘operation should not be
launched without the foreknowledge and agreement – even silent – of the
British’. This implied that at this point the British were not expected to
embark on an operation. In his memoirs, Dayan summarised the results of
Franco-Israeli planning: ‘There had been clarification at the meetings, and
contingency decisions had been taken on what each side would do if it were
resolved to go ahead with the campaign. But the manner in which it was to
be launched, if at all, had not been decided.’4 Contingency measures had
been drawn up but no decision to employ them had been made and no
complete operational plan had been developed. Both the French and Israelis
wanted to use force but the decision had not been made because they were
dependent upon Eden, who had not committed himself to this line, was not
keen to invoke a military solution and had therefore also not decided to use
force.
Makins wrote back directly to Eden, including a copy of an article by
Chalmers M. Roberts in the Washington Post on the US attitude towards
colonialism, which he believed was ‘near the mark’.5 It argued that Dulles
had been trying to take both sides over the question of colonialism. He
remained caught by ‘the dilemma created by the inevitable passing of the
19th century colonialism and the absolute American need to maintain the
Atlantic Alliance with those Western European nations which still rule in
one form or another millions of colonial peoples in Asia and Africa’. The
Secretary of State had had his own State Department Policy Planning Staff
working on this problem and had even involved an outside organisation
including Dean Rusk, President of the Rockefeller Foundation, President
James R. Killian of Massachusetts Institute of Technology and former President
Henry M. Winston of Brown University. Dulles remained trapped by the
need for certain ‘strategic’ colonies to be maintained to check communism’s
advance and so could not completely refute colonialism.6 Eden, reading the
telegram on the 5th, reacted vitriolically, minuting: ‘The article describes
the most dishonest policy I ever read.’ In response to Makins’s observation
that ‘this deep seated feeling about colonialism . . . occasionally [wells] up
inside Foster like lava in a dormant volcano’, Eden, still incensed, wrote
‘futile!’ Makins believed that ‘Foster is well aware of the damage that has
been done’ but that his press conference remarks ‘may indirectly have
a good effect in emphasising the need for three power unity in the forthcoming difficult discussions [of potential action to be taken because of the
nationalisation of the Canal] in New York’.7 Yet, Eden remained angered by
the reference to colonialism, supported in his disgust by other members of
the Cabinet, particularly Butler.8 Dulles’s remarks proved particularly frustrating because Eden did not hold the traditional imperial pretensions of
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ruling the Middle East or even Egypt.9 He merely wanted, as he had consistently made clear to Cabinet and other colleagues, to maintain freeflowing
supplies of oil for Western Europe.10 In addition, the American attitude
could affect the possibility of maintaining support against Nasser, particularly
from other Middle Eastern countries who would not want to be openly associated with an imperial ‘power’.
However, the Prime Minister no longer expected any direct American
assistance over the Suez Crisis after Dulles’s denigration of a potent SCUA in
his press conference of 2 October.11 He revealed the extent of his thinking in
a minute on Selwyn Lloyd’s telegram from New York: ‘I think that D’s purpose
is different from ours. Canal is no sense vital to U.S. & his game is to string
us along at least until after polling day.’12 This confirmed Eden’s recent
suspicions about Dulles’s lack of commitment to finding a solution and
qualified his rejection of the need for American support on the 3rd. However,
it also revealed an escalating insecurity within the Prime Minister, as he
now sought to justify his decisions both to himself and to Lloyd, even
though he had decided that American agreement was no longer vital or
possible. This was why it had been such a difficult decision to make the
move to the UN without US support.
On 5 October, the Security Council debate began. To many contemporaries,
the move to the UN represented a commitment to a long-drawn-out ‘period
of fruitless negotiation’, but which would also rule out the use of force.13
The Daily Telegraph saw it as a ‘Neutralist Move’, while the Egyptians had
seen the referral to the UN as ruling out the possibility of the use of force.14
Mahmoud Fawzi, the Egyptian Foreign Minister, asked Dag Hammarskjøld,
the UN Secretary-General, ‘if he thought Britain and France really wanted to
reach an agreement’, because the Egyptians could see no point in ‘wasting
their time’ if there was no possibility of a settlement. Hammarskjøld, replying
that ‘he had known . . . Lloyd for a long time, and had discussed the situation with him on many occasions’, believed that ‘Lloyd genuinely wanted
to reach a peaceful solution’ and that ‘it was safe to rule out the possibility
of Britain’s using force’.15 The Foreign Secretary had been sent to the UN to
attempt to get a ‘settlement [that] must provide for effective international
control of the Canal’. It was hoped that this could be obtained through
uniting the Security Council behind the resolution of the London conferences, which would ‘establish “a definite system destined to guarantee at all
times, and for all the Powers, the free use of the . . . Canal”’.16 Having already
discussed this with Hammarskjøld, the Secretary-General understood the
hopes, goals and methods that Lloyd would bring with him to the Security
Council meetings. Lloyd had already been briefed by Eden and the Egypt
Committee. To ensure that the move to the UN could be productive, the
Foreign Secretary had been dispatched to New York, arriving on 2 October.
Over the next three days he met with a number of UN representatives from
countries including Australia, Peru, Iran, Yugoslavia and Russia. He also met
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with Hammarskjøld, again. Britain was against having ‘a negotiation about
a negotiation’ and Lloyd took the opportunity to test the water for the
possibility of private meetings between Pineau, Fawzi and himself, with
Hammarskjøld as chairman.17 Even Dmitri Shepilov, the Soviet Foreign
Minister ‘appeared disposed to agree to’ this plan for discussion: ‘[F]irst
a public session of the Council with opening speeches, then a private session,
then an adjournment for two or three days for private discussions.’18 The
British cards were placed on the table and Lloyd continued to work diligently
in preparation for the private meetings which would start on the 9th.
The approach to the UN marked an important stage in the crisis, based on
the worldwide belief in its potential to effect a solution. In Britain alone,
81 per cent of people interviewed had backed a move to the Security
Council, while 67 per cent favoured reinternationalisation of the Canal.19 The
UN still carried a strong sense of being the ‘agency of peace’ developed after
the Second World War. Expectation rose for a possible solution based on the
importance of the organisation and the seriousness with which it appeared
to be approaching the situation. It brought together ‘the largest number of
Foreign Ministers to attend any session of the Council since the United
Nations began’.20 Eight Foreign Ministers were present at the first public
meeting of the Security Council and were ready to meet ‘the greatest test of
its efficacy since the Korea war’.21 Such was public interest that The Times
produced a ‘Guide to Voting Procedure in [the] Security Council’.22 The
British public remained firmly behind the move to the UN, justifying Eden’s
decision to take the issue to the Security Council and reaffirming support
for his belief in this form of international representation, previously seen
through his work with the League of Nations.
Lloyd reported that Dulles believed that ‘[t]he potential use of force must
be kept in existence’.23 This paralleled Eden’s own designs for a solution:
negotiation from a position of strength with the possibility of recourse to force
as a last resort. However, it also contradicted Makins’s report of Eisenhower’s
opinion, adding to Eden’s confusion.24 On 6 October, Dulles went further in
another press conference.25 Whilst talking about ‘waging peace’ he turned
to a ‘practical illustration of the interdependence of peace and justice [in]
the present Suez Canal situation’. He alluded to the possibility of having to
use force to settle the crisis, should the Security Council prove ineffectual:
No nation should be required to live under an economic ‘sword of
Damocles’. There has been strong worldwide sentiment against using
force to right this situation. That is natural and proper. But those who are
concerned about peace ought to be equally concerned about justice. Is it
just, or even tolerable, that great nations which have rights under the
1888 Treaty and whose economies depend upon the use of the Canal
should accept an exclusive control of the international waterway by
a government which professes to be bitterly hostile? That is the issue
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now before the United Nations’ Security Council, and it faces that
Organization with a crucial test.26
This reinforced the tone of Dulles’s meeting with Lloyd and Pineau, suggesting
that force could be used if the move to the Security Council broke down after
a serious attempt to achieve a peaceful settlement had been made. This did
not reflect Dulles’s opinion but the British understood it to be his position.27
Confusion over the American position continued. Dulles, Pineau and Lloyd
had met during the morning of the 5th, Lloyd reporting to Eden that Dulles
thought ‘Nasser’s prestige was declining’. Eden minuted ‘Rubbish’, aware
that the Egyptian leader remained popular.28 Again, the Prime Minister was
frustrated by what he saw as Dulles’s misunderstanding of the situation,
confirming to Eden the belief that the crisis was not as important to the
Americans as to Western Europe.29 Eden no longer believed that he needed
the Americans but having their support remained, however unlikely, beneficial.
Any form of American support bolstered the chances of a settlement,
although part of that potential had been destroyed by the previous press
releases.
Nevertheless, on 5 October, at the first meeting of the Security Council,
the chance of a negotiated peaceful settlement appeared high to the delegates
and their governments. Britain and France immediately introduced a draft
resolution which supported the proposals reached by the London Conferences.
These included the establishment of an International Board for the Canal as
a basis for negotiating with the Egyptians. Despite Shepilov’s opposition to
the resolution, Fawzi compromised on Egypt’s earlier position and laid down
three conditions which would affect any ensuing negotiation. Hammarskjøld,
with Dulles’s support, saw the possibility of an agreement and called Lloyd,
Fawzi and Pineau into private sessions which would begin on 9 October.
This was in line with the British hopes that Lloyd had expressed for a structure
to be used to reach a solution.
Eden wrote to Eisenhower to enhance Britain’s ‘position of strength’ in
the forthcoming negotiation. Once again, he tried to influence the President
and was principally concerned that the Americans could improve Britain’s
own potential threat used to bluff Nasser, while at the same time suggesting
Anglo-American solidarity to the outside world. He did not refer to Suez.
Since the 1953 Bermuda Conference, the US had supplied the British with
‘technical information to enable’ modification of RAF aircraft to carry ‘certain
types of United States atomic weapons’. The US Air Force came over to Britain
to train the British aircrews in operating the weapons. Eden believed that
‘some public announcement in very general terms ought to be made soon’,
which would ‘provide helpful evidence of continuing solidarity between our
two countries’.30 In addition to broadcasting the joint Anglo-American
threat to Nasser, it would reinforce the credence of Britain’s own deterrent,
already underscored by the exploding of a nuclear bomb on 27 September.
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Unusually, Eisenhower did not reply for seven days, frustrating Eden’s
hopes to use this propaganda to deter Nasser and strengthen his position in
the debates.
The pressure was beginning to take its toll on Eden. Clark noted, ‘P.M.
. . . seems very tired.’31 Eden was unwell, consulting his doctor on 4 October.32 On the afternoon of the 5th, travelling to Chequers, he called into
University College Hospital to visit his wife who was undergoing a dental
examination.33 Almost upon arrival he was taken ill with a severe fever characteristic of his illness. His temperature rose to 106 degrees, and as Eden
recalled, ‘I did not know much more after that for a while.’34 Sir Horace
Evans, Eden’s doctor revealed that there had been a ‘removal of an obstruction in the bile duct’, which meant that the Prime Minister had undergone
surgery. His illness had worsened.35 He remained in hospital until Monday
the 8th, and although unable to attend the Cabinet meeting or the Egypt
Committee meeting that evening, had appeared, to both himself and his
colleagues, to discharge his business as usual over the weekend. Clark
recorded in his diary that ‘[i]n fact PM seemed as active as ever, sending
messages via Guy [Millard] and Freddy [Bishop] at regular intervals’.36 This
proved deceptive, as Eden admitted later.37 Clark, despite his earlier assumption that force had been decided upon in July, also realised this. Increasingly, as his diary entries revealed, the Press Secretary had begun to doubt
his own instant judgement. He believed that the Government had ‘dual
track’ intentions of threatening Nasser with the prospect of a military
invasion in the hope of pressuring him into relinquishing the Canal, while
maintaining the possibility of actually using force as a last resort.38 Such was
the extent and seriousness of Eden’s medical deterioration in October that
this was the turning point of the Prime Minister’s conduct of the Suez
Crisis. Clark recorded that 5 October induced a change in Eden that led to
his commitment to the French and Israelis.39 Monckton concurred.40 On 9
October, The Times hedged, reporting that the Prime Minister ‘has now almost
recovered’. However, the newspaper appeared to be desperate to play the
illness down and did not appear to be informed of the extent of the effect of
the illness on Eden.41
The Prime Minister found himself incapable of maintaining his usual
workload, and on 9 October wrote to Lloyd in New York apologising for
being ‘unable to help . . . Although the temperature is down, I am still pretty
weak.’42 With the deepening of the crisis Eden found it impossible to make
time for a full rest, stealing moments at his country retreat in Wiltshire.
Privately he bemoaned his own increasing exhaustion.43 However, Eden’s
colleagues were not aware of the seriousness of his condition. Even today,
few understand the severity of his illness, largely due to the confidentiality
of his doctors and the support of a loyal wife. Lord Home believed that the
pressure of the Egypt Committee meetings ‘wasn’t lessened because the
Prime Minister was not, undoubtedly, well’.44 Millard would not have resigned
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if he had been fully aware of Eden’s state of health. The Private Secretary had
wanted to leave the Private Office at the end of March, 1956, but had been
convinced by Sir Norman Brook, the Cabinet Secretary to stay on until the
end of the year. However, he was adamant that he would not have left,
despite not liking the job, had he realised how ill Eden was.45
Despite his hospitalisation, the Prime Minister continued his attempts to
achieve a peaceful solution to the crisis. Some historians have suggested that
Eden recovered with a ‘renewed vigour’, ostensibly for a forceful settlement.46
This was not the case, as Eden continued to believe in the possibility of
a peaceful settlement, particularly through the discussions at the UN, which
were showing positive signs. Any apparent vigour was the result of the
demands of the media and the need to present himself as a well person to
them. On 7 October, he had read an article by J. B. Slade-Baker in The Sunday
Times, reporting that the Egyptians believed that the Suez Crisis was ‘Burnt
Out’.47 One Egyptian senior official had told the reporter that ‘in all
seriousness . . . not only had the crisis burned itself out but that the problem
of who is to control the Canal no longer existed’.48 The Egyptians thought
that the crisis had passed and that the nationalisation would be accepted by
the international community. Angered that the ‘Egyptians are very clever at
dressing up minor concessions to look like reasonable propositions’, the
Prime Minister remained concerned that, as Trevelyan had warned on
24 September, the Egyptians were simply playing for time and using delaying tactics.49 Consequently, he was reinforced in his own belief, that as the
last resort, action would be necessary. This had been his view all along. He
hoped that Nasser could be overthrown from within by destabilising Egypt’s
economy, and that the Canal could be reinternationalised.50 He had shown
this through his consistent commitment to a users’ association and then
SCUA, but as Cabinet had decided on 27 July, in the last resort, resolution of
the crisis by force was justifiable because of the importance of the Suez
Canal. Therefore, the Prime Minister stressed, it was ‘very important that
while appearing reasonable, we should not be inveigled away, in negotiation
from the fundamentals to which we have held all along, and that we should
not be parted from the French’.51 These principles referred to the search for
a solution based upon the rights of the 1888 Convention and the recent
proposals of the two London conferences, with which Eden confidently
assumed Lloyd agreed and which had formed the basis of the initial draft
resolution presented to the Security Council on 5 October.52 The hope
remained that the control of the Canal would be reinternationalised
through constant international pressure, maintaining freedom of navigation,
particularly for oil bound for Western Europe.
On 8 October, Lloyd met again with Dulles, who ‘was in full agreement
with us on every point except the wisdom of the ultimate use of force’.53
This immediately contradicted Dulles’s position of 5/6 October.54 However,
even on that subject Dulles ‘thought we had been absolutely right to make
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our preparations and that we were right to maintain our threat’.55 This telegram
was then shown to the Egypt Committee. Eden’s views, of supporting Lloyd
and maintaining French support, were passed on to Butler (chairing the
meeting in Eden’s absence).56 Privately Eden told Lloyd that ‘[w]e have been
misled so often by Dulles’ ideas that we cannot afford to risk another
misunderstanding. That is why a negotiating committee would be so dangerous. We should lose control of the situation and justifiably be accused by
the French of betraying them.’57 The Prime Minister had to ‘walk the tightrope’ of maintaining French support, without alienating them by appearing
too docile. Up to this point he had managed to achieve the balance of
enlisting their support without being drawn into the war that the French
wanted. French support remained essential in maintaining solidarity against
Nasser, because Eden knew Britain no longer had the power to act independently.58 The telegram from Eden, a very similar communication to that of 5
October, revealed the Prime Minister’s constancy despite Dulles’s prevarication of supporting and withdrawing support for the joint communiqué
backing the First London Conference, SCUA and, in reverse, the move to the
UN Security Council.59 Lloyd continued to agree with his Prime Minister.
His private secretary, Donald Logan, remembered that ‘as the Suez Crisis
developed, the trust that Lloyd was prepared to put in Dulles weakened’.60
Eden feared that time was running out. The more the crisis became
protracted, the more likely that Nasser’s hold on the Canal would become
universally accepted. Yet Eden continued to hope that the Americans might
be forced to help.61 How this could be achieved remained unclear.
To complicate matters further, Nutting was beginning to act hawkishly.
With Selwyn Lloyd in New York, he headed the Foreign Office. On 8 October
he met with Menon to discuss proposals for a solution to the crisis. Despite
seeing some possibilities for Britain in the package that the Indian Foreign
Minister offered, he warned that it was ‘unwise to treat the plan as other
than a piece of Indian private enterprise’.62 As Eden told Lloyd, on 9 October,
he too was ‘worried by the Menon plan’, unsure whether to follow it up
because, ‘on the face of it’, it looked very similar to the Fawzi proposals.63
However, typical of the diplomatist, Eden did not want to ignore any
chance of a settlement, within the parameters of the 1888 Convention and
18-Power proposals. Yet Lloyd was manipulating Nutting. He had already
told him that ‘[w]e have now examined the Menon Proposals and do not
consider that they offer an acceptable basis for negotiation’.64 Having
prepared the ground, Lloyd indirectly persuaded Eden to reject the Menon
proposals, using Nutting to convince the Prime Minister on the morning of the
9th, which laid the ground for his communication to Lloyd that afternoon.65
Lloyd was dissatisfied with Dulles and the US delegation at the UN. He
disparaged press articles referring to splits between the British, French and
Americans, allegedly spawned by the US delegation. Lloyd’s remarks, while
revealing British displeasure at the Americans for publicly disclosing that
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Anglo-American differences existed, have to be read with some caution.
Lloyd saw the machinations in the UN as a chance for personal advancement
which, coupled with a mutual distrust of the US officials, led him to exaggerate
his indictment of them. However, the comments also demonstrated the
heightened tension of the moment, indicative of the importance of the UN
for the British to try and reach a peaceful settlement of the crisis. The Foreign
Secretary also commented that Dulles had told ‘his inner circle of pressmen’
that the British and French would have to accept Menon’s proposals.66 This
provided another source of confusion over Eden’s alleged hawkishness. The
rejection of the Indian initiative, while it did not prevent Menon’s continued
presence during the Security Council meetings, severely limited his potential
as a broker between the factions. However, Lloyd also ‘believed that we had
not yet got a common basis for negotiation’.67 The Foreign Secretary, as his
Private Secretary, Donald Logan, remembered, had been ‘determined to make
it [representation to the Security Council] work. He clung to it and worked
extremely hard to get something out of these negotiations.’68 However,
despite this commitment, as of 9 October, he was not hopeful of his talks
leading to a settlement.
Nevertheless, the Prime Minister sanctioned further discussions between
Fawzi and Lloyd, because as Lloyd had written to Eden, after the first private
session of the Security Council, despite some evasion and vagueness from
Fawzi, ‘I got the impression that he wants an agreement.’69 After two hours
of further talks this ‘impression’ was given further credence. Fawzi said that
the Egyptians would accept the 1888 Convention, possibly with certain, as
yet, unspecified amendments or a new convention. They were prepared to
set aside a proportion of the revenue from the Canal for its development
and discuss ‘tolls for a fixed number of years’. They were also prepared to
recognise SCUA and the payment of dues by its members to the Association.
This represented the essence of the principles that Eden wanted as part of
a settlement of the crisis.
Lloyd also raised the question of free passage for Israeli ships, definite
‘that no new agreement in regard to the Canal was possible which did not
clear that matter up’.70 Unaware of Eden’s and Lloyd’s thinking, Abba Eban,
the Israeli Ambassador to the UN, subsequently argued that ‘Britain and
France were merely going through the motions of diplomatic remedy.’71 He
suggested that ‘[i]f there was any real evidence that Egypt would use the
Canal as an “instrument of unilateral national policy”, it lay in the prolonged
Egyptian blockade of Israeli shipping after the Security Council’s resolution
of 1951 had ruled the restrictions to be illegal.’ Britain, France and the US
did not want to turn the Canal dispute into another chapter of the ArabIsraeli dispute by including the Israeli delegate in the debate.72 However,
while Eban understood this logic, he, unexplainably, did not understand
why Lloyd included Israeli rights in his discussions with Fawzi, keen as the
British were to demonstrate the international basis of objection to the Egyptian
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action of nationalising the Canal. It has been suggested that Eden added
this proviso, during the Egypt Committee meeting of 10 October, to pre-empt
any conciliation by the Egyptians, but the decision to include the question
of free passage for Israeli ships had already been made by Lloyd for a much
different reason: reinternationalisation of the Canal remained the uncompromisable objective.73 Dulles showed the importance he put on the issue,
remarking to the press ‘that there is little chance of a settlement so long a[s]
it is possible for any nation to use the Canal “as an instrument of its distinct
national policy”’.74 Here was an area where Eden believed he agreed with
Dulles; he wrote to Lloyd: ‘[w]e are surely entitled to full United States support
over this’.75 Despite the confusion over the American position during the
previous few weeks, the Prime Minister believed that the two governments
agreed over their ultimate objective for a peaceful resolution of the crisis,
and while he had rejected the need for any US support, he preferred to keep
them on side to maximise his chances of successfully resolving the crisis.
Eden’s next communication to Lloyd ‘endorsed [his ] handling of this
very difficult situation’. The Egypt Committee had particularly agreed with
Lloyd’s direction with regard to the payment of dues and his ‘extremely
guarded’ conduct.76 It was important to keep Nasser guessing to maintain
the maximum pressure upon the Egyptians, particularly with negotiations
continuing, so that any discussions could be conducted from a position of
strength with the threat of force in the background. Eden urged Lloyd to
gain Dulles’s support for this line. Typically, the Prime Minister emphasised
the need for speed, hoping to conclude the discussion in the Security Council
by the end of the week, 14 October. In addition, he reaffirmed the close
working with the French.77 Eden had begun to realise that, as Lennox-Boyd
had warned in August, the situation could bring down the Government and
end his career.78 However, the immediate problems did not come from the
Egyptians, French or Israelis, but the Americans. Eden complained to Lloyd
that the Americans still had not agreed to the opening of a bank account to
receive dues paid to SCUA. As the Prime Minister continued, ‘[w]e can make
no real progress until this is done’.79 Lloyd reported that the US would not
pay any dues until SCUA had an administrator. Unfortunately, the proposed
candidate, a Dutch diplomat, was refusing to be put forward.80 Once again,
what little progress had been made appeared short-lived and Eden became
frustrated by the bureaucracy and by Dulles’s stalling.
Despite having publicly introduced a working model for a users’ association,
Dulles had done little to make it work. He never negotiated with the British
to develop a precise strategy, as Logan recalled:
The idea of them [Dulles and Lloyd] sitting down and working out what
to do next is not quite true. The trouble with Dulles through this period
was that he kept coming up with bright ideas and Lloyd would say, ‘Let’s
have a look at this,’ and then two days later we would find that Dulles
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had gone off at a tangent and abandoned most of the suggestions he had
made earlier. Lloyd had great difficulty on catching up with him on matters
of substance and had the impression in the end that Dulles was playing
for time by producing new ideas to keep us busy.81
The truth was not that Dulles was too much an intellectual butterfly but
that the UK and US started from different assumptions as to what SCUA was
supposed to be. Eden and Lloyd remained determined to make the Security
Council work.82 Lloyd suggested a temporary British administrator for
SCUA, but these problems were then superseded by Fawzi’s change of heart.
In the next private meeting between Lloyd, Fawzi and Pineau, chaired by
Hammarskjøld, Fawzi announced dramatic changes to the Egyptian position.
These immediately destroyed the apparent success of the previous Security
Council meetings and put back the chances of a settlement along the lines
of the 1888 Convention and resolutions of the London conferences. Most
importantly, Fawzi could not accept that SCUA should be part of the administration of the Canal and that Egypt would have to maintain control of the
pilotage.83 He had shown that Eden’s own vision for a peaceful solution was
wholly unacceptable. Openly disappointed, Lloyd asked for answers to his
points raised in discussion with Fawzi within twenty-four hours, otherwise
‘there was nothing doing’. In his communication to Eden, he agreed that
the Security Council operation should be wound up by the end of the
week.84 Lloyd and Eden were attempting to force the pace of the negotiation
with the Egyptians but were, in reality, prepared to continue progressive discussion over any length of time. Lloyd was committed to making the Security
Council work and negotiating a settlement.85 Eden had been dubious that
a suitable solution could be drawn from the Security Council meetings
but when he began to see the progress being made, his telegrams to
Lloyd reflected both his belief in the possibility of a UN inspired settlement,
and in Lloyd as a negotiator. By 10 October, however, the chances of such
a diplomatic settlement had substantially decreased.
Lloyd’s and Eden’s problems were increased by the French attitude, in
particular that of Pineau. At first, the Foreign Secretary did not understand
his position, commenting: ‘I continue to act in the closest association with
Pineau although he has a bad cold and his contribution during our meetings
with Fawzi were [sic] limited to “je suis d’accord avec M. Lloyd”.’86 However,
he soon concluded: ‘I doubt whether Pineau really believes that a peaceful
settlement is possible and I am not entirely convinced that he wants one.’87
The British and the French may have been on the same side of the table but
they still had very different views. Despite having gone along with events,
Pineau had suddenly begun having concerns, which were being expressed
by the French Ambassador, Chauvel, to the Foreign Office.88 Logan was
adamant that Lloyd had had more trouble with Pineau than Fawzi in New
York.89 The British were not the only ones to have formed this perception of
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Pineau. Hammarskjøld had told Fawzi that he had pointed out to Dulles
that ‘the situation had deteriorated owing to Pineau’s obstinacy’, while
Fawzi described Pineau as ‘very louche – less arrogant [than before] but
more mysterious’.90 Pineau had a different agenda. During the time that the
Security Council was in session, he met with General Yehoshafat Harkavi,
the Israeli chief of military intelligence and General Maurice Challe.91 In his
memoirs, Pineau alleged that his behaviour reflected an attempt to make
a secret deal with the Egyptians to safeguard Israeli rights of passage
through the Canal and the Gulf in return for concessions over the handling
of dues.92 However, Lloyd had already made provision for Israeli navigational
rights, and Pineau was trying to delay proceedings at the Security Council in
an attempt to frustrate Eden into action. He continued to press Eden
through Chauvel, who was ordered to express Pineau’s main anxiety that
Lloyd was being ‘drawn away into unsatisfactory waters’.93 Pineau’s obstinacy
and increased pressure, through the French Ambassador in London, demonstrated that he did not believe that Eden would make the decision to use
force.
The French concerns were justified. The Prime Minister, buoyed by the
optimism of Lloyd’s reports with regard to Fawzi’s attitude, pushed on for
an agreement, whilst remaining flexible. Such was his belief in the possibility
of a solution that, after a meeting held at Number 10 on the 11th, he
remained convinced that negotiations should continue and that the timetable
for discussion should be extended: ‘[t]he Foreign Secretary should be told
that, provided the present pressure was maintained on the Egyptian representatives in these negotiations, he should not feel himself bound to terminate the discussions by the end of this week if at the time it appears that
a satisfactory agreement would shortly be obtained.’94 On the same day,
despite Fawzi’s apparent volte-face of the 10th, the Egyptian began to suggest specifics with regard to a users’ association. Excited at the potential for
the beginnings of a solution, Eden cabled Lloyd: ‘You seem now to have
some hope of securing our first sanction: the payment of dues through
SCUA. That would be something in the bag. But the second sanction is vital.
If you cannot secure something . . . we or you must think of something
else.’95 Eden still had not decided to go to war. It appeared to the Prime
Minister that an acceptable peaceful settlement could be reached but he
was careful not to overcompromise on his vision for a settlement which
he had consistently confined within the parameters of the 1888 Treaty and
the resolutions of the two London conferences. Even despite the problems
Lloyd had faced during the Security Council discussions, Eden remained
hopeful that a negotiated settlement could be achieved.
Lloyd’s troubles with Pineau continued as the Frenchman’s cold ‘translated
itself into a fever and his influence upon our discussions [became] almost
entirely negative’. Pineau actively tried to denigrate any discussions at the
UN in an attempt to prevent the chance of a peaceful settlement. ‘[D]eeply
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disturbed’ by his attitude, Lloyd reported: ‘I am doing my best to keep him
in line, but he seems determined (a) to prevent any agreement, (b) to
present our negotiations in the worst possible light, (c) to end up with an
expression of opinion by the Security Council which would tie our
hands.’96 Lloyd’s last comment reflected his fear that the UN provided the
last substantial hope of procuring a peaceful settlement. If Pineau
prevented the Security Council meetings from producing an acceptable
solution to Egypt, Britain and France, then Lloyd knew that the only options
left were to resort to force, as Cabinet had agreed on 27 July, or to allow
Nasser’s nationalisation to go unchallenged. That Pineau had to go to such
lengths to try to weaken the effect of the meetings, suggested he feared that
the British wanted a negotiated solution to the crisis and therefore had not
decided upon the use of force. Yet, in spite of Pineau’s actions, Lloyd still
received concessions from Fawzi which gave him hope. ‘Egypt would leave
the Users to organize themselves as they wished . . . [and] would recognise
the Association and . . . accept the dues paid through it.’97 This fulfilled
Eden’s hopes.
It has then been assumed that on the following day Lloyd and Fawzi
accepted the ‘Six Principles’ for operation of the Canal.98 As Lloyd summarised
them, these were:
1. That there should be free and open transit through the Canal without
discrimination overt or covert.
2. That the operation of the Canal should be insulated from the politics
of any one country.
3. That the level of dues should be fixed by agreement between users and
owners.
4. That a fair proportion of the dues should be allotted to development.
5. That affairs between the Suez Canal Company and the Egyptian Government should be settled by arbitration with suitable terms of reference and suitable provision for the payment of sums found to be due.
6. As a sixth principle I suggested respect for Egyptian sovereignty.99
However, despite Lloyd’s immediate optimism that ‘I did not think there
would be very much difficulty in agreeing upon those principles’, he went
on to express his fears. The problem was how to implement the principles,
and here there were three ‘main ingredients’ over which Lloyd ‘wanted
more than vague statements’.100 As he recalled, ‘[i]t was on that that the talks
became vaguer and vaguer’.101 The apparent agreement of the afternoon
meeting belied the signs of retreat by Fawzi ‘on what insulation from the
politics of one country meant’ and the technicalities of ‘recourse, which had
been the term for acts of enforcement’.102 Despite their potential, the Security Council meetings floundered as the specific implementation of the
‘Six Principles’ could not be agreed.
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Eden considered that there were now three alternatives on which the British
might proceed. Negotiations could continue with Fawzi, possibly after an
adjournment. The Prime Minister could authorise the end of negotiation
and offer an amended version of the resolution, as had been suggested by
Paul-Henri Spaak, the Belgian Foreign Minister. Lastly, he could suggest
reverting to the original resolution and have a vote on it. Most important
was that the French must be in agreement with the line of action, to the point
that a weekend adjournment would be better than a split.103 To complicate
the timetable, Pineau had decided that he had to leave the next day, 13
October, and Lloyd believed that he could not continue the private discussions
after Pineau had left New York.104 Lloyd believed that a resolution put to the
vote would be better than a negotiating committee, knowing that a resolution
would get nine out of eleven votes in the Security Council. Spaak thought
he could get the Egyptians to acquiesce with his resolution which would
presumably leave no reason for the Soviets to veto it. Whatever the scenario,
Lloyd believed that ‘[e]ven if it were vetoed the support given by a large
majority in the Council for provisional measures should strengthen our
position in SCUA and make it more difficult for the Egyptians to discriminate
against SCUA ships’.105 Reassured by this and Lloyd’s belief that ‘Pineau
is not willing to stay beyond Sunday’, Eden agreed that ‘[a] resolution is
clearly the best as long as we are in line with the French’.106 Eden grasped at
the straw of maintaining any support for SCUA but had also already prepared
to go to Paris on Sunday to talk with Mollet, should this be necessary.107
Despite Pineau’s spoiling of the discussions, the Prime Minister believed
that he must maintain solidarity with the French to back any resolution
that the Security Council might endorse. Eden understood the weakness of
Britain’s world position, understanding that he could not expect to press
Nasser into reinternationalising the Canal without wider international support.
For this reason, he maintained discussion with the French, as he had advocated
on 27 July, because they were the other country most affected by the Egyptian
expropriation of the Canal after Britain.108 This would demonstrate to
Nasser the solidarity of the two most affected countries and, Eden hoped,
provide the base from which much wider international support could build
to press Nasser into relinquishing his sole control of the Canal. However,
despite Hammarskjøld’s optimism, a workable agreement over control of
the Canal remained a long way away and so the Prime Minister maintained
the pressures on Egypt that he had adopted at the beginning of the crisis.109
On 12 October, Hammarskjøld announced agreement on the six principles
but Lloyd was quick, both in his speech at the Security Council and in his
report to London, to warn against ‘exaggerated optimism’. He ‘said there
were wide gaps between Egypt and ourselves . . . [but believed] that it can
fairly be acclaimed as a substantial victory for us’. He reiterated the need to
get as strong a resolution as possible and that the Soviet veto was of little
consequence. The next stage of the discussion would be tricky but Fawzi
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had ‘offered to go in a day or two anywhere in Europe we like (except Paris
and perhaps London)’.110 The ‘six principles’ provided a serious problem for
the British in that they did not cover reinternationalisation of the Canal,
which had been the cornerstone of their aims for resolving the crisis. In
addition, they did not provide the means to exert economic pressure on
Nasser through withholding transit dues. However, the fundamental sticking
point remained that there existed no agreement about how the limited principles would be implemented.111 Lloyd also recognised that there was criticism
that Britain and France had abandoned the principle for which they came to
the UN. He proposed that there should be some backing of the 18-Power
proposals, such as a paragraph in the resolution, even if it might lead to
a Soviet veto.112 This importance, and the importance that Eden now put on
it, was reflected in the redraft of the proposed resolution produced by the
French and British officials.113 The Middle East (Official) Committee had
considered the possibility of a more flexible system than the 1888 Convention.
Eden filed the results of the meeting, which: ‘concluded that the existing
Convention should not be tampered with. If a new Convention were negotiated there was a danger that some of the existing provisions of value
would be qualified and others, less favourable to us, reinforced.’ This had
been the Prime Minister’s attitude over the previous negotiations, typified
by the Menzies Mission, and justified his position. Significantly, the committee
believed that ‘[n]o firm proposals for a settlement on Egypt’s part could yet
be said to exist’.114 Independently Eden and the Middle East (Official) Committee had reached the same conclusion. It suggested that his analysis of the
situation had not been exaggerated to give himself an excuse to use force, as
has been insinuated. The failure to procure a settlement at this stage did not
force Eden to initiate the military option and was further supported by his
continued belief that a solution could be reached from the Security Council
meetings, embodied in his encouragement to Lloyd and Pineau’s impatience
with him.
Eisenhower had also been impressed by the apparent progress at the Security
Council with the potential of the six principles. On 11 October he had given
another press conference during which he had unintentionally weakened the
bargaining position of the British, announcing: ‘There is nothing in the
world that I wouldn’t do to preserve peace with justice . . . Just to win a peace
by saying, “well we won’t fight right now” is not good enough although as
you are talking and not fighting that is a gain. But what I am saying is, as
long as you can get a peace based on justice, I would go anywhere, do anything
in the effort to do so.’115 At a time when Britain was relying on negotiating
from a position of strength, and Nasser knew that Britain had no strength
without the US, this further undermined the British position. This was particularly disappointing because, while the framework of an agreement had
been reached, pressure was needed to induce ratification of the specifics of
an accord. The President’s remarks had specifically weakened the British
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position because Fawzi assumed them to be indicative of the American
position. After Eisenhower learned that Hammarskjøld had announced
agreement at the UN of the six principles, he remarked, at another press
conference:
Egypt, Britain and France have met through their Foreign Ministers and
agreed on a set of principles on which to negotiate, and it looks like here
is a very great crisis that is behind us. I do not mean to say that we are
completely out of the woods, but I talked to the Secretary of State . . . and
I will tell you that in both his heart and mine at least there is a very great
prayer of thanksgiving.116
Once again, the American position was morally reasonable, and not distinct
from that of the British. However, being a public, rather than a private statement, it weakened the British hope of bargaining from a position of
strength, with the threat of force in the background. Lloyd was particularly
‘disgusted’, and ‘spoke strongly to Dulles’.117 Dulles was taken aback by
Lloyd’s rebuke ‘and murmured something about not paying too much
attention to what people said in the middle of an election campaign’.118
However, the real effect of Eisenhower’s statement came out in the continued
discussions at the Security Council, where Fawzi, ‘with obvious pleasure’,
quoted Eisenhower and ‘clearly felt that the pressure was off’.119 Any chance
of an immediate agreement at the UN now seemed to have disappeared. The
British negotiating position had been weakened by the Americans and the
French. Pineau, in particular, had been obstructive to the private discussions
under the auspices of the Security Council. His delaying tactics had protracted
the talks limiting their effectiveness at a time when Fawzi had appeared, to
Lloyd, to be showing signs of accepting an agreement.120 Now the Egyptians
were no longer prepared to make the compromises that would have ensured
a settlement along the lines of the 1888 Convention which Eden had long
sought. The British would have to settle for a resolution at the Security
Council which might help unite opinion against Nasser.
Despite the apparent American optimism, amply demonstrated in Eisenhower’s letter arriving 12 October, Lloyd then found himself in a very difficult
position as both Pineau and Dulles began to create problems.121 With regard
to the resolution to be presented to the Security Council, Pineau ‘strongly
objected to [the] idea of putting the 18-Power proposals before the principles’
leaving Lloyd no option but to comply to ‘preserve Anglo-French unity’.122
Only the day before, Pineau had told The Daily Telegraph that the talks were
making no progress.123 However, although already alerted to Dulles’s attitude
toward the payment of dues from an earlier meeting, Lloyd was left reporting:
‘I have never seen anyone so anxious to denigrate his own child as Dulles
with S.C.U.A.’124 Privately the Foreign Secretary noted: ‘[W ]e found ourselves
in complete disagreement on the future of SCUA. He denied that he had
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ever intended SCUA to be a means of bringing pressure to bear upon the
Egyptians. He said that he could not agree to the dues being paid to SCUA
unless a very large proportion perhaps 90 per cent were handed on to the
Egyptians. We ended with a flat disagreement on the matter.’125 Nutting
expressed Eden’s fears at the Egypt Committee meeting of 8 October.126 The
vast differences in intent that had always been part of the SCUA proposals
finally came into the open.
Pineau was also adamant about the payment of dues but when asked for
further ideas replied that ‘he would have to spend the whole of next week in
the French Chamber and he thought that the interchanges should be
resumed in two or three weeks time at some convenient place in Europe’.127
The French Foreign Minister agreed with the British attitude toward using
the withholding of the transit dues to press Nasser into reinternationalising
the Canal but he refused to provide or support an argument against Dulles’s
position and suggested protracting the discussions. This development was
a deliberate ploy by Pineau, who Eden considered to be usually ‘impatient
of diplomatic detail’.128 In complete contrast, Pineau, following his own
agenda, had decided to extend the time taken for the negotiations. Dulles
was also ‘unimpressed’ and ‘had taken a very poor view of Pineau’.129 The
Frenchman continued to play for time, hoping for the opportunity to use
force to remove Nasser and frustrate Eden’s hopes of a peaceful settlement.
The Prime Minister received Lloyd’s communication, having returned to
Chequers from the Party Conference, and was shocked and bemused: ‘I cannot
understand Pineau’s objections to the proposal of my colleagues and
myself . . . You give no reason for this attitude. I do not know the present
form of the resolution but I must ask you to make every effort to meet the
points we put to you this morning, even if this should involve an adjournment
of the meeting.’130 Eden continued to believe that the discussions at the
Security Council still offered the best way of resolving the dispute. Eisenhower
added to the Prime Minister’s problems, unable to agree to a joint public
statement on Anglo-American nuclear collaboration that Eden had
requested on 5 October, the latest in a long series to get the UK a higher profile
on this key issue.131 However, the Security Council began to look more
promising when, during the evening meeting, Pineau went even further
than Lloyd ‘in suggesting that further talks would be useful’ and then, with
another apparent change of heart, Dulles gave ‘full backing to our resolution
and the 18-Power proposals’.132 With Anglo-American backing the chances
of a settlement had once again increased, despite the lack of any concrete
proposals. However, Pineau knew that Mollet had arranged for a ‘delegation’
to be sent to Eden, on the 14th, to persuade him to adopt force.133 The Foreign
Minister could now afford to appear compliant with the Security Council
negotiations, having protracted them in an attempt to frustrate Eden.
On the evening of 13 October, the British and French resolution was
voted on by the Security Council. Part I, the ‘six principles’ originated by
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Lloyd, was supported by all eleven members. Part II, the 18-Power proposals,
was supported by nine of the eleven countries, as predicted. The Soviet
Union and Yugoslavia voted against and the Soviet veto killed the resolution.134
Lloyd believed that this was as much as could have been expected and
suggested preparation for ‘further interchanges with Egypt without a time
limit’.135 The Prime Minister could have refused such a suggestion but,
consistent with his belief in a peaceful solution, he pressed on for a negotiated
settlement. Eden congratulated the Foreign Secretary and continued to support
further mediation and discussion:
should not we and the French now approach the Egyptians and ask them
whether they are prepared to meet and discuss in confidence with us on
the basis of the second half of the resolution which the Russians vetoed?
If they say yes, then it is for consideration whether we and the French
meet somewhere, e.g. Geneva.136
Eden had always backed negotiation, as long as he believed that it could be
progressive. His belief in the Security Council discussions remained.
Although Britain had US support at this moment, the Prime Minister could
no longer rely on the Americans and so knew that he must maintain unity
with the French, both in an attempt to pressure the Egyptians and to keep
an ally, should a forceful resolution be required. Shortly before the meeting,
he telegraphed Lloyd, unaware of the French offer:137
I should have thought it desirable that we and the French should discuss
all this [continued talks] fully very soon, perhaps Tuesday [16 October],
and my present feeling is that I would have liked Mollet and myself to be
in it with you and Pineau. I leave it to your discretion how far you have
a preliminary talk with Pineau about these suggestions.138
Mollet had telephoned Eden on Saturday, 13 October, to arrange for
a visit to Chequers by Albert Gazier, Acting French Foreign Minister, ‘with
a very special message from himself’.139 Gazier consequently flew into
London on the Sunday but brought a surprise companion, introduced as
‘M. Challe of the Prime Minister’s personal staff’, who was in fact General
Maurice Challe of the General Staff.140 Eden had not foreseen what the
visit was trying to achieve. Only the night before, alerted to the sudden
delivery of seventy-five Mystère fighter aircraft by France to Israel, Eden,
‘very worried’, had believed that the French might have set the Israelis up
to attack Jordan.141 The visit remained shrouded in secrecy. The French
Ambassador was instructed not to accompany the group to Chequers
because, as Gazier explained, since the mission was to berate Eden about
Lloyd’s attitude in New York, it was unsuitable that the Ambassador
should be present.142
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By mid-afternoon the French had gone most of the way to convincing
Eden to embark on a joint operation against Egypt, with France and Israel.
After some debate and verbal fencing, Challe outlined a ‘possible plan of
action’:
Israel should be invited to attack Egypt across the Sinai Peninsula and
that France and Britain, having given the Israeli forces enough time to
seize all or most of Sinai, should then order ‘both sides’ to withdraw their
forces from the Suez Canal, in order to permit an Anglo-French force to
intervene and occupy the Canal on the pretext of saving it from damage
by fighting. Thus the two powers would be able to claim to be ‘separating
the combatants’ and ‘extinguishing a dangerous fire’, while actually seizing
control of the entire waterway and of its terminal ports. Port Said and
Suez. This would not only restore the running of the Canal to AngloFrench management, but, by putting us physically in control of the
terminal ports – a position which Egypt had hitherto always held – it
would enable us to supervise all shipping movements through the Canal
and so break the Egyptian blockade of Israel.143
The Prime Minister remained non-committal, suggesting that he would
reply early next week, probably Tuesday, 16 October.144 That Eden did not
agree immediately demonstrated that he had not already decided upon
force and was not merely looking for a casus belli. It also represented Eden’s
vision of ‘collective government’, with the need to pass any plans before his
most senior advisers, before any decision could be made. However, as Millard,
who was also present, remembered, Eden was ‘intrigued’ by the plan,
particularly after the recent American unreliability.145 It was this interest
that would lead Eden to agree to collusion and ultimately bring about his
own downfall. The seeds of an alternative solution had been sown. The
Prime Minister saw the Challe plan as the way forward despite his failure to
commit to the French. He now required Cabinet agreement on this policy.
In Eden’s mind, the decision to use force had been made.
The option had never been more than a possibility but it now offered
a way out for an overworked, overtired, ill and now uninspired leader. Reinternationalisation of the Canal remained imperative to the Prime Minister.
SCUA had proved unsuccessful and the move to the UN had now become
a dead end. For Eden, negotiation had left him staring at the same problem
that he had faced in July: Nasser still controlled the Suez Canal, threatening
Britain’s oil supplies. Several key factors came together on the 14th to end
Eden’s pursuit of a peaceful settlement. Now cornered by the French, Israelis,
the British public, his own party and the media, he recalled Lloyd from New
York. However, this apparently open rejection of the possibility of a negotiated
settlement is misleading. Lloyd had not shown any real signs of formalising
an agreement with Fawzi, and as Millard recalled: ‘I am not sure that Fawzi
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had actually accepted it in writing [or] whether he would have been able to
sell them to Nasser.’146 In his report to Eden, which arrived on 15 October,
Lloyd justified the ‘debit side’ of the situation, proving to Eden that a settlement was not yet in sight:
We are now committed to further interchanges with the Egyptians without
a time limit and the Egyptians will now feel that the critical phase is
past . . . The limited progress we have made here may encourage feeling of
over-optimism which will make it more difficult for us to take a firm line
with the Egyptians in the more difficult negotiations which are yet to
come before a final settlement can be reached. The extraordinarily naive
statement by President Eisenhower is the nearest example of this.147
The Manchester Guardian, the most pacifist and supportive of negotiation
among the newspapers, had led on the 13th with one of the headlines:
‘STILL BIG DIFFERENCES’.148 Always the most ardent advocate of a peaceful
solution amongst the press, the newspaper agreed with Lloyd, Eden and
other editorials that a UN-inspired settlement was not possible.149
Eden had practical difficulties that could be quickly redressed by a military
operation with the French. The military build-up had had to be maintained
in case of action. This had caused strenuous and quite often unhealthy
conditions for the reservists, 24 of whom had been arrested for protesting
on 1 October.150 Millard explained Eden’s thinking: ‘It did offer a way out of
a dilemma because the military operation had been mounted and was sitting
waiting to be launched. Obviously you couldn’t keep that waiting for very
long. Reservists couldn’t be kept hanging about. They either had to go back
to their jobs or be used.’151 The supplies of the reservists had run down
considerably and scurvy was breaking out.152 Beyond that there was an
increase in tension as they remained on alert for a possible conflict but
without any orders or news. The tail wagging the dog was another facet of
the Suez Crisis, underscoring Eden’s lack of control. Britain’s military were
in no position to deal with this sort of dilemma: ‘Britain had the capacity to
deal with Mau Mau or with the Doomsday, with an atomic war, we did not
have plans for a little local episode in the Eastern Mediterranean.’153 It was
not just a case of strategy: financially Britain could not keep an army including
reservists up and ready for long periods.154 On 11 October, a Staff Conference
had deferred a statement concerning the military preparations and the
reservists, until the next week (beginning 15 October).155 In addition, the
‘Winter Plan’, developed to replace ‘Musketeer Revise’, was authorised by
the Chiefs of Staff on 12 October, to take effect on 1 November. This meant
that an invasion could not be mounted until spring of 1957.156 Although D-day
of the contingency plan had been constantly revised and remained flexible
to take account of political decisions, the possibility that the crisis could
continue for another three to four months was now unacceptable to Eden.
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The military were on alert and ready for action. The Prime Minister believed
that the nationalisation of the Canal, if not reversed, would mean the end
for both himself and the Government.157 A matter of national security, the
Suez Crisis had now become a question of political survival.
The largest influence on Eden came from within the Conservative Party
and, in particular, the Suez Group.158 Their pressure had steadily increased,
building to a crescendo at the party conference at Llandudno, 11–13 October.
The right wing had used the media, with supporters such as Colin Coote,
the editor, and Malcolm Muggeridge, the leader writer at The Daily Telegraph,
and Randolph Churchill in the Evening Standard and the Daily Express. ‘[A]ll
these anti-Munich people turned against Eden, thought he was hopeless . . .
So this element in the Conservative Party began to be pro-Macmillan, looking
upon him as the best hope.’159 The Suez Group’s support for Macmillan, the
leading ‘hawk’ within the Government, demonstrated that Eden, in contrast,
believed in a peaceful settlement, or was at least more reluctant to turn to
force, which was unacceptable to the hardliners. In addition to Eden’s
problems, the Private Secretary Bishop recalled how the Prime Minister ‘felt
that there were others outside the Government who were deliberately trying
to erode his position’, while Millard believed that:
Eden felt himself vulnerable because he had signed the agreement on the
withdrawal from the Canal Zone and the right wing of the Conservative
Party had said that he was throwing away our position and that this was
yet another retreat from Empire. He was therefore vulnerable on Suez
because it would be seen as the direct consequences of withdrawal from
the Canal Zone. He felt perhaps more vulnerable on this issue than he
needed to, and he attached too much importance to the opinion of people
who didn’t really matter very much, like the Suez Group, people like
Julian Amery, Biggs-Davidson, Charles Waterhouse and so on, and also
to the popular press. He was sensitive to that sort of thing.160
As Millard continued, he believed that there was a concerted campaign
waged against Eden from within the Conservative Party by ‘[t]he old sort
of Churchillians’.161 Churchill privately encouraged this.162 His attitude
towards the withdrawal was summed up when he said to Lord Moran: ‘It
serves Anthony right. He has inherited what he let me in for.’163 Churchill
had made it quite clear ‘that he was dead against what Anthony was doing’,
in closing down the base.164 Churchill had sent private messages congratulating
Amery, one of the unofficial heads of the Suez Group, for his attacks on
Eden’s position in his parliamentary speeches.165 The former Prime Minister
had begun to regret his decision to nominate Eden as his successor.166 Those
who were now pushing beyond a whispering campaign ‘were nostalgic for
the past and loyal to the old leader’.167 This action increased in volume as
the Suez Crisis deepened, culminating in the pressure at the party conference.
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David Pitblado, who had served with Eden to the end of 1955, had never
thought of the Suez Group as a thorn in Eden’s side but by October 1956 it
had become a serious problem for the Prime Minister.168 Shuckburgh
believed that Eden ‘was looking over his shoulder at the party all the time,
and that was one of the tragedies, which, in my opinion, largely drove him
to the Suez disaster’. As he continued: ‘I think Churchill has a heavy responsibility over that.’169 In addition, eventually succeeding Churchill, Eden
always had the added pressure of immediate comparison, from every member
of the public and Parliament.170 This had been the reason why the Prime
Minister had not consulted or publicly used Churchill during the election
campaign of 1955. He wanted to show the public that he could take the
reins from Churchill and lead the country his own way.171 In addition, he
wanted to keep his policy separate from that of the belligerent Churchill.
Only the day before the visit of the French Minister for Social Affairs, the
Deputy to French Chief of General Staff, Gazier, and Challe, on 13 October,
Eden had been to the Conservative Party Conference at Llandudno where
both he and Nutting, deputising for Lord Salisbury, had made ‘rumbustious’
and belligerent speeches. Referring to Eisenhower’s press comment, he said,
‘I agree with those words. We should all take them as our text. That is why
we have always said that with us force is the last resort, but it cannot be
excluded. Therefore, we have refused to say that in no circumstances would
we ever use force. No responsible Government could ever give such
a pledge.’172 Amery revealed that the French had sent messages to the Suez
Group ‘asking us to put on the heat because they didn’t think Eden would
go ahead. We had a meeting and went there [to the Party Conference]
determined to turn it on, which we did.’173 Eden’s toughened line led to
rapturous applause, as did Nutting’s speech, leaving him to write to Lloyd:
‘The Party Conference went extremely well this week. I have never known
our people in such good heart.’174 Buoyed by his successful line, on the 14th
Eden was handed the opportunity to turn hard words into a reality that he
believed would ensure his and the Government’s political survival. The
dilemma of his decision to use force was also revealed by the lack of confidence
that the French, Israelis and Egyptians had in him. Such had been his peaceful
line that, as Amery recalled: ‘They [the Egyptians] had no confidence in
Anthony either and nor had the French or the Israelis or indeed Nuri. All
the time they were wondering if he meant business.’ This was consistent
with the frequent doubts of the French military.175 As Amery continued, by
October, ‘I think that all the time people who thought like me were getting
worried, [wondering], “Were we going to give in again?”’176 This reflected
the earlier misjudgement and realisation of Eden’s policy. The Prime Minister’s
development of contingency plans had given Churchill, the Suez Group and
the French reason to believe that he would resolve the crisis with military
action. His ultimate use of force reiterated this mistaken view. However,
they quickly realised that his attempts at negotiation were sincere and
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forced them to pressure the Prime Minister, ensuring the solution that they
wanted. If Eden had wanted to employ force before 14 October, he would
have enlisted the support of these groups to implement a military solution,
or at least privately allayed their fears, promising to invoke one at a suitable
moment. Instead, he antagonised them with his pacifism and vacillation,
only succumbing to their pressure three months into the crisis when he
believed that the chances of a negotiated settlement had disappeared.
In addition to pressure from these right-wing groups, Eden’s advisers
either advocated the use of force or offered no alternatives. At the beginning
of the crisis, Eden believed he had little need for advice on foreign policy,
one private secretary remembering his surprise when one day Eden had
actually asked his opinion on foreign affairs.177 His limited channels of
advice came from Kirkpatrick, and the Cabinet Secretary, Norman Brook,
both believers in the use of force.178 Kirkpatrick, despite being Permanent
Under-Secretary at the Foreign Office, held violently opposite views on the
use of force to the majority of the other members of the Department, while
Bishop recalled that Brook ‘had been in favour of that action [military
operation]’ and ‘did not dissent as an adviser from what was being done’.179
Principally referring to the eventual use of force, Shuckburgh revealed:
‘I think Kirkpatrick favoured it all. I think [he] believed that Eden was right
to stand up and be tough. I don’t think he thought he was right to stop the
operation, but I think he thought he was right to start.’180 Sir Denis Wright,
Assistant Under-Secretary at the Foreign Office, did not think that
Kirkpatrick ever wavered in his defence of the Government policy and,
shortly after the invasion, recorded in his diary: ‘I can’t help feeling that he
[Kirkpatrick] is partly to blame for all this.’181
In October, when Eden was mentally and physically exhausted, he found
himself surrounded by bellicose advice. The view of the Foreign Office had
been ‘tainted’ by Kirkpatrick. Eden was adamant that he was unaware of
Anthony Nutting’s opposition to the use of force. He had asked Nutting to
substitute for the belligerent Lord Salisbury at the Party Conference, and
Nutting had reiterated the Government’s firm resolution. Logan recalled
that it was only much later that Eden learnt that a number of Foreign Office
officials were considering tendering their resignations.182 Little opposition
to the ultimate use of force was heard. R. A. Butler, the Lord Privy Seal,
remained a leading dove but silent.183 As Powell said, referring to Butler’s
reaction to the plan of 14 October: ‘Butler behaved in typical Butlerian manner
of agonising over anything, wondering whether it was right or it wasn’t. He
certainly went through all that and expressed himself dubious about the
thing from time to time. But that was just the make up of the man.’184 This
dismissal of Butler’s reaction suggested that the Lord Privy Seal did not
openly resist the move to use force, as he continued publicly to support the
Government’s policy. It was not until much later that he dissented from
the action taken. Walter Monckton spoke out on two occasions, once in the
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Egypt Committee meeting of 24 August and once in the Cabinet Committee
meeting of 28 August.185 However, despite his amenable personality, both
friends and colleagues saw him as constantly complaining throughout his
ministerial career.186 He continued to sit on the Egypt Committee as Minister
of Defence until 18 October, when it became clear that Eden would use the
military.187 He did not even protest about the Port Said landing, and despite
disliking it, ‘never firmly expressed the opinion that it was wrong’.188 Even
if his disagreement had been taken at face value, he was the only senior
member of the Government to offer any adverse comments.
Eden recognised the need to provide a forceful deterrent to enable
a peaceful solution. He actively sought the answer through the US. The
Prime Minister hoped that it would set out a policy, but his attempt to tie
himself to the American lead, reacting to events, was eventually weakened
by his insecurity and the dissension within his party and the media. He
became increasingly disenchanted with Nasser and the lack of American
assistance.189 From late September and early October he tied himself closer
and closer to the French, unaware that they had been developing the germ
of a plan with the Israelis. Increasingly ill and still not recovered from surgery,
he ended three weeks of mounting doubts and vacillation over the possibility
of a diplomatic solution for the quick win that he had avoided since
July. This was not the same man who had been elected only 18 months
earlier. His attempts at negotiation from a position of strength had worried
Nasser. Yet this was worthless, in the long term, without much clearer international condemnation of Egypt’s actions.
Trapped, Eden was unable to fulfil his policy and find a solution to the
crisis by economic sanctions alone.190 The Americans had offered solutions
but had never ensured their implementation, undermining their own work
and that of Eden and Lloyd. The most distressing example of this was SCUA,
which Eden had believed could be used both as an authority to regain
international control of the Canal and as an economic sanction to weaken
Nasser’s position. Even after Eden’s realisation that the Americans would
not help implement the British version of SCUA, which he thought vital, he
continued to hope that they might place at least moral pressure on Nasser,
but Dulles continued to frustrate the Prime Minister by constantly changing
position. Confused, and now mentally weakened by recurrent bouts of
fever, hospitalisation and the rigours of crisis management, he was
surrounded by bellicose advice and even the threat of resignation from the
belligerent Macmillan.191 The French, who had been pushing for a military
solution since the beginning of the crisis, now increased that pressure on
Eden. They weakened the potential for a resolution in the Security Council
debates by filibustering whilst directly entreating the Prime Minister
through Ambassador Chauvel, Pineau and finally the Gazier/Challe mission.
The failure of the talks with the Egyptians in New York added to Eden’s
frustration. The right-wing pressure from the Suez Group also became
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more powerful during October, culminating in the call for a much stronger
resolution from the Government at the Llandudno conference. By 14 October,
all these pressures weighed heavily on Eden. With national economic and
strategic safety and political survival at stake, the Prime Minister succumbed
to the pressure, which his sensitivity had exaggerated. Military collusion
had finally been accepted as Britain’s resolution of the crisis by a man no
longer able to deal with the pressures about him.

6
Collusion: 15 October–25 October

From the Probability of Force to a Final Agreement
During the period 15 October to 25 October, Eden moved to a signed commitment of British troops and the final preparations for invasion of Egypt.
However, this could not be reached until he had secured the backing of his
senior ministers, reflecting his consistent belief in collective responsibility in
government.1 During this period there was an increase in the number
of meetings of the Government’s senior ministers and the further limitation
of the power of the Egypt Committee. With this transition came Eden’s use
of force to settle the Suez Crisis. Closely following the French offer, these
developments also testified to the timing of the Prime Minister’s decision in
favour of a military solution on 14 October.
Despite his promise to Gazier and Challe, Eden replied to the Frenchmen
‘non-committally that he would give these suggestions very careful thought
and would convey his reactions to Mollet early that week, after he had had
an opportunity to discuss them with certain of his colleagues’.2 This did not
represent a commitment to the French, as he had already proposed to meet
Mollet on the Tuesday, ignorant of the extent of Franco-Israeli planning.3
However, it reflected his interest in the plan and, consequently, the need to
have the agreement of at least his senior colleagues to unite the Cabinet; so
he convened a ministerial meeting for the morning of the 16th.4 Despite the
Prime Minister’s decision of 14 October, to use force to settle the crisis, the
French had left Chequers almost as uncertain as to Eden’s commitment to
a forceful solution as when they had arrived. The sudden rise in the number
of these ministerial meetings suggested that now, in mid-October, he had
become intent on the use of force, as he tried to gain the support of his
senior ministers and develop a plan of action. In the thirteen days between
14 October and 26 October, 1956, Eden attended nineteen high-level meetings
with senior ministers (as a group), including three Cabinet Meetings, one
Egypt Committee Meeting and one Defence Committee Meeting. This
compared with fifty-nine in the previous seventy-nine days of the crisis.
145
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During the same period Eden held fourteen private ministerial meetings in
thirteen days, after only twelve in the preceding seventy-nine days. The Prime
Minister required reassurance and advice to employ the solution that now
not only appeared justifiable but had the potential machinery for its
implementation.
The Security Council moves were deadlocked. Before he left, Lloyd agreed for
Hammarskjøld, Pineau, Fawzi and himself to meet in Geneva on 29 October.5
However, nothing more could be done until, Pineau said, he could free himself
from his commitment in the National Assembly.6 Eden believed that
negotiations had now become too protracted, and, influenced by Pineau’s
inability to attend the discussions for an indefinite period, thought that
they should now be deferred in favour of a more immediate solution: force.
Nutting wanted to convince Eden otherwise, but had been ‘at a loss to
know how to tackle him’, adamant as the Prime Minister appeared in his
quest to turn the meeting of the 14th into a real attempt to remove Nasser.7
However, Nutting remained the only dissenting voice. Archibald Ross, the
Assistant Under-Secretary for the Middle East at the Foreign Office, and
Kirkpatrick outlined objections to the Challe plan for Nutting’s benefit. Yet,
this did not represent their own opinions, nor was it a representation from
the Foreign Office.8 Nutting later complained to Sir Denis Wright that
Kirkpatrick was much to blame for the Suez disaster because he ‘didn’t support
him in the crucial Cabinet meeting in mid-Oct. when the French Plan was
discussed’.9 At the crucial moment there was no opposition to the Prime
Minister’s interest in the Challe plan from his senior officials and ministers.
Eden’s mind now became set and Nutting quickly realised ‘the Prime Minister
was not going to be gainsaid’.10 This contrasted with Nutting’s earlier
attempts to influence Eden, suggesting that until this point, he believed that
the Prime Minister could be ‘gainsaid’ and hence that the use of force had
not been definitely decided upon. From 14 October, Nutting no longer
believed that he could affect Eden because the decision to use force had now
been made. The change of pace, and hence the decision to act immediately,
was indicated by Roger Makins, who, returning from Washington to his new
appointment as Joint Permanent Secretary of the Treasury on 15 October, ‘was
astonished to find that neither Eden nor Lloyd nor even my new Minister,
Macmillan, had wanted to see me .. . and to ask my assessment of the American
position on Suez’.11 Once again, the inner circle of senior ministers had
retreated within its own advice and were unprepared to discuss the machinations of their meetings with civil servants, other than a selected few.12 This
increasingly narrow circle of advisers led to the development of a misunderstanding of Eden and his intentions within the historiography of the period
and particularly the histories.
There had been no sign of any potential solution in a telegram from
Dulles to the Foreign Secretary of 15 October. Dulles had set out very
methodically, in four and a half pages, to dispel any misunderstanding of
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how the US saw SCUA’s role. He outlined that, ‘[o]ur idea, made clear from
the beginning, is that it was to be a means of practical working cooperation
with the Egyptian authorities, which would seek to establish de facto international participation in the operation of the Canal’.13 Eden minuted,
‘Hardly the spirit of what he said. SCUA was to have been tougher than 18
Power proposals for Egyptians.’14 Eden was disappointed that the British
SCUA proposal could not be made to work and had been denigrated by
Dulles. However, his minute also included the unlikely suggestion that the
Users’ Club would go further than the 18-Power proposals. This indicated
that Eden had already made his decision to use force and was now keen to
exaggerate the potential for a peaceful solution destroyed by the Americans
and hence justify his decision to employ a military operation against Nasser.
This exaggeration, particularly in his memoirs, was so great as to leave
Brook asking Eden to soften his comments about the US, particularly Dulles,
because of ‘the effect which publication might have on Anglo/American
relations’.15
On the morning of 16 October, the group of ministers met at No. 10.16
The ‘six principles’ of Anglo/French/Egyptian co-operation over the Canal
were discussed but rejected because they could not offer a quick resolution.
The problems of the 12 October remained: the principles could not provide
for reinternationalisation of the Canal nor could agreement be sought over
their possible implementation.17 The meeting could see no way of making
SCUA work. Macmillan and Kilmuir strongly supported the Challe plan,
while Nutting reiterated his fears and Monckton, somewhat subdued,
evinced his own concerns.18 Nutting had been sitting in for Lloyd who was
travelling from New York. When the Foreign Secretary arrived Nutting told him
of the Challe plan, to which he responded, ‘We must have nothing to do with
the French plan.’19 However, Lloyd had received Dulles’s letter of 15 October
which destroyed any hope that the Americans were prepared to use the payment of dues to SCUA as a sanction against the Egyptians. It has also been
alleged that on 16 October Eden received a communication from Eisenhower
‘of a reassuring character’. In it, the President said that if the British and
French waited until after the US elections, of 6 November, an agreement
could be arranged.20 With this knowledge and virtually no hope in the
proposed meeting in Geneva, Lloyd had little with which to oppose Eden’s,
Macmillan’s and Kilmuir’s desire to accept the Challe plan.21 Lloyd believed
that Nasser should not be allowed to get away with his actions. He did not
want Egypt to ‘gain both the management of the Canal and the lion’s share
of the dues’, and believed that Nasser could not be trusted ‘to honour any
commitment’.22 He had already written to Dulles, fearful of the apparent
‘divergence between us on the purposes of SCUA’. With the arrival of
Dulles’s letter, which crossed his own communication, his fears that ‘SCUA
will prove to have been still-born, and the prospects of a peaceful settlement
with Egypt will be gravely diminished’ were realised.23 Even Lloyd, viewed
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by historians and contemporaries as a pacifist, now believed that force was
the only option: the need to use the last resort had arisen.24
Faced with this position, Eden and Lloyd flew to Paris on the afternoon of
the 16th, accompanied by Millard. While the French goal of removing
Nasser remained the same, they had become increasingly impatient with
Eden and the British. Mollet and Pineau flatly rejected any talk of
negotiation.25 They were not aware of Eden’s decision to use force and and
in previous discussions between the two countries, the Prime Minister had
given no suggestion that he believed in a forceful resolution of the crisis,
continuing to favour negotiation from a position of strength. The French
impatience with Eden was reflected in their terse summary of the talks:
The French summed up our discussions by formulating two questions. In
answer to the question whether we would fight to defend Nasser, Eden
said that he thought the answer was ‘No’. As to the second question,
whether we would intervene to safeguard the Canal and limit hostilities,
he thought the answer was ‘Yes’, but he would have to obtain the
approval of his Cabinet colleagues for both those answers.26
As Eden’s answer showed, he neither could nor would act without the backing
of his senior ministers. The French, irritated by the continuing delay,
thought that Eden would be prepared to use force because he had initiated
the contingency plans in July. However, their need to convene the meeting
of the 14th and the subsequent Anglo-French meetings suggested that Eden
would not be as compliant as assumed. The difference between military
preparations and going to war had become clear.
In a post-dated minute, Lloyd set out to show his passivity at the meeting,
disclosing his attempt to renew negotiations with Fawzi. This reflected
Lloyd’s own disassociation from the responsibility of the Cabinet decision
of 18 October to intervene ‘should’ war break out between Israel and
Egypt.27 The Foreign Secretary’s attitude and actions after Suez suggested
his dissatisfaction with the way events were handled, although he never
publicly stated his position. Lloyd never remonstrated over the military plan
or collusion, despite many of the dramatis personae not believing it sound
or practical. He reported that if the Egyptians offered a suggested negotiation based on the second set of principles, ‘[i]t would be inexpedient to
reject such a suggestion’. He then qualified this faint possibility: ‘We should
not, however, entertain any proposals for negotiation which were
inconsistent with that resolution.’28 While he would have preferred a
peaceful solution, the Foreign Secretary reconciled himself to the fact that
this would not provide a satisfactory solution, and as such force remained
the only option. He had reached the same conclusion as the Prime Minister,
but in later years did not want to be tarnished with the same failure that
Eden had to carry.
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Eden discussed the meetings of the 14th and 16th with Iverach McDonald,
but failed to discuss the proposed plan during the Egypt Committee meeting
on the following day, 17 October.29 Again, this indicated the level to which
McDonald was privy to ‘secret’ information and the extent to which the
Egypt Committee had no significant role to play in the resolution of the crisis.
On 18 October, Eden prepared the Cabinet for the use of force by outlining
the Challe Plan, in very simple terms. However, Eden was considerably
more direct with the Cabinet than the minutes reveal, asking that in the
event of hostilities between Egypt and Israel ‘we should go in with the
French to separate the combatants and occupy the Canal’.30 Then as Lloyd
wrote in a memorandum: ‘Eden wanted to know whether the Cabinet differed
from that point of view. There was no adverse comment.’31 Cabinet
endorsed Eden’s proposed action, despite Butler’s proclivity to hedge his
bets, and Lloyd’s fears of the effects on Arab opinion.32 This did not fulfil
the support that Eden required, because as Lloyd recalled, there ‘was by no
means a full attendance [of Ministers]’.33 However, the Prime Minister sent
a minute to those not in attendance, summarising his report.34 He remained
cautious, despite the offer of tripartite action made by Mollet at their previous
meeting, typical of his diplomatic training.35 He wanted to embark on
a military operation against Egypt but he still believed that he needed
Cabinet support or at least its acquiescence.
Franco-Israeli talks again reflected their distrust because of Eden’s former
caution. Mollet wrote to Ben-Gurion on the 18 October, inviting the Israelis
to Paris for talks concerning the possible military operation against Egypt.
As with their earlier discussions, it was decided to continue talks without
the British.36 The French could not see the British supporting a resolution
other than had already been outlined by Eden. It had taken the Prime
Minister eleven weeks to accept the use of force and then only under the
condition of the Challe plan. This did not suggest that he would be flexible
over changes to the outline of an agreed military operation. The Israelis
were not keen to support this plan and so the French tried to bring them
into line through intensive talks.
On the evening of 18 October, Eden received a number of telegrams from
Dixon, the UK Permanent Representative at the UN in New York, bolstering
his resolve. They reported that Hammarskjøld now hoped that ‘in view of
the progress he was making with Dr. Fawzi’, the British should not ‘press on
with plans for payment of dues to S.C.U.A.’. He believed that this would
ruin the chances of progress at any future meeting. Even despite his decision
for a forceful resolution, Eden minuted ‘Rubbish’ on this, remaining consistent
in his belief that any possibility of a negotiated settlement could only be
made with the threat of economic sanctions, with the payment of dues to
SCUA and not Egypt, in the background. Hammarskjøld then annoyed Eden
further by suggesting that ‘if we exerted new pressures in the form of deflection of dues . . . this would so to speak be an infringement of the status quo’.
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Eden could only minute this comment with exclamation marks. The Prime
Minister agreed with Dixon’s view that this argument appeared to have
come from Fawzi and thus carried even less weight because of Fawzi’s bias.37
Dixon’s final telegram of the evening proved to be the last nail in the coffin
of any possible negotiated settlement through the Security Council. He confirmed to Eden that ‘[t]he Secretary General seems already to have made his
mind up that it will be his duty to summon the French and ourselves to
another meeting whether or not we consider that Fawzi’s plan offers a good
enough basis for resumption of talks’. Dixon continued, suggesting that
Eden might wish him to slow Hammarskjøld and suggest that the British
would have to have time to consider the final plan for co-operation with
Egypt. As Dixon concluded, again with which Eden agreed, ‘[w]e obviously
cannot be bounced into a meeting on an unsatisfactory basis’.38 On the following day Dixon wrote again with a message from Hammarskjøld raising a
number of points concerning Fawzi’s proposals which required answers
from Egypt.39 As Lloyd recalled: ‘It was clear to us that if he had found it
necessary to raise a number of points on Fawzi’s paper, it must be pretty
vague.’40 As far as Eden and Lloyd were concerned, the Security Council had
failed to show any sign of providing a solution by 14 October. These messages from Dixon merely reaffirmed this opinion.
On the evening of the 18th, Eden had also seen a telegram from Trevelyan,
the British Ambassador in Cairo. While most of it demonstrated that ‘[t]he
situation here has perhaps somewhat improved from our point of view’,
Eden remained reticent and highlighted the Ambassador’s conclusion.
Trevelyan, keen not ‘to overstress these factors’, believed that ‘[t]here is still
no sign of Nasser climbing down on his major point, i.e. his objection to
international operation as means of isolating the Canal from politics’.41
Nasser remained completely intransigent and Eden’s will to carry out the
Challe Plan strengthened.
The Prime Minister then met with the French on 20 October in Paris,
where he handed over ‘a two-paragraph written declaration’ of his intent.42
This meeting is unsubstantiated but there is evidence of a letter sent by
Eden to the French backing the Challe plan, and dated 21 October.43 Eden
had met with senior ministers at Chequers on the 21st.44 This meeting
decided to send Lloyd to meet with the French and the Israelis. Eden
believed that he had enough agreement to send an outline of the proposed plan to the French, possibly even direct agreement, judging by the
importance that he now placed on the opinion of his senior colleagues.
Dayan recalled:
The first paragraph stated that Britain and France would demand of both
Egypt and Israel that they retire from the Canal area, and if one side
refused, Anglo-French forces would intervene to ensure the smooth operation of the Canal. The purpose of this paragraph was to provide the
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legal, political, and moral justification for the invasion of Egypt by Britain
and France. The second paragraph declared that the British would not
go to the aid of Egypt if war broke out between her and Israel. But this
was not the case as regards Jordan, with whom Britain had a valid
defense treaty. This paragraph was apparently designed to assure us that
Britain would not turn her guns on us – even if Egypt asked her to . . .
Ben-Gurion . . . did not regard this declaration as a basis for joint action.45
The Israelis were due to fly to Paris on the evening of the 21st. Such was the
French motivation to settle the dispute by force and their relief at finally
bringing Eden and the British on board, that they quickly attempted to
foreclose discussions with the Israelis and bring them into the Franco-British
plan. Consequently, the French sent an aeroplane for the Israelis which
arrived on the morning of the 21st, enabling two French delegates to start
negotiating before the British arrival at the Paris meeting.46
On 22 October, the French, Israelis and British met at a villa in Sèvres, on
the outskirts of Paris.47 The French and Israelis had been in discussion long
before the British arrived, but on their arrival, Lloyd and Logan, Eden’s
assigned representatives, were informed by Pineau of the substance of the
day’s Franco-Israeli talks.48 However, this did not help to remove any suspicion
that the French and Israelis had been conspiring together and were, as
Logan recalled, keen ‘to get us on the hook’.49 In addition, Lloyd’s attitude
at the meeting increased the Israeli distrust of the British, and the fear that
they did not want to be involved in a military operation.50 Mordechai BarOn, Ben-Gurion’s secretary, could not get on with the ‘aloof’ Lloyd, who he
believed representative of the snobbish British, looking ‘as if something
stinks under his nose all the time’.51 Ben-Gurion, too, distrusted the Foreign
Office and Eden’s apparent exploitation of the Israelis.52 This was another
example of Israeli scepticism of British intentions indicative of Eden’s earlier
passivity.
Having sent the letter of 21 October to Pineau, Eden believed that the
meeting at Sèvres would simply be a formality to iron out any fine details.
As Logan recalled: ‘It became apparent to me that much of the detail had
already been discussed between the French and the Israelis and between the
French and the British Ministers.’53 Despite this, the British delegates were
immediately confronted by Ben-Gurion with a proposition ‘that the three
governments ought to concert their policies to form some sort of grand
design for the Middle East’.54 Lloyd ignored the suggestion.55 However, pressure
mounted from both sides to involve the British in some form of direct
action against Egypt. Despite his decision to use force, Eden had not openly
committed himself to the French. They remained reluctant to believe in any
possible British commitment to force, especially after the previous thirteen
and a half weeks of passivity and negotiation. The French continued to
demonstrate their determination to remove Nasser, that had been consistent
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throughout the crisis, but they would not act without the British. As Logan
continued, the French ‘were determined to go ahead and do something.
They were determined to find a way of involving us’, and the Israelis did not
want to go ahead with only the French as allies, because of the need for
a strong air-force.56 Lloyd explained to the other delegates that he had come
to discuss the actions that the three governments might take if Israel
attacked Egypt. He then reiterated the basis of the plan that had emerged on
the 14th and to which Eden had agreed orally and in the written communication. Ben-Gurion was unimpressed, and after further discussion, ‘looked
depressed’. It was the French who ‘tried to keep the talks going’, again
indicative of their commitment, throughout the crisis, to a forceful resolution.57 Talks foundered on Lloyd’s inability to agree to advancing the RAF
attack on the Egyptian Air Force, also indicative of the remit that he had
been given by Eden and thus that the Prime Minister had expected the
meeting to be near a formality. The British then returned to London,
undertaking to report to Cabinet, potentially returning with a reply on
the following day.58 Lloyd telephoned Eden to tell him that Ben-Gurion
had been very truculent.59 He did not foresee any room for agreement at
this stage, telling Nutting that it appeared as though the plan would not
‘come off’.60
On the following morning the senior ministers met at No. 10.61 Lloyd
described this meeting as ‘in effect the Egypt Committee’.62 However, this
inner circle was much smaller than the Cabinet Committee, and represented
the secretive move towards a forceful solution that had begun after 14 October.
It was therefore an opportunity to bring the policy-makers up to date. At the
Cabinet meeting immediately afterwards, Eden tried to keep the probability
of using force in the near future alive, despite Israel’s apparent intransigence
at Sèvres.63 He argued:
When the Cabinet had last discussed the Suez situation on 18th October,
there had been reason to believe that the issue might be brought rapidly
to a head as a result of military action by Israel against Egypt. From secret
conversations which had been held in Paris with representatives of the
Israeli Government, it now appeared that the Israelis would not alone
launch a full-scale attack against Egypt. The United Kingdom and French
Governments were thus confronted with the choice between an early
military operation or a relatively prolonged negotiation.
Lloyd, still looking for a diplomatic solution in the face of support for
a forceful settlement, said that he would not exclude the possibility that we
might be able to reach, by negotiation with the Egyptians, a settlement
which would give us the substance of our demand for effective international
supervision of the Canal’. However, he then qualified this with ‘three serious
objections’. First, the French were no longer prepared to back such a policy
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(if they had ever been). Second, any necessary relaxation of the military
preparations would weaken the British bargaining position. And third, and
most important, ‘he saw no prospect of reaching such a settlement as would
diminish Colonel Nasser’s influence throughout the Middle East’. In conclusion, Eden demonstrated the main problem, both for the Cabinet’s decision
and more significantly for his own devices:
[G]rave decisions would have to be taken by the Cabinet in the course of
the next few days. For the present, however, the discussion could not be
carried further until the attitude of the French Government was more
clearly known. The French Foreign Minister had been asked to come over
to London for consultations that evening; and the result of those
consultations would be reported to the Cabinet on the following day.64
This statement reflected the Prime Minister’s consistent belief in collective
government, but also suggested that, despite the obvious French belligerency,
he had not formalised an agreement over any military operation.
Pineau arrived that evening, aware of the need to move quickly. It had
taken three weeks to press Eden into using force, and he did not want
a reversal now. He had decided to fly to London for direct talks with Eden,
rather than being asked to come, hopeful of influencing the Prime Minister
to consort with the French and Israelis.65 Lloyd had realised, early that
morning, that he would be unable to reply on the question of the timing of
the RAF bombardment of the Egyptian Air Force that day. Consequently he
had sent Logan to Paris to keep Pineau informed.66 Thus, Pineau flew into
London at 7:30 p.m. Logan has argued that Pineau probably believed that
he could make more headway by talking directly to Eden. However, Pineau
dined and talked with Lloyd for an hour and a half before they were joined
by Eden at approximately 10 p.m.67 As Logan surmised, the three men
reached an agreement over the use of the RAF. Eden accepted the plan that
Dayan had developed earlier in the day.68 They quickly dismissed the
possibility of US intervention and rejected any further discussions because
of ‘their preoccupation with the election campaign and the generally
unsatisfactory nature of our exchanges with Mr Dulles about US action of
any character’. This effectively ended the possibility of American involvement on any level, had it ever existed.69 However, Lloyd feared that Pineau
‘might make more of our talk than was warranted’ and so he wrote to the
Frenchman making it clear that the British had not asked Israel to take
action: ‘We merely asked ourselves what our reactions would be in the event
that certain events transpire.’70 It was important to the British, as Eden later
demonstrated, that the world should not see Britain as colluding with the
French and especially not with the Israelis. If this leaked to the Arabs, or the
Americans, the British might lose all influence in the Middle East, and
so threaten Western European oil supplies. This was why Eden remained so
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keen to conceal the collusion, despite the consequences of his appearing to
have backed a planned military solution from July.
During the morning of the 24 October, the Cabinet was informed of the
consultations with Pineau, held the previous evening. Again, the ground
was set for the probability of the use of force, as possible questions reflecting
dissent were met with prepared answers. Eden was looking for the casus
belli, or ‘Jenkins’ ear’, as Macmillan had called it. However, in contrast,
Macmillan had first sought this solution on 9 August.71 Eden had only
recently decided to use force. As the Prime Minister argued:
[U]nless early action could be taken to damage Colonel Nasser’s prestige,
his influence would be extended throughout the Middle East to a degree
which would make it much more difficult to overthrow him. It was
known that he was already plotting coups in many of the other Arab
countries; and we should never have a better pretext for intervention
against him than we had now as a result of his seizure of the Suez Canal.
If, however, a military operation were undertaken against Egypt, its effect
in other Arab countries would be serious unless it led to the early collapse
of Colonel Nasser’s regime. Both for this reason, and also because of the
international pressures which would develop against our continuance of
the operation, it must be quick and successful.
The Cabinet then considered the possibility of resolving the crisis through
further diplomacy. However, it believed that, even by following this course of
action, force would have to be used. If the Egyptians accepted negotiation,
then they would slowly produce unsatisfactory proposals that would lead to
a stalemate. Thus, negotiation could be used to provide a deadlock that
could only be resolved by force. Summarising, Eden ‘said that the choice
before the Cabinet was now clear’, but ‘[b]efore their final decision was
taken, further discussions with the French Government would be
required’.72 Eden had decided upon the use of force but only within the
parameters of the Challe plan. He needed to define that plan more specifically,
hence the need to meet with the French again. He was not prepared to
adopt any far-reaching changes to the outline that he had been offered on
the 14 October. From this date, he remained consistant with the agreed
plan, which suggested that he had not used this opportunity to initiate
a prearranged military operation but had been stricken by the French
suggestion of collusion and now saw the use of force as the only solution.
On the morning of the 24th, Patrick Dean, Assistant Under-Secretary at
the Foreign Office, was called to see Eden where he was instructed to go to
Sèvres with Logan to continue discussions.73 His briefing only lasted about
fifteen minutes. Eden said that it might be necessary for the French and
Israeli governments to ‘take action if the Canal were further threatened by
Nasser or as a result of hostilities between Israel and Egypt’. Britain might
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have to intervene ‘but only if there was a clear military threat to the Canal
and Israeli forces had advanced towards the Canal. After a public warning,
British and French forces would then intervene between the Israelis and
the Egyptians to ensure the safety of the Canal. Discussions had taken
place along these lines and it must now be made absolutely clear, before
final decisions were taken, that British forces would not move unless the
Israelis had advanced beyond their frontiers against Egypt and there was
a clear military threat to the Canal.’74 All this was new to Dean, but Eden
wanted to send someone who would not have the flexibility to agree to
anything beyond his well-defined remit. While Eden wanted to remove
Nasser, he did not want to agree to a solution that openly demonstrated his
compliance with the French and Israelis. Logan informed Dean of the
substance of the previous meetings during their journey to Paris. On
arrival, Dean handed Lloyd’s letter to the French and then several hours of
attempted clarification and discussion ensued before the French produced
three copies of a document recently typed in an adjoining room.75 The
paper, which became known as the Sèvres Protocole, summarised the
results of the discussions between the three governments. That the dates
were not typed on the original documents but left blank and filled in by
hand after further discussion, indicated that while Eden had appeared positive
in his earlier communications, he had not firmly committed himself, particularly to the timetable of events. Once again, the Prime Minister had
refused to commit himself to more than the agreement of the 14th. There
was no room for flexibility on this issue. While the specific details had not
been agreed, Eden did not want to make broader changes to the basis of the
plan. Asked to sign the document, Dean was at first unsure, but after
consultation with Logan it was decided that, as it appeared ‘accurate, and
also useful in recording the precision which we had been sent to
obtain . . . could be signed as such’. He was, however, careful to state that he
was signing it ad referendum.76 The French had wanted a solid commitment
that would also appease the Israelis who distrusted the British. This distrust
was such that the French and Israelis signed their own separate protocol,
committing themselves to each other.77
On his return to London, Dean reported to a ministerial meeting at
No.10, which decided to recommend ‘the plan’ to the Cabinet of the
25th.78 After the Cabinet meetings of 18, 23 and 24 October, members had
shown that they were willing to back force, if amply justified. Although
Eden did not reveal the collusive details of the Sèvres Protocole, ‘the substantive
matter was placed before Cabinet’ as he outlined the proposed plan of
action should Israel invade Egypt.79 He warned that ‘[w]e must face the risk
that we should be accused of collusion with Israel’.80 Cabinet was not
unanimous in accepting ‘the plan’, but Eden, reinforced by Macmillan’s
belief that the Americans would remain at least indifferent to any British
operation, remained firm.81 After discussion, members
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Agreed in principle that, in the event of an Israeli attack on Egypt, the
Government should join with the French Government in calling on the
two belligerents to stop hostilities and withdraw their forces to a distance
of ten miles from the Canal; and should warn both belligerents that, if
either or both of them failed to undertake within twelve hours to comply
with these requirements, British and French forces would intervene in
order to enforce compliance.82
Cabinet had sanctioned war, ending the Prime Minister’s eleven-day search
for support.
Eden failed to tell the Cabinet in any detail about the importance of the
‘secret conversations . . . in Paris’, and hence their relevance to the ‘contingency
plan’ finally backed by the Cabinet.83 Therefore, he came under criticism for
misleading ministers and civil servants. In addition, he was also accused of
deceiving the Americans and the British public. Eden was ill and tired. His
collapse at the beginning of October had shown that his health had worsened,
due to the build-up of stress with the development of the crisis, and the
long hours that the Prime Minister worked, lengthened by the recent dealings
with the Security Council in New York, where their day would have been
Eden’s night.84 Monckton believed that the illness had transformed the
Prime Minister, telling Nutting, ‘that Eden was a very sick man. He had
always been excitable and temperamental, but in the last few months he
had seemed to be on the verge of a breakdown.’85 Richard Powell, who only
saw Eden during October, supported this view.86 Other of Eden’s friends and
acquaintances could not believe that the illness had not contributed to the
decision to escalate the crisis and enter into the collusion.87 By mid-October
he had made the decision to go to war.
During the period 15 to 24 October, Eden seized the opportunity to bring
the Suez Crisis to an end. While the French plan, proposed on the 14th, had
appeared to offer the solution, the Prime Minister did not believe that he
could accept it until he had considered it in more detail and it had been
endorsed by his senior colleagues who could carry the Cabinet with them.
From this point, he increased the number of meetings with his senior ministers,
taking the decision-making away from the Egypt Committee and Cabinet.
The Prime Minister placed further restrictions on information, keen to
maintain security and prevent the emergence of the truth about collusion.
Such were the levels of security that as Mountbatten told Lord Hailsham
upon his arrival at the Admiralty, ‘the Prime Minister’s express permission
was required’ just to be informed of the ‘precautionary measures’.88 Eden
had known about opposition to the use of force since August and yet it was
now that he chose to limit the distribution of documents and other
information, as the probability of a military solution became a policy.89
Decisions were now being made by a much smaller group of seven cabinet
ministers (excluding Eden) and six civil servants.90 The Egypt Committee had
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been much larger, with a higher circulation of documents and information.
Documents had been distributed to at least thirty-seven individuals, including
the Queen. In addition, in total, forty-six people sat on the Committee
(fifty-three including the secretariat). Eden failed to reveal any details of the
‘secret conversations’ to the Egypt Committee on 17 October, and the group
did not meet again before 1 November, never having discussed the final
plan to invade Egypt with the French. The committee broke down into
a smaller ‘inner circle’. Despite Selwyn Lloyd referring to these ministerial
meetings as Egypt Committee meetings with a severely curtailed membership,
they were as distinct by their smaller membership as by their purpose. The
Egypt Committee had been established to discuss the possible British
response to the nationalisation of the Canal, and was dominated by the
development of the military precautions, which appeared to be the only way
of weakening Nasser’s position, through threat or possible implementation.
This did not mean that force would be employed. The informal ‘inner circle’
of ministers which had always existed, in that its members conferred over
prominent issues, lay dormant as a policy-making elite until October 1956.
Then, on 14 October, when Eden decided that the use of force had turned
from a possibility discussed by the Egypt Committee, to a probability within
his own mind, the ‘inner circle’ took on an executive role, if still appearing
to be the same discursive group of senior ministers. Now committed to the
use of force, he needed support to carry his plan through Cabinet. He also
wanted to maintain security both for himself and for the operation. Eden
even deceived the military, maintaining that the original military plan
remained operative. He imparted enough information so that Musketeer
Revise was not replaced by the ‘Winter Plan’, but so little that the armed
forces remained on the alert for possible action against Israel.91 The sudden
increase in secret meetings and covert diplomacy, matched by increased
interest from the French, confirmed that Eden had now decided to go to
war. This move, in mid-October, from the communication of a plan to the
British on 14 October to the written commitment of 21 October, signalled
Eden’s attempts to develop support to implement the decision of the 14th.

7
Finale: 26 October 1956–
9 January 1957

Implementation of Force, Ceasefire, Illness, and Retirement
As agreed at Sèvres, hostilities began with the Israeli invasion on 29 October,
the issuing of the ultimatum on the 30th, an Anglo-French air bombardment
on the 31st, followed by an airborne invasion on 5 November and an
amphibious landing on the 6th. The level of apparent conviction with
which Eden entered this phase of the crisis, suggested, as Millard and Clark
had argued, that he believed that he was now fighting for the Government’s
and his own political survival. The importance of the decision was never
lost on Eden during the ensuing weeks. It had taken him three months to
decide to employ force to resolve the crisis. Powell remembered that the
Prime Minister ‘was very jumpy, very nervy, very wrought up, there’s no
doubt about it. He regarded almost the destiny of the world as resting on his
shoulders I think. There’s no doubt about that. And he was very
anxious . . . very communicative of his views to everybody.’1 He had vacillated
because of the weakness of his position and the desire for a peaceful solution.
Having now decided to use force he demonstrated the resolution and
commitment that he continued to display when he had made his mind up
on an issue.
Eden had expected that the Americans would acquiesce over the AngloFrench action. However, on 2 November, the UN passed Resolution 997 (ES-1),
through which both the Americans and Soviets condemned British actions
and demanded a ceasefire from all combatants.2 This was the first time that
the UN had ever met in emergency session, and significantly, despite the
Soviet invasion of Hungary, the US deemed it necessary to side with the
communist states on this issue. Further pressure then came from the British
representative at the UN. Dixon warned Eden that the British position at the
United Nations ‘will become untenable . . . if we bomb open cities with
resulting loss of civillian [sic] life or engage in battle with Egyptian forces’.3
Some British bombers had already missed their targets of the military airfields
near Cairo, hitting Cairo International Airport, an exclusively civilian airfield.4
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However, despite constant fears, Eden’s resolve held, as he reiterated his
convictions to the British people on the 3rd.5 Support began to mount again
and the Prime Minister took heart from that support.6 Churchill remained
resolute.7 He issued a public statement supporting the Government and
encouraging the Americans to understand the action taken.8 Eden was
pleased when this message was then published in the press.9 On the following
morning, 4 November, both Eden and Lloyd ‘were in complete agreement
that having got thus far, it would be wrong to call off the operation’.10
Again, this reiterated the commitment to seeing the solution through, now
that the decision had been made, in contrast to the vacillation of the previous
three months. However, despite this commitment and support, the international reaction had already begun to affect opinion.
Cabinet met later that evening, and after lengthy discussion favoured
‘allowing the initial phase of the military operation to go forward as
planned’.11 Cabinet were ‘allowing’ the military operation to proceed. This
ignored the fact that there now emerged open division among its members.
The Prime Minister had ‘invited each of his colleagues to indicate his view’,
consistent with his belief in collective responsibility. While the majority of
the Cabinet advocated the decision
two Ministers were inclined to favour the third course of deferring further
military action indefinitely; but they made it clear that, if a majority
of the Cabinet favoured a different course, they would support it.
The Paymaster-General [Monckton] said that he remained in favour of
suspending further military action indefinitely and that, if this course did
not commend itself to his colleagues, he must reserve his position.12
At this stage twelve ministers were for going on, Butler, Kilmuir and Heathcoat
Amory were for postponement, and Salisbury, Buchan-Hepburn and Monckton
were for stopping. Of the three Service Ministers, only Hailsham was for
continuing.13 Eden recoiled under this split, surprised that such opposition
existed, but was concerned enough that he ‘wrestled for hours with Cabinet’.14
Butler recalled that this ‘seemed to nonplus the Prime Minister. He said he
must go upstairs and consider his position. If he could not have united support,
the situation might arise in which someone else might have to take over
from him’.15 Lady Eden recorded in her diary that her husband took Butler,
Macmillan and Salisbury aside and told them that ‘if they wouldn’t go on
then he would have to resign. Rab said if he did resign then no one else
could form a Government’, to which Macmillan and Salisbury agreed.16 In
particular, this was a ‘brutal volte face’ by Salisbury at such a key time.17
Salisbury had been a key advocate of a military solution, and despite having
tendered his resignation on a couple of occasions because of his fear of the
Government’s appeasement of the Soviets, had remained a supporter of
the military option.
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In addition, Macmillan had begun to show the first signs of his infamous
change of heart that led to Harold Wilson’s dubbing him, ‘first in, first out’.
On 1 November he acknowledged his own incorrect estimation of the
American attitude. Clark recorded that the Chancellor ‘was very worried
about the American reaction, which was much worse than he had expected;
he had written to Secretary [of the Treasury, George] Humphrey, hoping to
put him right’.18 During the second Egypt Committee meeting of the day,
a telegram had arrived from Dixon, reporting that the UN had been discussing
oil sanctions.19 At this point Lloyd recalled, ‘Macmillan threw his arms up
in the air and said, “Oil sanctions! That finishes it.”’20 The Chancellor’s
commitment to a forceful solution had come to an end, although it took
another five days before he openly rejected it in Cabinet and pressed for
the withdrawal of Anglo-French troops from the Canal Zone. He had taken
the advice of the Bank of England and the Treasury and deferred a move to
request funds from the IMF.21 However, the full realisation of the consequences of this deferral would not occur until 6 November.
Nevertheless, until this point, Eden had continued to expect US support
or acquiescence. Military links remained good. The Americans passed on
photographs, taken by their U-2s, of the first few RAF bombing runs. This
then continued ‘on a discreet basis’.22 On 3 November, Robert Amory, the
American Deputy Director of Intelligence, told Chester Cooper to ‘[t]ell your
friends to comply with the God-damn ceasefire or go ahead with the Goddamn invasion. Either way, we’ll back them up if they do it fast. What we
can’t stand is their God-damn hesitation, waltzing while Hungary is burning.’
Cooper made the ‘suggestion’ to the JIC adding ‘I’m not speaking without
instructions.’23 Eisenhower, privately, condoned the Anglo-French action as
long as it was conducted quickly, but by 2 November he was impatient at
the delay. He drafted a telegram accepting an Anglo-French move into the
Canal Zone, but it was never sent.24 Eden continued to enjoy cordial relations
with Eisenhower, and Macmillan also believed that ‘the President was more
sympathetic’ than the majority of the State Department.25 On the 3rd,
Dulles had been taken ill and hospitalised, with cancer of the colon, leaving
him inactive for the rest of the Suez Crisis. This meant that more anti-British,
or at least not pro-British, officials would be influential under Hoover and
Assistant Secretary William Rountree.26 Dulles had ‘indicated’ to the British
that the US would issue a firmer riposte to Nasser after the 6th, with the
reintroduction of OMEGA’s economic sanctions, covert destabilisation of
support for Nasser and, if this failed, unspecified hardline moves.27 On
17 November, he had had another of his changes of view, even going on to
say to Lloyd: ‘Why didn’t you go through with it and get Nasser down?’28
This supported Dulles’s earlier suggestion that he would have condoned the
use of force and possibly provided US assistance after Eisenhower had been
re-elected. However, Hoover, Rountree and Phleger urged caution. They
convinced Eisenhower to wait before sending his telegram to Eden, which
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had been intended ‘to keep the channel open’, and in the end the message
was never sent.29 Eden had tried to influence the President on 5 November,
again referring to Soviet intentions within the Middle East, and directly to
the predictions in his 6 September letter to Eisenhower.30 He then invoked
the image of Nasser as a ‘Moslem Mussolini’ with his potential Pan-Arabism,
before making a personal appeal to the President in an attempt to reignite
the wartime amity.31 However, the appeals fell on deaf ears. Eden blamed
Eisenhower’s change of heart on Dulles, but the Secretary of State no longer
affected policy.32
Pressure continued to mount from the UN, as Dixon warned against continuing to refuse to accept a ceasefire, concerned that Britain would alienate
the other major countries. In particular he feared: ‘They [UN] will be in
a very ugly mood and out for our blood and I would not be surprised if the
Arab–Asian and the Soviet blocs did not try to rush through some resolution
urging collective measures of some kind against us. Between them they
might well cook up an appeal by the Arabs to the Soviet Union to come in
and help them.’33 As the UN was placing Britain ‘in the same low category as
the Russians in its bombing of Budapest’, Bulganin sent a thinly veiled
threat to Eden, that the Soviets might use ‘rockets’ against Britain and
France.34 However, Eden remained consistent in his belief that the Soviets
were unlikely to play a more direct military role in the Middle East. He did
not take the threat seriously, although the military were concerned that the
Russians might send troops to the Middle East or increase weapons shipments.
Hayter remained undecided: ‘Though there is an element of bullying
bluff . . . [but] . . . I am afraid there is no doubt that the Soviet Government
are working themselves up into a very ugly mood.’35 Such was the military
concern that a signal was sent to General Keightley: ‘[Y]ou should know
that Russia has just indicated readiness to intervene with force in the Middle
East. United States has warned Russia that any attempt to use Russian forces
in the Middle East would encounter American opposition.’36 However, this
instruction was quickly superseded when the Chiefs of Staff concluded that
Russian intervention was unlikely.37 In the end, the events of 6 November
annulled the issue, although Chester Cooper told the JIC, at the same time
that Cabinet was meeting, that intelligence suggested that the Russians
would stand down.38
Cabinet met on 6 November to unite opinion as to the next move. By this
point, sterling had begun to face strong pressure. Since the ultimatum there
had been heavy selling of sterling in New York. Macmillan telephoned the
US Secretary of the Treasury, Humphrey, in Washington, but only a ceasefire
before midnight on 6 November would secure American support for an IMF
loan. This information was confirmed by a telegram from Humphrey which
arrived during the Cabinet meeting of the 6th. Lloyd recalled that before the
Cabinet meeting he had spoken to Macmillan who had told him ‘that in
view of the financial and economic pressures we must stop’.39 Macmillan
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then told Cabinet that he could ‘not anymore be responsible for Her Majesty’s
Exchequer’ unless there was a cease-fire.40 For the second time during the
crisis, Macmillan threatened to resign, and Cabinet agreed to the ceasefire.41
The Cabinet conclusions made no reference to the financial crisis but it was
believed that Britain had done as much as it could. The majority of the writers/
commentators adopted this view. Britain could hand over responsibility to
the United Nations Emergency Force (UNEF) and start to rebuild AngloAmerican relations.42 However, Eden maintained his attempt to settle the
crisis, if realising the failure of employing a policy without the agreement of
the Americans. Even the day after the ceasefire was announced, the Prime
Minister minuted: ‘It is clear we cannot now carry this through alone, with
French. We must therefore get U.S. support . . . Our aim w[oul]d be to get
them to tackle an Anglo-U.S. policy for a long-term settlement in M/East.’43
However, even the chance of any form of US support had been alienated
and the Prime Minister was left with the decision of agreeing to a ceasefire,
having only just committed himself to a military solution. As Eden
explained in 1959, while writing his memoirs: ‘Why we stopped is going to
be more difficult to explain than why we started.’44 This comment reflected
the complexity of the issues surrounding the decision to call the ceasefire, as
well as the need to justify himself.
Lloyd believed, without laying blame, that Macmillan’s financial fears
were a substantial reason which influenced Eden.45 Many have seen
Macmillan’s evidence as a principal factor in the Cabinet’s decision, not
least the 1957 Government report on the crisis, and Macmillan’s official and
sympathetic biographer, Alistair Horne.46 Anthony Head recalled of Macmillan’s
apparent volte-face:
I could never believe it was just the US threat to withdraw money
from us. It wasn’t naked ambition, though if you had a nasty mind, you
might have thought so. I didn’t. And the ‘fire was out’ excuse must have
been likely to be untenable before the operation actually began . . . It’s the
big mystery . . . But Harold was very strong in his warning of what the
US would do . . . he put the fear of God into the Cabinet on finances,
as Chancellor. The Treasury must have got at him, from every
direction . . . but I simply could not believe that the US could wreck us, or
would want to wreck us, in two days.47
Yet there is no evidence to suggest that Macmillan had received any warnings
from the Treasury since 29 September and no protective measures had been
taken against an economic crisis.48 If this was not the case then the Chancellor
had grossly miscalculated. He told Cabinet that Britain’s gold reserves ‘had
fallen by £100 million over the past week – or by one eighth of their remaining total’.49 The correct figure was only £31.7 million.50 Significantly,
Macmillan wrote in his memoirs that while the ‘losses were great’ they were
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‘by no means disastrous’.51 According to ‘one reliable source, Macmillan
now believed that Eden was “playing ducks and drakes” with the country
and had to be halted – even perhaps overthrown’.52 Those close to Eden
were quick to be critical and fearful of the Chancellor.53 Millard reflected a
more moderate opinion, believing that Macmillan and then the Cabinet
‘panicked’ under the pressure on sterling, exacerbated by the miscalculation
of the American attitude.54 It is therefore possible that Macmillan exaggerated the figures to ensure the panic, or had miscalculated the figures and
frightened himself. Regardless, it was his recognition of his failure to understand and predict the American reaction to an ‘invasion’ which led to his
own self-reproach and retreat. Makins thought that the senior ministers
‘were still running with blinkers’, while Lord Home believed that ‘what
really turned the scale and made the Chancellor of the Exchequer . . . so terribly anxious was the American action in really putting the Sixth Fleet
alongside us in the Mediterranean, for all the world to see, and therefore
announcing in effect that America was totally against us.’55 While the exact
cause of Macmillan’s attitude remains clouded, it was this attitude which
finally induced a change of policy by Cabinet and by Eden.
Within the Cabinet Eden led a small group who wished to continue with
the operation, which included Head, Thorneycroft and Lennox-Boyd.56
James Stuart, the Scottish Secretary, argued that the job would be only half
done and went on to criticise this aspect of the crisis management.57 Lord
Home inadvertently summarised the Cabinet position when he answered
the question about whether he agreed with Eden’s desire to continue: ‘It
would have been better. No, I felt that the argument for getting out at this
point of time did prevail.’58 Many politicians felt this dilemma but followed
Macmillan’s lead. As Millard suggested, panic ensued. Significantly, those
agreeing with Macmillan included the Government’s senior ministers, Butler
and Salisbury, along with Lloyd and Home, all of whom had previously
appeared to Eden to support the military action.59 Nutting’s resignation had
been announced on the 5th, Edward Boyle, Economic Secretary at the Treasury,
had resigned, and on the 6th, William Clark also tendered his resignation.
Eden’s support had disappeared, and more significantly, opposition had
arisen. The Prime Minister demonstrated the same belief in the importance
of a united Cabinet, and in particular the support of his senior ministers,
that he had held throughout the crisis, notably during the intensive meetings
of mid- to late October, as well as throughout his career. He could not continue
in the face of such division.60 This was reinforced by his deteriorating health
and excessive tiredness.61 Eden managed very little sleep at this time, a
point he emphasised to the US Ambassador Winthrop Aldrich, and made
worse by the discharging of business at late hours, because of the difference
in time between London and Washington.62 Templer, Chief of Imperial
General Staff remarked: ‘Once the operation was launched it became quickly
apparent that his [Eden’s] health would collapse unless the matter could be
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brought to an early solution.’63 The Cabinet minutes show that the issue
was not argued at length.64 Undercut by Macmillan’s retreat which carried
with it the base of Eden’s support, the Prime Minister was forced to accept
the Cabinet’s decision to order a ceasefire.
Despite this fulfilment of his obligation to Cabinet, even though he did
not complain at the time Eden later felt very hurt by the volte face of his
senior ministers who had supported his decision to use force, and in
Macmillan’s case, had led the pressure for a military operation. His reaction
showed his surprise at their change of face. In his memoirs, he wrote: ‘There
are always weak sisters in any crisis and sometimes they will be found
among those who were toughest at the outset of the journey.’65 The ‘weak
sisters’ referred to Macmillan and Salisbury, but his disillusion went further.
He continued to hold great contempt for Butler, telling Hugh Massingham,
‘I do not care who it [my successor] is going to be but I shall make absolutely
certain that it isn’t Rab.’66 In private meetings after Suez, Eden continued to
bemoan his lack of support at the vital moment, a complaint supported by
the Cabinet Secretary, Brook and the War Minister, Head.67
After the meeting Eden telephoned Mollet to inform him of the Cabinet’s
decision. The French reaction reflected their position throughout the crisis.
Exceptionally disappointed, they desperately wanted to enforce a solution
upon Nasser, preferably by removing him. Mollet personally remained more
restrained, but Pineau and Bourges-Manoury wanted to continue without
the British, while the military considered ways of eliminating Nasser.68
Despite Mollet’s concession that the ceasefire would be delayed until midnight, it was officially ordered at 5 p.m., GMT.69 Eden had returned to his
old maxim of favouring US support, under the pressure of an economic
embargo but also because, once again, he saw the possibility of securing
a solution by following the American lead.
As of the 6th, Anglo-American relations did not appear irreparable to
Eden and he believed, as did Lloyd, that he held ‘a gage’ in Port Said.70 The
Prime Minister had received support from Eisenhower in a telephone conversation of 6 November, and trying to salvage anything out of the situation
now saw the Anglo-French occupation of Port Said as a strong bargaining
position in terms of world opinion on events.71 He could now hand over
control to UNEF, having theoretically separated the combatants and seen
Israel agree to cease fire. This had been discussed by Cabinet.72 Eisenhower
gave the idea credence, telling Eden that ‘when Hammerskjøld [sic] comes
along with his people you ought to be able to withdraw very quickly’. This
offered some hope that Eden could still achieve his objective of reinternationalising the Canal, even if he no longer had direct control of proceedings.
However, this limited success was only obvious to a few because of the
Prime Minister’s apparent capitulation. The period after 6 November was
one of humiliation for Britain, and Eden in particular.73 The failure to derive
any political success out of the achievements of the armed services alienated
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the remaining diehard supporters within the public, military and government.
The military, in particular, were deeply offended. Cabinet had agreed to the
ceasefire without consulting the Chiefs of Staff.74 They had learned of
developments from the BBC news bulletin.75 Sir Frank Cooper, then Head of
the Air Staff Secretariat, recalled: ‘We felt very let down by the politicians.’76
They were ‘shocked’ and ‘astounded’, particularly as they had troops on the
ground, including casualties and fatalities.77 One British commander summarised opinion by complaining that Eden had ‘obstinately decided like
a girl to scratch out the eyes of his opponent but hadn’t quite thought of what
would happen next’.78 Such was Templer’s reaction that, writing to Stockwell
to thank him for his gift of a Russian rifle, he said: ‘If I could use it, I’d give my
first attention to certain politicians in New York and London, and I’d have run
out of ammunition before I could spare a round, even for Nasser.’79 He had
felt let down by those who had led the withdrawal. Eden had been caught in
a no-win situation. He lost support because he had ordered a military operation
against Nasser and because he had brought it to an early conclusion.
By 7 November, the situation worsened. After Cabinet, Eden telephoned
Eisenhower, and received another positive reception before the President
returned the call, agreeing to a tripartite summit on the Middle East, with
the French.80 Yet Hoover, who had entered the President’s office during the
telephone conversation, objected. He had already shown his fear that
concessions to the British would threaten US policy in the Middle East.81
After the telephone calls, Hoover, along with Chief of Staff Sherman Adams,
Staff Secretary Colonel Andrew Goodpaster and Humphrey convinced
Eisenhower to cancel the meeting.82 Eisenhower had been won over by the
majority ‘but he accepted it with reluctance and impatience’.83 From this
point the US virtually ended communication with Eden until his departure
to Jamaica on 23 November.84 On 19 November, Lloyd explained the situation
to Eden: ‘The plain fact is that, as Bedell [Smith] said, the President is the
only man who matters and there is no one round him to give advice who is
of the slightest use. That the future in the Middle East should be at the mercy
of Hoover and Lodge is a tragedy.’85 This only heightened Eden’s exasperation
with the Americans because he now believed that, with Dulles in hospital,
the President would be receiving advice from more anglophobic diplomats.
Eden’s own political position became increasingly unstable, as his health
deteriorated. On the same day, 19 November, late in the evening, it was
announced that, under advice from his doctors, the Prime Minister must
take ‘a complete rest’.86 Nutting recorded that
The strain of the last three weeks and of acting a part so completely out
of character had by now caught up with him [Eden]. The bouts of fever
induced by his bile-duct trouble . . . had weakened him to the point of
total exhaustion, and his doctors insisted that he could not carry on
under the strain of office unless he now took a few weeks’ rest.87
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Evans told Butler that ‘Anthony could not live on stimulants any more’.88
Eden announced on 21 November that he would be leaving the country for
three weeks’ rest. However, he continued to emphasise that the decision
had been made for him by his doctors. Again, he appeared to underestimate
his own illness. Writing to Lloyd, on 19 November, he explained: ‘Although
there is nothing wrong with me apart from strain, I feel that I must follow
his [Evans’] orders.’89 The damage was far more serious than he realised,
forcing him to extend his recuperation in Jamaica by one week.90
Politically, Macmillan had begun to build a power-base of support at
a time when there was a division of opinion as to when, and even if, Eden
would return. Churchill, in conversation with Moran, demonstrated the
position:
‘I should not have done half the work he has been doing. I’d have got
others to do it. He let them wake him up at all hours of night to listen to
news from New York – our night is their day.’
Moran: ‘Will Anthony be able to take over when he returns from Jamaica?’
Winston (hesitating): ‘I am very doubtful. I’d like to see Harold Macmillan
Prime Minister, but they may ask Lord Salisbury. I cannot understand
why our troops were halted. To go so far and not go on was madness.’91
The hardliners increased their support for the Chancellor despite his
leading the retreat, and the remoteness of Eden’s place of stay meant that he
was no longer fully in touch with the machinations in the Government.92
His residence did not even possess a telephone.93 This proved politically
dangerous for the Prime Minister at a time when Macmillan had begun to
manoeuvre towards Number 10.94
On 16 November, believing that the Americans could not continue to
support friendly Anglo-American relations with Eden as Prime Minister,
Macmillan, calling himself ‘Eden’s deputy’, visited Aldrich and suggested
that he travel to Washington for talks. Such was Macmillan’s manner that
Aldrich was left pondering ‘whether this might not be a hint that some sort
of movement is on foot in the Cabinet to replace Eden’.95 In his report to
Washington, the Ambassador was more conclusive, writing that Macmillan
had told him that the Cabinet would be completely ‘reshuffled and . . . Eden
[was] going out because of sickness’.96 Macmillan confirmed this, reiterating
that Eden had suffered ‘a physical breakdown and [would] have to go on
vacation immediately . . . and this [would] lead to his retirement’.97 This
background information set the tone for the ensuing talks between London
and Washington. The Americans believed that Eden no longer held any
form of power within the Government, and the Prime Minister himself had
become isolated. Macmillan, while the front runner, had also been joined by
Butler and Salisbury in seeking to repair Anglo-American relations and resolve
the crisis. However, even the President favoured Macmillan’s succession.98
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The Chancellor seized this opportunity to exploit Eden’s absence. To
ensure at least a token British withdrawal from the Canal Zone, he kept
quiet about his soundings of the Americans, and threatened petrol rationing
even if the Americans supplied the oil previously agreed.99 Eisenhower circumvented the State Department to enable dealings with the British, leaving
Macmillan to win Cabinet over.100 However, the Americans required a full
withdrawal of Anglo-French troops from the Canal Zone, something which
many in the Cabinet feared would lead to a backbench revolt.101 On
29 November, Macmillan revealed a loss of $450 million, since September,
of which $270 million had disappeared in November.102 In reality, the situation
was far worse, artificially supported by a ‘forward’ sale of sterling, and the
sale of short-term US bonds.103 Unsurprisingly, once again the Cabinet were
united by financial fears, and agreed to a full withdrawal.104 The reasons for
Macmillan inducing this decision remain unclear. His misrepresentation of
Britain’s economic position to Cabinet may have been deliberate to protect
his own career.105 While he had exaggerated the economic malaise on
6 November, he underestimated the depth of the situation on 29 November.106
That he had miscalculated the figures, but in two very different ways, suggested
that either he, or the Treasury, had distorted the figures for their own ends.
Eden wrote to London on 29 November to learn how the situation was
developing and offer himself for consultation.107 However, Butler and Brook
were actively trying to stop Eden’s interference. Brook, replying to the Prime
Minister, told him: ‘Do not attempt to break your isolation. There is no
major issue, i.e., Anglo-American policy at the moment.’108 Eden remained
convinced that Britain should stand up to the American use of the IMF loan
as a bully stick, and wrote to Bishop, expressing his opinions.109 These views
were already well known to Butler, who after discussion with Macmillan,
Salisbury and Heath, replied: ‘[W]e believe that the policy on which we have
decided is consistent with the course which you set for us. We hope you will
feel that we have taken the right direction.’110 On the following day, he
added: ‘We of course considered very anxiously whether it was our duty to
suggest to you that you should return. We concluded that you ought not
to interrupt your rest.’111 Finally, Eden wrote: ‘I fully agree and will now
pipe down.’112 This failure to involve himself in events meant that when all
the key decisions were taken he was absent, forfeiting leadership to either
Butler or Macmillan, at the time of Anglo-American reconciliation.
By 7 December, Brendan Bracken believed that Macmillan’s ‘real intentions
are to push his boss out of No.10’.113 However, Macmillan realised that Eden
could not continue as Prime Minister, both because of ill health and because
of his political alienation.114 As Millard observed on whether Eden could
have continued as leader or resisted Macmillan: ‘No, I don’t think so. His
health had been affected by Suez, and I don’t think he would have been fit to
carry on. Also his position in the Party was too badly damaged.’115 Macmillan
seized the opportunity to take the leadership not from Eden, whom he no
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longer believed to be in a position to continue, but from Butler, the other
leading candidate.116 This was best illustrated by his use of the 1922 Committee
meeting of 22 November. Butler gave a basic speech, while Macmillan once
again seized the opportunity and dynamically addressed the meeting for
thirty-five minutes, focusing on future policy.117 In terms of Macmillan’s
succession, Julian Amery believed this to be the turning point.118 Conservative
Whip Philip Goodhart, recalled: ‘Rab was not on his best form, whereas
Harold was at his most ebullient and managed to win the day, not only on
the merit of what he said . . . but also physically in that his expansive gestures
nearly caused poor Rab to fall backwards from the adjacent seat.’119 This
meeting induced many former supporters of Butler to switch their loyalties
to Macmillan.120 Despite his volte-face the Chancellor’s more dynamic,
forthright approach and his direct confrontation of the future appealed
more to the Conservative Party than Butler’s prevarication and caution.
Eden returned to Britain on 14 December, receiving a lukewarm reception.121
He was met by a deputation at Downing Street, led by Butler and Salisbury,
telling him: ‘that, while the Cabinet were willing to carry on under his leadership until Easter, if it was then clear that his health was not fully restored
they felt that a new head of Government would be necessary’.122 However,
Eden then put the last nails in his own political coffin. On 17 December, he
admitted to lying over Anglo-French/Israeli action to a meeting of the 1922
Committee, and then on 20 December, lied to the House of Commons ‘that
there was not foreknowledge that Israel would attack Egypt’.123 While Eden
refused to admit to collusion, fearful that it would bring down the
Government, Macmillan recognised the country’s desire to look to the
future, rather than stagnate in its own failure. To this end the Chancellor
circulated a memorandum, without consulting the Prime Minister, which
said that ‘Suez had been a gamble which failed. Now we must go on as if it
had never happened.’124 Macmillan had observed in 1952: ‘I like both Butler
and Eden. They both have great charm. But it has been cruelly said that in
politics there are no friends at the top. I fear it is so.’125 Now in 1956, the
Chancellor finally deserted the Prime Minister when the concept of collective
responsibility was usurped by political opportunism.
By late December, Eden’s health had also taken a turn for the worse, with
the recurrence of fevers forcing an extension of his convalescence.126 The
Prime Minister began to ask associates whether he should resign.127 Visited
daily by his doctor, Sir Horace Evans, from 1 January, 1957, he was finally
informed, on 7 January, that his health would deteriorate if he continued in
office. Consequently, on the 9th, he announced his resignation, not simply
as Prime Minister but also from his parliamentary seat.128 Politically, for
Sir Anthony Eden the Suez Crisis was over. Personally, it would continue for
another twenty years.

Conclusion

By 14 October 1956, Eden had decided to use force to settle the Suez Crisis.
After Dulles’s press conference of 2 October, which finally destroyed the already
slim chances of SCUA’s success, force turned from a possibility discussed by
the Egypt Committee to a probability discussed by an executive ‘inner circle’
of ministers. Formalised on 24th at Sèvres, collusion was not the fulfilment
of a policy initiated in July 1956. Pressed by the French on the 14th, it
offered a solution for an overworked, overtired and now uninspired leader.
Cabinet members and civil servants have compounded condemnation of
Eden by suggesting that they were not consulted or that they were left out
of the chain of command and the distribution of documents. As the Chairman
of the JIC, Dean commented, while he himself did not feel betrayed: ‘I knew
a certain number of people were worried about it ex post facto’.1 This affected
the historiography of the Suez Crisis because it was this group who formed
the basis of the confidential sources of most works and whose private papers
were consulted. Mountbatten has often been cited as indicating the Prime
Minister’s warlike intentions.2 Others involved in the contingency preparations, such as Sir Dermot Boyle, are also similarly used.3 Butler maintained
that he had known nothing of the details of the Sèvres meetings.4 However,
he had attended the debriefing of Dean after the second Sèvres meeting, and
with other ministers had recommended the idea of the ‘contingency plan’
to Cabinet on 25 October, in the knowledge that this was intended as a cover
for collusion.5 Eden, annoyed by Butler’s post-Suez attitude, later wrote that he
‘never once made any criticism of substance at the cabinet nor even to me
privately, as he could have done at any time’.6 Clark noted in his diary ‘[t]he
way Rab has turned and trimmed’.7 Macmillan accepted some of the responsibility for the decisions made but, as Lloyd wrote to Eden, he ‘got the wind
up about how to deal with Suez’ in his memoir, Riding the Storm:
I share to the fullest extent the responsibility of all the decisions, not
merely from the normal responsibility of a Cabinet Minister, but because
I was one of the circle of colleagues whom Eden consulted. Naturally, as
169
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I was fully employed with my own problems from the financial point
of view, I could have only a general knowledge of the intricate but, alas,
ineffective attempts to reach a peaceful solution in accordance with the
claims of justice and equity.8
Macmillan, who had been the leading ‘hawk’ within the Government,
benefited the most from the crisis, having gained support for his ‘strong’
line and then for his influence which ended the war and his subsequent
efforts to rebuild Anglo-American relations before becoming Prime
Minister.9
Norman Brook supported the Government’s use of force but was quick to
disassociate from the stupidity of such a naive plan. In November 1956 he
told Clark that ‘he realised that no intelligent man could support the policy’,
and described the invasion as ‘folly’ to Shuckburgh.10 He was not alone in
this assessment of the plan and its implementation.11 Many agreed with the
intention and the motives, if not the method.12 They wanted Nasser
removed and hoped this would free Britain from the threat on her interests,
particularly oil supplies. It was feared that Egyptian control of the Canal
would disrupt transit to Western Europe. However, they did not want to be
associated with the failure of such a transparent plan. Brook suggested that
Millard’s ‘official history’ of the crisis should not have a wide circulation
within Whitehall.13 How much this was an attempt to protect himself as
much as the Prime Minister is unclear, but such action only increased
suspicions and inflamed reaction. The attempted cover-up, followed by the
disassociation of the majority of the policy-makers from ‘collusion’ made
Eden appear the more aggressive and dominant in the quest to use force,
particularly when they involved themselves in the historiography of the crisis.
In 1967, Nutting, who had resigned on 31 October 1956, published No
End of a Lesson, over which Eden considered taking legal action because of
the inaccuracies, which he listed at length.14 Nutting had given political
reasons to Lloyd for his dissatisfaction and resignation but others were
aware of personal problems which had also helped to force his hand.15
Lloyd told Eden that Nutting had twice told friends, in September 1956,
that he had ‘just got to get out of this bloody Government somehow’. One
of these friends was John Hope, Joint Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State
for Foreign Affairs, who believed that the reason was not political but
‘entanglements elsewhere’, the implication being of a marriage which was
breaking down. Eden could never reconcile these actions, either at the time
of the crisis or afterwards.16 Nutting had been Eden’s protegé and had
become disillusioned with his Prime Minister.17 While Nutting’s evidence is
treated with some caution, he is still cited by historians to suggest Eden’s
bellicosity. Similarly to Nutting, William Clark, having seen Eden as a ‘boyhood
hero’ became disenchanted and finally resigned over the Government’s
action.18 This opposition from those who had been so close to and had
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admired Eden led to an exaggerated condemnation of the Prime Minister’s
actions. Both Nutting and Clark tried to demonstrate Eden’s belligerence
from an early stage of the crisis which confused the understanding of other
contemporaries and historians toward Eden’s intentions for resolving the
crisis. He continued to back a peaceful solution until ill in October, as Clark
noted in his diary but refused readily to admit publicly.19
Aside from Clark and Nutting, others chose to back Eden’s decision.
Watkinson and Reginald Maudling, Minister for Supply, wrote supportively
in their autobiographies.20 Lord Home defended the decision on 12 December
1956 in the House of Lords and maintained this stance throughout his life.21
Likewise, Lord Kilmuir remained convinced of the validity of the Government’s
stance.22 Millard concluded:
[O]ne felt very worried about it [invasion] as clearly this was a very high-risk
policy. But the risks on either side seemed to be very great. The fate of the
government by this time was at stake, Eden certainly felt that, and his
own career was at stake, too. On either side there were appalling risks. All
I felt about it was that it was very high risk but one only hoped that it
would come off.
There is a lot of humbug about Suez quite honestly. People forget that
the policy at the time was extremely popular. It only became slightly less
popular when it failed.23
Suez was a divisive event, generating opinion and emotion amongst politicians, civil servants and public alike.24 Sides were taken and honour
defended, confusing the reality. While a sense of collective responsibility
may have prevented a far greater reaction against the Government’s decision
it also promoted a smouldering contempt and distrust, which was exacerbated by Eden’s eventual decision to limit information.25 Again, this distrust
was reinforced by the increasing post-war use of sub-committees, ad hoc
committees and the suspicion of a Prime Minister who appeared to control
all departments. This led to an extremely opinionated group within Westminster and Whitehall. Bereft of many facts and inundated with conspiratorial
assumptions, this group generated its own history which gradually permeated
into the historiography of Suez. They either believed or maintained that
Eden had dominated the conduct of foreign relations, immediately deciding
to reinternationalise the Canal by using force to retake control. In addition,
many of those cited did not actually work with Eden until the point of
increasing pressure in late September/October and were therefore unable to
comment accurately on the previous period.26 This can be seen in Richard
Powell’s evidence.27 Powell did not work with Eden until 4 September, when
he sat on the Egypt Committee. He then only attended one more meeting,
7 September, before finally working at length with Eden, in October, when
the Prime Minister had decided on force.
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Eden attempted to disguise the truth in his memoirs as he unconvincingly
justified his action. Because of subsequent events, particularly the assassination
of the Iraqi Prime Minister Nuri Said in 1959, this became easier to do and
therefore easier to accept, because Nuri’s death was seen by many British
contemporaries and commentators as a result of Nasser’s increasing power
and influence. The reality was much different, the history of which has
failed to represent the long complicated and at times confused efforts to
negotiate a settlement, which finally ended on 14 October 1956. Eden did
not help himself by the nature of his defence. By insisting that continuity
existed from the period of facing the dictators through to Suez, reinforced
by his naming the Suez memoir Full Circle, Eden implied that the decision
to collude with the Israelis was only an extension of his own military plans
and, therefore, the Cabinet decision made on 27 July 1956. This implied
that, from the outset of the crisis, he was intent on removing Nasser by
force. However, Eden actually tried to demonstrate the continuity that, the
final invasion represented the fulfilment of the contingency plans that he
had had drawn up in July, and had represented to Cabinet in October. This
attempt to conceal the collusion merely enlarged the image of Eden’s warmongering. Norman Brook wrote to Eden in May 1958, worried that the
chapter dealing with Suez in Eden’s memoirs passed ‘rather lightly over the
considerations which ultimately led the Government to intervene’. He was
concerned that the record should show that both he and the Prime Minister
had not made the decision to use force wantonly or, therefore, immediately
after the nationalisation of the Canal.28 Yet Eden was prepared to accept this
representation, particularly as it answered one of the most frequent criticisms
of him, that of indecisiveness, which had been so strongly portrayed by the
press and had led to the French antipathy towards him.29 This played into
the hands of the many officials and ministers who were looking for absolution.
Despite recognising some of these problems, both Kyle and Lucas continued
to use sources such as Mountbatten and, in particular, Clark.
In addition, the Egypt Committee, which has been seen as a ‘war committee’,
waiting to supply an excuse, did not make the decision to go to war, again
demonstrating its own vacillation and hence impotence.30 Historians
believed that it was this inner group and its discussion of the military contingency plans that has given evidence of Eden’s bellicosity. However, it was
the even smaller, more exclusive, ‘inner circle’ of ministers which agreed the
final course of action. Always in existence, such that its members conferred
over prominent issues, it lay dormant as a policy-making elite until October
1956. Then, when Eden decided, on 14 October, that the use of force had
turned from a possibility discussed by the Egypt Committee, to a probability
within his own mind, the ‘inner circle’ took on an executive role, if still
appearing to be the same discursive group of senior ministers. Thus, at the
time that Eden needed the most advice and support, he had narrowed his
advisory group to maintain security. This group consisted of hardliners:
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Macmillan, Salisbury, Kilmuir, Kirkpatrick and Brook. However, by their
lack of public support for the military operation in November, they left Eden
isolated and defending what now appeared, to historians and some contemporaries, to be his decision alone, which they believed he had made in July.
From their misinterpretation of the importance of the Egypt Committee, it
has been argued that the Prime Minister merely went through the motions of
diplomacy, represented by the tripartite talks, the London Conferences and
the Menzies Mission. Consequently, Eden’s military contingencies were perceived to have been initiated as soon as possible. However, the Prime Minister
tried to bluff the Egyptians with threats, whilst maintaining US support to
replace nationalisation with international control of the Canal. A firm and
potentially aggressive front against Nasser, backed by economic sanctions,
was central to his plan to lay the foundations for a strong bargaining
position in the ensuing negotiations. However, what he saw as American and
Egyptian intransigence left his policy with little chance of success, finally to
be overtaken and subverted by other Cabinet colleagues, French impatience
and weaknesses in his own character exposed through press, party and public
opinion. Despite his own assertions, the policy he had initiated before July
and had continued to employ until October was not the same as that finally
used to break the diplomatic deadlock. This was simply because Eden was
not the same man in October as he had been in July, 1956, and, under
increased pressure, agreed to the use of force to resolve the crisis.
Much of the historiography recognises Eden’s illness but fails to discuss its
severity and its influence on the timing of the decision to use force. Affected
by their conviction that Eden had decided to use force in July, they recognised a worsening of his illness in October but did not see any correlation
between this and the subsequent condoning of the Challe/Gazier plan, other
than, as Lucas believed, it gave the Prime Minister ‘renewed vigour’ to militarily remove Nasser.31 Eden had been ill since 1953, and his health had
gradually deteriorated. In addition, three months of transatlantic crisis
management, with long working hours exaggerated by the time differences
between Washington and New York, Cairo and London, hastened his mental
and physical decline. In combination, these factors meant that by October
1956 the Prime Minister had begun to suffer from bouts of pain, lack of sleep
and high fevers, which incapacitated him for several days, first by confining
him to bed and then by a lingering lassitude. Neither Eden nor his doctors
fully appreciated the extent of this illness, and despite the influence of Lady
Eden, he continued to work the usual long hours, further weakening himself,
until in November he was forced to take the rest that his doctors had been
insisting on for three months. This ignorance not only ensured further damage
to Eden’s health but also meant that contemporaries and historians have
been unable to understand the significance of his illness. In addition, the
Prime Minister’s doctors believed that they ‘had a duty to keep . . . [Eden] on
the road’, prescribing him painkillers.32 These drugs, particularly in the high
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doses prescribed in the 1950s, also complicated the picture. The initial
euphoria they produced gave Eden a false sense of his own condition, while
their side-effects exaggerated his personality traits, increasing his insecurity
and vanity. They also clouded Eden’s perception of himself. However, the
Prime Minister would be able to continue taking such high quantities of
stimulants for only a limited time, as Evans revealed in November 1956.33
Eden’s treatment merely masked his physical collapse. His rapid decline in
health after relinquishing his office, marked by stronger and more recurrent
bouts of fever, confirmed the fears that after the late diagnosis of Eden’s
complaint and its exaggeration by the fateful operations in 1953, the rigours
of leadership would hasten the deterioration of his health.34 This weakening
made him more susceptible to the demands for a quick resolution, which
increasingly became embodied in the use of force.
Many of the pressures which finally compelled Eden to condone the use
of force were already in place in July/August 1956. However, it was not until
weakened and insecure, that in October these pressures combined with the
failure of the American effort to initiate a settlement, finally forcing the
Prime Minister to admit that his own policy had failed, and that he must
resort to his and Cabinet’s last option, which he had been avoiding. The
method that Eden employed to settle the Suez Crisis, until October 1956,
had its roots in the years before Nasser nationalised the Canal. During 1955,
Eden refined the ‘policy’ of maintaining close links with the US. It involved
trying to manipulate the Americans and asserting British power through
them. This is a consistency that contradicts the common historiographical
debate, which believes that Eden’s past affected him in the opposite way.
It concludes that his dealing with the dictators made him more likely to act
aggressively against Nasser, increased by the need to demonstrate strong
leadership having eventually acceded to power.35 However, during his term
as Prime Minister, he found his ‘foreign policy’ restricted by the country’s
decline as a world power, as he had begun to understand while Foreign
Secretary after the war. He would have liked to play a freer role but reconciled himself to developing relations with the US and the Commonwealth.
However, these ties with the US were not made out of preference. Despite
being more an Atlanticist than a European, he did not fully trust the US. He
had attended many of the Second World War conferences, including
Tehran and Yalta, and witnessed Britain’s decline as a world power and the
rise of the US. Eisenhower’s election in 1952 compounded the problem
because of the emergence of John Foster Dulles. Dulles and Eden did not
trust each other. By the time of the Suez Crisis, Anglo-American channels of
communication were already compromised.36 This led to an American
misunderstanding of Eden’s intention, which Macmillan made worse by
frightening the US into believing that Britain had already decided to use
force. This American reaction clouded historians’ perceptions of Eden and
his policy. The Prime Minister had hoped that the US could stand by the
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British, presenting a strong and potentially aggressive front against Nasser.
However, there was an immediate divergence of opinion between the British
and American leaders. Eisenhower understood the situation but had his hands
tied by a variety of bonds, including the coming election and Congressional
opinion. This underscored the Americans’ essentially passive role and provided the seeds for Eden’s eventual frustration with their limited efforts to
provide a solution to the crisis. Adamant that the British were intent on
using force, the Americans continued to offer superficially attractive solutions to the crisis. This attempt at consuming Britain’s interest and delaying
the implementation of force was finally confirmed by Dulles’s press conference of 2 October, which convinced Eden that he was no longer required to
follow the US lead.
The Prime Minister had resorted to trying to influence the US, to counter
its ‘isolation’. Eden had consistently used the Soviet threat, prior to 1956, to
derive non-military American aid. During 1955, as he attempted to develop
the Baghdad Pact, he had asked the Americans to join, knowing they could
nor would not. He increased the pressure upon them by reminding them of
the Soviet threat, although he was then doubtful that the Soviets would
cause serious problems in the Middle East. He used a strong position to
ensure a compromise from the Americans. This manifested itself in terms of
financial and material aid, which Eden employed to maintain influence in
the region, and which was more acceptable to the Americans. In late 1955,
MI6 undermined the Prime Minister’s position, using its contact to suggest
that President Nasser had developed much closer links with the Soviets.
After Sir Dick White’s move to head SIS, his deputy, George Young, tried to
increase his own influence. A rabid anti-communist, he hoped that Eden
would reassert Britain’s presence in the Middle East to counter any
attempted Soviet infiltration. However, Eden merely hoped to induce
continued financial, material and moral support from the US. After little
success, the Prime Minister then tried more direct communication with
Washington. This yielded little in terms of American diplomatic assistance
but fostered the misunderstanding that both the British and the Americans
now held similar views of Nasser and his potential Pan-Arabism. However,
Eden still did not trust the Americans who, he believed, had weakened and
thus prevented the Arab-Israeli peace plan, ALPHA, from bearing fruit.
When the American efforts to effect a solution failed, they reopened AngloAmerican channels to support the covert measures embodied in OMEGA,
to remove Nasser, who they saw as an obstacle to peace in the Middle
East.37 Once again, Eden did not trust the Americans, but Anglo-American
co-operation resulted in the continued material support of important Middle
Eastern countries, including those friendly to Britain.
After the nationalisation of the Suez Canal, Eden maintained a similar
policy until late September/October 1956. This similarity has been ignored
by historians. The Prime Minister hoped that he could maintain influence
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over the Americans, so that as a compromise they would offer moral support
that might undermine Nasser’s position in the eyes of both Egyptians and
other Arab nationals. They had already backed economic moves to destabilise
Nasser’s regime, and potentially more sinister covert measures, through
OMEGA. Eden knew that he would have to coax American support and was
unable to influence Nasser on his own. In addition, the Prime Minister
could not employ a more direct policy, as he continued to vacillate, unsure
as to the real threat of Nasser’s nationalism, a problem increased by the initial
inability of the Foreign Office legal advisers to give a definitive assessment
of the issues, and by his own moral beliefs.38 During the early stages of the
crisis, the Prime Minister had no legal or personal justification for employing
a military solution to resolve the crisis.
His indecision resulted from more than Britain’s increasingly exposed
weaknesses. Eden’s personality led him to vacillate. His decision-making
had always taken lengthy periods of time. Combined with his own tendency to compromise, this led to ‘charges of weakness’ and accusations of
the appeasement of both Soviets and Arabs.39 Conflicting assessments of
Nasser increased the uncertainty and continued throughout the crisis. This
fed Eden’s insecurity, and resulted in strong, often aggressive outbursts but
no action. He had faced strong press criticism before and had reacted in
exactly the same way. As contemporaries remembered, all that he really
wanted to do was sound off about the accusations or the situation: ‘He
didn’t want anything done’, as when King Hussein had removed Glubb.40
Then on 26 July, Eden reacted angrily in private. The Prime Minister, it was
widely agreed, could be ‘short tempered and could be irritated’. This
reflected the same immediate reaction to events that Shuckburgh had
witnessed in the years before Eden took over as Prime Minister. It did not
represent, on this occasion, a move to a more independent policy of using
force to settle the crisis and was at variance with his personality and character
at the time of the decision to use force, when he remained calm and
serene.41 These events carried severe ramifications, but the Prime Minister’s
decisions reflected measured and rational deliberation based on a reaction
to events. In the initial days of the crisis, after the nationalisation of the
Canal, there was international confusion over what would be the immediate
reaction to Nasser’s actions. Eden vacillated, restricted by Britain’s weakness
as a ‘power’. He did not make a decision to use force in late July/August. He
remained unsure of any form of American support but convinced of the
importance of reinternationalising the Canal and protecting Western European
oil supplies. At this stage, economic and psychological pressures would be
used, in conjunction with the threat of force to reverse Nasser’s nationalisation
of the Suez Canal. However, if the Egyptian leader continued to prove
recalcitrant, Eden and the Cabinet were prepared to invoke a military operation. A decision to use force, which the historiography assumed had been
taken, remained a giant step from this point.
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The Prime Minister believed that in conjunction with the Americans, he
could widen support against Nasser, pressing him to relinquish his control
of the Canal. With this in mind, he hoped that the First London Conference
would unite opinion in condemnation of Egypt. He was buoyed in this
belief by the number of countries who sent representatives to the Conference
and by its conclusion that the Canal should be returned to international
control. However, how this solidarity could be translated specifically into
peacefully removing Nasser remained unclear to Eden. This confusion led
many historians to believe that Eden had decided to use force and was
merely waiting for his excuse. It reflected the difficult decisions needed to
effect a peaceful solution to the crisis, while maintaining US and French
support. A committee was convened, under the chairmanship of Robert
Menzies, and sent to Nasser to communicate the conclusions of the conference
and press for reinternationalisation of the Canal. Eden did not expect that
the Menzies Mission would be successful. The Prime Minister’s doubts were
born out of Nasser’s intransigence and because of concerns over Menzies’
abilities.42 Yet there was a chance that the Egyptians might return control of
the Canal. The possibility of a peaceful solution continued, but, after
Macmillan’s meetings with both Murphy and Dulles, the Americans continued
to believe that the British were committed to the use of force.
Nevertheless, the Prime Minister continued to hold his traditional faith in
diplomacy. He had spent the formative years of his political career working
with Austen Chamberlain, Gustav Streseman and Aristide Briand for the
League of Nations. He saw the need for an international organisation to
enable the preservation of ‘peace through strength’. In this way he had
proposed rearmament during the late 1930s to act as a deterrent to the
expansionist aims of Nazi Germany. In the post-1945 world, NATO offered
to prevent Soviet expansion but could not involve itself in the Middle East.
Therefore, Eden wanted to develop a solidarity among countries in opposition
to Nasser’s nationalisation of the Canal to increase pressure on Egypt to
reinternationalise the waterway. In addition, he needed to use threats in
order to bluff the Egyptians into believing that he would not tolerate their
action. In this way he hoped to continue supporting his principle of ‘peace
through strength’ and derive a peaceful solution to the crisis. Eden’s actions
until late September and early October 1956 reflected a consistent approach
to foreign affairs which involved conciliation, negotiation and, in the last
resort, threat. Even in the late 1930s he had advocated rearmament as
a means of threatening Germany rather than taking the stronger, more
forceful Churchillian line.
However, by October 1956 Eden had narrowed his own channels of
advice, following the Churchillian tradition. In the early stages of the crisis
this did not cause any serious problems. The Egypt Committee had been
established to consider the British response to the nationalisation of the
Canal, dominated by the development of the military precautions, which
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appeared to be the best way of weakening Nasser’s position, through threat or
possible implementation. The plan which the Committee approved suggested
that while force might be employed, its execution and its goals had not
been explored.43 It changed three times. In addition, the hypothetical ‘D-Day’
was altered twice. Sir Patrick Reilly believed that ‘[t]he whole way in which
Eden ran the affair prevented any proper thought being given to the problem’.44 Eden was more intent on threatening Nasser than actually invading
Egypt. Even Clark, who had alleged that Eden had decided to use force on
26 July, finally saw the truth.45 Nasser expected some form of retaliation.
Eden had to keep the Egyptian leader guessing, while also preparing for any
further eventualities. The contingency plans were not the only example of
this, as a committee had been openly established to be seen by Nasser to be
discussing possible covert actions against him, and the Treasury had been
asked to consider further ways of increasing economic pressure on Egypt.46
However, outwardly, as Harold Nicolson recorded, ‘the Government have
shown their [sic] accustomed irresolution and confusion of purpose’.47 This
gave the impression to historians and certain contemporaries that Eden did
not have a policy, and merely waited for a pretext to use force. However,
internally, because of its exclusivity, the Egypt Committee prevented information reaching those trying to help to provide ideas for a solution and
generated much of the mistrust that would later cloud history’s judgement
of Eden. Eden’s secrecy prevented his intentions from being known. Clark
realised this and, while still angry at the outcome of Suez, revealed:
I was very much at the centre of affairs with my office at the end of the
corridor leading down to the Prime Minister’s office . . . and I had access to
virtually all the papers that went to the Prime Minister. So, I knew all that
and I frequently found that I was quite misinformed about what had
happened because there had been a telephone conversation, a casual
meeting in the House of Commons between some of the senior ministers.48
This was also compromised, as Clark continued, because of the ‘fairly deliberative’ nature of Government; what a Minister or even a Prime Minister
might say to him ‘was very often very revealing of their personality, but not
terribly revealing of what Government policy was going to be’.49 Nevertheless,
even the most recent historians have put their belief in Clark’s references to
comments by Eden. A traditionalist, Eden believed in the collective responsibility of Government. In addition, while Clark saw the Prime Minister
quite often, ‘[h]e did not have access to all the details of Cabinet and Cabinet
Committee discussions or other confidential matters’.50 This left Clark trying
to glean information from other sources, as with the meeting of the evening
of 26 July, not all of which were necessarily reliable, or themselves
informed. This led to inaccurate understandings of Eden which suggested
that he had decided, almost immediately after the expropriation of the
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Canal, to resolve the issue forcefully. In reality, the Prime Minister, believing
in the importance of maintaining free transit of oil for Britain, had to steer
a path between pacifist American, militaristic French and, later, Israeli
aspirations, in order to protect British interests, while maintaining pressure
on Nasser and a positive face to the public and the Party. All this, dominated
by the search for a peaceful solution.
This meant the continuation of supporting American initiatives for a
settlement of the crisis, while maintaining amicable relations with the
French. However, Eden did not blindly follow the American lead. The Second
London Conference, reiterating the conclusions of the earlier conference,
resulted in international condemnation of Nasser’s actions. While the Prime
Minister remained sceptical of the success of this form of representation
without a much stronger threat, he hoped that in combination with his own
pressure it would undermine the Egyptian leader’s position. This was represented by Eden’s hope, albeit slight, for the Menzies Mission but also his disillusion when the committee sent to inform Nasser of the conclusions of the
First London Conference was undermined by the American statement publicly revealing their passivity, and Menzies’ own inflexibility. Yet, while
Nasser had made an unequivocal rejection of international control in his
reply to the Menzies Mission, Eden still thought that Nasser believed in a
reaffirmation or renewal of the 1888 Convention, which would mean the
protection of British and European rights of passage by international
treaty.51 Despite the American weakening of Britain’s attempts at bargaining
from a position of strength, Eden continued to favour a peaceful resolution
of the dispute.
In addition, he firmly believed in the British SCUA proposal, which he
had conceived as early as 12 August.52 Historians have recorded neither
Eden’s belief in the Association nor his proposal of a British SCUA, evidence
for which lies in the significant differences between the US and British
proposals for a users’ association. This has meant that they could not understand, nor therefore believe, that Eden remained true to his faith in his own
vision for SCUA and its potential to promote a peaceful solution to the crisis
until October 1956. The Prime Minister had hoped that it would enable the
reintroduction of international control of the Canal, by increasing support
against Nasser and by exerting economic pressure on Egypt through the
Association’s withholding of Canal dues from the Egyptians. Initially the
Americans had appeared to Eden and the Egypt Committee to support this
use.53 Even when Dulles undermined this proposal with his own different
proposal under the same name, such was Eden’s commitment and belief in
it that the Prime Minister believed that it could be made to work. Only in
October, when Dulles had made yet another public statement weakening
SCUA’s potential, did Eden decide to take the matter to the UN, in the hope
of presenting the dispute before world opinion, and promoting greater
world representation against Nasser. He still hoped that this could be
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made through a users’ association which would solicit world opinion to
reinternationalise the Canal. Despite the move being against Dulles’s
wishes, Eden was not rejecting American assistance, as he tried to fulfil both
his and Dulles’s plans for a users’ association. For the Prime Minister, the
hope he placed in the Security Council was consistent with his belief in the
potential of an international organisation policing the world. This was part
of Eden’s mindset, generated by his work around the League of Nations in
the 1920s, and explained his commitment to the 1888 Convention. However,
while Eden had envisaged SCUA pressing Nasser by economic sanction,
Dulles did not believe that user countries should have to pay transit dues
outside of Egypt. Suddenly, the difference in American and British attitudes
toward SCUA and their commitments to a solution became clear. The longstanding confusion that had begun on 28 July had finally been cleared.
Reinternationalisation, which had been central to the Prime Minister’s aim for
resolving the crisis, was not part of the American proposal for a users’ association. Eden now realised that the US had been convinced, falsely, of his
bellicosity and had offered their proposal as an attempt to interest the British
and French, drawing them back from the brink of war. As such the American
vision for SCUA had never been intended to resolve the issue of control of
the Canal and hence could not peacefully resolve the crisis for the British.
Eden finally lost faith with Dulles and the Americans.54 Ill and disillusioned
with his own policy, the Prime Minister began to bend under the pressure
for a forceful resolution. From late September he had begun to show a weakening of his resolve, under particular pressure from the French, who were
themselves pressed by the Israelis. Increasingly he turned to others for
advice, including Churchill. The French were concerned that Eden would
not be resolute and, fearful of an imminent political collapse, increased
their efforts to involve the British in an operation against Egypt, because of
the need for British air power. The Israelis did not want to act against Egypt
without the British and this increased French pressure on Eden. Right-wing
Conservative Party pressure, which had originated when Eden led the withdrawal from the Canal Zone in 1954, also began to affect the Prime Minister.
This had been voiced through the press, particularly The Daily Telegraph, but
now took on a more dynamic form, in terms of a forceful resolution at the
Party Conference, on 12 October. Its timing was also significant, coming
only two days before Franco-Israeli pressure finally resulted in the direct presentation of the Gazier/Challe initiative of 14 October and four days after
Eden had left hospital after a further worsening of his illness and corrective
surgery. Surrounded by few advisers, who all advocated the use of force,
Eden, weakened by his medical complaint, exhaustion, and the increasing
pressure for a military solution to the crisis, changed from seeking a negotiated
solution to one achieved by force. Eighty days of ineffectual crisis management
and the search for a peaceful solution had been suddenly ended.
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